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PREFACE
The Federal Coordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting Research has the responsibility to
maintain and publish Federal Meteorological Handbooks. This series of documents provides standards
and procedures to facilitate the efficient collection, sharing, and use of meteorological information by
agencies of the federal government and private industry.
The original Federal Meteorological Handbook, Number 11 (FMH-11), DOPPLER RADAR
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS, was prepared and published under the auspices of the
Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting Research (OFCM) at the
request of the Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) Program Council and in coordination with
the federal agencies that are represented on the Interdepartmental Committee for Meteorological
Services and Supporting Research. The purpose of FMH-11 is to standardize, insofar as practical, the
operation of the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988, Doppler (WSR-88D) systems and the procedures
used by personnel of the Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Transportation. By approving
publication of this handbook, those agencies have agreed to operate their WSR-88D systems
accordingly. Some flexibility under certain meteorological, siting, or mission circumstances is
permitted to enhance the quality and utility of some WSR-88D products.
The revision process is dependent on the evolution of WSR-88D subsystems software and products.
Part A has been revised to ensure it provides users current operations guidance. Parts B, C, and D have
been revised in a separate effort principally through the guidance of the Radar Operations Center
(ROC). All revisions are coordinated among the NEXRAD triagencies (Department of Commerce
(DoC), Department of Defense (DoD), and Department of Transportation (DoT)); thus, they possess
the same authority as the initial edition of FMH-11.
The agencies shall review the documents at least annually. The goal is to review and update (as
necessary) the handbooks as part of every WSR-88D software build release. Suggestions for
modifications and additions shall be forwarded through the appropriate channels in each agency for
consideration and issuance, if appropriate. Changes will be issued as a total update of each chapter of
the handbook. The handbook updates will be issued in electronic format and made available on the
OFCM home page (http://www.ofcm.gov). Readers can make copies of the handbook without a
request for approval from the OFCM. A summary of changes made during updates will be annotated
in the preface of each part.
Each major part of the FMH-11 is designed to stand alone, except where cross references are made to
avoid voluminous redundancy. In all, FMH-11 has four parts:
Part A

- System Concepts, Responsibilities, and Procedures (April 2006)

Part B

- Doppler Radar Theory and Meteorology (December 2005)

Part C

- WSR-88D Products and Algorithms (April 2006)

Part D

- WSR-88D Systems Description and Operational Applications (February
2006)
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Part C provides discussions of products, accompanied by color photographs, to include a description of
each product, and its operational characteristics, potential usage, and operational considerations. It then
describes how meteorological and hydrometeorological algorithms are used to process the Doppler
radar signal and the resulting base data to produce the WSR-88D products. Discussions of the
algorithms include their functional description, the operational default parameters, and operational
considerations as well as the source of the individual meteorological algorithms. Signal processing
algorithms are also briefly described. Finally, discussions of the WSR-88D operational modes and
volume coverage patterns are provided.
Summary of Changes:
This version of Part C replaces the original document, published in February 1991. This version
incorporates the many system changes made since February 1991, updates the document as of Radar
Product Generator Build 6 (released in September 2004), and adds information based on operational
experience gained during the first decade of WSR-88D operational use and case studies.

Samuel P. Williamson
Federal Coordinator for Meteorological
Services and Supporting Research
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background. The material presented in Part C, WSR-88D Products and Algorithms, of
Federal Meteorological Handbook No. 11 (FMH-11) describes the meteorological and hydrological
products and algorithms implemented in the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988, Doppler (WSR88D). Additional supplementary material is presented to give the user insight into the subtleties and
variations in product interpretations that may arise out of variations in algorithm performance due
to differing location, scanning strategy employed, or operational configuration. This Part also
serves to document the meteorological processing that is intrinsic to the WSR-88D system.
The material in Part C is as of software Build 6 for the Radar Product Generator (RPG) and
Open System Principal User Processor (OPUP), Build 10.2 of the legacy Radar Data
Acquisition (RDA), and Build 10 of the legacy Principal User Processor (PUP). The sections
covering the usage, strengths/applications and limitations are based primarily on the inputs
provided by agency personnel familiar with the operation and meteorological use of the WSR-88D,
the National Weather Service’s (NWS’s) Warning Decision Training Branch, Radar Operations
Center (ROC) subject matter experts, and a support services contractor. This version of Part C
supersedes the February 1991 version.
1.2 Purpose and Scope. Part C brings together the existing knowledge of WSR-88D products and
algorithms. Additional and more detailed information regarding operating instructions are
contained in baseline WSR-88D technical manuals, other parts of this Handbook, and the
Memorandum of Agreement among the DOC, DoD, and DOT for Interagency Operation of the
WSR-88D dated 2 June 2004 (available at: http://www.roc.noaa.gov/PDFs/MOA.pdf). The Next
Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) Program plans to update Part C when new products or
algorithms are added as will be the case in Build 8 (May 2006 release).
1.3 Organization. Part C is organized into five chapters.
•
•
•

•

Chapter 1 is this introduction.
Chapter 2, WSR-88D Meteorological Products, contains a description of each WSR88D hydrological and meteorological product, organized alphabetically by product.
Chapter 3, Meteorological and Hydrometeorological Algorithms, summarizes the
various types of meteorological processing and is intended to serve as a reference for
the operational user. It contains a functional description, listing of the operational
parameters, and a discussion of the operational considerations of each algorithm. A
bibliography is included for those desiring or requiring additional in-depth detail.
Chapter 4, Signal Processing Algorithms, provides brief descriptions of signal
processing algorithms.
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•
•

Chapter 5, Operational Modes and Volume Coverage Patterns, describes the WSR-88D
operational modes and volume coverage patterns.
Appendix A lists acronyms and abbreviations used in Part C. Appendix B is a glossary
of terms used in this Handbook. In the 1991 version of Part C, Appendix A provided
information on the default product data levels. This product level information can now
be found in the Interface Control Document for the Product Specification, Document
Number 2620003H. The document number suffix, “H” in this case for Build 6,
corresponds to the software build the document is baselined for. The Product
Specification document is at: http://www.roc.noaa.gov/ssb/cm/icd_downloads.asp

The WSR-88D images used in Part C are from the many diverse NEXRAD agency user display
systems available. The list of the primary user display systems is in Part D, Section 2.4, of this
Handbook. In addition, figures from the proof-of-concept National Severe Storms Laboratory
(NSSL) Warning Decision Support System (WDSS), the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
Level III/product archives via the NCDC NEXRAD Viewer, and the Common Operations and
Development Environment (CODE) CODEview Graphics are used. These diverse displays are
used to ensure the best representative examples of the phenomena being depicted are presented
.
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CHAPTER 2

WSR-88D METEOROLOGICAL PRODUCTS

2.1 Introduction. This chapter provides an operational description of the WSR-88D meteorological
products. Table 2-1 provides a listing of those products and their system identifiers. The section
covering each product contains its description and its operational characteristics, a brief statement
describing its intended operational usage, and a listing of the known operational strengths and
limitations.
The description of the product and how it is generated is followed by a brief narrative and by an
itemization of the operational characteristics that include:
• System Identifier (ID) - The unique identification for that product within the WSR-88D
system.
• Data - The data or information presented in the products.
• Processing - The processing that has been used to prepare the data or information for
presentation.
• Availability - The frequency at which, or conditions under which, the product is
available.
• Presentation - A description of how the product is presented.
• Resolution and Coverage - The geographical area represented by a single product data
value and the geographic area covered by the entire product.
• Data Levels - The parameter resolution or quantization of the data or information in the
product. This product level information is available in the Interface Control Document
for the Product Specification at: http://www.roc.noaa.gov/ssb/cm/icd_downloads.asp
• Annotations - Additional alphanumeric information included with the product.
• Special Symbols - Where used, special symbols are described.
• Adaptation Data - Those parameters that can be varied to adapt the product to its
application.
• Overlays - The following algorithms produce products that can be overlaid on all
geographic products to improve operational utility in a given application:
Hail Index
Mesocyclone
Mesocyclone Rapid Update
Mesocyclone Detection
Severe Weather Probability
Storm Tracking Information
Tornado Vortex Signature
Tornado Vortex Rapid Update
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• Combined Attribute Table - The following elements make up the table:
Cell-Based Vertically Integrated Liquid Water
Hail
Probability of Hail
Probability of Severe Hail
Maximum Expected Hail Size
Mesocyclone
Storm Characteristics
Storm Identification
Storm Location
Height and Value of Maximum Reflectivity
Height of 30 dBZ Echo Top
Forecast Storm Movement
Tornado Vortex Signature
The usage section describes the potential meteorological applications of the product and lists some
of its intended operational uses.
The strengths/applications sections list the strong points of the products which relate to its
applications and the limitation sections describes the limiting factors of the product (and its related
algorithm). For products based upon the meteorological algorithm processing, the reader should
refer to Chapter 3 for additional discussion.
Where available and appropriate, a pictorial or tabular representation of each product is provided.
Figure numbers coincide with the product section numbers and, therefore, are not necessarily
consecutive.
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Table 2-1
WSR-88D Meteorological Products
Product Name
Clutter Filter Control
Clutter Likelihood Reflectivity
Clutter Likelihood Doppler
Combined Shear
Composite Reflectivity
Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation
Cross Section
Reflectivity
Mean Radial Velocity
Echo Tops
High Resolution Enhanced Echo Tops
Free Text Message
Hail Index
Hybrid Scan Reflectivity
Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity
Layer Composite Reflectivity
Average
Maximum
User Selectable Layer Composite Reflectivity
Layer Composite Reflectivity - Anomalous Propagation Removed
Mean Radial Velocity
Base Velocity Data Array
Integrated Terminal Weather System Digital Base Velocity
Mesocyclone
Mesocyclone Rapid Update
Mesocyclone Detection
Digital Mesocyclone Detection Data Array
One-Hour Rainfall Accumulation
Hourly Digital Precipitation Array
One-Hour Snow Depth Accumulation
One-Hour Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation
Radar Coded Message
Reflectivity
Base Reflectivity Data Array
Severe Weather Analysis
Reflectivity
Mean Radial Velocity
Spectrum Width
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System ID
CFC
CLR
CLD
CS
CR
CRE
RCS
VCS
ET
EET
FTM
HI
HSR
DHR
LRA
LRM
ULR
APR
V
DV
DBV
M
MRU
MD
DMD
OHP
DPA
OSD
OSW
RCM
R
DR
SWA
SWR
SWV
SWW
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Table 2-1
WSR-88D Meteorological Products
(Concluded)
Product Name
Radial Shear
Severe Weather Probability
Spectrum Width
Storm Relative Mean Radial Velocity
Region
Map
Storm Structure
Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation
Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation (Digital Storm Product)
Storm Total Snow Depth Accumulation
Storm Total Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation
Storm Tracking Information
SuperOb
Supplemental Precipitation Data
Three-Hour Rainfall Accumulation
Tornado Vortex Signature
Tornado Vortex Signature Rapid Update
User Alert Message
User Selectable Rainfall Accumulation
User Selectable Snow Depth Accumulation
User Selectable Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation
Velocity Azimuth Display
Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) Wind Profile
Vertically Integrated Liquid Water
High Resolution Digital Vertically Integrated Liquid
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System ID
SWS
SWP
SW
SRR
SRM
SS
STP
DSP
SSD
SSW
STI
SO
SPD
THP
TVS
TRU
UAM
USP
USD
USW
VAD
VWP
VIL
DVL
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2.2 Clutter Filter Control. The Clutter Filter Control product (CFC) provides a display of the
type and amount of clutter suppression (Notchwidth and Bypass Maps) in effect, for the user
selected elevation segment and channel type. Two elevation segments are available for selection;
they are “Low” (elevations below 1.65°) and “High” (elevations between 1.65° and 7°) for each
channel “Surveillance” or “Doppler."
2.2.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: CFC, Product #34.
Data: Active clutter filtering scheme, forced filtering, or no filtering.

Processing: The RDA Status and Control (RDASC) generate the Clutter Filter
Notchwidth Map and Bypass Map.
Availability: When Notchwidth and/or Bypass maps are updated or on user request.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image for user selected elevation segment and channel type
(Figure 2-2).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1.4°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 8.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Elevation Segment Number
Channel (Surveillance or Doppler)
Bypass Map generation date/time
Notchwidth Map generation date/time.

Adaptation: None.
2.2.2 Usage: Graphically display clutter filter settings.
2.2.3 Strengths/Applications:
• Enables Clutter Filter settings to be graphically displayed.
• Assists in verifying correct clutter settings have been set.
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2.2.4 Limitations:
• Only available when RDASC changes in settings occur or when requested.
• Even though clutter filtering can be applied to a range of 460 km (248 nm), this product
only displays clutter filter information to 230 km (124 nm).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-2
Clutter Filter Control Product
An example of operator-generated clutter sensor zones displayed by a CFC product
(Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) graphic). The blue wedge
indicates forced filtering is taking place, in all bins contained within the wedge, using
maximum suppression. The white wedge indicates an area in which the operator has
turned off all clutter suppression. The remainder of the area which is yellow with red pixels
is the RDA-generated Clutter Bypass Map. In this case, the map was generated while
some type of interference was being detected by the KTLX WSR-88D in Oklahoma City,
OK, as indicated by the azimuthal rows of continuous pixels at different azimuths and
ranges. In general, if the interference is not constant, a map without the interference is
preferable in order to not suppress data unnecessarily.
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2.3 Clutter Likelihood Reflectivity. The Clutter Likelihood Reflectivity product (CLR) provides
a displayable image of the percentage probability that the radar is detecting ground clutter in the
reflectivity radial samples. The product content is based on the output of the Radar Echo Classifier
(REC) algorithm using the Anomalous Propagation (AP)/Clutter target logic.
2.3.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: CLR, Product #132.
Data: Clutter likelihood (in percent).
Processing: The REC algorithm searches the three base data moments (R, V and SW),
within a discrete sampling area, for patterns characteristic of ground clutter and anomalous
propagation returns. It combines its results using “fuzzy logic” to produce a likelihood as a
percentage, that a given range bin is a return from ground clutter.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of probability coded range bins (Figure 2-3).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 11.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Site adaptable parameters
Maximum data value detected.

Adaptation: None.
2.3.2 Usage. The CLR product indicates the likelihood that each range gate is
contaminated by clutter return and provides a measure of reflectivity data quality. This assists in
reflectivity data interpretation and application of the data. Additionally, output of the REC
algorithm is used by the precipitation accumulation function to reject reflectivity range gates that
are clutter contaminated.
2.3.3 Strengths/Applications. With availability of all three moments, CLR will indicate
probability that each range gate is clutter.
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2.3.4 Limitations. The CLR results must be used with caution in areas where there are
range overlaid velocity data.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-3
Clutter Likelihood Reflectivity Product
A CLR product as displayed on an OPUP from the KTLX WSR-88D in Oklahoma City, OK.
Each resolution volume represents the percentage probability that the radar is detecting
ground clutter in that reflectivity radial sample. This product was created at the same time
as the product shown in Figure 2-4.
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2.4 Clutter Likelihood Doppler. The Clutter Likelihood Doppler product (CLD) provides a
displayable image of the percentage probability that the radar is detecting ground clutter in the
Doppler radial samples. The product is based on the output of the REC algorithm using the AP
/Clutter target logic.
2.4.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: CLD, Product #133.
Data: Clutter likelihood (in percent).
Processing: The REC algorithm searches the three base data moments (R, V and SW),
within a discrete sampling area, for patterns characteristic of ground clutter and anomalous
propagation returns. It combines its results using “fuzzy logic” to produce a likelihood as a
percentage, that a given range bin is contaminated by return from ground clutter.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of probability coded range bins (Figure 2-4).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 12.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Site adaptable parameters
Maximum data values detected.

Special Symbols: None.
Adaptation: None.
2.4.2 Usage. The data are input by the REC and used to reject Doppler gates that are clutter
contaminated. The CLD product indicates the likelihood that each range gate is contaminated by
return from clutter targets and provides a measure of velocity data quality. This can assist in
velocity field interpretation and application of the data. The value displayed for each 1 km (0.54
nm) bin is the maximum of the four corresponding Doppler bins.
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2.4.3 Strengths/Applications. With availability of all three moments, the CLD will
indicate probability that each range gate is clutter.
2.4.4 Limitations. Probabilities of clutter are not available in range folded areas.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-4
Clutter Likelihood Doppler Product
A CLD product as displayed on an OPUP from the KTLX WSR-88D in Oklahoma City, OK.
Each resolution volume represents the percentage probability that the radar is detecting
ground clutter in that velocity radial sample. This product was created at the same time as
the product shown in Figure 2-3.
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2.5 Combined Shear. The Combined Shear product (CS) provides the combined radial and
azmuthal shear of the mean radial velocity, as calculated by the CS algorithm. It is presented as an
image of filtered shear values containing 16 data levels. Upon user request, all site adaptable
parameters identified as inputs to the algorithms used to generate data for this product are available
in alphanumeric tabular form.
2.5.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: CS, Product #87.
Data: Combined azimuthal and radial shear.
Processing: CS Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan at a single elevation angle, as selected at the Master
System Control Function (MSCF); lowest elevation is default.
Presentation: Cartesian image of combined shear values (Figure 2-5).
Resolution: 0.5 x 0.5 km (0.27 x 0.27 nm).
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 x 230 km (124 x 124 nm) to 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm).
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Elevation angle
Position and magnitude of maximum shear value
Site adaptable parameters
Spatial resolution of product.

Adaptation: None.
2.5.2 Usage. Visual identification of wind shear phenomena associated with gust fronts,
downbursts, microbursts, synoptic fronts, and mesoscale/storm scale rotational phenomena.
2.5.3 Strengths/Applications. This product has been used to aid in manual gust front and
mesocyclone and misocyclone identification.
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2.5.4 Limitations.
•
•
•

For various reasons this product has not been thoroughly tested in an operational
environment.
Extensive filtering of both velocity data and shear data may remove significant
misoscale and mesoscale phenomena (i.e., 40 meters (130 feet) to 4 km (2.2 nm)).
Critical values have not been established.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-5
Combined Shear Product
A CS product from the KTLX WSR-88D in Oklahoma City, OK. (OPUP display)
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2.6 Composite Reflectivity. The Composite Reflectivity products (CR) provide composite
reflectivity data displayable as an image. For each geographical resolution element, this product
provides the highest reflectivity value above the resolution element available from any elevation
angle scan of a volume scan. Thus, the value displayed for a given location within the product
could come from any of the elevation scans contained in the current VCP. Storm information
generated by the various meteorological algorithms (e.g., Storm Cell Identification and Tracking
(SCIT) algorithm, Hail Detection Algorithm (HDA), Mesocyclone Algorithm (MESO), and
Tornado Detection Algorithm (TDA)) are included as annotations or graphic overlays, or both, as
the user selects. When selected, the algorithm-generated information is provided for all identified
storms via the Combined Attribute Table (CAT) .
2.6.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: CR, Products: #35, #36, #37, and #38.
Data:
• Composite reflectivity
• Meteorological algorithm output.
Processing:
• Assign highest value of reflectivity from any elevation angle in volume scan.
• Produce combined attribute table.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Cartesian image of composite reflectivity values (Figures 2-6, a – d).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 1 x 1 km (0.54 x 0.54 nm) (#35 and 37)
• 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm) (#36 and 38)

Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius
Radar centered, 230 km (248 nm) radius.

Data Levels: 8 (#35 and 36) and 16 (#37 and 38).
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Combined Attribute Table
Data level code
Maximum CR data value detected.
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Adaptation: None.
2.6.2 Usage.
• Permits a view of maximum reflectivity levels for the total vertical volume within the
range of the radar. As such, it provides a synopsis of the most important reflectivity
features in the entire vertical coverage area.
• Allows the user to quickly establish the maximum aerial extent of reflectivity patterns
and locate reflectivity maxima with respect to the surface of the Earth. However,
information regarding the height above ground or the 3-dimensional structure of the
reflectivity pattern must be determined by the use of other products.
• Under favorable reflectivity conditions, a bright band feature may enable the user to
identify the presence of the melting level.
2.6.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Provides help selecting vertical cross sections through maximum reflectivity core.
• The CAT is available and provides algorithm established critical storm characteristics at
a glance.
• Reveals highest reflectivity in all echoes.
• Determine some storm structural features and intensity trends in storms when compared
to base products.
• Reveals the existence of a bright band or other layers by one or more concentric radarcentered circles.
2.6.4 Limitations.
•
•
•
•

Low level reflectivity signatures are obscured.
Height of reflectivity is unknown.
Echo aloft cannot be distinguished from precipitation reaching the surface.
Ice crystal clouds aloft, such as altostratus and cirrus, may appear as areas of surface
precipitation.
• Non-precipitation echoes (e.g., point clutter, anomalous propagation, biological targets,
and particulate matter) may contaminate the product.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-6a
Composite Reflectivity Product
A Grand Island, NE WSR-88D (KUEX) CR product, 1 km x 1 km (0.54 nm x 0.54 nm)
resolution and 16 data levels with a Combined Attribute Table at 00:28 UTC on 23 June
2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-6b
Composite Reflectivity Product
A Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D CR product, 1 km x 1 km (0.54 nm x 0.54 nm)
resolution and 8 data levels at 02:46 UTC on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-6c
Composite Reflectivity Product
A Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D CR product, 4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm) resolution
and 8 data levels at 02:46 UTC on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-6d
Composite Reflectivity Product
A Paducah, KY MO (KPAH) WSR-88D CR product, 4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm)
resolution and 16 data levels. (AWIPS display)
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2.7 Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation. The Composite Reflectivity
Edited for Anomalous Propagation products (CRE) provide composite reflectivity data displayable
as an image. For each geographical resolution element, this product provides the highest
reflectivity value above the resolution element available from any elevation angle scan of a volume
scan. A clutter editor is applied to the reflectivity image data (using both velocity and spectrum
width data as inputs) to remove clutter contaminated data.
2.7.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: CRE, Products: #95, #96, #97, and #98.
Data: Composite reflectivity.
Processing:
• Assign highest value of reflectivity from any elevation angle in volume scan
• Algorithm to remove AP
• Produce combined attribute table.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Cartesian image of reflectivity values (Figures 2-7, a – d).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 1 x 1 km (0.54 x 0.54 nm) (#95 and #97)
• 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm) (#96 and #98)

Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius
Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius

Data Levels: 8 (#95 and #96) and 16 (#97 and #98).
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Combined Attribute Table
Data level code
Maximum CRE data value detected.

Adaptation: None.
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2.7.2 Usage.
• Permits a view of maximum reflectivity levels for the total volume within the range of
the radar. As such, it provides a synopsis of the most important reflectivity features in
the entire coverage area but at the same time most AP that might be present in CR is
removed with this product.
• Allows the user to quickly establish the maximum aerial extent of reflectivity patterns
and locate reflectivity maxima with respect to the surface of the Earth. However,
information regarding the height above ground or the 3-dimensional structure of the
reflectivity pattern must be determined by the use of other products.
• Under favorable reflectivity conditions, a bright band feature may enable the user to
identify the presence of the melting level.
2.7.3 Strengths/Applications. Similar to CR except that much of the AP is removed.
2.7.4 Limitations. Similar to CR except that while much of the AP is removed, residual
AP will persist under some circumstances.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-7a
Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation Product
A Phoenix, AZ (KIWA) WSR-88D CRE product, 1 km X 1 km (0.54 nm x 0.54 nm)
resolution and 16 data levels on 7 May 2003 at 03:04 UTC. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-7b
Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation Product
A Phoenix, AZ (KIWA) WSR-88D CRE product, 1 km X 1 km (0.54 nm x 0.54 nm)
resolution and 8 data levels on 7 May 2003 at 03:01 UTC. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-7c
Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation Product
A Phoenix, AZ (KIWA) WSR-88D CRE product, 4 km X 4 km resolution (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm)
and 16 data levels on 7 May 2003 at 03:04 UTC. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-7d
Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation Product
A Phoenix, AZ (KIWA) WSR-88D CRE product, 4 km X 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm) resolution
and 8 data levels on 7 May 2003 at 03:02 UTC. (AWIPS display)
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2.8 Cross Section Reflectivity and Cross Section Mean Radial Velocity. The Cross Section
products provide a vertical cross section of either reflectivity or mean radial velocity as an image
for a user-selected vector. The operator defines the vector by using two end points, up to 230 km
(124 nm) apart, and at any orientation and location within 230 km (124 nm) of the radar. The
products are produced by mapping the nearest value in range (within certain limits), to a point in
the plane of the vertical cross section. For data gaps, the WSR-88D linearly interpolates between
the mapped values, both horizontally and vertically as necessary, for the Cross Section products.
2.8.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: RCS (reflectivity), Products # 50 and # 85 and VCS (mean radial velocity),
Products #51 and #86.
Data:
• Reflectivity or mean radial velocity
• End points of cross section.
Processing:
• Map nearest data value from volume scan to the point in the plane of the vertical cross
section defined by the intersection of the plane and radial.
• Interpolate linearly (both horizontally and vertically) between mapped values, as
necessary to fill blank areas.
• When several data values from a volume scan map into a grid box of the plane of the
vertical cross section, the maximum data value is selected.
• Vertical interpolation between grid boxes, in which the centers of the beams are located
at the radial distances of the cross section.
• The presentation of the display does not account for beam broadening as a function of
range.
Availability: Upon user request for one of the data types listed above.
Presentation:
• Cartesian image of requested data; Cartesian data plane of height versus distance
(Figures 2-8, a and b).
• Radar located at origin of product display axes for range height indicator (RHI) version
of product (one end point at 0, 0). Otherwise end points may be placed any where
within 124 nm of the radar as long as the baseline of the product is less than 124 nm.
Resolution:

1 km (0.54 nm) horizontal x 0.5 km (0.27 nm) vertical.
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Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius x 21.3 km (70,000 ft) (vertical).
Data Levels: 8 (#85 and #86) and 16 (#50 and #51).
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Data type
Location of vector center and the end points (azimuth and range)
Maximum data value detected and location.

Adaptation: Velocity data levels.
2.8.2 Usage.
• Vertical viewing of storms or other radar features along a selected path of interest.
• Reflectivity cross-section useful for estimating echo tops and, to a limited degree,
vertical structure of reflectivity.
•• The sensitivity of the WSR-88D allows the detection of cirriform and mid-level
clouds. The range of detection is dependent on the ice crystal and snowflake
composition.
•• Stratocumulus clouds will often contain precipitation aloft as raindrops or ice
crystals and snowflakes, or both, large enough to be detected by the WSR-88D.
•• Precipitation events can be monitored as they evolve and dissipate by observations
of descending reflectivity patterns.
•• Moisture or turbulent layers, or both, can be observed from backscatter from
refractivity fluctuations.
•• The evolution of the planetary boundary layer can be monitored from the
backscatter from refractivity structure, particulates, and biological targets.
•• Horizontal rolls and the evolution of shear oriented convergent bands/cloud streets
at the top of the planetary boundary layer can be monitored. The depth of the
planetary boundary layer can be monitored during a diurnal cycle.
•• Features such as the bright band may be observed.
• Mean Radial Velocity cross sections can be used to identify boundary layer
characteristics, outflow regions, storm summit divergence, jets aloft, descending rear
inflow jets, mesocyclone vertical extent, radial convergence aloft, etc.
• Setting of the end points at the radar location will produce a simulation of the more
traditional RHI display.
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2.8.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Detects vertical extent and placement of precipitation, clouds (containing precipitation
sized particulates), insects, smoke plumes, and volcanic ash eruptions.
• Verify existence and location of a bright band.
• Estimate heights of given reflectivity values including echo tops (18 dBZ).
• Evaluate storm structure features such as the WER and Bounded WER (BWER) along
the cross section axis.
• Monitor vertical development and dissipation of precipitation.
• Velocity cross sections aid in determining storm top divergence, strength and vertical
extent of the convective storm Deep Convergence Zone or the Mid Altitude Radial
Convergence region, the mesocyclone, and the TVS.
• Aids in estimating vertical depth and placement of various layers such as cold air, gust
fronts, and other types of fronts and regions of convergence and divergence.
• Has proven value in gaining insight into atmospheric kinematic structure in a research
setting.
2.8.4 Limitations.
• Mean Radial Velocity cross sections along an arbitrary axis will have mean radial
velocity values at unknown orientations to cross section plane.
• Cross section placement may hamper evaluation of storm structure.
• Height estimates are inaccurate due to beam width increases with range, gaps in the
VCP, refractive index variations, etc.
• Non-contiguous volume scanning and observations at long range will produce coarse
resolution.
• Echo tops and bases are truncated.
• Fast-moving storms may appear to be strongly tilted.
• The horizontal and vertical extent of echo layers will depend on the beam width,
pulse width, and range to the target. Generally, the result is to enlarge the features
due to the depth/width of the radar beam.
• Reflectivities of layers may be reduced due to incomplete beam filling.
• Interpolation between gaps may enlarge or miss features.
• Maxima, minima, and strong gradients of reflectivity will be reduced because of
effective beam width and gate-length considerations.
• Reflectivity may be caused by backscatter from birds, insects, particulate matter or
precipitation elements, or the refractive index structure.
• Displays have an aspect ratio that exaggerates the vertical scale (21.3 km (70,000 ft) as
it relates to the horizontal scale (230 km (124 nm)) causing vertical stretching and
relative apparent horizontal shrinking of features.
*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-8a
Cross Section – Reflectivity Product
A Tampa Bay, FL (KTBW) WSR-88D RCS product, 16 data levels, on 13 Aug 2004 at
19:51 UTC. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-8b
Cross Section – Velocity Product
A Tampa Bay, FL (KTBW) WSR-88D VCS product (16 data levels) on 13 Aug 2004 at
19:51 UTC. (AWIPS display)
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2.9 Echo Tops. The Echo Tops product (ET) provides the estimated height of the 18 dBZ (default)
return, as estimated by the Echo Tops algorithm, rounded to the nearest 5000 ft MSL for display.
The absence of qualifying echoes is reflected in a color graphic product stating “NO ECHOES
DETECTED.”
2.9.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: ET, Product #41.
Data: Height value of highest (in altitude) data-point meeting the minimum reflectivity
value of 18.3 dBZ (adaptable parameter).
Processing: Vertically Integrated Liquid/Echo Tops algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Cartesian image of echo top height information (Figure 2-9).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm)

Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius
5,000 to 70,000 ft maximum in 5,000 ft
increments in vertical.

Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Data level code
• Maximum data value detected (height in feet, MSL).
Adaptation: None.
2.9.2 Usage.
• Primary use of the product is to identify those storms with greater vertical development.
• Echo Tops heights are useful as part of briefings prepared for aviation interests and the
general public.
• Can aid the user in defining the storm updraft flank, a strong updraft region or the
presence of vertical updraft tilt within a storm.
• Observation of collapsing echo tops can aid in timing the onset of a severe weather
event.
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2.9.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Assist in discriminating AP and other forms of non precipitation echoes from
precipitation.
• Aids in identification of storm structural features.
• May indicate elevated echo before any low-level echo is detected.
2.9.4 Limitations.
• There is no correction for data contamination from sidelobes which may result in over
estimated tops. There is also no correction for the effects of beam broadening with
range; nor for the "stair-step" product appearance due to the echo truncation at radar
beam center-line and the use of fixed elevation angle sampling.
• There is no upward extrapolation from the last elevation where echo was detected.
• An echo top height is frequently incorrectly estimated because the VCP sampling is
such that the true echo top lies in the vertical gap between successive elevation scans or
it is above the highest elevation scan. The latter condition will frequently be true for
storms within the cone of silence near the radar.
• Owing to beam broadening with range, discreet elevation angle sampling, and variation
in the actual refractive index of the atmosphere, the echo top estimates are inaccurate,
often by one or more product data level increments (5000 ft).
• Echo Top heights can differ significantly from visual cloud top heights.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-9
Echo Tops Product
A Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D ET product on 7 May 2003 at 00:15 UTC (AWIPS
display). This is at the same time as the EET product in Figure 2-10.
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2.10 High Resolution Enhanced Echo Tops. The High Resolution Enhanced Echo Tops product
(EET) provides the echo top information, but with linear interpolation providing finer vertical
resolution as compared to ET. The result is a product with 1000 ft increments in the vertical. The
horizontal resolution is also finer with the use of a polar coordinate instead of a Cartesian
coordinate. Data values are referenced to MSL.
2.10.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: EET, Product #135.
Data: Height value, reached through linear interpolation, of highest (in altitude) sample
volume point meeting the minimum reflectivity value of 18 dBZ (default).
Processing: Horizontal and vertical interpolation of reflectivity, Digital High Resolution
Enhanced Echo Tops Algorithm and Data Quality Assurance Algorithm.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of echo top heights (Figure 2-10).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1° at 1,000 ft interval

Radar centered, 345 km (186 nm) radius
1,000 to 70,000 ft in 1,000 ft increments
in vertical.

Data Levels: 199.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Maximum data value detected (height in feet, MSL)
Echo top threshold value (in dBZ)
Number of artifact edited radials in volume
Digital Data Level to EET conversion information.

Adaptation: Color levels.
2.10.2 Usage. Provides the user with an indication of the upper boundary of significant
reflectivity. The product is designed to provide improved vertical estimates of
precipitation tops and is superior to the ET product for aviation and other interests.
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2.10.3 Strengths/Applications.
• 1,000 ft vertical resolution vs. 5,000 ft vertical resolution for ET.
• Finer horizontal resolution (1o x 1 km (0.54 nm)) in the radar framework of polar
coordinates vs. the ET product which is on a Cartesian grid and has a resolution of 4 x 4
km (2.2 x 2.2 nm).
• Assist in discriminating AP and other forms of non precipitation echoes from
precipitation.
• Aids in identification of storm structural features.
• May indicate elevated echo before any low-level echo is detected.
2.10.4 Limitations.
• There is no correction for data contamination from side lobes; which may result in over
estimated tops. There is also no correction for the effects of beam broadening with
range.
• An echo top height is frequently incorrectly estimated because the VCP sampling is
such that the true echo top lies in the vertical gap between successive elevation scans or
it is above the highest elevation scan. The latter condition will frequently be true for
storms within the cone of silence near the radar. Vertical interpolation attempts to
correct for this, but these errors are still present to some extent.
• Owing to beam broadening with range and variation in the actual refractive index of the
atmosphere, echo top estimates are inaccurate, often by 5,000 ft or more.
• Echo Top heights can differ significantly from visual cloud top heights.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-10
High Resolution Enhanced Echo Tops Product
A Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D EET product on 7 May 2003 at 00:15 UTC (AWIPS
display). This is at the same time as the ET product in Figure 2-9.
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2.11 Free Text Message. The Free Text Message product (FTM) is an alphanumeric message
generated by a radar operator/maintainer at the MSCF HCI for transmission to RPG interfaces. A
message may be designated to be transmitted to a specific unit interface or several interfaces. The
message format may be a pre-worded message for further user editing.
2.11.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: FTM, Product #75.
Availability: When produced by the operator.
Presentation: An alphanumeric message (example below).
Annotations: RPG ID.
Adaptation: Alphanumeric character strings defining the message content, source, and
intended destination.

EXAMPLE FTMs:
THE KXXX WSR-88D IS OPERATING WITH A DEGRADED RECEIVER. ECHO
PLACEMENT SHOULD BE OKAY BUT EXCESSIVE BACKGROUND NOISE CAN BE
NOTED. EL TECHS WILL INVESTIGATE LATER THIS MORNING.
THE KXXX WSR-88D WILL BE DOWN FOR ROUNTINE MAINTENANCE UNTIL 2000Z.
WE APOLOGIZE FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE.
THE ECHOES THAT ARE SHOWING UP ON THE KXXX WSR-88D DATA OVER THE
GULF OF MEXICO APPEAR TO BE CHAFF.
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2.12 Hail Index. For each storm cell identified by the Storm Cell Identification and Tracking
(SCIT) algorithm, the Hail Index product (HI) provides: a) the probability the storm will produce
severe-sized (1.9 cm (¾ in) or larger) hail (POSH), b) the probability that the storm will produce
hail of any size (POH), and b) the maximum expected size of that hail (MEHS). The HI product is
produced by the Hail Detection Algorithm (HDA). The HDA uses environmental temperature
information and the distribution and magnitude of reflectivity to determine the hail probabilities
and size.
2.12.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: HI, Product #59.
Data:
• Output of Hail Detection Algorithm
• Meteorological algorithm output.
Processing: Hail Detection Algorithm.
Availability: Hail probabilities and size are computed for each SCIT-identified storm and
updated once per volume scan.
Presentation:
• Alphanumeric annotation to other products.
• Formatted table of alphanumeric values (Figure 2-12).
• Special hail symbols overlaid on the identified storm on any geographically-based
image product.
• HDA adaptable parameters in a tabular alphanumeric display.
Coverage: Hail probabilities and size will be computed for storms within 230 km (124
nm) of the radar.
Data Levels: 5. Probabilities are provided in increments of 10% with values between 0%
and 100%. Hail sizes are provided in increments of 0.6 cm (0.25 in) up to a maximum of 10 cm (4
in); estimated hail sizes over 10 cm (4 in) are displayed as >4.00. Any storm cells beyond the
coverage range are given probabilities and a size of “UNKNOWN”.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Site adaptable parameters
• Storm ID.
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Special Symbol: The hail symbol is a large or small green isosceles triangle, filled or
unfilled depending on adaptable probabilities of severe hail and probabilities of hail. In addition,
the maximum expected hail size rounded to the nearest inch is displayed in the middle of or next to
the triangle. If the rounded MEHS is 0, an “*” is displayed.
Adaptation: See Section 3.5.1.
2.12.2 Usage.
• Provides the user with estimated probabilities of hail and severe hail and estimated
maximum hail size.
• Selected hail probabilities and sizes can be used to generate alerts.
2.12.3 Strengths/Applications.
• The HI product has shown a very high probability of detection in cells that contain
severe hail, especially greater than one-inch diameter hail. A POSH of 50% has the best
skill as a warning threshold.
• Storms actually producing very large hail are often correctly indicated as producing such
hail by the algorithm.
2.12.4 Limitations.
• For the HDA to perform well, it needs as algorithm input, accurate and timely
measurements of the MSL altitudes for the 0° C and -20° C levels.
• Values of POH, POSH, and MEHS will fluctuate at close ranges, especially in Volume
Coverage Pattern (VCP) 21, due to gaps in coverage at higher elevations.
• Values of POH, POSH, and MEHS lack accuracy at long ranges due to the broad radar
beam and limited elevation angles sampling the storm.
• POSH and MEHS may be overestimated in weak wind and tropical environments.
• For storms beyond 230 km (124 nm), HI will indicate hail as unknown.
*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-12
Hail Index Product
This HI example from the Denver, CO (KFTG) WSR-88D (AWIPS display) includes
identification numbers for identified storms. The hail symbol is a large or small green
isosceles triangle, filled or unfilled depending on adaptable probabilities of severe hail and
probabilities of hail. In addition, the maximum expected hail size rounded to the nearest
inch is displayed nest to the triangle. The Hail Attributes Table provides alphanumeric
information.
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2.13 Hybrid Scan Reflectivity. The Hybrid Scan Reflectivity product (HSR) is a display of the
reflectivity values used in the conversion from reflectivity to rainfall rate (Hybrid Scan).
Reflectivity for each azimuth and range is obtained from one of the four lowest tilts. In addition,
the data has undergone a series of quality control steps, including corrections for beam blockage,
spurious noise, outliers, ground returns, and for the change in beam altitude with range. All
precipitation products are derived from the information found in the HSR product.
2.13.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: HSR, Product #33.
Data: Reflectivity.
Processing: Enhanced Preprocessing Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of reflectivity values, Figure 2-13.
Resolution:

1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°

Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius of radar.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Maximum Data Value (dBZ).
Adaptation: Algorithm variables.
2.13.2 Usage. Permits the user the ability to see the graphic product from which
precipitation accumulations are calculated.
2.13.3 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•

Permits view of reflectivity used in precipitation products.
Help assess the accuracy of precipitation products.
Quick view of inconsistencies within the precipitation products.
Assists in discriminating between precipitation and returns due to AP and clutter
residue.
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2.13.4 Limitations.
• The bin selected for inclusion in the hybrid scan product is highly dependent upon the
output of the REC algorithm and its ability to correctly identify returns from ground
clutter. Therefore, limitations listed for the CLR product are applicable to the hybrid
scan reflectivity product. The results must be used with caution in areas where there is
range folded/overlaid data.
• Ground clutter and AP are sometimes in the product display.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-13
Hybrid Scan Reflectivity Product
This HSR example (AWIPS display) is from the Oklahoma City, OK WSR-88D (KTLX).
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2.14 Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity. The Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity product (DHR)
provides radar-reflectivity values for the composite Hybrid Scan formatted as a digital data array.
The product is assembled from the lowest elevation reflectivity range bins that meet a reflectivity
threshold and is not flagged as being from ground clutter and yielding a representative reflectivity
value at every sample bin location
2.14.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DHR, Product #32.
Data: Reflectivity.
Processing: Enhanced Preprocessing Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: A data array product or Polar coordinate image of reflectivity values.
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 256.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Spot Blanking Status
• Maximum Data Value (dBZ).
Adaptation: Algorithm variables.
2.14.2 Usage. Provides the hybrid scan digital array for use external to the WSR-88D.
2.14.3 Strengths/Applications.
• High resolution (256 data levels)/ increments of 0.5 dBZ permits detailed record of
precipitation accumulation.
• Used in the generation of external products for monitoring flash flood potential, basin
estimated precipitation, etc.
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2.14.4 Limitations.
• The bin selected for inclusion in the hybrid scan product is highly dependent upon the
output of the REC algorithm and its ability to correctly identify returns from ground
clutter. Therefore, limitations listed for the CLR product are applicable to the hybrid
scan reflectivity product. The results must be used with caution in areas where there is
range overlaid data.
• Ground clutter and AP are sometimes in the product display.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-14
Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity Product
This DHR product can be compared with the 0.5° Reflectivity product in Figure 3-1 to show
how the Radar Echo Classifier removes clutter before processing to produce precipitation
products (CODE View graphic display and generated by RPG Build 6 software). Note
most of the high reflectivity values to the ENE through E to SW of the radar (KLWX,
Sterling, VA) have been removed. The DHR is used by the NWS Flash Flood Monitoring
and Prediction (FFMP) program.
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2.15 Layer Composite Reflectivity. The Layer Composite Reflectivity products (LRA and LRM)
are available for three layers; the depth of each layer is controlled by adaptation data, but must be
greater than 6,000 ft. Default values for the layers are surface to 24,000 ft MSL (low), 24,000 ft to
33,000 feet MSL (mid), and 33,000 to 60,000 ft MSL (high). For a layer, the layering algorithm
establishes a composite value by either taking the maximum or computing an average of the
individual values within the layer grid box.
2.15.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: LRA (average), Products: #63, #64 and #89 (low, mid, and high layers
respectively).
LRM (maximum), Products #65, #66, and #90 (low, mid, and high layers
respectively).
Data: Composite reflectivity.
Processing:
• Averaging algorithm.
• Layer Composite algorithm.
Availability: Three products per volume scan: Low, Middle, and High.
Presentation: Cartesian image of layer composite reflectivity values (Figures 2-15, a and
b).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm)

Radar centered, 460 x 460 km (248 x 248 nm)
radius (#63, 64, 89)
Radar centered, 230 x 230 km (124 x 124 nm)
radius (#65, 66, 90).

Data Levels: 8.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Calibration constant (scaling constant used by the PSP to calculate reflectivity)
Layer boundary (vertical depth)
Maximum reflectivity value detected.
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Adaptation:
• Composite method (average or maximum)
• Depth of layers.
2.15.2 Usage.
LRA:
• Intended primarily for distribution to the Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs)
for use of the Center Weather Service Unit (CWSU) meteorologist and for the
development of regional layer composite reflectivity maps.
• Comparison of LRA maps with CR products can provide insight regarding vertical
development of both stratiform and cumuliform regimes.
• The high-layer product is useful for identifying those weather systems with extensive
vertical development.
LRM:
• Intended primarily for distribution to the ARTCCs for use of the CWSU meteorologist
and for the development of regional layer composite reflectivity maps.
• Comparison of layer Composite maps with composite reflectivity can provide insight
regarding vertical development of both stratiform and cumuliform regimes.
• The high-layer product is useful for identifying those weather systems with extensive
vertical development.
• Useful for monitoring heights of reflectivity maxima.
2.15.3 Strengths/Applications.
LRA: Use the Mid-Level product to help differentiate meteorological echoes from ground
clutter.
LRM:
• Mid- and High-Level products are used to estimate the height of the higher reflectivities.
• Comparison of Reflectivity and Mid- or High-Layer LRM products may aid in
determining height interval of maximum reflectivity and a storm’s intensity trend.
• Use the Mid-Level product to help differentiate meteorological echoes from ground
clutter.
2.15.4 Limitations LRA and LRM.
• Altitude limitations on scanning may result in missing significant low-level reflectivity
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at longer ranges in the low-layer product and high-level reflectivity at closer ranges in
the High-Layer product.
• 8-level products have course resolution.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-15a
Layer Composite Reflectivity, Low-Level, Product
This LRA example (AWIPS display) is from the Tampa Bay, FL (KTBW) WSR-88D on 13
August 2004 at 19:56 UTC as Hurricane Charley approached the radar. The data time is
the same as for Figure 2-15b.
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Figure 2-15b
Layer Composite Reflectivity, Mid-Level, Product
This LRM example (AWIPS display) is from the Tampa Bay, FL (KTBW) WSR-88D on 13
August 2004 at 19:56 UTC as Hurricane Charley approached the radar. The data time is
the same as for Figure 2-15a.
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2.16 User Selectable Layer Composite Reflectivity Maximum. The User Selectable Layer
Composite Reflectivity Maximum product (ULR) is polar gridded and allows the operator to
choose any layer (1000 ft or more in depth) from the surface to 21.3 km (70,000 ft). The layer is a
composite reflectivity maximum.
2.16.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: ULR, Product #137.
Data: Composite reflectivity.
Processing:
• Maximum reflectivity selection
• Layer Composite algorithm.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of layer composite reflectivity values (Figure 2-16).
Resolution:

1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.

Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Calibration constant (scaling constant used by the PSP to calculate reflectivity)
Composite method (maximum)
Data level code
Layer boundary (vertical depth)
Maximum reflectivity value detected.

Adaptation: Layer Boundaries.
2.16.2 Usage. Similar to the LRM usage, but with the flexibility of the operator specifying
the layer heights and thickness. This flexibility enhances monitoring storm growth, severe storm
warning operations, and forecasts of aircraft icing and convective storms.
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2.16.3 Strengths/Applications.
• The layer can be selected to meet user needs; can be as thin as 1000 ft.
• Has higher resolution by using polar coordinates and more data levels than standard
LRM products.
• Can be used to locate and monitor the bright band.
• Can be used to monitor aircraft icing and storm growth.
• Product is a constant altitude layer similar to a Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator
(CAPPI) and can be used to monitor features at a fixed altitude instead of a sloping
surface (i.e., base products).
• Can be used to display reflectivity above certain thresholds used by, for example, the
Hail Index algorithm.
2.16.4 Limitations. Height of data within selected layer is unavailable.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-16
User Selectable Layer Reflectivity Maximum Product
A ULR example (AWIPS display) from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH).
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2.17 Layer Composite Reflectivity – Anomalous Propagation Removed. The Layer Composite
Reflectivity – AP Removed product (APR) is an 8-data level reflectivity display similar to the
LRM Low Layer 1, product. However, in the lowest defined layer, AP is removed to help prevent
misinterpretation. It is derived from the output of an algorithm which processes base reflectivity,
velocity, and spectrum width data with the goal of distinguishing between meteorological returns
and returns from ground clutter/AP.
2.17.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: APR, Product #67.
Data: Composite reflectivity, results of AP Editor.
Processing:
• Maximum selection algorithm.
• Layer Composite algorithm.
• AP checking and removal algorithm.
Availability: One product per volume scan.
Presentation: Cartesian image of layer composite reflectivity values (Figures 2-17, a and
b).
Resolution: 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm).
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 8.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Calibration constant (scaling constant used by the PSP to calculate reflectivity)
Composite, maximum
Data level code
Lower Layer boundaries (vertical depth)
Maximum reflectivity value detected.

Adaptation: None.
2.17.2 Usage. Used as the LRM to prevent misinterpretation and applications when AP is
detected prior to developing the product.
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2.17.3 Strengths/Applications. The APR algorithm attempts to distinguish weather
targets from clutter targets.
2.17.4 Limitations.
• The performance of the APR product is reliant on the application of appropriated,
traditional clutter filtering.
• Algorithm assumes all low-level data within 45 km (22 nm) of the RDA and below 1 km
above the radar level is clutter. This will result in meteorological data being removed at
times.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-17a
Layer Composite Reflectivity – Anomalous Propagation Removed Product
This APR example (AWIPS display) is from the Oklahoma City, OK WSR-88D.
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Figure 2-17b
Layer Composite Reflectivity Maximum Comparison with Layer
Composite Reflectivity – Anomalous Propagation Removed (Low Level)
A comparison of the Layer Maximum Composite Reflectivity – Product Code 65 (left) – with
the AP Removed Layer Composite Reflectivity – AP Removed (right). Both products
display 8 data levels on a 4 km x 4 km (2 nm x 2 nm) Cartesian grid. This example is from
the Amarillo, TX WSR-88D on 25 May 1994 at 03:22 UTC and depicts areas of weather
beyond 187 km (100 nm) of the radar with AP clutter about the radar. This extensive, very
strong AP clutter (speckled, high reflectivity factor) is evident in Product 65 (left image) to
beyond 92 km (50 nm). The AP editing applied to Product 67 removes much of the strong
AP clutter contamination. The AP editing technique used for Product 67 tends to lessen
the magnitude of the highest reflectivity factor peaks in areas of weather.
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2.18 Mean Radial Velocity. The Mean Radial Velocity products (V) provide displays of radar
estimated mean radial velocity, based on the value contained in the first gate of each set of gates
(i.e., gate 1 of 1, gate 1 of 2, or gate 1 of 4). They are available for several combinations of
coverage and display resolution; each product is available for 8 and 16 data levels. A separate
version of each product is available for each antenna scan taken at a constant elevation for each
elevation angle in the current VCP.
2.18.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: V, Products: #22, #23, #24, #25, #26, and #27.
Data: Mean radial velocity.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan at each elevation angle.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of mean radial velocity data (Figures 2-18, a-f).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 0.25 km (0.13 nm) x 1° (#22, 25)
• 0.5 km (0.27 nm) x 1° (#23, 26)
• 1.0 km (0.54 nm) x 1° (#24, 27)

Radar centered, 60 km (32 nm) radius
Radar centered, 115 km (62 nm) radius
Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.

Data Levels: 8 (#22, #23, #24) and 16 (#25, #26, #27).
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum data value detected (both positive and negative).

Adaptation: Data levels.
2.18.2 Usage.
• Aids wind flow structure and shear recognition of the atmosphere on various scales.
• The detection and location of tornadic circulations, mesocyclones, and other
atmospheric vortices.
• Determination of local wind field characteristics.
• Can be used to identify boundary layer characteristics or outflow regions.
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2.18.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Estimate magnitude of radial velocities. Ground relative wind speeds (and directions, in
so far as they can be derived, can be used for use as input into warnings, statements, and
forecasts).
• Aid in determining kinematic atmospheric structure via radial velocities. Atmospheric
jets and temperature advection can be determined within the local radar coverage area
and with adequate reflectors.
• Aid in determining internal convective storm kinematic structure via radial velocity
patterns. Vortices such as Tornado Vortex Signatures or mesocyclones and divergence
intensity signatures at storm top or in association with microbursts can be identified.
• High temporal and spatial resolution.
• Aid in creating, adjusting, or updating hodographs.
2.18.4 Limitations.
• Range folding may obscure data.
• Velocity aliasing can mask real velocities or shears.
• Velocities may exceed product data levels or even the signal processing specified
velocity data levels. The scale is locally adaptable at the MSCF.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-18a
Mean Radial Velocity Product
A Mean Radial Velocity product with a resolution of 1o x 0.13 nm (0.25 km) and 16 data
levels from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-18b
Mean Radial Velocity Product
A Mean Radial Velocity product with a resolution of 1o x 0.27 nm (0.5 km) and 16 data
levels from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-18c
Mean Radial Velocity Product
A Mean Radial Velocity product with a resolution of 1o x 0.54 nm (1 km) and 16 data
levels from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-18d
Mean Radial Velocity Product
A Mean Radial Velocity product with a resolution of 1o x 0.13 nm (0.25 km) and 8 data
levels from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-18e
Mean Radial Velocity Product
A Mean Radial Velocity product with a data resolution of 1o x 0.27 nm (0.5 km) and 8 data
levels from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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Figure 2-18f
Mean Radial Velocity Product
A Mean Radial Velocity product with a data resolution of 1o x 0.54 nm (1 km) and 8 data
levels from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May 2003. (AWIPS display)
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2.19 Base Velocity Data Array. Unlike the only other velocity product with 0.25 km (0.13 nm)
data resolution and a range of 60 km (32 nm), the Base Velocity Data Array product (DV) provides
0.25 km (0.13 nm) resolution to 230 km (124 nm). The product also has 256 data levels. Highresolution data are available to the range limits of measurements. This permits the highest possible
resolution in order to detect the maximum velocity detail in mesocyclones and tornado vortex
signatures among other features.
2.19.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DV, Product #99.
Data: Mean radial velocity.
Availability: Once per volume scan at each elevation angle.
Presentation: Polar coordinate array of mean radial velocity data (Figure 2-19).
Resolution: 0.25 km (0.13 nm) x l°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 256.
Annotations: None.
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum data value detected (both positive and negative).

Adaptation: Data Levels.
2.19.2 Usage. An aid in the characterization of velocities in meteorological events. The
high spatial resolution and largest number of data levels of this product enables high detail
detection of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TVS/Mesocyclones
Microbursts
Storm kinematic structure
Gust fronts
Boundaries
Algorithm validation/quality control
Non-meteorological returns
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2.19.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Array product provides 0.25 km (0.13 nm) resolution out to 230 km (124 nm) giving the
best available data resulting in increased spatial/data resolution.
• Largest number of data levels of mean radial velocities.
• Aids in creating, adjusting, or updating hodographs for multiple applications external to
the WSR-88D.
• Forecasters have reported being able to issue severe weather and tornado warnings with
greater lead time based on the higher-resolution of the product.
2.19.4 Limitations.
• Range folding may obscure data.
• Improper dealiasing may result in erroneous velocity values.
• Product data file size is very large.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-19
Base Velocity Data Array Product
A Grand Island, NE WSR-88D (KUEX) DV product on 23 June 2003 at 00:28 UTC
depicting the 256-data levels and 0.25 km (0.13 nm) full resolution of the radar (AWIPS
display).
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2.20 Integrated Terminal Weather System Digital Base Velocity. The Integrated Terminal
Weather System (ITWS) Digital Base Velocity product (DBV) provides mean radial velocity in a
digital array format to support processing external to the WSR-88D (i.e., primarily FAA ITWS).
This product is generated for each azimuth scan (elevation based) as requested. Indications for
data "below the Signal-to-Noise threshold" and "Range Folding" for each array element is
provided.
2.20.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DBV, Product #93.
Data: Mean radial velocity.
Processing: Mean radial velocity generation.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Data array in polar coordinates.
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Lesser of 115 km (62 nm) radius or 5.5 km (18 kft) Above Ground Level
(AGL).
Data Levels: 256.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Minimum data value (in meters per second)
Increment (in meters per second)
Number of data levels
Elevation (in degrees)
Maximum negative velocity detected (kts)
Maximum positive velocity detected (kts).

Adaptation: None.
2.20.2 Usage.
requirements.

The ITWS will display this data array product according to ITWS

2.20.3 Strengths/Applications. Provides ITWS system users with high-resolution (256
data levels) mean radial velocity data.
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2.20.4 Limitations.
• Range folding may obscure data.
• Improper dealiasing may result in erroneous velocity values.
• Product data file size is very large.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-20
Integrated Terminal Weather System Digital Base Velocity Product
An example of the DBV product from the 0.5° tilt of the Melbourne, FL WSR-88D (KMLB) during
the passage of Hurricane Charley on August 14, 2004 at 00:35 UTC. Range rings are in nautical
miles. Charley’s circulation center is near 94 km (50 nm) slightly north of due west of the radar.
The product is a polar data array from any single elevation angle tilt in a radar volume with a
sample bin for each 0.54 n mi (1 km) slant range and each 1 degree azimuth. The product extends
to a range of 62 n mi (115 km) with a data value for each 0.54 n mi (1 km) range bin. This
resolution is obtained by sampling every fourth data bin of the mean radial velocity data. The
range coverage at higher elevation angle tilts will not include data over 18,000 feet above the
radar. The product has 256 data levels for the mean radial velocity range of -63.5 to +63 m/s in 0.5
m/s increments. This data coding is independent of the Doppler velocity resolution of the data
provided by the RDA. If the range of velocities produced by the RDA is double the above range (1
m/s resolution), any velocity data exceeding the maximum (-63.5/+63 m/s) will be represented by
the maximum. (AWIPS display)
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2.21 Mesocyclone. The Mesocyclone product (M) provides information regarding the existence
and nature of vortices associated with thunderstorms. This product is generated from the output of
the legacy Mesocyclone Algorithm. The product provides information regarding identified shear
features within the storm. Features are classified as uncorrelated shear (sufficiently large,
symmetrical, but not vertically correlated); 3-dimensional shear regions (vertically correlated, but
not symmetrical); and mesocyclones (sufficiently large, vertically correlated, and symmetrical).
Using the Storm Tracking Information, Mesocyclone feature types are related to past feature types
and tracked.
2.21.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: M, Product #60.
Data:
• Identified shear and mesocyclone features
• Mesocyclone Algorithm output.
Processing: Legacy Mesocyclone Algorithm.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation:
The product is generated in a format that provides an alphanumeric tabular display for all
identified features simultaneously, a graphic display, or a graphic overlay to other
products. If there is no output from the Mesocyclone Algorithm for a particular volume
scan, a version of the product that exhibits the null condition is produced.
• Formatted table of alphanumeric values.
• Graphic display of mesocyclone symbol and feature symbols at computed positions.
• Graphic overlay of mesocyclone symbol at its computed position.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 3
• Mesocyclone
• 3-dimensional correlated shear
• Uncorrelated shear.
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Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Combined Attribute Table
• Site adaptable parameters.
Special Symbols: The mesocyclone or 3D correlated shear symbol will be placed directly
over the position of the mesocyclone or shear at the lowest elevation scan in which it was detected.
• The mesocyclone symbol on the 230 km (124 nm) radius product is a yellow open circle
with a 3/16-inch diameter, whose perimeter is 4 pixels wide. For a window product or a
magnified base product, the size is proportional to the average of the radial and
azmuthal diameters (if less than 3/16-inch, it defaults to 3/16-inch).
• The 3-dimensional correlated shear symbol on the 230 km (124 nm) radius product is a
yellow open circle with a 3/16-inch diameter, whose perimeter is 1 pixel wide. For a
window product or a magnified base product, the size is proportional to the average
diameter (if less than 3/16-inch, it defaults to 3/16-inch).
Adaptation: See Section 3.6.1
2.21.2 Usage. As an aid in the identification, alerting, and warning for mesocyclones
which very often (> 90%) are correlated with severe weather (hail, damaging winds, and
tornadoes). It appears that 10% - 15% are associated with tornadoes.
2.21.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Identify mesocyclones. However, because this, like all algorithms, is imperfect the
operator must examine reflectivity, velocity, and/or SRM to verify the existence of
mesocyclones.
• Identify mid-level mesocyclones that develop downward toward the surface, some that
become associated with tornadoes.
• Because of the very frequent severe weather association with mesocyclones, detection of
these features often signals at least a severe thunderstorm.
• See Section 3.6.2 for a discussion of the operational strengths/applications of the
algorithm.
2.21.4 Limitations.
• Time continuity is not employed. Under most circumstances feature verification requires
that it be present for at least two volume scans.
• While the legacy mesocyclone algorithm requires the vertical correlation of only two
symmetric and sufficiently strong features, normally a depth of at least 10,000 feet is
needed for an operator-determined mesocyclone.
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• The algorithm only detects cyclonic rotations even though anticyclonic circulations are
sometimes also associated with severe thunderstorms.
• At longer ranges, mesocyclones may not be detected due to poor aspect ratios and the
random beam placement during radar sampling.
• Operator does not know which base-data elevation angle to examine for detection
verification. Algorithm output is in terms of height and not scan angle.
• Successful detection of mesocyclones depends upon the selection of optimum high and
low momentum and other thresholds. Thresholds vary by storm type which itself can
vary due to changes in airmass. Those airmasses can themselves change across the
radar scanned coverage area.
• Range folding and velocity aliasing may interfere with successful mesocyclone
detection. Velocity aliasing can itself induce false algorithm detections.
• See Section 3.6.3 for a discussion of the operational limitations of the algorithm.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-21
Mesocyclone Product Overlaid on an SRM Product
An example of the Mesocyclone (Legacy) product as an overlay on an SRM product from
the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) (AWIPS display). Mesocyclone features are labeled
with the associated storm label (P4, E2, Y3, and Y4). The Combined Attribute Table
appears in the upper portion of the screen.
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2.22 Mesocyclone Rapid Update. The Mesocyclone Rapid Update product (MRU) is generated to
provide legacy Mesocyclone Algorithm information after each elevation scan as opposed to only at
the end of a volume scan. The processing is based on data from the elevations that have been
completed thus far in the current volume scan. This information is combined with Mesocyclone
and Storm Track Algorithm information from the previous volume scan to form the MRU product.
The average motion of all SCIT-identified storm cells from the previous volume scan are used to
derive a forecast position at the current volume scan time. In feature type order, the forecast
position of each feature from the previous volume is matched to the closest feature from the current
volume scan, within a search radius defined by the SCIT algorithm adaptation data. Current 3D
features which are not matched to a feature from the previous volume scan are assigned the status
of “New”. If previous volume scan data are unavailable, all features are reported as New. Current
features inherit the attributes of the matched previous feature (associated storm ID, feature type,
maximum tangential shear, height of maximum tangential shear, top height, base azimuth, base
range, base height, azimuth diameter, range diameter).
The position attributes (base azimuth, range, and height) of a previous feature matched to a current
feature are updated to the current detection. If the top height of the matched feature is higher, the
feature top height is updated. The position attributes of a previous feature not matched to a current
feature is set to the extrapolated forecast position. The statuses of unmatched previous features are
assigned to “Extrapolated.” Strength attributes are updated if they increase in magnitude.
The strength attributes are feature type and maximum tangential shear. If the maximum tangential
shear is updated, the radial and azmuthal diameters and the height of the maximum tangential are
also updated. Features with increasing strength attributes are then assigned the status of Increasing.
All other matched features are assigned the status of Persistent. Attribute data updated with current
volume data are so identified. At the end of the volume scan extrapolated features are removed.
This product is generated in a format that can be used to generate an alphanumeric tabular display,
a graphic display, or a graphic overlay to other products. On alphanumeric displays, the status
(Persistent, Increasing, New, or Extrapolated) of each feature is reported. In the graphic symbol
display, feature status is reported as either Extrapolated or Current. Current features include all
features with a status of Increasing, Persistent, or New. If on a particular elevation scan there is no
output (i.e., no features of any type are identified), a version of the product is produced that
exhibits the null condition.
MRU Feature Status is defined as:
• NEW: A 3D feature detected in the current volume and not time associated with any
feature from the previous volume.
• PER: (Persistent) A feature found in both the current and previous volume scans and
neither of the two strength attributes have increased in the current volume. The two
strength parameters are feature type and maximum tangential shear.
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• INC: (Increasing): As PER but with one or both of the strength attributes increasing in
intensity in the current volume scan.
• EXT: (Extrapolated): A 3D feature found in the previous volume, but not yet time
associated with any feature from the current volume. The extrapolated feature position
provided in the product is an estimated position based on the time between the volume
scans and the SCIT storm motion from the pervious volume scan.
2.22.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: MRU, Product #139.
Data:
• Feature status
• Identified shear and mesocyclone features
• Meteorological detection algorithm output.
Processing: Legacy Mesocyclone Algorithm and Storm Track Algorithm Information.
Availability: Each elevation angle.
Presentation. This product is generated in a format that can be used to generate an
alphanumeric tabular display, a graphic display, or a graphic overlay to other products. On
alphanumeric displays, the status (Persistent, Increasing, New, or Extrapolated) of each
feature status is reported. In the graphic symbol display, features status is reported as
either extrapolated or current. Current features include all features with a status of
Increasing, Persistent, or New. If on a particular elevation scan there is no output (i.e., no
features of any type are identified), a version of the product is produced that exhibits the
negative condition. (A caret (^) symbol is used in the MRU's graphic attribute table and
tabular alphanumeric product next to feature attributes updated with information from the
current volume scan).
• Formatted table of alphanumeric values
• Graphic display of mesocyclone symbol and feature symbols at computed positions
• Graphic overlay of mesocyclone symbol at its computed position.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 3
• Mesocyclone
• 3-dimensional correlated shear
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• Feature status including New, Extrapolated, Persistence, or Increasing.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Elevation angle
• Site adaptable parameters.
Adaptation: None.
2.22.2 Usage. Provides mesocyclone updates with the completion of each elevation angle
scanned thereby enabling the operational meteorologist to make warning and other related
decisions before the end of the radar volume scan.
2.22.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Intermediate algorithm output is available before end of volume scan.
• MRU tracks features in order to check time continuity.
2.22.4 Limitations.
• Classification as Increasing or Persistent may be the result of sampling issues versus an
actual feature attribute change.
• The MRU graphical attribute table and alphanumeric attribute table contain attributes
from both previous and current volume scan information.
• Feature matching ability is dependent on motion supplied by SCIT algorithm which may
be in error.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-22
Mesocyclone Rapid Update Product Overlaid on an SRM Product
This MRU example (AWIPS display) is from the Paducah, KY WSR-88D (KPAH) on 7 May
2003.
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2.23 Mesocyclone Detection. The Mesocyclone Detection product (MD) provides information
regarding the existence and nature of vortices associated with thunderstorms. This product is
derived from the Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm (MDA) which is separate and independent
from the legacy Mesocyclone algorithm although the MD product is analogous to the legacy M
product. The MD product provides information regarding identified cyclonic shear circulation
features. Circulations are assigned a strength rank number based on the rotational velocity of each
of its component 2D features. The strength rank values range from 1 (the weakest) to 25 (the
strongest).
The product is generated in a format that provides an alphanumeric tabular display for all identified
circulations simultaneously, a graphic display, or a graphic overlay to other products. If there is no
output from the MDA for a particular volume scan, a version of the product that exhibiting the null
condition is produced.
2.23.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: MD, Product #141.
Data: Mesocyclone detections of varying strength, sorted by strength ranks, then by
Mesocyclone Strength Index (MSI); Meteorological Algorithm Output.
Processing: MDA Tracking Information.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation:
• Formatted table of alphanumeric values
• Graphic display of circulation symbols at computed positions
• Graphic overlay of circulation symbol at its computed position (Figures 23, a and b).
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 3
• Circulations with strength rank less than 5
• Circulations with strength rank greater than or equal to 5
• Circulations with strength rank greater than or equal to 5 and either detected on the
lowest elevation, or with a base height at or below 1 km.
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Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Combined Attribute Table.
Special Symbols:
• The symbol for a circulation having a strength rank less than 5 is a thin, yellow, open
circle centered at the position of the circulation’s base 2D component. The diameter of
the circle is based on the diameter of the circulation but with a minimum diameter of 14
pixels. Note that this particular symbol will only be displayed if the default adaptation
data setting for the Minimum Display Filter Rank is lowered from its default value of 5.
• The symbol for a circulation having strength rank greater than or equal to 5 is a thick,
yellow, open circle centered at the position of the circulation’s base 2D component.
The diameter of the circle is based on the diameter of the circulation but with a
minimum diameter of 14 pixels.
• The symbol for a circulation with a strength rank value greater than or equal to Sn is a
thick, yellow circle with spokes that extends to the lowest elevation angle or has a base
less than 1 km. The diameter of the circle is based on the diameter of the circulation,
but with a minimum diameter of 14 pixels.
• Past position symbols are indicated by solid diamonds. Up to 10 past positions can be
included for a given circulation.
• Forecast position symbols are indicated by Xs. Up to 6 forecast positions can be
included for a given circulation but the number of forecast positions will never exceed
the number of past positions. The forecast position interval is 5 minutes.
Adaptation:
• Minimum Reflectivity, default 0 dBZ.
• Minimum Display Filter Rank, default 5.
• Overlap Display Filter, default Yes (meaning, apply filter that suppresses elevated
circulations that overlap lower circulations).
2.23.2 Usage. As an aid in the identification, alerting, and warning for mesocyclones
which very often (>90%) are correlated with severe weather (hail, damaging winds, and
tornadoes). It appears that ~20% are associated with tornadoes. Research has shown that a
strength rank of 5 most closely matches the MESO threshold in the legacy Mesocyclone algorithm.
A summary of a comparison between the MD product and the legacy Mesocyclone (M) product
follows:
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Both mesocyclone algorithms find different circulations because of algorithm design differences.
Only 36% of all algorithm detections are found by both algorithms. The legacy algorithm finds
approximately 5.7 times as many circulations as the MDA. The legacy algorithm found an
excessive number of non-tornadic circulations compared to MDA. Both algorithms correctly
identify a majority of the tornadic circulations, 78%.
As the Minimum Display Filter Rank threshold was lowered below a value of 5, MDA detects
more circulations. The newly identified circulations match previous circulations from the legacy
algorithm. As the Minimum Display Filter Rank threshold value drops below a value of 3, the
number of MDA detections grows very quickly, negating the advantage gained by reducing the
number of detections.
As discussed in more detail in Section 3.7.4 and seen in Figure 2-23b, a Mesocyclone Strength
Index (MSI) is calculated for each 3D feature. In calculating the MSI, the strength ranks of all 2D
feature components are multiplied by 1000, weighted by the average air density in a standard
atmosphere, and integrated vertically across the half-power beam width depth at the height of the
2D feature. Integration is done from the feature’s base to its top or THRESHOLD (maximum 3D
Couplet Core Top), whichever is lower in altitude. The integrated value is divided by the total
depth (with half-power beam width added).
2.23.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Identify mesocyclones. Like all algorithms, the MD Algorithm is imperfect, so the
operator must examine reflectivity, velocity, and/or SRM to verify the existence of
mesocyclones.
• Identify mid-level mesocyclones that develop downward toward the surface sometimes
become associated with tornadoes.
• Because of the very frequent severe weather association with mesocyclones, detection
of these features often signals the need for at least a severe thunderstorm.
2.23.4 Limitations.
• Time continuity is not required for feature identification. However, the display of past
positions easily identifies those circulations with time continuity between two or more
volume scans.
• At longer ranges, mesocyclones may not be detected due to poor aspect ratios, random
beam placement during radar sampling, and the majority of the 3-D circulations being
below the height of the lowest elevation angle.
• The operator does not know which base-data elevation angle to examine for detection
verification. Algorithm output is in terms of height and not scan angle. However,
circulations detected on the lowest angle are indicated by circles with spikes.
• Range folding and velocity aliasing may interfere with successful mesocyclone
detection. Velocity aliasing can itself induce false algorithm detections.
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• See Section 3.6 for a discussion of the operational considerations of the MDA.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-23a
Mesocyclone Detection Product Overlaid on a Mean Radial Velocity Product
This MD example from the Sterling, VA WSR-88D (KLWX) (AWIPS display) includes
identification numbers for identified storms. The yellow symbols are related to the
circulation strength rank for the cell (less than 5 is a thin, yellow, open circle; greater than
or equal to 5 is a thick open circle), the diameter of the circle is based on the diameter of
the circulation. Past position symbols are indicated by solid diamonds. Forecast position
symbols are indicated by Xs. The Combined Attribute Table provides alphanumeric storm
information. Circular symbols with spikes indicate circulations detected on the lowest
elevation scan.
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Figure 2-23b
Mesocyclone Detection Alphanumeric Product
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2.24 Digital Mesocyclone Detection Data Array. The Digital Mesocyclone Detection Data
Array product (DMD) provides information regarding the existence and nature of all vortices
associated with thunderstorms. This product is derived from the MDA which is separate and
independent from the legacy Mesocyclone algorithm (M) although the DMD product is analogous
to the legacy MRU product. The DMD product provides information regarding identified cyclonic
shear circulation features. Circulations are assigned a strength rank number based on the rotational
velocity of each of its component 2D features. The strength rank values range from 1 (the
weakest) to 25 (the strongest). All detected circulations with a strength rank of 1 or greater are
included in the MD product.
DMD "Detection Status":
• TOP: (Topped) When the radar has scanned an elevation over the feature without adding
any 2D components to the feature.
• EXT: (Extrapolated) A 3D feature found in the previous volume but not yet time
associated with any feature from the current volume. The extrapolated feature position
provided in the product is an estimated position based on the time between volume scans
and the feature's tracked motion. If no tracked motion for the feature is available, the
SCIT storm motion from the previous volume scan is used.
• UPD: (Updated) A 3D feature detected in both the current and previous volume scans
but not yet topped.
2.24.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: MD, Product #149.
Data: Identified shear and mesocyclone features; Mesocyclone Algorithm output.
Processing: Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm, MD Tracking Information.
Availability: Updated once per elevation scan.
Presentation: The DMD data is presented as a text product, attribute table, or graphic
display depending on the display system.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 3
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Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Combined Attribute Table
• Circulation ID, Closest Storm ID, Strength Rank, Speed/direction of movement, Base,
Depth.
Special Symbols: N/A.
Adaptation: None.
2.24.2 Usage. As an aid in the identification, alerting, and warning for mesocyclones
which very often (>90%) are correlated with severe weather (hail, damaging winds, and
tornadoes). It appears that 10% - 15% are associated with tornadoes. Research has shown that a
strength rank of 5 most closely matches the MESO threshold in the legacy Mesocyclone algorithm.
Only on the last elevation of a volume scan, or when a circulation is topped, are all
parameters for a feature included in the DMD product. For lower elevation scans, and for features
not yet topped, the only parameters included are those that have increased in severity for that same
circulation since the previous volume scan. Therefore, in order to gain a complete picture of all
current MDA detections before a volume scan is completed, the latest available MD product must
be used along with the DMD product from the last elevation of the previous volume scan.
2.24.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Identify mesocyclones. Like all algorithms, the DMD Algorithm is imperfect, so the
operator must examine reflectivity, velocity, and/or SRM to verify the existence of
mesocyclones.
• Identify mid-level mesocyclones that develop downward toward the surface sometimes
become associated with tornadoes.
• Because of the very frequent severe weather association with mesocyclones, detection of
these features often signals the need for at least a severe thunderstorm.
2.24.4 Limitations.
• Time continuity is not required for feature identification. However, the parameter
named “age” easily identifies those circulations with time continuity between two or
more volume scans.
• Occasional time association errors occur, particularly in at the three lowest elevation
angles and/or when multiple circulations are detected in relative close proximity of one
another. Symptoms of a time association error are changing ID numbers for the same
geographically located feature as the volume scan progresses. Generally, these time
association errors are corrected as the radar progresses through the volume scan. The
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•
•

•

•
•

MD products from the lowest elevation angle should be used with caution.
The algorithm only detects cyclonic rotations even though anticyclonic circulations are
sometimes also associated with severe thunderstorms.
At longer ranges mesocyclones may not be detected due to poor aspect ratios and the
random beam placement during radar sampling, and the majority of the 3-D circulation
being below the height of the lowest elevation angle.
The operator does not know which base-data elevation angle to examine for detection
verification. Algorithm output is in terms of height and not scan angle. However,
circulations extending to the lowest elevation angle are indicated by a circle with spikes.
Range folding and velocity aliasing may interfere with successful mesocyclone
detection. Velocity aliasing can itself induce false algorithm detections.
See Section 3.7 for a discussion of the operational considerations of the Mesocyclone
Detection Algorithm.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-24
Digital Mesocyclone Detection Data Array as an Overlay Product
This DMD example is overlaid on an 8-bit SRM Product collected by the Oklahoma City,
OK WSR-88D (KTLX) (AWIPS display). It is zoomed to show the weaker circulations
(Circulations 87 and 88).
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2.25 One-Hour Rainfall Accumulation. The One-Hour Rainfall Accumulation product (OHP)
provides the hourly total rainfall accumulation on a 2 x 2 km (1.1 x 1.1 nm) grid within the 230 km
(124 nm) radius of the radar. The product is updated once per volume scan by the Precipitation
Series algorithms to provide the precipitation accumulation for the last hour. The total is a running
total. If there is too much missing data this product is not generated. The DPA version of this
product is produced for use in computers external to the WSR-88D.
2.25.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: OHP, Product #78.
Data: Adjusted hourly radar rainfall accumulation estimates.
Processing: Precipitation processing subsystem.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of rainfall accumulation values (Figure 2-25).
Resolution: 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Date and End Time of Rainfall Integration
Maximum Data Value
Radar Bias Estimate (mean bias for 3-hour product)
Effective G-R Pair Sample Size (mean for 3-hour product)
Missing Periods
Gage Adjustment Bias Flag.

Adaptation: See Section 3.3.
2.25.2 Usage. Assess changes in precipitation intensity in time and space, and for flash
flood warnings.
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2.25.3 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•

Assess rainfall accumulations for flash flood watches, warnings, and statements.
Can be used for Short Term Forecasts and Hazardous Weather Outlooks.
Time lapse can provide movement and rainfall relative to river basins and other features.
Other water management applications.

2.25.4 Limitations.
• After extended outages, first product will not be generated for 54 (adaptable) minutes.
• Although every effort has been made to remove non-precipitation reflectivity returns
from the calculation of precipitation, residual ground clutter or anomalous propagation
may contaminate data.
• The rainfall estimation bias calculation is for the 230 km (124 nm) radius of coverage
and may not be representative of one particular area of interest.
• See Section 3.3 for discussions regarding operational considerations of the algorithms.
• The appropriate Z-R relationship may be hard to estimate and vary within the storm.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-25
One-Hour Rainfall Accumulation Product
An OHP example (AWIPS display) from the Oklahoma City, OK WSR-88D (KTLX).
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2.26 Hourly Digital Precipitation Array. The Hourly Digital Precipitation Array product (DPA)
provides an hourly running total of radar-rainfall estimates in an array format (not display oriented)
to support processing performed external to the WSR-88D. The product is available in 256 data
levels for each array element.
2.26.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DPA, Product #81.
Data: Radar precipitation accumulation estimates.
Processing: Precipitation processing subsystem.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Example in Figures 2-26, a and b.
Resolution and Coverage:
•
Resolution, 1/40 x 1/40 Limited Fine Mesh (LFM) grid, accumulation data and ¼
LFM grid, rate data
•
131 boxes x 131 boxes
•
Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 256 (accumulation); 8 (rate), no color level codes.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Supplemental Data, including
End Date and End Time Hourly Accumulation
Radar Bias Estimate
Effective G-R Pair Sample Size
Memory Span (Hours) used in Bias Estimate
Total Number of Isolated Sample Volumes
Total Number of Replaced and Interpolated Outliers
Mean Percent Area Reduction of all Scans in Accumulation
Mean Bi-scan Ratio of all Scans during Accumulation Period
Number of Bad Scans in Current Hour
Number of Outliers in Current Hour
Current VCP Number
Current Operational (Weather) Mode
Missing Periods (Begin Date; Begin Time; End Date; End Time).
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Adaptation Data, including:
• (Preprocessing Algorithm)
• Minimum Reflectivity Threshold
• Maximum Reflectivity Threshold
• Reflectivity Tilt Test
• Inner Range Tilt Test
• Outer Range Tilt Test
• Maximum Range Bi-Scan
• Minimum Echo Area
• Minimum Area-Averaged Reflectivity
• Maximum Area Percent Reduction
• Z-R Multiplicative Coefficient
• Z-R Power Coefficient
• Minimum Reflectivity to convert to Rate
• Maximum Reflectivity to convert to Rate
• Minimum Range Bi-Scan
• (Rate Algorithm)
• Maximum Storm Speed
• Threshold Max Time Difference
• Minimum Area Time Continuity
• Time Continuity Parameter #1
• Time Continuity Parameter #2
• Maximum Rate Echo Area Change
• Range Cut-Off
• Range Effect Coefficient #1
• Range Effect Coefficient #2
• Range Effect Coefficient #3
• Minimum Precip. Rate
• Maximum Precip. Rate
• (Accumulation Algorithm)
• Threshold Elapsed Time to Restart
• Maximum Time for Interpolation
• Minimum Time in Hourly Period
• Threshold Hourly Outlier
• Ending Time Gage Accumulation
• Maximum Period Accumulation Value
• Maximum Hourly Accumulation Value
• (Adjustment Algorithm)
• Time Bias Estimation
• Threshold Number of Gage-Radar Pairs
• Reset Bias Value
• Longest Allowable Lag (Hours)
• Bias Applied Flag.
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Adaptation: See Section 3.3.
2.26.2 Usage.
• The DPA supports subjective and objective hydro-meteorological
for flash flood watches and warnings, river stage forecasting,
applications, and other hydrometeorological requirements for
precipitation data in computers external to the WSR-88D.
• Provides hourly running total digital radar-rainfall estimates in
support processing performed external to the WSR-88D.

forecast procedures
water management
numerical use of
an array format to

2.26.3 Strengths/Applications. Provides high resolution precipitation estimates for
generation of external hydrological products such as flash flood assessment and warnings.
2.26.4 Limitations. Product size is very large.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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*** ORPG DATABASE PRODUCT LOAD UTILITY ***
-> Number of Products Available=5881
-> Message ID=5750
-> Product Info: LBuffer# 108 MSGLEN 012692 VOLNUM 137 ELEV 04
WARNING: Layer selected exceeds 15 (the current limit), CVT accepts up to 30
WARNING: Number of Layers (16) is out of range (1-15).
CVT will accept up to 30 layers until a new limit is defined.
-> Set Processing ONLY for Layer Number 16
packet code 1 found

Packet 1: Write Text (No Value) Summary Information
Length of Data Block (in bytes) = 3692
I Starting Point: 0
J Starting Point: 0
Message to follow:
ADAP(38) 0.90 50.00 50.00 50.00 99.70 -32.00 20.00 80.00 60.00
300.00 1.40 0.00 70.00 3.00 25.00 15.00 200.00 24.00 13.20
200.00 230.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 103.80 60.00 30.00 54.00
400.00 0.00 400.00 800.00 50.00 10.00 1.00 168.00 FBIAS(13)

Figure 2-26a
Hourly Digital Precipitation Array (Part I)
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GAGE-RADAR MEAN FIELD BIAS TABLE
LAST BIAS UPDATE TIME: 08/22/98 16:12 BIAS APPLIED ? NO
MSPAN (HRS) NO. G_R PAIRS AVG. GAGE(MM) AVG. RADAR(MM) MEAN FLD BIAS
0.001 0.000 1.016 1.090 0.932
1.000 0.000 1.863 1.538 1.211
2.000 0.000 2.648 1.933 1.370
3.001 0.000 2.825 2.032 1.391
4.998 0.000 2.908 2.089 1.392
10.004 0.000 2.935 2.118 1.386
168.006 13.494 2.627 2.094 1.255
719.819 126.212 2.417 2.104 1.149
2160.295 212.154 2.381 2.109 1.129
9999044.000 277.982 2.365 2.112 1.120
SUPL(29)RATE SCAN 1 DATE: 12690 TIME:10624
RATE SCAN 2 DATE: 12690 TIME:10880
RATE SCAN 3 DATE: 12690 TIME:11264
RATE SCAN 4 DATE: 12690 TIME:11520
RATE SCAN 5 DATE: 12690 TIME:11904
RATE SCAN 6 DATE: 12690 TIME:12160
RATE SCAN 7 DATE: 12690 TIME:12544
RATE SCAN 8 DATE: 12690 TIME:12800
RATE SCAN 9 DATE: 12690 TIME:13184
RATE SCAN 10 DATE: 12690 TIME:13440
RATE SCAN 11 DATE: 12690 TIME:13824
RATE SCAN 12 DATE: 12690 TIME:14080
RATE SCAN 13 DATE: 12690 TIME:14336
RATE SCAN 14 DATE: 12690 TIME:14720
HOURLY ACCUMULATION END DATE.......: 12690
HOURLY ACCUMULATION END TIME.......: 14400
TOTAL NO. OF BLOCKAGE BINS REJECTED: 0
TOTAL NO. OF CLUTTER BINS REJECTED.: 4707

Figure 2-26b
Hourly Digital Precipitation Array (Part II)
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2.27 One-Hour Snow Depth Accumulation. The One-Hour Snow Depth Accumulation product
(OSD) provides estimates of the snow depth accumulations during the past running clock hour.
2.27.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: OSD, Product #145.
Data: Radar snow depth accumulation estimates.
Processing: Snow Accumulation Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of snow depth accumulation estimates (Figure 2-27).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of accumulations
Data level codes
SAA adaptable parameters and their values
Maximum data value detected
Azimuth and range of the maximum data value
Range/height correction applied
Missing periods of accumulations in minutes.

Adaptation: See Section 3.15.
2.27.2 Usage. Provides estimated snow depth accumulation over last hour.
2.27.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to distinguish areas of high and low snowfall rates and trends and
movement of these areas.
• Has adaptable parameters which have been optimized for part of the US which can be
changed by the operator
• Snow depth estimates were intended for dry snow (i.e., snow which is not melting).
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2.27.4 Limitations.
• Does not account for blowing or drifting snow.
• The same adaptable parameters are applied to the entire radar coverage, yet actual
measured values (such as Z-S relationship and snow ratio) will vary within a storm in
time and space.
• The snow depth estimates are not accurate for snow that is melting (in the air or on the
ground), but the product/algorithm does not distinguish between dry snow and other
precipitation types.
• Accuracy of snow estimates is reduced for small periods of time such as 1 hour.
• Range of accurate estimates is at most 150 km, but can be less for very low-topped snow
producing clouds such as lake effect snow.
• Does not account for advection of snow while falling.
• Data levels are fixed and only provide a range of estimates (versus a digital estimate).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-27
One-Hour Snow Depth Accumulation Product
This OSD example (OPUP display) is from the Buffalo, NY WSR-88D (KBUF).
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2.28 One-Hour Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation. The One-Hour Snow Water Equivalent
Accumulation product (OSW) provides estimates of the water equivalent of the snow that has
fallen during the past running clock hour.
2.28.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: OSW, Product #144.
Data: Radar snow water equivalent accumulation estimates.
Processing: Snow Accumulation Algorithm.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of snow water equivalent estimates (Figure 2-28).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm radius).
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of accumulations
Data level codes
SAA adaptable parameters and their values
Maximum data value detected
Azimuth and range of the maximum data value
Range/height correction applied
Missing periods of accumulations in minutes.

Adaptation: See Section 3.15.
2.28.2 Usage. Provides estimates of water equivalent of the snow accumulation during the
past hour.
2.28.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to distinguish areas of light and heavy snow rates and trends, and
movement of areas.
• Has regionally optimized adaptable parameters which can be changed by the operator.
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• Can be used with lower reflectivities than the PPS.
• Has a range/height correction.
2.28.4 Limitations.
• The same adaptable parameters are applied to the entire radar coverage, yet actual
measured values (such as Z – S relationship_ will vary in time and space.
• Accuracy of snow estimates is reduced for small periods of time, such as one hour.
• Range of accurate estimates is at most 150 km, but can be less for very low-topped snow
producing clouds such as lake effect snow.
• Does not account for advection of snow while falling.
• Data levels are fixes and only provide a range of estimates (versus a digital estimate)
• Does not account for blowing or drifting snow.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-28
One-Hour Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation Product
This OSW example (OPUP display) is from the Buffalo, NY WSR-88D (KBUF).
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2.29 Radar Coded Message. The Radar Coded Message product (RCM) is based on grid squares
approximately 10 km (5.4 nm) on a side. It is composed of three parts preceded by a
communications header. Part A: Reflectivity is produced automatically and is presented to the
user as a tabular listing of alphanumerics. Part B: Velocity Azimuth Display is also produced
automatically and is presented to the user as an alphanumeric message. Part C: Remarks, consists
of automatically provided information that can be augmented at the option of the user. The
automatically produced portion of Part C is presented to the user as an alphanumeric message. The
RCM is not manually edited.
The header is encoded as follows:
ccc
sidd
C/R

The communications node (PUP site identifier)
Four letter product source identifier
Carriage return, line feed.

Part A of the RCM contains a tabular listing of alphanumerics. Data in the RCM are located with
respect to a polar stereographic grid. The local grid at each antenna site is designed to be a subset
of the national radar grid so that data may be readily composited.
The National Radar Grid has a resolution of 1/4 x 1/4 LFM grid squares, which is 25.7 nm at 60°
north. The vertical axis of the grid is parallel to the 105° west longitude meridian and, if the grid
extended to the North Pole, the pole would be located at column 41, row 161. For radar
observation purposes, however, the grid is limited to 113 columns and 89 rows. Each of these 1/4
x 1/4 LFM grid boxes is further subdivided into 16 grid boxes as shown in Figure 2-19a with the
antenna falling into the appropriate 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid box in the range MMA through MMP.
Rows and columns of the grid boxes are assigned letters A through Y. so that the box containing
the antenna site is always box MM. Box AA is at the upper left. As shown in Figure 2-29a each
box is further subdivided to form an overall 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid.
The reflectivity intensity value for each grid box is determined by assigning the maximum value of
all Composite Reflectivity boxes whose centers are contained within the 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid
square.
The RCM is based on the 16 level, 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm) CR product (#38), but contains only 9
data level categories; 6 for data, 1 for missing or below threshold data within 230 km (124 nm) and
2 for data beyond 230 km (124 nm). For data beyond 230 km (124 nm), a separate threshold is
provided for which: a) all data above that threshold are labeled as level 8, and b) all data below that
threshold are labeled as level 9.
Within the tabular listing, a code group is provided for the maximum echo top. The height of the
maximum echo top within 230 km (124 nm), and the position where available, is derived from the
ET product. The listing also shows the location of the largest mass-ranked centroids within 230 km
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(124 nm) of the radar using the 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid. The maximum number of centroids reported
is MSCF adaptable from 1 to 20, with a default value of 12. The forecast centroid speed and
direction, as available from the Storm Series algorithms, are also provided.
Part A of the message is encoded as follows:
NEXRAA
sidd
ddmmyytttt
RADNE
RADOM
/MDnnnn
/SCnnnn
/NInnnn
gggi

/MThh:ggg

/NCENnn:

Cnnggg dddfff

/ENDAA (C/R)

Part A indicator.
Four letter Radar Data Acquisition (RDA) site identifier.
The day (dd) of the month (mm), the year (yy), and the time (tttt), to the
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
No reportable reflectivity intensity values, if appropriate.
Radar down for maintenance, if appropriate.
Operational mode - Choices are PCPN (Precipitation) and CLAR (Clear Air)
(Example: /MDPCPN).
Scan strategy - Number of scans per volume over time. Choices are 1405 (14
scans in 5 minutes), 0906, 0510, etc. (Example: /SC1405).
The total number (nnnn) of intensities (NJ) reported in the following field
(Example:/N10144).
1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid (gag) location of intensity (I) level. Locations and
intensities are reported by a series of groups made up of three letters (1/16 x
1/16 LFM) followed by the maximum intensity of the designated grid box.
The three letters in order are row, column, and grid box in that row. That is,
each 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid box is reported from west to east starting with the
northernmost row with data, followed by the next row south, etc.
When succeeding grid boxes contain the same intensity value, the number of
succeeding boxes with the same value are designated by a letter of the alpha
bet. That is, if four succeeding 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid boxes (a total of five
boxes) are at level 2, they are reported as ggg2D. The 2D may be followed by
additional intensity values. Location and intensity groups are separated by a
comma (Example: ABF112D331, BCA1211).
The location and height (MSL) of the maximum echo top (MT) within 230 km
(124 nm) of the radar using the three letter grid designator (gag) and assigning
the height coinciding with the Echo Tops product in hundreds of feet (hhh)
(Example:/MT320:NLB).
The total number (nn) of centroids (NCEN) reported in this portion of the
message. This number corresponds to the corrected centroids (Example: /
NCEN04).
The centroid (C) number (nn), location (ggg), direction from which it is
moving (ddd) and its speed (fff) in knots. Successive groups are separated by
a comma. If, during editing data are deleted in a grid box that contains a
centroid, this group is corrected by deleting the centroid (Example: CO3QMB
240012).
End of Part A indicator.
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The following is a summary of the components of Part A:
/gggiii...i,gggiii...i
/MThhh:ggg
/NCENnn: Cnnggg dddfff,Cnnggg dddfff
/ENDAA (C/R)
Part B of the RCM contains a single profile of the horizontal wind information derived from the
output of the Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) algorithm. Part B of the message is encoded as
follows:
/NEXRBB
sidd
ddmmyytttt
VADNA
hhhcdddfff

Part B indicator.
Four letter product source identifier.
The day (dd) of the month (mm), the year (yy) and the time (tttt), to the
nearest minute, in UTC.
No VAD data available for the last 15 minutes, if appropriate.
Coded heights (hhh) in hundreds of feet MSL; confidence (c) level, using the
Root Mean Square (RMS) error for the coded height; wind direction (ddd) and
wind speed (fff), in kts, as derived from the VAD algorithm. The confidence
level is given as a single letter in accordance with the following:
A = RMS of 1.9 kts; B = RMS of 3.9 kts;
C = RMS of 5.8 kts; D = RMS of 7.8 kts;
E = RMS of 9.7 kts; F = RMS of 11.7 kts;
G = RMS of >13.6 kts.
Wind direction and speed, as output from the VAD algorithm, shall be
reported at up to 19 heights in hundreds of feet MSL. Default heights are:
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000

6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000

12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000

25,000
30,000
35,000
50,000

(Example: 080C240060).
/ENDBB (C/R) End of Part B indicator.
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The following is a summary of the components of Part B:
/NEXRBB sidd ddmmyytttt (C/R)
hhhcdddfff,hhhcdddfff,hhhcdddfff
/ENDBB (C/R)
Part C of the RCM contains remarks in an alphanumeric format. Automatically generated remarks
provide information on the locations of tornadic vortex signatures, mesocyclones, centroids, storm
tops, and hail indices. The automated portion of Part C is encoded as follows:
/NEXRCC
sidd
ddmmyytttt

Part C indicator.
Four letter product source identifier.
The day (dd) of the month (mm), the year (yy) and the time (tttt), to the
nearest minute, in UTC.
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Table 2-2
DEFINITIONS OF RADAR CODED MESSAGE COMPONENTS
BASE

Base of an elevated layer.

CENTROID

The contiguous significant reflectivity (230 dBZ, an adaptable
parameter) values collected along the radials (identified as segments) of a
volume scan are used to determine the locations of the centroids, or
centers of mass, of storms.

CENTER

The circulation of a hurricane or tropical storm is identifiable but no welldefined wall cloud is observed.

ECHO TOP

The Echo Tops algorithm estimates echo (non-zero reflectivity category)
top heights for 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm) grid boxes. A grid box represents
the area on the Earth where a single value of reflectivity is assigned. The
height of the echo top is measured from ground level to the mid-point of
the radar radial beam for the highest non-zero reflectivity category per grid
box.

EYE

A well-defined central region of a hurricane or tropical storm.

HAIL INDEX

The hail index identifies one of the four following cases:
• A given storm is producing or soon will produce hail.
• A given storm is probably producing or will probably produce hail.
• A given storm is not currently producing hail.
• A given storm cannot be analyzed for hail due to lack of data.

LEWP

Line echo wave pattern. A radar pattern formed when a segment of a line
of thunderstorms surges forward at an accelerated rate. A mesohigh
pressure area is usually present behind the accelerating thunderstorms. A
mesolow pressure area is usually present at the crest of the wave.

MALF

Precipitation mostly aloft.

MESOCYCLONE

A 3-dimensional region in a storm that rotates (cyclonically for
WSR-88D algorithm usage) and is closely correlated with severe weather.

MLTLVL

Melting level.

PALF

Precipitation partially aloft.
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TVS
/NTVSnn:
TVSnnggg
NMESnn:

Mnnggg
NCENnn:
Cnnggg ShhhHi

PCTRyyyy
aa:gg

The radar "signature" of a vortex indicative of a tornadic circulation aloft
that may or may not extend to the ground
The total number (nn) of tornadic vortex signatures (NTVS) detected by
the TVS algorithm and reported in Part C (Example: /NTVS03:).
The location (gag) and number identifier (nn) of each tornadic vortex
signature (TVS) (E3xample: TVS02NLB).
The total number (nn) of mesocyclones and areas of uncorrelated shear
(NMES) detected by the Mesocyclone Detection algorithm and reported in
Part C (Example: /NMES05:).
The location (gag) and number identifier (nn) of each mesocyclone or area
of uncorrelated shear (M) (Example: M03JLC).
The total number (nn) of centroids (NCEN) reported in Part C (Example:
/NCEN08:).
The height (hhh) in hundreds of feet (MSL), of the storm top (S), as
derived from the Storm Structure algorithm, for each centroid (C)
identified in Part A to include location (ggg). The centroid identifier
number (nn) is the same as given in Part A. The hail (H) index (I), as
provided by the Hail algorithm, is also given as one of the four following
data levels:
N - no hail; P - probable hail; H - hail; U - unknown (Example: C04QQD
S440HP).
Precipitation type and intensity trend. Precipitation type (yyyy) may be
coded for a representative area of the display. The type is variable and up
to four characters in length. The intensity trend (aaa) is also variable in
length and up to three characters in length. The location (gg) is reported
using the two letter identifier for the 1/4 x 1/4 LFM grid.
For convective echo systems, the characteristic type of precipitation is
defined as that type associated with the maximum observed intensity. For
non convective echo systems, the type of precipitation is defined as that
type predominant in horizontal extent. Precipitation types are:
Type
Symbol
Type
Symbol
Rain
R
Drizzle
L
Rain Shower
RW
Freezing Drizzle ZL
Freezing Rain
ZR
Ice Pellet
IP
Freezing Rain Shower ZRW
Ice Pellet Shower IPW
Snow
S
Hail
A
Snow Shower
SW
Areas believed to be associated with thunderstorms are designated by the
symbol T preceding the precipitation symbol.
The intensity trend is evaluated in terms of the net change in the
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characteristic intensity during a period of 1 hour for lines and areas and 15
minutes for cells. The intensity trend is reported as increasing (+) or
decreasing (-), if, during the period, the net change in characteristic
intensity (dBZ) changes from one intensity level to another. If the net
change in the characteristic intensity during the period does not change
categories, report the intensity trend as NC (no change). The intensity
trends of drizzle, hail, ice pellets, or snow are not reported.

/LEWP:gg

/BASEhhh:gg

/MALFhhh:gg

/PALFhhh:gg

/MLTLVLhhh
/EYEdddfffcc:
ggg;

LATee.ex,
LONeee.ey

/CNTRdddfff:
ggg;
LATee.ex,

Echo systems are reported as NEW (new development) if they originated
during the period specified above. The intensity trend of areas or lines that
develop from a cell or cells during the hour preceding the report are
reported as NEW. For a mixed system, the order of precedence for
reporting precipitation type is liquid, freezing, and frozen (Example:
PCTRRW,NEW:LO,LP).
A line echo wave pattern (LEWP) may be reported using the two letter
1/4 x 1/4 LFM grid box location (gg) (ExampleLEWP:KJ,LK,MK,NK,
OK,PL).
The base of an elevated layer (BASE) may be reported in hundreds of feet
(hhh) (MSL) using the two letter identifier for the 1/4 x 1/4 LFM grid
location (gg) (Example: /BASE090:LO,MO).
The occurrence of precipitation which is mostly aloft (MALF) may be
reported. The height (hhh) is reported in hundreds of feet (MSL) and the
location (gg) is the 1/4 x 1/4 LFM grid identifier Example: /
MALF050:KP,KQ).
The occurrence of precipitation which is partially aloft (PALE) may be
reported. The height (hhh) is reported in hundreds of feet (MSL) and the
location (gg) is the 1/4 x 1/4 LFM grid identifier (Example:/PAL
FOSO:PM,PN).
The height (hhh) of the melting level (MLTLVL) in hundreds of feet
(MSL) may be reported Example: /MLTLVL075
The location (gag) of the eye of a hurricane or tropical storm (EYE), the
direction (ddd) from which it is moving and the speed (fff), in knots, of
movement shall be encoded. Confidence in the fix (cc) is reported as good
(GF), fair (FF), or poor (PF).
Further, the location of the eye shall also be encoded in latitude (LAT) and
longitude (LON). The location shall be expressed in whole degrees and
tenths (eee.e) specifying north (N), south (S), east (E) or west (W), as
appropriate (Example:/EYEI 60010GF :OOA;LAT28.4N,LON178.5W).
The location (ggg) of the center of a hurricane or tropical storm (CNTR),
the direction (ddd) from which it is moving and the speed (fff), in knots, of
movement shall be encoded
Further, the location of the center shall also be encoded in latitude (LAT)
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LONeee.ey

/REM:
/ENDCC (C/R)

and longitude (LON). The location shall be expressed in whole degrees
and tenths (eee.e) specifying north (N), south (S), east (E) or west (W), as
appropriate (Example: /CNTR160010:00A;LAT28.4N,LON178.5W).
This space is for any additional remarks.
End of Part C indicator.

The following is a summary of the components of Part C:
/NEXRCC sidd ddmmyytttt (C/R)
/NTVSnn: TVSnnggg,TVSnnggg,TVSnnggg
/NMESnn: Mnnggg,Mnuggg,Mnnggg
/NCENnn: Cnnggg ShhhHi,Cnnggg ShhhHi,Cnnggg ShhhHi
/PCTRyyyy,aaa:gg
/LE WP:gg,gg,gg,gg
/BASEhhh:gg,gg,gg
/MALFhhh:gg,gg
/PALFhhh:gg,gg
/MLTLVLhhh
/EYEdddfffcc:ggg;LATee.ex,LONeee.ey
/CNTRdddfff:ggg;LATee.ex,LONeee.ey
/REM:
/ENDCC (C/R)
At the end of the message, the following group is sent:
/ENDALL (C/R)
2.29.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: RCM, Product #74.
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Data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Composite reflectivity
Hail index
Maximum echo top
Mesocyclone
Storm centroid
Storm structure
Storm tracking information
Tornadic vortex signature
Velocity azimuth display.

Processing: Convert composite reflectivity to 1/16 x 1/16 LFM “gridded” data.
Availability: Up to twice per hour at scheduled time(s).
Presentation:
•

Part A:

•

Part B:

•

Part C:

Internal
External
Internal
External
Internal
External

-

Pixel Image (Figure 2-29)
Alphanumeric
Alphanumeric
Alphanumeric
Alphanumeric
Alphanumeric.

Resolution:

Coverage:

• Parts A and C: 1/16 x 1/16 LFM grid
• Part B: Up to 19 heights

Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius
Surface to 50,000 feet MSL.

Data Levels: Appendix A.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level
Maximum data value for reflectivity
Maximum echo top.

Adaptation.
• Scheduled production time(s)
• VAD levels.
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2.29.2 Usage. Provides summary level radar information. Its primary use is in the
preparation National Radar Summary Chart for aviation and other interests. Other uses are
derivative.
2.29.3 Strengths/Applications. Provides a national summary of radar echoes.
2.29.4 Limitations.
• Product cannot be edited.
• LFM model and grid no longer used, so grid does not match any numerical model.
• Other federal government, private and universities provide more frequent national and
regional mosaics; and provide more sophisticated ways to remove clutter and AP.
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Figure 2-29
Radar Coded Message National Graphic
An example of the National RCM the NWS produces, available at:
http://weather.noaa.gov/radar/mosaic/DS.p19r0/ar.us.conus.shtml.
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2.30 Reflectivity. Reflectivity products (R) provide displays of reflectivity data for each elevation
angle scan at spatial resolutions up to the maximum capability of the legacy RDA. The products
are available for several combinations of display resolution and coverage; each product is available
for 8 and 16 data levels. A separate version of each product is available for each antenna scan,
depending upon the VCP employed.
2.30.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: R, Products: #16, #17, #18, #19, #20, #21.
Data: Reflectivity.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan at each elevation angle.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of reflectivity data (Figure 2-30, a-f).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 1 km (0.54 nm) x l° (#16 and 19) Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius
• 2 km (1.1 nm) x l° (#17 and 20) Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius
• 4 km (2.2 nm) x 1° (#18 and 21) Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 8 (#16, 17, 18) and 16 (#19, 20, 21).
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Calibration constant (scaling constant used by the PSP to calculate reflectivity)
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum reflectivity value detected.

Adaptation: None.
2.30.2 Usage.
• As an aid in the analysis of meteorological events.
• Primary use is for surveillance as well as a detailed interpretation on a storm-by-storm
basis (also see SWA).
• The sensitivity of the WSR-88D allows the detection of ice crystals, some as cirriform
and mid-level clouds. The range of detection is dependent on the ice crystal and
snowflake composition of the cloud.
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• Stratocumulus clouds will often contain precipitation aloft as raindrops or ice crystals
and snowflakes, or both, large enough to be detected by the WSR-88D.
• Stratus (and fog) usually will not be detected due to small droplet structure.
• Precipitation events can be monitored as they evolve, develop, and/or dissipate by
observations of reflectivity patterns.
• Moisture or turbulent layers, or both, can be observed from backscatter from refractivity
fluctuations.
• The evolution of the planetary boundary layer can be monitored from the backscatter
from the refractivity structure or particulates (e.g., insects).
• Horizontal rolls and the evolution of cloud streets at the top of the planetary boundary
layer can be monitored. The depth of the planetary boundary layer can be monitored
during a diurnal cycle.
• Features such as the bright band may be observed.
2.30.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Observe precipitation intensity, movement, and trends.
• Evaluate environmental conditions and meteorological characteristics such as inversions
or moisture layers, especially in the Clear Air Mode.
• Identify ice cloud layers and even very light precipitations characteristics.
• Identify and locate the freezing/melting level.
• Observe and at times even track non-precipitation phenomena such as birds, bats,
insects, smoke, volcanic ash, chaff, etc.
• Weak returns from refractive index gradients and small particulates such as insects
reveal many characteristics of the boundary layer.
• Determine the location and motion of wind shear lines and boundaries such as gust
fronts, synoptic fronts, sea breezes, and wind-shifts of all kinds.
• Determine significant convective storm structural features such as WER, BWER, hook
echoes, and even evidence for Rear Flank Downdraft (RFD) existence. Line Echo
Wave Patterns (LEWP) and squall lines can be identified.
2.30.4 Limitations.
•
•
•
•

Data level values cannot be changed.
Weak returns are not detected in Precipitation Mode.
Residual ground and point clutter, and AP can contaminate data.
Discrete elevation sampling of any VCP limits echo sampling only to the scanned
elevation angles. Areas between non-contiguous beams and above the highest beam
elevation (4.5° or 19.5° depending on VCP) are not sampled at all.
• Chaff echoes are often difficult to distinguish from precipitation echoes.
• Beam broadening with increasing ranges limits detection of features that are small
compared to the beam width. This is referred to as “aspect ratio” or the ratio of the beam
width to the feature size.
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• Beam blocking is possible on lower elevation angles by nearby high-rise buildings or
orographic features such as mountains.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-30a
Reflectivity Product
An example of a Reflectivity product (0.5o elevation angle, 16 data levels and 1o x 1 km
(0.54 nm) data resolution) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at 02:46 UTC on 7
May 2003 (AWIPS display). Figures 2-30a – 2-30f are at the same time and elevation
angle for comparison purposes.
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Figure 2-30b
Reflectivity Product
An example of a Reflectivity product (0.5o elevation angle,16 data levels and 1° x 2 km (1.1
nm) resolution) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at 02:46 UTC on 7 May 2003
(AWIPS display).
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Figure 2-30c
Reflectivity Product
An example of a Reflectivity product (0.5o elevation angle, 16 data levels and 1° x 4 km
(2.2 nm) data resolution) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at 02:46 UTC on 7 May
2003 (AWIPS display).
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Figure 2-30d
Reflectivity Product
An example of a Reflectivity product (0.5o elevation angle, 8 data levels and 1° x 1 km
(0.54 nm) data resolution ) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at 02:46 UTC on 7
May 2003 (AWIPS display).
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Figure 2-30e
Reflectivity Product
An example of a Reflectivity product (0.5o elevation angle, 8 data levels and 1° x 1.1 nm (2
km) data resolution) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at 02:46 UTC on 7 May
2003 (AWIPS display).
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Figure 2-30f
Reflectivity Product
An example of a Reflectivity product (0.5o elevation angle, 8 data levels and 1° x 2.2 nm (4
km) data resolution) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at 02:46 UTC on 7 May
2003 (AWIPS display).
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2.31 Base Reflectivity Data Array. Unlike the Reflectivity products, which only display 1 km
(0.54 nm) data out to 230 km (124 nm), the Base Reflectivity Data Array product (DR) provides 1
km (0.54) nm resolution (the maximum resolution) Reflectivity data out to 460 km (248 nm). The
product also has 256 data levels. This permits a rendition of storms with the highest possible
resolution in order to include the maximum structural detail.
2.31.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DR, Product #94.
Data: Reflectivity.
Availability: Once per volume scan at each elevation angle.
Presentation: Polar coordinate data array of reflectivity (Figure 2-31).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x l°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 256.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Calibration constant (scaling constant used by the PSP to calculate reflectivity)
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum reflectivity value detected.

Adaptation: None.
2.31.2 Usage. An aid in the analyzing meteorological events in displayable systems
external to the WSR-88D. This product delivers the same 1 km (0.54 nm) resolution out to 460 km
(248 nm). This provides data for improved analysis within a range of 230 km (124 nm) of:
•
•
•
•
•

Storm structure
Rainfall rate assessment
Boundaries
Algorithm validation/QC
Non-meteorological returns.
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2.31.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Provides the best WSR-88D reflectivity resolution available with the legacy RDA.
• Weak returns in either Clear Air or Precipitation Modes are included. Reflectivity is
provided down to -30 dBZ (as a function of range) in both Modes.
2.31.4 Limitations.
• High reflectivities are included in Clear Air Mode. Reflectivities up to >90 dBZ are
included in both modes. Receiver saturation occurs with high reflectivity in Clear Air
Mode and reflectivity estimates are capped at 28 dBZ.
• Data level values cannot be adjusted.
• Product data file size is very large.
• High detail may be confusing, especially when viewing storms close to the RDA.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-31
Base Reflectivity Data Array Product
An example DR product at 0.5° elevation from the Grand Island, NE (KUEX) WSR-88D on
23 June 2003 (AWIPS display).
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2.32 Severe Weather Analysis. The Severe Weather Analysis products (SWA) provide, at the
highest product resolution available, separate maps of reflectivity, mean radial velocity, spectrum
width, radial shear, or storm relative mean radial velocity for 50 x 50 km (27 x 27 nm) areas.
When produced because it has been selected for generation due to the detection of an alert
condition, the product is automatically generated for the elevation angle nearest the "critical
altitude" for the meteorological phenomenon causing the alert and is centered at the coordinates of
that phenomenon. The product can also be generated upon user request for a specified elevation
angle and geographic center point.
To aid in the visual interpretation of the mean radial velocity, the storm motion can be removed
from the velocity data by manually replacing the mean radial velocity panel with the SRR product.
2.32.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SWA: SWR (reflectivity) #43, SWV (mean radial velocity) #44, SWW
(spectrum width) #45, and SWS (radial shear) #46.
Data:
• Mean radial velocity
• Reflectivity
• Spectrum width.
Processing:
• Radial Shear algorithm
• Range-Altitude-Elevation Angle algorithm.
Availability:
• Upon user request
• Automatically upon detection of an alerting phenomenon.
Presentation: Four-quadrant, polar coordinate, image of data values; one data type
per quadrant (window) (Figure 2-32). The SWV product requires referencing to the RDA
position for correct interpretation. Therefore, azimuths from the RDA with 10° intervals
are placed on the image. Range marks at 21 km (11 nm) intervals beginning at 21 km (11
nm) from the RDA are also included.
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Resolution:

Coverage:

• SWR -1 km (0.54 nm), SWV - 0.25 km (0.13 nm)

50 x 50 km (27 x 27 nm) window
within 230 km (124 nm) of the
radar

• SWW - 0.25 km (0.13 nm), SWS - 0.5 km (0.27 nm)
• Product is centered either at location of alerting phenomenon or user-requested
coordinates.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Alert category
Coordinates of product center
Data level code for each product
Elevation angle
Height above ground level of center of window containing meteorological phenomenon
Maximum data values for each data type.

Adaptation:
• Data levels (velocity only)
• Product center coordinates
• Velocity product type.
2.32.2 Usage.
• Provides the user with the highest resolution radar information available for a severe
weather event and allows the user to see all radar moments simultaneously without
paging through multiple products. Data are available as a four quadrant product or as
individual products.
• Intended primarily for the detailed analysis of severe convective weather.
2.32.3 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•

All three base product resolutions are the best available.
Operator can examine three base products simultaneously allowing direct comparison.
SRR can be used instead of Mean Radial Velocity
Effective in investigating convective storms
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• Displays product center height
• Provides ability to analyze and evaluate reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width of a
storm at various heights.
2.32.4 Limitations.
• Product data resolution not identical
• Limited viewing area.
• Takes time to request, receive, and view the product.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-32
Severe Weather Analysis (Quarter Screen Display) Product
SWA product (AWIPS display) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D on 7b May 2003
composed of the SWR product in the upper left, SWV in the upper right (same as SWR),
SWW in lower left, and SWS in the lower right. All product parts of the SWA are in the
maximum data resolution, SWR - 0.54 nm (1 km), SWV - 0.13 nm (0.25 km), SWW - 0.13
nm (0.25 km) and SWS - 0.27 nm (0.5 km).
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2.33 Severe Weather Probability. The Severe Weather Probability product (SWP) provides a
mapped display of the set of probability values calculated by the SWP algorithm for cells that the
algorithm defined from the Vertically Integrated Liquid (VIL) array. The SWP value is not a true
probability, but rather a measure of relative storm severity. The SWP values are directed related to
the horizontal extent of VIL values greater than a specified threshold. The displayed SWP values
are assigned to the centers of the defined VIL cells.
2.33.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SWP, Product #47.
Data: SWP values calculated by the SWP algorithm.
Processing:
• Output from VIL algorithm.
• SWP algorithm.
• Algorithm for placing SWP values on corresponding VIL cells.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation:
• Map of SWP values displayed at the centers of the corresponding VIL cells.
• Overlay of mapped SWP values (Figure 2-33).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm)

Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius

• The SWP box size is adaptable and expandable in multiples of a 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm)
box. The default presentation ‘box’ is 28 x 28 km (15.1 x 15.1 nm). At full range, the
minimum box size has to be 16 x 16 km (8.8 x 8.8 nm) to accommodate two 7 x 9 pixel
integers.
Data Levels: > 0 to < 100%.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Maximum data value detected (percent)
SWP box size.
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Adaptation: See Section 3.11.1.
2.33.2 Usage. SWP's main strengths are its ability to automatically extract strong cells
from the current radar pattern, to draw a user's attention to those cells, and, if the necessary
VIL climatology is available, to provide objective guidance on the likelihood of severe
weather associated with those cells.
2.33.3 Strengths/Applications. Quick identification of strongest storms.
2.33.4 Limitations.
• Only incorporates VIL, no environmental conditions considered.
• Since the SWP equation uses VIL calculations as input, inaccuracies in VIL values will
affect the SWP output.
• Threshold values for severe storms will vary with differing climatology. Each site will
have to establish the long-term climatology of VIL and severe weather.
• May be contaminated with non-precipitation echoes.
• Other considerations arising from the performance of the SWP algorithm are discussed
in Section 3.11.2.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-33
Severe Weather Probability Product
An SWP product as displayed on an OPUP from the KTLX, WSR-88D in Oklahoma City,
OK. The numbers west and northwest of the radar represent the percentage probability of
severe weather based on the SWP Algorithm.
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2.34 Spectrum Width. The Spectrum Width products (SW) display mean radial velocity spectrum
width estimates as a radial image for each elevation angle scanned, depending on the VCP
employed. The estimates are based on the value contained in the first gate of each set of gates (i.e.,
gate 1 of 1, gate 1 of 2, or gate 1 of 4). The products are available for several combinations of
display resolution and coverage; each product is available for eight data levels. A separate version
of each product is available for each antenna scan taken at an available constant elevation angle,
depending on the volume coverage pattern employed.
2.34.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SW, Products: #28, #29, #30.
Data: Spectrum width.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan at each elevation angle.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of spectrum width data (Figures 2-34, a-c).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• 0.25 km (0.13 nm) x l° (#28)
• 0.5 km (0.27 nm) x l° (#29)
• 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1° (#30)

Radar centered, (62 km) 32 nm radius
Radar centered, 115 km (62 nm) radius
Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.

Data Levels: 8.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum spectrum width value detected (kts).

Adaptation: None.
2.34.2 Usage.
• The SW product should be used in conjunction with other products for maximum utility.
• Spectrum width data are related to the turbulence intensity as well as the wind shear
across the beam. Beam width and antenna rotation speed also contribute to the width.
Primary use of spectrum width is to estimate turbulence associated with:
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•• Thunderstorms
•• Fronts and gust fronts
•• Clear air
• Useful for evaluating validity of the mean radial velocity estimates.
• Evidence of convective development will often appear in the spectrum width field
before any significant return is detected in the reflectivity field.
• Can be used to determine the structure of the bright band because of increased variance
in velocities through the bright band.
2.34.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to infer weak signal returns near the noise threshold.
• A number of other applications have been suggested for low values. For example they
indicate flow acceleration such as with a deepening tropical storm or hurricane, or flow
into a strong updraft. Low values within updrafts also indicate unmixed updrafts with
characterized by high helicity.
• It has been suggested that broad values can be used to indicate a weakening hurricane, a
turbulent updraft becoming mixed with ambient air, a downdraft, or data contamination
with three-body scattering.
2.34.4 Limitations.
• As with the Mean Radial Velocity Product, range folding may obscure needed spectrum
width data.
• Movement of ground clutter may result in high spectrum width values. For example,
cars on the road and blowing leaves on trees in the summer can contribute to high
velocity variances in the range bin. Turbulent flow around ground targets such as
buildings and water towers may also result in high spectrum widths.
• Weak power returns will cause erratic values near the noise level.
• The legacy RDA SW values may be incorrect due to an error in the processor software.
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Figure 2-34a
Spectrum Width Product
An SW product (AWIPS display), product resolution of 1° x 0.25 km (0.13 nm) and 8 data
levels at an elevation angle of 0.5o from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D on 7 May
2003.
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Figure 2-34b
Spectrum Width Product
An SW product (AWIPS display), product resolution of 1° x 0.5 km (0.27 nm) and 8 data
levels at an elevation of 0.5° from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D on 7 May 2003.
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Figure 2-34c
Spectrum Width Product
An SW product (AWIPS display), product resolution of 1° x 1 km (0.54 nm) and 8 data
levels at an elevation of 0.5° from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D on 7 May 2003.
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2.35 Storm Relative Mean Radial Velocity (Region and Map). The Storm Relative Mean Radial
Velocity products (SRR and SRM) provide an estimate of the mean radial velocity for: (a) a small
geographic area centered upon or near an identified storm with the storm motion removed
(Region), or (b) the entire area of radar coverage (to 124 nm (230 km)) with the mean storm motion
removed (Map). The velocity displayed is based on the maximum value contained in each one of
the 0.25 km (0.13 nm) gates of the two or four gates, respectively, contained in the product data
resolution. The product is produced upon request for any elevation angle available. The radial
component of storm motion used to derive the product is the storm motion value computed for the
identified cell by the SCIT Algorithm or a value input by the user. The value of storm motion used
to adjust the mean radial velocity values is user-selectable at the time of product request or it
defaults to the vector average of all identified storms if not selected. Each product contains 16 data
levels for storm-adjusted mean radial velocity.
2.35.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SRR (Region), Product: #55; SRM (Map), Product #56 .
Data:
• Computed motion of a single storm from Storm Cell Identification and Tracking (SCIT)
Algorithm
• Storm mean radial velocity.
Processing:
• SCIT Algorithm
• Remove radial component of computed storm motion from the mean radial velocity
values.
• Use location for generation when specified (for SRR).
Availability: Upon request for any elevation angle for a window centered at a userspecified location (usually upon a single storm)
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of derived mean radial velocity values (Figures 235, a and b).
Resolution:

Coverage:

• SRM: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°
• SRR: 0.5 km (0.27 nm) x 1°
.

Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius
50 x 50 km (27 x 27 nm) window within 230 km
(124 nm) of the radar

• Product is centered at the location of the storm center.
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Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Coordinates of product center (window product)
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum data value detected (after storm motion removed)
Vector average of storm motion (all storms for SRM, single storm for SRR, or operator
defined).

Adaptation: Storm motion (optional); Center Point (SRR).
2.35.2 Usage.
• As an aid in the visual identification of mesocyclones, TVSs, shear regions, or
divergence in the mean radial velocity field when signatures are being confused by
addition of storm motion component. Note that a constant is removed from the radial
velocity field. Thus, radial velocity shear is not changed.
• The window (SRR) product can be requested as part of the SWA when interested only
in a single storm.
• For a line of thunderstorms or a convective system where storm motions are similar, an
average storm motion (computed or user input) can be removed (SRM).
2.35.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Provides 3D velocity structure of a storm when used as in a four-panel (or all-tilts)
display.
• An aid to human recognition of mesocyclones, TVSs, shear regions, and divergence.
• Most useful with faster moving storms and in radar coverage areas where the storm
motion is largely along the radials.
• Operator may input storm motion for both SRM and SRR.
• When using SRR the displayed max and minimum velocities can more easily be located
in the product window.
• SRR is a useful alert paired product for the mesocyclone and TVS.
• SRR may be substituted for SWV in the SWA product.
• SRR has better resolution than does the SRM.
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2.35.4 Limitations.
• If the computed storm motion is significantly in error, or a vector average of storms
moving in a widely divergent pattern is used, storm rotational signatures may still be
confused.
• Is inappropriate when ground-relative winds are desired.
• Average storm relative motion will vary from volume scan to volume scan, especially
for the SRM product.
• SRR is confined to a limited viewing area.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-35a
Storm Relative Mean Radial Velocity (Map) Product
An SRM product (AWIPS display), at an elevation of 0.5° from the North Platte, NE (KLNX)
WSR-88D on 23 June 2003.
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Figure 2-35b
Storm Relative Mean Radial Velocity (Region) Product
An SRR product (AWIPS display), at an elevation of 0.5° from the North Platte, NE (KLNX)
WSR-88D on 23 June 2003.
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2.36 Storm Structure. The Storm Structure product (SS) provides, for each identified storm cell,
information regarding the structure of the storm cell, including trend information. This contains
information from the SCIT Algorithm and HDA. Part of this product is in a tabular alphanumeric
format; the other part forms the basis of the Trends display. The Trends display consists of time
plots of algorithm derived storm cell and hail attributes. The Trends display can be selected for
any storm cell identified by SCIT and displays up to the previous 10 volume scans of attributes.
For each cell, the attributes in the Trends display are the top height, base height, height of the
maximum reflectivity, probability of hail, probability of severe hail, cell-based VIL, maximum
reflectivity, and centroid (mass-weighted center) height.

All adaptable parameters used as inputs to the algorithm to generate data for this product
are available in an alphanumeric display
2.36.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SS, Product #62.
Data: Output from the SCIT Algorithm and HDA.
Processing: SCIT Algorithm and HDA.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: The graphics part of the product is the Trends Display. The Trends Display
contains four graphs in time of storm cell and hail attributes. The Trends display can be selected
for any storm cell identified by the SCIT Algorithm and displays up to the previous 10 volume
scans of attributes. For each cell, the attributes in the Trends display are the top height, base
height, height of the maximum reflectivity, probability of hail, probability of severe hail, cell-based
VIL, maximum reflectivity, and centroid height. (See Figure 2-36b)
• Alphanumeric Display. See Figure 2-36a
This product is displayable only as a table of storm cell attributes containing the following
information for up to an adaptable number of storm cells identified by the SCIT Algorithm.
• Storm Cell ID
• Current Storm Position in (AZRAN) degrees and nm to the nearest integer from the
RDA
• Storm base in kft
• Storm top in kft
• Cell-Based VIL in kg/m2
• Maximum Reflectivity in dBZ
• Height of Maximum Reflectivity in kft
• Number of Storm Cells
• Adaptable Parameters for all SCIT algorithms.
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By default, all storm cells (entries), up to a maximum of 100, can be displayed in this
format. However, the MSCF operator has the capability to limit the number of storm cells included
in this format from 10 to 100.
Coverage: Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius of the radar.
Data Levels: Alphanumeric values.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Number of storms detected.
Adaptation: Algorithm parameters, see Section 3.4.
2.36.2 Usage.
• Provides user with additional information regarding the character of individually
identified thunderstorms.
• Monitoring the time history of storm characteristics may aid in determining when a
change in intensity occurs and aid in forecasting the onset of a severe weather event.
• Monitoring the value and altitude of maximum reflectivity may give insight as to where
a thunderstorm is in its life cycle. Caution may be exercised in height fluctuations.
These can occur due to gaps in the VCP used.
• Maximum reflectivity and storm top may be used to generate alerts.
2.36.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Trends product is generated from SS
• Related data included in CAT.
2.36.4 Limitations.
• Storm tops higher than at the highest elevation angle are identified as "unknown."
• Echo feature heights (e.g., storm top and maximum reflectivity) are subject to errors
owing to beam width, placement, and refraction, and gaps in the VCP used.
• When storm cells are in close proximity, portions of cells can become interchanged.
• See Section 3.4.6 for more limitation information.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
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scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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STORM STRUCTURE
RADAR ID 303

DATE/TIME 09:28:04/13:59:09

NUMBER OF STORM CELLS 74

STORM
ID

AZRAN
DEG/NM

BASE
KFT

TOP CELL BASED VIL MAX REF
KFT KG/M**2
DBZ

A0
C0
B0
D0
E0
Q2
V1
Y0
D1
M1

216/ 15
184/ 31
233/ 48
326/ 36
199/ 30
252/ 12
315/ 29
32/ 84
218/ 33
243/ 19

<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<
<

14.1
18.4
18.2
17.7
18.3
>13.5
13.1
18.8
15.4
11.6

1.2
2.6
4.5
2.9
2.5
0.7
2.3
9.8
2.8
3.6

19
13
12
12
12
11
10
10
10
9

54
51
51
51
51
54
50
48
49
50

HEIGHT
KFT
6.9
2.6
9.4
10.1
11.5
0.7
11.6
9.8
6.4
11.6

Figure 2-36a
Storm Structure Alphanumeric Tabular Listing
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Figure 2-36b
Storm Structure Trend Display
A trend display (OPUP display) for the Storm Structure Product from the Oklahoma City,
OK (KTLX) WSR-88D on 9 May 2003 at 0020 UTC. The STI product identified and tracked
a very strong storm until it moved beyond 356 km (192 nm).
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2.37 Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation. The Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation Product (STP)
provides a display of continuously updated radar-estimated rainfall accumulations within 230 km
(124 nm) of the radar. The storm-total rainfall is defined as the total rainfall accumulation since
the last one-hour break in significant rainfall over the total area of coverage. This product is
generated even when periods of missing data occur.
2.37.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: STP, Product #80.
Data: Radar-derived total precipitation accumulation estimates.
Processing: Precipitation processing subsystem.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of rainfall accumulations (Figure 2-37).
Resolution: 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1°
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of precipitation rate integration
Current rate bias estimate
Current error variance of bias estimate
Maximum data value.

Adaptation: See Section 3.3.
2.37.2 Usage.
•
•
•
•

Monitoring of total precipitation accumulation regardless of duration.
Estimation of total basin run-off due to a single storm.
Estimation of basin saturation due to previous rainfall events.
Evaluation of flood reports.
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2.37.3 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor total precipitation accumulation.
Estimate degree of soil saturation within river basin or area.
Estimate river basin runoff.
Post-storm analysis.
Time lapse used to follow motion of storms relative to river basin location and
orientation.

2.37.4 Limitations.
• The radar can stay in Precipitation Mode for extended periods of time owing to high
frequency of showers in some areas or due to unaccounted for clutter residue and the
STP cannot be reset to zero when appropriate.
• Periods of missing data can be included without the knowledge of the operator, thus
compromising data quality.
• Although every effort has been made to remove non-precipitation reflectivity from the
calculation of precipitation, residual ground clutter or anomalous propagation may
contaminate data.
See Section 3.3 for discussions regarding the algorithm's operational considerations.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-37
Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation Product
An example of an STP product from the Oklahoma City, OK (KTLX) WSR-88D (OPUP
display).
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2.38 Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation (Digital Storm Product). The Storm Total Rainfall
Accumulation Digital Storm Product (DSP) provides radar-estimated rainfall accumulation data as
a digital, high resolution product. The product provides surface rainfall accumulation for a time
period that is variable and equals the period of continuous rainfall in the radar area of coverage.
The DSP is available for 256 data levels at each sample bin location. The digital product is
provided to support processing external to the WSR-88D.
2.38.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DSP, Product #138.
Data: Reflectivity, Hybrid Scan.
Processing: Precipitation processing system.
Availability: Generated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Data array or displayable as a polar coordinate image of rainfall accumulation
(Figure 2-38)
Resolution: 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 256.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Times and date of the beginning and end of the rainfall rate integration
Mean-field bias in the radar estimate of the precipitation rate
Effective sample size associated with the bias estimate
Data level code
Elevation angle
Grid display
Maximum data values detected
Product center point coordinates.

Adaptation: Algorithm parameters.
2.38.2 Usage. The digital product is provided to support processing external to the WSR88D.
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2.38.3 Strengths/Applications.
• High resolution with 256 data levels.
• Digital and can be used by external users for hydrometeorological models, statements
and warnings.
2.38.4 Limitations. Same as the STP product.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-38
Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation (Digital Storm Product)
An example DSP product (AWIPS display) from the Oklahoma City, OK WSR-88D (KTLX).
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2.39 Storm Total Snow Depth Accumulation. The Storm Total Snow Depth Accumulation
product (SSD) provides a running total of radar-estimated snowfall depth. The product provides
estimates since the snow accumulations were last manually reset to zero.
2.39.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SSD, Product #147.
Data: Radar-estimated snow depth accumulation.
Processing: Snow Accumulation Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of snow depth estimates (Figure 2-39).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of accumulations
Data level code
SAA adaptable parameters and their values
Maximum data value detected
Azimuth and range of the maximum data value
Range/height corrections applied
Missing periods of accumulations in minutes

Special Symbols: None.
Adaptation: See Section 3.15.
2.39.2 Usage. Provides estimated snow accumulations over storm duration.
2.39.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to determine the amount of snowfall even when and where no reports are
available.
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• Has regionally optimized adaptable parameters which can be changed by the operator.
• Can accumulate with lower reflectivies than the PPS.
• Has a range/height correction.
2.39.4 Limitations.
• The same adaptable parameters are applied to the entire radar coverage area, yet actual
measured values (such as Z-S relationship and snow ratio) will vary in time and space.
• Snow depth estimates are not accurate for snow that is melting (in the air or on the
ground), but the product does not distinguish between dry snow and other precipitation
types.
• Range of accurate estimates is at most 150 km, but can be less for very low-topped snow
producing clouds such as lake effect snow.
• Does not account for advection of snow after being observed by the radar.
• Does not account for blowing or drifting snow.
• Data levels are fixed and only provide a range of estimates (versus a digital estimate).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
.
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Figure 2-39
Storm Total Snow Depth Accumulation Product
An example SSD product (OPUP display) from the Buffalo, NY (KBUF) WSR-88D.
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2.40 Storm Total Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation. The Storm Total Snow Water
Equivalent Accumulation product (SSW) provides a running total of radar-estimated snow water
equivalent. The product provides estimates since the snow accumulations were last manually reset
to zero.
2.40.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SSW, Product #146.
Data: Radar snow water equivalent accumulation estimates.
Processing: Snow Accumulation Algorithm.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of snow water equivalent estimates (Figure 2-40).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of accumulations
Data level code
SAA adaptable parameters and their values
Maximum data value detected
Azimuth and range of the maximum data value
Range/height correction applied
Missing periods of accumulations in minutes.

Adaptation: See Section 3.15.
2.40.2 Usage. Provides estimates of snow water equivalent over the storm duration.
2.40.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to determine the amount of snowfall even when and where no reports are
available.
• Has regionally optimized adaptable parameters which can be changed by the operator.
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• Can accumulate with lower reflectivities than the PPS.
• Has a range/height correction.
• Can also be used to estimate cool stratiform rainfall.
2.40.4 Limitations.
• The same adaptable parameters are applied to the entire radar coverage area, yet actual
measured values (such as Z-S relationship and snow ratio) will vary in time and space.
• Range of accurate estimates is at most 150 km, but can be less for very low-topped snow
producing clouds such as lake effect snow.
• Does not account for advection of snow after being observed by the radar.
• Does not account for blowing or drifting snow.
• Data levels are fixed and only provide a range of estimates (versus a digital estimate).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-40
Storm Total Snow Water Equivalent Product
An SSW product (OPUP display) from the Buffalo, NY (KBUF) WSR-88D.
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2.41 Storm Tracking Information. The Storm Tracking Information product (STI) is the output
of the Storm Cell Identification and Tracking (SCIT) Algorithm. It provides the user with
information about the past, current, and forecast positions of thunderstorms. It can be produced in
a tabular format of alphanumeric values, as a stand alone graphic product, or as a graphic overlay
to other products. The algorithm is run each volume scan and correlates the current position of
each storm cell with the past history of all storms, thereby updating the track of each storm. A
storm for which no past position is found is identified as new and assigned a new unique storm ID.
All site adaptable parameters identified as inputs to the algorithms used to generate the data for this
product are also available.
2.41.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: STI, Product #58.
Data: Storm tracking and trends.
Processing: SCIT Algorithm output.
Availability: Updated once per volume scan.
Presentation:
• Table of storm cell attributes including for each cell the storm ID, storm position
(AZ/RAN, in degrees and nm), direction and speed (FCST MVT in degrees and kts),
tracking errors (ERR/MEAN in nm and nm), maximum reflectivity (DBZM, in dBZ),
and height of the maximum reflectivity (HGT, in kft). This table can be displayed with
other products.
• Graphic display of past, current, and forecast storm cell tracks. This graphics display
can be overlaid on other products.
• Alphanumeric list of SCIT adaptable parameters.
Coverage: Radar centered, 348 km (186 nm) radius.
Data Levels: N/A.
• Each algorithm identified storm cell is given a unique alphanumeric storm ID. Storm
IDs contain three characters, a letter (A to Z) followed by a one digit number (0 to 9).
Storm IDs are recycled every 260 storm cells.
• The past and future position interval and number of positions are adaptable parameters
and can vary over a range of 5 to 60 minutes (in 5-minute increments). The default
interval is 15 minutes.
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Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Total number of identified storms.
Special Symbols: For each storm, past positions are shown as small (5-pixel diameter)
white filled circles and forecast positions are white plus (+) marks of similar size. The current
position is a circle (5-pixel diameter) within which is an “X.” If the storm speed is less than an
adaptable parameter (default is 2.5 m/s), no past or forecast positions are displayed, and the current
location will have a circle around the “X.” A white line connects past, current, and forecast
positions.
Adaptation: See Section 3.4.
2.41.2 Usage.
• Monitor the position and movement of identified storms.
• Provide an estimate of the future movement of identified storms.
• Forecast movement can be used to generate alerts for storms not currently within an
alert box but projected to be (see User Alert Message, Section 2.47).
2.41.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Product works best for well defined and widely separated storm cells.
• Improved performance with VCP 12 due to more sampling at lower elevations.
• A large number of past tracks or future forecast positions for a particular cell indicate a
more reliable track.
• The STI product is useful as an overlay on base and volume products.
• Cell motion is used in storm relative velocity products (SRR, SRM).
• Cell attributes are critical inputs to HI and SS products.
2.41.4 Limitations.
• Errors may occur in the identification of cells and in the calculations of attributes
especially when cells are located near one another.
• Unrepresentative movements are possible due to irregular development/dissipation of
cells.
• The product does not provide movement of areas of showers.
• Actual storm motion exceeding certain thresholds (Section 3.4) will lead to
misidentification of storms and very large errors in motion.
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• Forecast tracks are always straight lines because they are based on a linear extrapolation
of past tracks, therefore storms traveling a curvilinear path or changing direction will not
be accurately forecast.
• Intended for application to well defined, isolated thunderstorms; results in other
applications will be uncertain.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-41
Storm Tracking Information Product
An STI product (AWIPS display) from the Denver, CO (KFTG) WSR-88D. The Combined
Attribute Table is at the top of the image.
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2.42 SuperOb. The SuperOb product (SO) contains 8-bit precision radial velocity data as an
average of all base velocity bins within discrete sampling areas for a predetermined time span.
Each elevation scan is divided into multiple sampling areas, or SuperOb cells. Velocity data is
averaged within these SuperOb cells for each elevation of the VCP. If the VCP changes during the
time span, thereby causing a change in elevation angles, a tolerance is established so that elevation
differences beyond the tolerance will cause velocity data for the new elevation(s) to be averaged
separately. Elevation differences within the tolerance value cause velocity data from the new
elevation(s) to be included in the averages for the nearest elevation. If a SuperOb cell does not
meet this minimum number of samples within the time span, an average is not computed for that
cell.
2.42.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SO, Product #136.
Data:
• Average radial velocity
• Root mean square of the average radial velocities
• Azimuth, latitude, longitude, height, and time deviation.
Processing: Time spans are established as are sample sizes and velocity averages taken.
Availability: The time span over which the velocity data is averaged is adaptable between
10 minutes and 3 hours with the default value being 1 hour. The product is generated at the end of
the time span.
Presentation: The product is not displayed in WFOs.
Resolution and Coverage: The resolution and range extent of the SuperOb cells are
determined from RPG adaptation data. Adaptation data defines a range size (default 2.7 km (5 km))
and an azimuth size (default 6 degrees). Adaptation data also defines a maximum range for
processing (default 100 km (54 nm)).
• Product is contained within 230 km (124 nm) of the radar.
Data Levels: Appendix A.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Elevation angle
Maximum data values detected
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• Product center point coordinates.
Adaptation:
• SuperOb cells range size and azimuth size.
• Minimum number of samples
• Time span over which the velocity data is averaged.
2.42.2 Usage. The product is designed for NCEP and use in numerical models.
2.42.3 Strengths/Applications. Permits WSR-88D wind data to be ingested and used in
numerical weather prediction models.
2.42.4 Limitations. Velocities are computed for large volumes.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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2.43 Supplemental Precipitation Data. The Supplemental Precipitation Data product (SPD)
provides selected supplemental data, generated or collected during the operation of the
Precipitation Series algorithms, in a compact array or an alphanumeric format (not a displaycompatible format), or both. Up to ten different preselected sets of supplemental data can be
requested by computers external to the WSR-88D unit using a single request code. The
supplemental data are also appended to the Hourly Digital Precipitation Array (Section 2.26).
2.43.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: SPD, Product #82.
Data:
•
Number of isolated sample volumes
•
Number of replaced and interpolated outliers (reflectivity factor)
•
Number of interpolated outliers (hourly accumulation)
•
Percent area reduction
•
Bi-scan ratio
•
Flag (bad scan)
•
Missing period indicator (with beginning and ending times if missing period present)
•
Computed bias estimate and its error variance, and flag (apply bias)
•
GAGE-RADAR SET information
•
The number of gage-radar pairs
•
For each pair, the gage ID, its azimuth and range (from the radar), the hourly gage
accumulation estimate and matching radar accumulation estimate (in inches, to nearest .01
in), and an indicator as to whether the pair used in the BIAS determination
•
Data from the RAIN GAGE DATABASE, including the present number of reporting
gages, the date and time of last data base update, the ID, latitude, longitude, azimuth,
range, gage type (accumulator or incremental) and number of reports for each gage
•
For each report, the timestamp, value (in inches, to nearest .01in), and, for
incremental-type gages, the duration (in minutes)
Processing: Precipitation processing subsystem algorithm.
Availability: Updated each volume scan (Figure 2-43).
Data Levels: Most supplemental data are a single numeric value with the exception of the
1/4 LFM precipitation rate grid, which is an 8-level data array.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Maximum data value.
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Adaptation: None.
2.43.2 Usage.
• Provides supplementary information regarding the performance of the Precipitation
Series algorithms to computers external to the WSR-88D.
• Primary use is for research and post analysis for system performance checks.
2.43.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Provides information on precipitation correction bias and other information on rain
gauge-radar pairs.
• Provides information on the number of isolated bins and outliers.
2.43.4 Limitations. None.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-43
Supplemental Precipitation Data
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2.44 Three-Hour Rainfall Accumulation. The Three-Hour Rainfall Accumulation product (THP)
provides the sum of the present plus two previous clock hours of rainfall accumulations. It can be
produced as often as once per hour for the previous three-hour period. This product is not
generated if data for more than one of the clock hours used in computing the totals are missing.
2.44.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: THP, Product #79.
Data: Radar-estimated, three-hour total rainfall accumulations.
Processing: Precipitation Series algorithms.
Availability: Up to once per hour.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of rainfall accumulations (Figure 2-44).
Resolution: 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Current rate bias estimate
Ending date and time of precipitation rate integration
Maximum three-hour precipitation accumulation detected
Mean error variance of bias estimate for three-hour period.

Adaptation: See Section 3.3.
2.44.2 Usage.
• Excessive three-hour rainfall accumulations can indicate a potential for flooding.
• Used in conjunction with a later OHP, the THP can delineate areas where basin
saturation may have already occurred and thereby provide guidance for estimating
changes in the flooding threshold when using the OHP.
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2.44.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Provides a longer rainfall accumulation interval than OHP.
• For very long precipitation events, can be used with STP for storm totals analysis.
• Can be used for providing flash flood guidance.
2.44.4 Limitations.
• Product updated only once per hour.
• As a guide to current accumulation amounts, the hourly update rate may not be
adequate. Products more than 30 minutes old should be used with caution to estimate
current three-hour rainfall amounts.
• Although every effort has been made to remove non-precipitation reflectivity from the
calculation of precipitation, residual ground clutter or anomalous propagation may
contaminate data.
• See Section 3.3 for discussions of the algorithm's operational considerations.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-44
Three-Hour Rainfall Accumulation Product
An example of a THP product (AWIPS display) from the North Platte, NE (KUEX) WSR88D at 03:13 UTC on 23 June 2003.
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2.45 Tornado Vortex Signature. The Tornado Vortex Signature product (TVS) provides the TVS
ID; TVS location; and maximum shear and its position, orientation, and rotation associated with
each detected signature. The product is provided as an overlay to imagery products or as an
alphanumeric list of data.
2.45.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: TVS, Product #6.1
Data:
• Output of Tornado Detection Algorithm
• TVS attribute table.
Processing: Tornado Detection Algorithm.
Availability: Updated each volume scan.
Presentation:
• Formatted table of alphanumeric values
• Graphic symbol overlay at TVS position (Figure 2-45).
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: TVS and Elevated TVSs (ETVSs).
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Site adaptable parameters.
Special Symbol: The TVS symbol is an inverted, red-filled isosceles triangle with a 3/16
inch base and a 3/8 inch altitude. The elevated TVS symbol is an open red triangle with similar
dimensions.
Adaptation: See Section 3.8.1.
2.45.2 Usage. As an aid in the identification, forecasting, and warning of severe weather
associated with tornadoes.
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2.45.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Multiple velocity thresholds make it possible to detect peak shear within broader regions
of strong shear.
• The TVS product aids in identification of potentially tornadic circulations within or
outside of mesocyclones.
• The algorithm, through adaptable parameters, can make it possible to fine-tune the
product for differing environments and storm types.
2.45.4 Limitations.
• Adaptable parameters need more research to better fine-tune the algorithm and product
performance.
• The algorithm and therefore the product have high false-alarm rates.
• Insufficient research has been done on ETVSs and needs much more work. The ROC
recommends leaving the adaptable parameter value for the number of ETVSs displayed
at zero.
• Algorithm and product introduce additional uncertainty.
• Detection of a true TVS is range limited due to beam broadening. At longer ranges,
most of the signature information is contained in the spectrum width rather than the
mean velocity gradient. The maximum range limit on signature detection has been
estimated to be about 100 km (55 nm).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-45
Tornado Vortex Signature Product
An example of the TVS product from the Birmingham, AL (KBMX) WSR-88D. The TVS
attribute table is at the top of the image.
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2.46 Tornado Vortex Signature Rapid Update. The Tornado Vortex Signature Rapid Update
product (TRU) is generated to provide updated TDA information. The TDA data for each
elevation scan is checked for vertical continuity with data from the elevations that have been
completed thus far in the current volume scan. This information is combined with TDA and Storm
Track Algorithm information from the previous volume scan to form the TRU product.
2.46.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: TRU, Product #143.
Data:
• TRU output
• TRU attribute table.
Processing: TVS and STI Algorithms.
Availability: Updated upon completion of each elevation scan.
Presentation:
• Formatted table of alphanumeric values.
• Graphic display of TVS symbol and feature symbols at computed positions (Figure 246).
• Graphic overlay of TVS symbol at its computed position.
• With the following exceptions, the format of the TRU graphic attribute and
alphanumeric tabular portions of the product will follow the non-rapid update TVS
product: feature status will be reported as EXT, PER, INC, and, NEW to denote
extrapolated, persistent, increasing, and new features, respectively; and the character ^
(hexadecimal value 5E) will be placed next to attributes that were computed from
current volume scan detections.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels:
•
•
•
•
•
•

TVS
ETVS
Extrapolated features (EXT)
Persistent (PER)
Increasing (INC)
New Feature (NEW).
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Annotations: Standard set*.
Adaptation: See Section 3.8.5.
2.46.2 Usage. Provides TVS updates with the completion of each elevation angle scanned
thereby enabling the operational meteorologist to make warning and other related decisions before
the end of the radar volume scan.
2.46.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Intermediate algorithm output is available before end of volume scan.
• TRU tracks features in order to check time continuity.
2.46.4 Limitations.
• Classification as INC or PER may be the result of sampling issues versus an actual
feature attribute change.
• The TRU graphical attribute table and alphanumeric attribute table contain attributes
from both previous and current volume scan information.
• Insufficient research has been done on ETVSs and needs much more work. The ROC
recommends leaving the adaptable parameter value for the number of ETVSs displayed
at zero.
• Feature matching ability dependent on motion supplied by the SCIT algorithm which
may not represent the actual movement of the velocity signature.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-46
Tornado Vortex Signature Rapid Update Product Overlaid on a Reflectivity Product
An example of the TRU product from the Oklahoma City, OK (KTLX) WSR-88D (OPUP
display).
.
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2.47 User Alert Message. The User Alert Message product (UAM) provides a brief message to the
user defining an area of indicated severe weather. The message contains the location, type and
severity of the weather event, and, if appropriate, storm speed and direction of movement. Alerts
are updated once per volume scan. The alert message is issued first when the selected alert
condition is initially detected; the alert message is issued only for initial detections of the selected
alert condition following periods of non-detection lasting at least one volume scan. Whenever the
alert message is issued, it is accompanied by an audio alert if the device has been activated.
The message is based on the detection of any alerting phenomenon in either of two alert areas. The
message is displayed on the color graphic display. The message indicates the radar ID, the date
and time, the alert area, the azimuth and range of the 16 x 16 km (8.6 x 8.6 nm) grid box in which
the detected phenomenon was found, the user-established phenomenon and threshold, the value
meeting or exceeding the threshold, and the storm ID (if the alert is associated with a storm). The
message indicates one of the four following conditions:
• Alerts active - at least one alert category has been detected following a volume scan
devoid of any alerts.
• Alerts inactive - this is the first volume scan for which there are no alerts for any
categories following a volume scan that had at least one alert category for which an alert
was detected.
• Alert active for a category - this is the first volume scan for which alerts were detected
for a category and area following a volume scan devoid of alerts for that category.
• Alert message update - alerts are detected, however, none of the above conditions hold
(i.e., no new alerts were detected).
2.47.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: UAM, Product #73.
Data: Alert information containing the location, type, and severity of weather event as
derived by the meteorological algorithms (Figure 2-47).
Processing:
•
•
•
•

Alert generation.
Kinematic Series algorithms
Precipitation Series algorithms
Storm Series algorithms.

Availability: Automatic, upon detection of each user-selected alert condition at the end of
each volume scan.
Presentation: Plain language message accompanied by an audio alert:
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UAM NNN (RDA) HH:MM (hour.minute), MM:DD:YY (month:day:year)
Alert Area: (1 or 2)
Alert Box Center Azimuth: XXX.X (tenths of degrees)
Alert Box Center Range: XXX.X (tenths of nm)
Alert Category: (Grid, Volume, or Forecast)
Threshold Value: (user selected value and units)
Exceeding Value: (alert triggering value and units)
Storm ID.
Coverage: Area(s) of coverage are user defined.
Data Levels: Alert thresholds are user defined.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Location of alerting phenomenon
• Severe weather information, as appropriate.
Adaptation:
•
•
•
•

Alertable phenomena (Table 2-3)
Alert boxes
Alert values for each phenomenon are set at the MSCF (Table 2-3)
Alert value (one per phenomenon) is selected from the values set at the MSCF.

2.47.2 Usage. Notifies user upon detection of alerting phenomenon within a specified alert
box.
2.47.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Alerts user of potential severe weather threat when selected.
• Alerts user only once until the alert condition no longer exists (for at least one volume
scan) and then reappears. This attempts to prevent annoying repeated notification.
2.47.4 Limitations. Anomalous values can trigger an alert.
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Table 2-3
Meteorological Phenomena for Alerts
Alert Categories

Coverage
Threshold
Radius (km/nm) Criteria

I. Grid Group
Composite Reflectivity
Echo Tops
Severe Weather Probability
Velocity (lowest elevation)
Vertically Integrated Liquid

345/186
230/124
230/124
115/62
230/124

dBZe: 6 values
kft: 6 values
Probability (%): 6 values
knots: 6 values
kgm-2: 6 values

II. Volume Group (non-grid, algorithm outputs)
Maximum Hail Size

230/124

Maximum One-Hour Precipitation Accumulation
Maximum Storm Reflectivity
Probability of Hail
Probability of Severe Hail
Mesocyclone

230/124
230/124
230/124
230/124
230/124

Storm Top
Tornadic Vortex Signature
Velocity Azimuth Display Winds
(lowest elevation)

230/124
115/62
NA

1 inch up to 4.0 inches in
increments of 0.25 inches.
inches: 6 values
dBZe: 6 values
%
%
Uncorrelated Shear
3-D Correlated Shear,
Mesocyclone
kft: 6 values
Detected
kts: 6 values

III. Forecast Group (storm oriented)
Maximum Hail Size

230/124

Maximum Storm Reflectivity
Probability of Hail
Probability of Severe Hail
Storm Top
Tornadic Vortex Signature

230/124
230/124
230/124
230/124
115/62

1 inch up to 4.0 inches in
increments of .25 inches.
dBZe: 6 values
%
%
kft: 6 values
Detected

Expansion provisions accommodate additional alert categories as follows:
Group I
1 additional
Group II
9 additional
Group III 10 additional
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Figure 2-47
User Alert Message
This example of a UAM lists newly identified alerts for the volume scan and the threshold
criteria exceeded velocity in the volume scan.
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2.48 User Selectable Rainfall Accumulation. The User Selectable Rainfall Accumulation product
(USP) provides a radar-estimated rainfall accumulation map displayed as an image, for a user
selected accumulation period. The product format and content are the same as the Surface Rainfall
Accumulation and Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation products, except the accumulation period is
of variable duration (in whole clock hours), ranging from a beginning to an ending time specified
by the user.
2.48.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: USP, Product #31.
Data: Radar rainfall accumulation estimates.
Processing: Precipitation processing subsystem.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of accumulated precipitation (Figure 2-48).
Resolution: 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Data level code
Maximum data values detected
Times and dates of the beginning and end (clock hour) of the rainfall rate integration
Mean-field bias in the radar estimate of the precipitation rate
Effective sample size associated with the bias estimate.

Adaptation: Algorithm parameters.
2.48.2 Usage. Used to estimate precipitation accumulation over a user-specified period.
2.48.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Flexible time interval to meet varying weather situations.
• In addition to the 24-hour default USP, any others generated for dedicated users are
available by one-time request (OTR) to dial-up users.
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2.48.4 Limitations.
• USP accumulations are updated only at the top of the hour.
• Product may contain missing data. At least two-thirds of the specified hourly
accumulations must be available for product generation.
• Only 10 products can be generated per volume scan.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-48
User Selectable Rainfall Accumulation Product
An example of the USP product from the Oklahoma City, OK (KTLX) WSR-88D (AWIPS
display).
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2.49 User Selectable Snow Depth Accumulation. The User Selectable Snow Depth Accumulation
product (USD) provides radar-estimates of snow depth accumulations over a user-defined number
of whole hours (Time Duration) ending on a user-defined hour (End Hour) of the day (UTC).
specified period of time. The accumulations are made up of hourly accumulations updated once
per hour near the top of the hour. Products will be blank unless at least two-thirds of the top-ofthe-clock hourly accumulations are available.
2.49.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: USD, Product #151.
Data: Radar Snow Depth accumulation estimates.
Processing: Snow Accumulation Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image (Figure 2-49).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radar radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of accumulations
Data level code
Maximum data value detected
Azimuth and range of the maximum data value
Range/height correction applied
End Hour
Time Duration
Available Hours.

Special Symbols: None.
Adaptation: See Section 3.15.
2.49.2 Usage. Provides estimated snow accumulations over a user selectable period.
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2.49.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to determine the amount of snowfall even when and where no reports are
available.
• Has regionally optimized adaptable parameters which can be changed by the operator.
• Can accumulate with lower reflectivies than the PPS.
• Has a range/height correction.
• Users can select the time period and end hour of accumulations. For example, a user
could have a daily (24 hour) accumulation end at 12 UTC.
2.49.4 Limitations.
• The same adaptable parameters are applied to the entire radar coverage area, yet actual
measured values (such as Z-S relationship and snow ratio) will vary in time and space.
• Snow depth estimates are not accurate for snow that is melting (in the air or on the
ground), but the product does not distinguish between dry snow and other precipitation
types.
• Range of accurate estimates is at most 150 km, but can be less for very low-topped snow
producing clouds such as lake effect snow.
• Does not account for advection of snow after being observed by the radar.
• Does not account for blowing or drifting snow.
• Data levels are fixed and only provide a range of estimates (versus a digital estimate).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-49
User Selectable Snow Depth Accumulation Product
An example of the USD product for a one-hour duration from the Buffalo, NY (KBUF)
WSR-88D (OPUP display).
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2.50 User Selectable Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation. The User Selectable Snow Water
Equivalent Accumulation product (USW) provides a radar estimate of the water equivalent that has
resulted from snowfall over a user-specified period of time.
2.50.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: USW, Product #150.
Data: Radar estimates of snow water equivalent accumulations.
Processing: Snow Accumulation Algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of snow water equivalent accumulation estimates
(Figure 2-50)
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radar radius.
Data Levels: 16.
Annotations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard set*
Beginning and ending dates and times of accumulations
Data level code
Maximum data values detected
Azimuth and range of the maximum data value
Range/height correction applied
End Hour
Time Duration
Available Hours.

Adaptation: See Section 3.15.
2.50.2 Usage. Provides estimates of snow water equivalent over a user selected number of
hours ending at a selected hour.
2.50.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Can be used to determine the amount of snowfall even when and where no reports are
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•
•
•
•

available.
Has regionally optimized adaptable parameters which can be changed by the operator.
Can accumulate with lower reflectivies than the PPS.
Has a range/height correction.
Users can select the time period and end hour of accumulations. For example, a user
could have a daily (24 hour) accumulation end at 12 UTC.

2.50.4 Limitations.
• The same adaptable parameters are applied to the entire radar coverage area, yet actual
measured values (such as Z-S relationship and snow ratio) will vary in time and space.
• Snow depth estimates are not accurate for snow that is melting (in the air or on the
ground), but the product does not distinguish between dry snow and other precipitation
types.
• Range of accurate estimates is at most 150 km, but can be less for very low-topped snow
producing clouds such as lake effect snow.
• Does not account for advection of snow after being observed by the radar.
• Does not account for blowing or drifting snow.
• Data levels are fixed and only provide a range of estimates (versus a digital estimate).

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-50
User Selectable Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation Product
An example of the USW product for a one-hour duration from the Buffalo, NY WSR-88D
(KBUF). (OPUP display).
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2.51 Velocity Azimuth Display and Velocity Azimuth Display Wind Profile. The output from
the Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) algorithm is used to create two products; the Velocity
Azimuth Display (VAD) and the Velocity Azimuth Display Wind Profile (VWP).
The VAD product is a graphical presentation of the VAD algorithm processing logic for the
particular altitude. (Figure 2-51b) This graphical presentation is a data plot of mean radial velocity
values versus azimuth angle for one specific reporting altitude along with the best-fit sine wave
curve that is used to compute the horizontal wind speed and direction. This horizontal wind speed
and direction data is used to build the VWP product.
The VWP product is a graphic display of wind barbs plotted on a height scale in 1,000-foot
increments. (Figure 2-51a) The current plot (far right) and up to 10 previous plots may be
displayed simultaneously on a time versus height scale. Wind speed and direction for up to 30
altitudes are displayed as wind barbs on a height scale. All altitudes are referenced to mean sea
level. Wind speed and direction are reported to the highest altitude with sufficient signal available
for processing by the VAD algorithm. If the VAD derived wind estimate at a given height is
invalid (i.e., failed threshold for RMS, symmetry, or number of points), winds for that height is
reported as “ND”.
The VWP product also includes an alphanumeric (tabular format) portion. This table provides
specific information pertaining to each wind entry for up to 52 VAD derived winds. These 52
entries include the selected VWP altitudes (up to 30), an additional one wind per elevation at a
constant slant range (up to 20), and the low altitude supplemental winds (2). Wind entries are
ordered by increasing altitude. Note: The vertical velocity (W) and divergence (DIV) columns
contains valid data only for constant slant range wind estimates. For all other estimates, these
fields contain "NA", indicating not applicable.”
2.51.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: VAD, Product # 84; and VWP, Product #48.
Data: VAD and VWP.
Processing: VAD Algorithm.
Availability:
• The VAD product is available for any user-specified altitude that is generated by the
most current VWP.
• The VWP is generated routinely and updated once per volume scan or it may be
generated in response to a one-time request.
Presentation:
• The VAD is a graphic plot of mean radial velocity versus azimuth angle. The best-fit
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sine wave is overlaid on the plot of the velocity points (Figure 2-51b).
• The VWP is a graphic display of wind barbs plotted on a height staff. If the wind is
calm, i.e., sufficient echoes are present but the speed is less than 5 knots, a circle of 5
pixels in diameter is placed at the appropriate location. The current and up to 10
previous plots may be displayed simultaneously along a time axis (Figure 2-51a).
Resolution: Nearest 5 kts.
Data Levels:
• 30 VWP altitudes, and 8 VAD
• 8 VAD color levels
• 5 RMS levels for VWP.
Annotations:
• For the VWP product:
••
••
••
••
••

Standard set*
Data level code
Maximum wind speed and direction for the current plot
Nyquist Co-interval
Site adaptable parameters.

• For the VAD product:
••
••
••
••
••
••

Standard Annotations
Slant Range
Elevation Angle
Wind Speed and Direction
Root Mean Square (RMS) Error
Computed Altitude of Wind (MSL).

Special Symbols:
• For the VAD product, the velocity data are plotted as single points on a grid of velocity
versus azimuth. The best-fit function is plotted over the field of velocity points as a
linked vector in a contrasting color.
• For the VWP product, the wind speed and direction are plotted using the standard
meteorological wind barb presentation.
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Adaptation:
•
•
•
•

Beginning and ending azimuth for analysis.
Reporting altitudes
Data symmetry threshold
Root mean square error.

2.51.2 Usage.
• VAD-derived winds are included in the RCM for national distribution. The profiles
from multiple radars can then be composited and streamline analysis for large areas can
be accomplished.
• The algorithm can diagnose the mean wind using less than 360° azimuth. This allows a
determination of winds even when there is no measurable reflectivity through large
segments of azimuth. The VAD for a specific computed wind is available if the user
suspects the computed value or wishes to analyze the data to a greater level of detail.
The VAD can be used to understand qualities of the VWP product.
• The VAD can be used to determine convergence or divergence.
• The VWP product provides a timely determination of the boundary layer wind profile.
Time versus height profile plots for periods of one to six hours can be generated
allowing the user to keep track of significant changes due to advection or other
significant meteorological mechanisms.
• For a VWP reporting altitude for which wind data are missing, VAD can be used to
establish why wind data are not being reported. It can also provide the necessary
information for adjusting adaptation data, or VAD analysis range and elevation angle, in
order to increase the likelihood of obtaining wind data in low reflectivity environments.
2.51.3 Strengths/Applications.
VAD:
•
•
•
•

VAD winds are available in Clear Air or Precipitation Mode.
The VAD algorithm does not require 360 degrees of data.
Check missing or suspicious wind data on the VWP.
Update Environmental Winds Table. The VAD winds are fed into the Environmental
Winds Table for use in the velocity dealiasing algorithm. This helps minimize dealiasing
errors.

VWP:
• The VWP may be of assistance in many operations such as in severe weather, aviation,
hydrology, and general forecasting.
• The VWP can be used to create/adjust hodographs.
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• Future development may include combining the Storm Tracking Algorithm and VWP to
output helicity.
2.51.4 Limitations.
VAD:
•
•
•
•

Needs sufficient data points (adaptable)
May be unreliable in disturbed environments.
Large flocks of migrating birds may produce anomalous wind data.
Available for preestablished altitudes only as designated at the RPG HCI for the VWP.

VWP:
• Measurable returns needed - at least 25 data points are required on the individual VAD
for data to be encoded at that altitude.
• Winds are not encoded if RMS error or symmetry thresholds are exceeded. ND will be
plotted if RMS exceeds 9.7 kts or symmetry exceeds 13.6 kts regardless of data levels.
• Generally only representative of winds within 37 km (20 nm) of the RDA.
• Birds can bias VWP values significantly, especially migratory birds.
• Deformations in the wind field (e.g., fronts, troughs) over the area of analysis can bias
the analysis.
• When the area of analysis is reduced by performing the analysis at higher elevation
angles and shorter ranges, more care must be taken to account for the vertical
component of the Doppler-derived mean radial velocity, especially in areas of
precipitation.
• It is necessary to provide the algorithm with symmetry, RMS, and data point thresholds
for bounding the data before analysis in order to force the algorithm to disregard
spurious data.
*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-51a
Velocity Azimuth Display Wind Profile Product
This example of a VWP product (AWIPS display) shows the wind estimates produced in
the vertical for the last 11 volume scans. “ND” indicates levels where the algorithm was
not able to produce a reliable wind estimate.
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Figure 2-51b
Velocity Azimuth Display Product
This example of a VAD Product (AWIPS display) shows the fit of radial winds measured at
a 2.4o scan with respect to the theoretical sine wave curve.
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2.52 Vertically Integrated Liquid Water. The Vertically Integrated Liquid Water product (VIL)
displays VIL values as an image. The output of the VIL algorithm (Section 3.10) is used to
produce the product that is updated once per volume scan.
2.52.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: VIL, Product #57.
Data: VIL values.
Processing: VIL Algorithm.
Availability: Routinely generated once per volume scan.
Presentation: Cartesian image of VIL values (Figure 2-52). The product is displayable in
full or quarter screen format.
Resolution: 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm).
Coverage: Radar centered, 230 km (124 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 16. Values greater than 70 kg m-2 are truncated to 70 kg m-2
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Data level code
• Maximum VIL value.
Adaptation: Maximum data level code.
2.52.2 Usage.
• VIL is very useful in monitoring the general radar echo pattern for the beginning stages
of significant convective development and for helping to distinguish thunderstorms from
rain showers. As convective development progresses, relative values of VIL are useful
in distinguishing strong, possibly severe, thunderstorms from those not likely to be
severe.
• Significantly high ("significantly" will vary with different meteorological conditions)
VIL values should be reviewed in conjunction with other severe weather guidance
products (e.g., HI, M, SWP, TVS to assess the severe weather likelihood of a given
storm).
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2.52.3 Strengths/Applications.
• Locate the most significant storms.
• Aids judging storm strength.
• Useful for distinguishing storms producing large hail once the hail thresholds have been
established.
• Persistent high VIL values associated with supercells.
• Rapid decrease in VIL values may signify the onset of wind damage.
2.52.4 Limitations.
• VIL values are biased by drop size.
• Values for warnings may change daily and across the warning area. Values are airmass
dependent.
• Values within 37 km (20 nm) of radar are underestimated due to the cone of silence.
• Grid-Based VIL values will differ from Cell-Based VIL values.
• VIL values for a strongly tilted or a fast moving storm will be lower than if the storm
was vertical.
• The presence of hail, beam overshooting of low-level precipitation, beam broadening
with range, and non-vertically contiguous VCPs may all affect the accuracy of the VIL
estimation for a given storm.
• The relationship of VIL to severe weather needs to be quantified for different
meteorological conditions and climatic regimes.
• May be contaminated by non-meteorological echoes.
• VIL fluctuates widely as a storm’s range changes, especially with VCP 21.
• Values at distant ranges (> 185 km (100 nm)) may be unreliable.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-52
Vertically Integrated Liquid Water Product
An example of the VIL product, Image magnified by a factor of 4 (AWIPS display), from the
North Platte, NE (KUEX) WSR-88D at 00:28 UTC on 23 June 2003.
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2.53 High Resolution Digital Vertically Integrated Liquid. The High Resolution Digital
Vertically Integrated Liquid product (DVL) was developed for the FAA in order to show a finer
resolution in the lower VIL values rather than higher values. It is intended for display in the FAA
ITWS.
2.53.1 Operational Characteristics.
System ID: DVL, Product #134.
Data: VIL values.
Processing: VIL algorithm.
Availability: Once per volume scan.
Presentation: Polar coordinate image of VIL values (Figure 2-53a).
Resolution: 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1°.
Coverage: Radar centered, 460 km (248 nm) radius.
Data Levels: 256.
Annotations:
• Standard set*
• Data level code
• Maximum VIL value.
Adaptation: Data level code.
2.53.2 Usage.
• VIL is very useful in monitoring the general radar echo pattern for the beginning stages
of significant convective development and for helping to distinguish thunderstorms from
rain showers. As convective development progresses, relative values of VIL are useful
in distinguishing strong, possibly severe, thunderstorms from those not likely to be
severe.
• Significantly high ("significantly" will vary with different meteorological conditions)
VIL values should be reviewed in conjunction with other severe weather guidance
products (such as, HI, M, SWP, and TVS to assess the severe weather likelihood of a
given storm.
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• High data resolution on the lower end of the VIL range will be helpful to the FAA and
aviation community.
2.53.3 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•

Available out to 460 km (248 nm) from the radar.
Locate the most significant storms.
Higher data resolution than that provided by VIL.
Useful for distinguishing storms producing large hail once the hail thresholds have been
established.
• Persistent high VIL values associated with supercells.
• Rapid decrease in VIL values may signify the onset of wind damage.
2.53.4 Limitations.
• VIL values are biased by drop size.
• Values for warnings may change daily and across the warning area. Values are airmass
dependent.
• Values within 37 km (20 nm) of the radar are underestimated due to the cone of silence.
• High resolution VIL values will differ from the Grid-based VIL values and from CellBased VIL values (Figure 2-53b).
• VIL values for a strongly tilted or a fast moving storm will be lower than if the storm
was vertical.
• The presence of hail, beam overshooting of low-level precipitation, beam broadening
with range, and non-vertically contiguous VCPs may all affect the accuracy of the VIL
estimation for a given storm.
• The relationship of VIL to severe weather needs to be quantified for different
meteorological conditions and climatic regimes.
• May be contaminated by non-meteorological echoes.
• VIL fluctuates widely with range especially with VCP 21.
• Values at distant ranges (> 185 km (100 nm)) may be unreliable.

*Standard set includes Product Name; Radar ID; Date and Time of elevation, volume or azimuthal
scan; Radar Position; Radar Elevation above MSL (feet); and Operational Mode.
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Figure 2-53a
High Resolution Digital Vertically Integrated Liquid Product
An example of a DVL product (AWIPS display) from the Paducah, KY (KPAH) WSR-88D at
00:15 UTC on 7 May 2003.
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Figure 2-53b
High Resolution Digital and Legacy Product Comparisons (VIL and ET)
A comparison of legacy VIL (lower left) and legacy ET (lower right) with the DVL (upper
left) and the EET (upper right). This AWIPS display is based on data from the Paducah,
KY (KPAH) WSR-88D.
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CHAPTER 3
METEOROLOGICAL AND HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL ALGORITHMS
3.1 Introduction. The WSR-88D provides the operational meteorological community with
state of-the-art automation for processing of Doppler weather radar data. The algorithmic
processing derives explicit meteorological and hydrometeorological information and guidance
from signal-processed data. This chapter provides information on many of these algorithms.
3.2 Hydrometeorological Processing Functions. The purpose of these functions is to collect
data necessary for the mode selection function (described in Section 5.4), not precipitation
accumulation (described in Section 3.3).
3.2.1 Precipitation Detection. The Precipitation Detection Function (PDF) processes
each full volume reflectivity scan in order to perform several basic functions. It detects whether or
not precipitation has occurred within a 230 km (124 nm) radius of the radar and assigns a
Precipitation Category appropriate to the situation. It maintains a Precipitation Status Message
(PSM) that indicates the Dates and Times of last precipitation occurrence and the previous and
current Precipitation Categories. When precipitation is first detected, it changes the Weather Mode
to ‘Convective’ which, in turn, will determine which default precipitation Volume Coverage
Pattern (VCP), currently VCP 21, will be executed. If Auto PRF Selection is “On,” it determines
the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) for insertion into the current VCP.
Precipitation is detected by comparing precipitation rates to threshold values contained in a site
specific Precipitation Threshold Table (built with the same Z-R relationship as used in the
Precipitation Rate algorithm). Each table row contains the precipitation rate threshold (in decibels
of reflectivity, dBR, where dBR = 10 log [precipitation rate in mm/hr)]) for a given elevation angle
(or range of elevation angles), the nominal clutter area (km2), the precipitation area threshold (km2),
and the precipitation category. The values in the table are based on empirical studies and are site
adaptable. Whenever the area covered by detected precipitation for a given rate at any elevation
angle exceeds the combined value of the nominal clutter area and precipitation area thresholds, it is
assumed that precipitation exists and the corresponding Precipitation Category is assigned. When
substantial precipitation is occurring, Precipitation Category 1 (Significant) is assigned. Significant
precipitation includes both high intensity events of small areal extent and widespread, low intensity
events. When precipitation amounts and aerial extent are small, Precipitation Category 2 (Light) is
assigned. A Precipitation Category remains in effect until a precipitation-free period of one hour
occurs. Precipitation Category 1 takes precedence over Precipitation Category 2. When no
precipitation is detected, the Precipitation Category is 0 (None).
The Nominal Clutter Area in each row in the table allows the performance of the function to be
tuned to the clutter characteristics of individual WSR-88D sites, including the performance of any
clutter filtering algorithm(s) applied to the Reflectivity Factor data before this function processes
them.
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3.2.1.1 Operational Parameters.
• Reflectivity Factor Data - Equivalent Reflectivity factor data (in units of dBZ,
ranging from -32.0 to +94.5 in increments of 0.5) input to the PDF in
reflectivity sample bins (of resolution 1 km (0.54 nm) x 1o, ranging from 0 to
230 km (124 nm) in elevations -1o to +45°).
• a--30 to 500; default, 300: Multiplicative coefficient in Z-R relationship.
• b--1.0 to 2.5; default, 1.4: Power coefficient in the Z-R relationship.
• Nominal Clutter Area--0 to 80,000 km2 (0 to 23,324 nm2); default, 80 km2 (23
nm2): Area assumed due to clutter with reflectivity factor equivalent to the
precipitation rate threshold.
• Precipitation Area Threshold--0 to 80,000 km2 (0 to 23,324 nm2); default, 20
km2 (6 nm2): Minimum area assumed due to precipitation at the precipitation
rate threshold.
• Precipitation Category--0 to 2: Precipitation category 0 = no precipitation; 1 =
significant precipitation; 2 = light precipitation.
• Precipitation Rate Threshold--minus 10.0 to 10.0 dBR; default, minus 3.0 dBR:
Minimum precipitation rate for tabulation of area (implemented in 0.1 dBR).
• Tilt Domain Minimum Angle--minus 1 to 45°; default, 0°: Elevation angle
(implemented in 0.1°).
• Tilt Domain Maximum Angle--minus 1 to 45°; default, 4°: Elevation angle
(implemented in 0.1°).
• The PSM maintained and output by this function contains the following
elements:
 Date/Time of last execution of PDF {modified Julian day; secs within
day}.
 Date/Time of last positive detection of precipitation {modified Julian day;
secs within day}.
 Current/Last Precipitation Category {0 – None; 1 – Significant; 2 – Light}.
3.2.1.2 Operational Considerations. If any operational mode fails to meet the
requirements of Table 3-1, there can be no assurance that the PDF will detect precipitation; i.e., the
WSR-88D may not be able to switch to the appropriate Operational Mode or use the appropriate
VCP. (Note that with the implementation of the Enhanced Preprocessing Algorithm (EPRE), the
Precipitation Processing Subsystem (PPS) is no longer dependent upon the PDF for determination
of the precipitation condition; rather, it makes an internal determination of when to start/stop
accumulating rainfall for the various precipitation products.)
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Table 3-1
Minimal Scan Mode Requirements Necessary for Detecting Precipitation
Scan Characteristics

Minimal Requirements

Range
Range Resolution
Azimuthal Coverage
Azimuthal Resolution
Elevation Scans & Repetition

230 km (124 nm) or more
2 km (1.1 nm) or less
360°
2° or less
Lowest two elevation angles required at least every 10
minutes. Lowest elevation angles (below 4.0o)
required at least every 30 minutes.

3.2.2 Rain Gage Data Acquisition. The Rain Gage Data Acquisition function maintains a
“Rain Gage” Database that would support an infrastructure for a large collection of
precipitation gage reports, ingested from an external system. However, its functionality has not
been implemented operationally, having been effectively replaced by the ingestion of a Bias
Table of Gage-Radar data by the Precipitation Adjustment Algorithm (Section 3.3.4). The
function serves as a conduit for a category of data known as the PSM.
The Rain Gage database contains three sections: Precipitation Status Information; Rain Gage ID
Information; and Rain Gage Reports. Only the Precipitation Status Information section is used. It
is populated by the fields of the PSM, which are provided by the PDF (Section 3.2.1) every volume
scan. On each instance when the PSM fields are ingested, they are written to the Precipitation
Status Information section of the linear buffer containing the Rain Gage database, from which they
are read by the EPRE algorithm (Section 3.3.1).
3.2.2.1 Operational Parameters. The PSM consists of several fields, but only the
following are used:




Date/Time of last execution of PDF {modified Julian day; secs within day}.
Date/Time of last positive detection of precipitation {modified Julian day; secs
within day}.
Current/Last Precipitation Category {0 – None; 1 – Significant; 2 – Light}.

3.2.2.2 Operational Considerations. This function must follow the PDF in the
execution sequence, in order for the Precipitation Status Information fields of the database to be
updated properly.
3.3 Precipitation Processing Subsystem. The PPS is a set of hydrometeorological algorithms
used to compute maps of 1-hour, 3-hour, storm total and user selectable precipitation
accumulations. Functionally, this is done in five sequential steps:
Step 1. EPRE
Step 2. Precipitation Rate
Step 3. Precipitation Accumulation
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Step 4. Precipitation Adjustment
Step 5. Precipitation Products.
These algorithms were designed to provide accurate, high-resolution precipitation measurements to
be used as input to hydrologic river forecast models and for a variety of other applications. The
algorithms contain significant quality control procedures designed to minimize ground clutter and
anomalous propagation, improve range performance, eliminate outliers, and account for mean-field
bias. The PPS is tuned to provide accumulations that are generally unbiased in terms of averages
over the area of coverage. Smaller scales of precipitation accumulation are less accurate and single
grid accumulations often vary significantly from coincidental rain gage values.
Although the WSR-88D provides high quality reflectivity data, other sources of error in the
conversion of reflectivity to precipitation rate make it important to use data in real time from
several automated rain gages to adjust the radar-derived precipitation fields to "ground truth." A
source of potential error is in rain gage sampling. Non-representative sampling of the precipitation
caused by an inadequate number of gages, poor placement of gages, an unfortunate distribution of
precipitation patterns, or error in the gage estimates can affect the computation of the bias
adjustment. To the extent possible, the Precipitation Adjustment algorithm described in Section
3.3.4 is designed to take these factors into account.
3.3.1 Enhanced Precipitation Preprocessing. The EPRE replaced the legacy
Precipitation Preprocessing Algorithm. The advantages of the EPRE algorithm are to allow for
precipitation processing with new VCPs and to update some processing logic. This new logic
considers terrain blockage and clutter contamination on a point-by-point basis in building the
Hybrid Scan. The EPRE algorithm affects how the reflectivity data are processed prior to
converting to rainfall rate, such as which elevation is used for a particular range and azimuth.
There are several operational impacts that affect product generation as well as the user interface,
such as changes to adaptable parameters.
•
•
•
•
•

New VCPs
PDF and EPRE
Exclusion Zones
AP/Clutter Removal
EPRE Effects on Precipitation Product Appearance

The EPRE algorithm provides the ability to accept new VCPs for precipitation processing. The
legacy Precipitation Preprocessing Algorithm was dependent on the lowest four elevation angles of
the legacy VCPs, which were the same. New VCPs (121 and 12) were introduced with Build 5.
The EPRE algorithm accepts these new VCPs, which have elevation angles that differ from the
legacy VCPs.
The EPRE algorithm is the first component of the PPS. The EPRE assembles a two-dimensional
(230 km (124 nm) by 360 degrees) HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) Array from the volumetric
reflectivity base data for use by the PPS and the Radar Coded Message (RCM). In the future, other
algorithms may use the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) Array.
The selection of reflectivity data is based on the functional philosophy of the original
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Preprocessing Algorithm, i.e., that the volumetric reflectivity data that is most representative of
ground precipitation is obtained from the lowest radar beam that is neither blocked nor
contaminated by ground clutter. While preserving the philosophy of the Preprocessing Algorithm,
the EPRE applies refined logic and new information to generate HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity)
arrays that are more representative of precipitation fields. In addition, the EPRE was designed to
work with any WSR-88D VCP.
Specifically, the EPRE uses anomalous propagation (AP)/Clutter likelihood reflectivity (CLR)
information from the Radar Echo Classifier (REC) Algorithm to more effectively and precisely
remove ground clutter contamination from the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) and uses high
precision, high resolution radar beam blockage information from the Blockage Algorithm to
smooth beam correction boundaries. See Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for an example of the difference in
reflectivities the REC produces in creating a DHR product.
Exclusion Zones may be created to prevent known areas of persistent clutter residue (e.g., wind
generator farms, highways) from contaminating the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity). These zones
are used to remove residual clutter returns when the clutter filters are not able to remove the high
power returns.
The EPRE maps input base reflectivity data to the whole degree HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity)
array if the input data meets the following criteria:
o
o
o

The beam blockage must not exceed the BLOCKAGE THRESHOLD,
The AP/Clutter likelihood must not exceed the CLUTTER THRESHOLD, and
The data are not in an activated exclusion zone.

An input BASE REFLECTIVITY DATA bin that passes the above tests is corrected for any partial
beam blockage and proportionally mapped to the nearest whole degree HYBRID SCAN
(Reflectivity) bins. The proportionality is based on the overlap between the input radial azimuth
angle and the whole degree azimuth angle of the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity). The overlap is
used to weight the contribution of the input reflectivity data (in power) and the weights and
weighted power are summed for each whole degree bin.
The average power for a whole degree bin is computed if the total input weighting for that bin
exceeds the BIN WEIGHT THRESHOLD. The average reflectivity is computed and inserted into
the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) if that bin has not already been filled during a lower elevation
tilt. For each HYBRID SCAN bin, the elevation angle of the BASE REFLECTIVITY DATA being
used in the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) is stored in the HYBRID SCAN (Elevation Angle)
array.
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Figure 3-1
Reflectivity Product
This Reflectivity 0.5° elevation product is shown for comparison with the corresponding
Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity (DHR) product in Figure 3-2 (CODE View graphic display).
Note the high reflectivity values to the ENE through E to SW of the radar (Sterling, VA
(KLWX).
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Figure 3-2
Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity Product
This DHR product is shown for comparison with the 0.5° Reflectivity product in Figure 3-1
to show how the Radar Echo Classifier removes clutter before processing to produce
precipitation products (CODE View graphic display and generated by RPG Build 6
software). Note most of the high reflectivity values to the ENE through E to SW of the
radar (Sterling, VA (KLWX)) have been removed. The DHR is used by the NWS Flash
Flood Monitoring and Prediction (FFMP) Program.
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The HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) array is considered to be filled when the portion of the array
filled exceeds the FULL HYBRID SCAN THRESHOLD or when the next to highest elevation in
the volume has been completed (whichever comes first). The “highest elevation” test is only
applied to prevent the PPS volumetric processing from occurring at the end of the volume, thus
preserving that period for processing other processor intensive algorithms. It is expected that very
few HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) bins will not be filled because of this restriction.
When the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) array is full, the EPRE computes the area of echo covered
by reflectivity values exceeding RAIN DETECTION DBZ THRESHOLD. If the area is less than
the RAIN DETECTION AREA THRESHOLD, the NO RAIN FLAG is set to notify further PPS
algorithms to ignore the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity) data values. If the NO RAIN FLAG is
continuously set for a time period equal to or exceeding RAIN DETECTION TIME
THRESHOLD, the RESET PPS STORM TOTAL FLAG is set. Note, this logic replicates the PDF
logic, but uses the HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity).
3.3.1.1 Operational parameters.
• AP/CLUTTER ID: For each tilt, an array of bins identifying the likelihood of
AP/Clutter for each BASE REFLECTIVITY DATA bin. Values range from 0
to 100 percent and the precision is at least 1 percent.
• BASE REFLECTIVITY DATA: Radar base reflectivity data. Accuracy is
defined by the accuracy of the base data. Currently reflectivity values range
from ~ -32 dBZ to +90 dBZ and the precision is 0.5 dBZ.
• BEAM BLOCKAGE: For each VCP for each tilt, an array of (3600 X 230) bins
defining the portion of the radar beam blocked for each tenth of a degree
azimuth and each whole kilometer in range. Values range from 0 to 100
percent and the precision is at least 1 percent.
• BEAM WIDTH: Width of the radar beam. Values may range from 0.88o to
0.96o, default is 0.90o, and the precision is at least 0.01o.
• BIN WEIGHT THRESHOLD: Bin weight required to compute average power
value for HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity). Expected values range from 0.0 to
100.0 percent, default is 50.0 percent, and the precision is 0.1 percent.
• BLOCKAGE THRESHOLD: Maximum portion of beam blocked to allow use
of BASE REFLECTIVITY DATA in HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity). Expected
values range from 0 to 100 percent, default is 50 percent, and the precision is 1
percent.
• CLUTTER THRESHOLD - Maximum AP/CLUTTER ID value to allow use of
BASE REFLECTIVITY DATA in HYBRID SCAN (Reflectivity). Expected
values range from 0 to 100 percent, default is 50 percent, and the precision is 1
percent.
• DATE (BEGIN VOLUME) - Julian date at the beginning of volume. Precision
1 day.
• DATE (END OF REFLECTIVITY TILT) - Julian date at the end of the
reflectivity tilt. Precision 1 day.
3.3.1.2 Strengths/Applications. See Section 3.3.5.2.
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3.3.1.3 Limitations. See Section 3.3.5.3.
3.3.2 Precipitation Rate. The PRECIPITATION RATE Algorithm executes each time the
PRECIPITATION PREPROCESSING Algorithm is completed. If the FLAG (Zero Hybrid) is on,
the algorithm sets the FLAG (Zero Rate) and updates the reference values for the time continuity
test. Otherwise, the PRECIPITATION RATE Algorithm uses preprocessed reflectivity factor
(HYBRID SCAN) data from the PRECIPITATION PREPROCESSING Algorithm to estimate
precipitation rates for 1° by 2 km (1.1 nm) sample volumes within a radius of 230 km (124 nm).
The RATE SCAN is produced for input to the PRECIPITATION ACCUMULATION Algorithm.
Also, three quality control related procedures are performed within the PRECIPITATION RATE
Algorithm.
Precipitation rates are empirically determined from a relationship with reflectivity factor data. The
precipitation rates from two adjacent 1° by 1 km (0.54 nm) volumes along the same radial are
averaged to obtain values for the 1° by 2 km (1.1 nm) RATE SCAN. The RATE SCAN is
comprised of 41,400 1° by 2 km (1.1 nm) sample volumes. The rate values are in dBR’s.
Based on the time continuity of the total field volumetric precipitation rate on a scan-to-scan basis,
a decision is made whether the current RATE SCAN should be used by the PRECIPITATION
ACCUMULATION Algorithm or be discarded. This test is intended to identify those cases where
the between scan increase/decrease of the total volumetric precipitation rate is greater than the
increase/decrease expected from precipitation development/decay. These changes could occur as a
result of spurious RF interference, transient system noise, or anomalous propagation. Echo areas
from storms entering/leaving the scanning region between scans could also cause this parameter to
suddenly increase/decrease.
To minimize the chance of rejecting scans because of echo movements into and out of the field of
view, the total volumetric precipitation rate is examined for both the entire field of view and for an
area with a radius somewhat less than 230 km (124 nm) (inner radius). The inner radius is
computed from a climatological maximum speed for echo movement and the time between scans.
This test is only considered valid if the time between the current and last good scan is less than a
maximum difference at which time continuity is expected.
A range effect correction is then applied to all RATE SCAN values beyond a specified cut-off
range. The correction function contains three coefficients which may vary from site to site and
with the season. Inputs to the correction function are the range and precipitation rate. This
procedure corrects for the effects of signal degradation due to beam losses and partial beam filling
which, on the average, reduce the precipitation rate estimates at further ranges.
The area-averaged precipitation rates over each 1/4 LIMITED FINE MESH (LFM) rectangular
grid box (approximately 40 km x 40 km (22 nm x 22 nm)) are computed for those boxes whose
centers are located within 230 km (124 nm) of the radar. These are obtained by averaging the rates
from all RATE SCAN sample volumes whose centers fall within each 1/4 LFM grid box. These
data will be used further downstream at the regional/national processing level for important quality
control applications and possibly for the construction of a National Radar Summary Chart.
Reflectivity factor data being used by this algorithm are assumed to have been pre-processed as
described in the ENHANCED PRECIPITATION PREPROCESSING Algorithm.
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The HYBRID SCAN (1° by 1 km (0.54 nm)) data have not been spatially averaged to obtain the 1°
by 2 km (1.1 nm) resolution required for precipitation processing. A precipitation rate estimate
based on the averaged reflectivity is not identical to the average of the precipitation rates based on
the full resolution reflectivity data. Therefore, each pair of 1° x 1 km (0.54 nm) reflectivity values
being used to estimate a 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) precipitation rate are first converted from reflectivity to
precipitation rate and then averaged to obtain a RATE SCAN (1° x 2 km (1.1 nm)) value.
The time continuity test checks whether scans are bad. Bad scans are rejected or discarded from
further processing by the PRECIPITATION ACCUMULATION and subsequent algorithms. This
information is saved so that the number of bad scans can be appended to some of the final
precipitation products. The intent of this test is not to identify all cases where bad data may be
present. It provides a simple means to remove scans which indicate sudden and unreasonable echo
development/ decay.
The LFM grid is a rectangular grid based on a polar stereographic projection. An LFM grid box
represents an area whose size and shape varies with latitude. Therefore the size and shape of the
grid boxes will vary slightly over the area covered by the radar and even more from radar to radar
(35 to 45 km2 over the conterminous U.S. for the 1/4th LFM grid). The 1/4th LFM grid boxes used
here are defined to have 1/4th LFM grid points as their centers and a mesh length of 47.625 km
(25.72 nm) at the standard latitude (60° N). The information required to generate the grid are the
latitude and longitude of the radar, the mesh length at 60° N latitude, and the standard longitude
(105° W).
In order to cover the radar umbrella out to 230 km (124 nm), even at the lower latitudes of the
conterminous United States, a 13 x 13 array of 1/4th LFM grid boxes will be required. This array
will always be 13 x 13 regardless of the latitude of the site. This grid should be positioned in such
a way that the radar site falls within grid box (7, 7). This array must be compacted (e.g.,
elimination of all 0 rows, run-length encoding of rows) to reduce storage and especially
communications loadings. Compaction must be done in such a way that the source 13 x 13 array
can be reconstructed with the use of nominal computer resources.
3.3.2.1 Operational Parameters.
• FLAG (Zero Hybrid) - A set or cleared flag indicating, if set, that no
precipitation exists in the current scan.
• HYBRID SCAN - Reflectivity factor data on a 1° x 1 km (0.54 nm) polar grid
from 1 to 230 km (124 nm), in dBZe. These data were composited from four
elevation scans by the PRECIPITATION PREPROCESSING Algorithm. A
precision of at least 1 dBZe is required.
• Average TIME (Scan) - The average scan time of the four elevation scans used
to construct the HYBRID SCAN. This is a time of occurrence, not duration.
• Maximum SPEED (Storm) - The climatologically derived maximum expected
storm SPEED (90.0), in km/hr.
• THRESHOLD (Max Time Difference) - Maximum time between scans allowed
by the time continuity test. A precision of at least 0.01 hour is required.
• RANGE (Cut-Off) - The range beyond which a range effect correction must be
applied in km.
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• COEFFICIENTS (Range Effect) - Three coefficients used to specify the range
effect correction function.
• BOX (1/4 LFM Grid) - Rectangular grid box which is 1/4th of the LFM grid.
Consists of a file specifying the RATE SCAN data sample volumes whose
centers fall within each of the 1/4th LFM grid boxes.
• COEFFICIENT (Multiplicative Z-R) - Multiplicative coefficient in the Z-R
conversion equation.
• COEFFICIENT (Z-R Power) - Power coefficient in the Z-R conversion
equation.
• RATE (Zero Precipitation) - Precipitation rate assumed to be zero precipitation,
in mm hr-1.
• PARAMETER (Time Continuity #1) - The allowable rate of change of the ratio
of volumetric precipitation rates when the echo area is equal to minimum
AREA (Time Continuity), in hr-1.
• PARAMETER (Time Continuity #2) - The allowable rate of change of the ratio
of volumetric precipitation rates when the echo area is equal to the full radar
umbrella out to the 230 km (124 nm) range, in hr-1.
• Minimum AREA (Time Continuity) - Minimum precipitation area to allow time
continuity tests on volumetric precipitation rates, in km2.
• Maximum RATE (Echo Area Change) - Maximum rate of change of echo area
allowed to pass the time continuity test when the volumetric precipitation rate
cannot be tested due to the minimum AREA (Time Continuity), in km2/hr.
• PRECIPITATION STATUS MESSAGE - An alphanumeric message which
includes the radar ID, TIME (Stamp), current radar status, current operational
mode, current scan strategy, TIME (Last Precipitation Detected), CATEGORY
(Precipitation), number of gages in data base, and time since last update to the
gage data base.
• CATEGORY (Precipitation) - The precipitation category currently in effect.
CATEGORY

MEANING

0

No precipitation detected during last hour

1

Significant precipitation detected during the past hour

2

Light precipitation detected during the past hour

3.3.2.2 Strengths/Applications. See Section 3.3.5.2.
3.3.2.3 Limitations. See Section 3.3.5.3.
3.3.3 Precipitation Accumulation.
The PRECIPITATION ACCUMULATION
Algorithm uses the previous and current precipitation rate (RATE SCAN) data sets output by the
PRECIPITATION RATE Algorithm to estimate the accumulation (mm) during all or parts of the
scan-to-scan period. The period accumulation scan(s) generated during the current pass of this
algorithm plus those produced within the hourly period under consideration are then used to
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estimate an hourly running total or a clock hour total accumulation scan. This hourly accumulation
scan is input to the PRECIPITATION ADJUSTMENT Algorithm. The PRECIPITATION
ACCUMULATION Algorithm also checks the hourly accumulations for suspect values and
modifies these under certain conditions.
The technique used to estimate the accumulation during the scan-to-scan period depends upon the
time between scans. If the time between scans is not too large, a simple average precipitation rate
is computed for the scan-to-scan period. This average is computed for each of the 1° by 2 km (1.1
nm) sample volumes which make up the scan. These averages are then multiplied by the time
between scans to construct a period accumulation scan with a 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) resolution, which
gives the estimated scan-to-scan accumulation. This scan is comprised of 41,400 1° x 2 km (1.1
nm) sample volumes.
If the time between scans is too large to use simple averaging (equivalent to linear interpolation),
the precipitation rates for each scan are used separately to compute accumulations for the
beginning and ending parts of the scan-to-scan period. The remainder of the scan-to-scan period,
centered midway between the two scans, is flagged as a missing period. In this case, two 1° x 2 km
(1.1 nm) resolution period accumulation scans are constructed.
Next, the beginning and ending times for the hourly accumulation period are established.
Normally, this period extends backward from the current scan time to a time one hour earlier.
However, if a clock hour was passed during the scan-to-scan period, these times coincide with the
beginning and end of the most recently completed clock hour. The clock-hourly period coincides
with that over which rain gage accumulations are tabulated and compared to radar-rainfall
estimates in the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (AWIPS) application that
determines gage-radar Bias corrections for ingest back into the PRECIPITATION ADJUSTMENT
Algorithm. Indeed, the radar-rainfall estimates for this application are provided by the clockhourly version of the DPA product.
Weighting each period accumulation scan by the fraction of it which falls in the hourly
accumulation period, a 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) resolution hourly accumulation scan for the specified
hourly period is constructed. However, if too much of the specified hourly period is not covered by
period accumulation scans (e.g., is missing), no hourly accumulations are constructed and the
processing stream continues with the PRECIPITATION ADJUSTMENT Algorithm.
Finally, each hourly accumulation scan sample volume value is checked against a threshold to see
if it is reasonable. If it is greater than the threshold, (i.e., an outlier) and the values of all
neighboring sample volumes are below the threshold, an interpolated accumulation is computed.
These changes are made in such a way that subsequent modifications to outliers are not affected by
the changes to those previously identified.
This algorithm requires precipitation rate scans from both the previous and current outputs of the
PRECIPITATION RATE Algorithm. Only scans flagged as good in the PRECIPITATION RATE
Algorithm are used (i.e., previous scan means previous good scan). Zero rate scans (scans not
actually generated, but assumed to be zero everywhere) can be good scans. The algorithm is
sufficiently flexible so that it can provide accumulation information for as much of the scan-to-scan
period as possible even when the time between scans is larger than 5 minutes. However, the error
associated with the accumulation will grow rapidly as the time between scans increases. Therefore,
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in order to provide, to the maximum extent possible, an uninterrupted precipitation record, the
method used to save the previous precipitation rate scan must be safe, even from temporary system
shutdowns and restarts.
Whenever the current precipitation rate scan is the first scan in a new clock hour, clock hour
accumulations are computed instead of running hourly accumulations (note: the only difference
between clock hour and running hourly accumulations are the starting and ending times for the one
hour accumulation period). Since the time between scans may be large if a system problem occurs,
the clock hour accumulation period could be set to begin up to 2 hours before the current scan time.
In addition, missing periods must be taken into account so that hourly integration criteria can be
checked. Therefore, all scan-to-scan period accumulation scans for periods ending any time after 1
hour prior to the previous scan time must be saved. The previous scan time is the last good scan
collected prior to the current scan. The method used to save these period accumulation scans must
be safe, even from temporary system shutdowns and restarts.
3.3.3.1 Operational Parameters.
• RATE SCAN - Precipitation rate data on a 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) polar grid from 1
to 230 km (124 nm), in mm/hr. A precision of at least 0.1 mm/hr and a
dynamic range of at least 0 to 400 mm/hr are required (not generated for times
when FLAG (Zero Rate) or when FLAG (Bad) are set).
• Average TIME (Scan) - The average scan time of the lower elevation scans
used to construct the HYBRID SCAN. This is a time of occurrence, not
duration.
• FLAG (Zero Rate) - A set or cleared flag for each average TIME (Scan)
indicating, if set, that all precipitation rate values can be assumed to be zero.
• Maximum TIME (Interpolation) - The maximum period over which a period
accumulation scan can be computed using two precipitation rate scans, in hours
(approximately 0.5 hours).
• Minimum TIME (Period) - The minimum period of time during an hourly
accumulation period for which ACCUMULATION SCAN (Period) data are
required in order to estimate the hourly accumulation in hours (approximately
0.90 hours).
• ACCUMULATION SCAN (Period) - Interpolated or extrapolated period
precipitation accumulation data on a 1° by 2 km (1.1 nm) polar grid from 1 to
230 km (124 nm), in mm.
• TIME (Last precipitation detected) - The time at which the Precipitation
Detection Function last detected precipitation.
• PRECIPITATION STATUS MESSAGE - An alphanumeric message which
includes the radar ID, TIME (Stamp), current radar status, current operational
mode, current scan strategy, TIME (Last Precipitation Detected), and current
and previous CATEGORY (Precipitation).
• THRESHOLD (Hourly Outlier) - The maximum hourly rainfall amount allowed
in an hourly accumulation scan sample volume (400), in mm. A precision of at
least 0.1 mm is required.
• Ending TIME (Gage accumulation) - The time, each hour, when hourly radar
and gage accumulations are required by the PRECIPITATION ADJUSTMENT
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Algorithm. Note: this time will always coincide with a clock-hour.
3.3.3.2 Strengths/Applications. See Section 3.3.5.2.
3.3.3.3 Limitations. See Section 3.3.5.3.
3.3.4 Precipitation Adjustment. The PRECIPITATION ADJUSTMENT Algorithm
provides the capability to apply a mean-field, multiplicative correction to selected PPS
accumulation products, based upon rain gage vs. radar comparison information contained in a
“Bias Table” ingested periodically into the RPG from an external source (e.g., AWIPS).
Bias Tables are generated by the Weather Forecast Office (WFO) version of the AWIPS
Multisensor Precipitation Estimator (MPE) function, based upon comparison of hourly rain gage
reports against unbiased, radar-generated precipitation estimates. The gage reports are ingested
into AWIPS from various collection networks while the precipitation estimates are provided by the
DPA product received from the RPG. At co-located positions where both the radar and gage
estimates are non-zero, the two types of reports are assembled into a vector of “gage-radar pairs”.
From these pairs, analyses are performed over various time periods ranging from short
(“instantaneous”) to mid (multi-hourly; daily; weekly) to long (“climatological”) term in order to
determine mean-field biases and auxiliary data. These data are assembled into rows in the Bias
Table, arranged in ascending, temporal order (presently 10). Each row contains: the Bias
(correction); the memory time span (in hours) over which the analysis was performed; the
Aeffective sample size (a weighted estimate of the number of gage-radar pairs used in the analysis);
the weighted-average gage-rainfall estimate; and the weighted-average radar-rainfall estimate, for
that time span.
The tables are shipped from the AWIPS MPE function to all the radars associated with that WFO
as part of a Bias Table Message, on an hourly basis. This is done at a specific time each hour, set
via a cron job that allows the gage-radar pairs for the past clock-hour to be processed - typically
about 25 minutes past the top of the hour. Tables may be sent more frequently, at operator
discretion, if, for example, additional rain gage reports are received or suspect reports have been
purged by QC procedures.
When the Bias Table arrives at the RPG, it is stored in a linear buffer, from which it is ingested by
the Precipitation Adjustment Algorithm-task each time that task executes (i.e., every volume scan).
If the table is recognized as new, based on date/time-of-generation comparison, it replaces the
previous version internally (which, upon RPG start-up, is a default table of nominal values).
Then, the “Most Representative” Bias from among those determined over the various time spans of
the table is extracted. This is done in a straightforward procedure in which, sequencing in
ascending, temporal order, the bias in the first row whose Sample Size exceeds an adaptable
parameter (Minimum No. Gage-Radar Pairs) is selected. The adaptable parameter (NGRPS) is
found in the Hydromet Adjustment Algorithm adaptation data menu of the RPG Human Computer
Interface (HCI); its default value is 10 and its range is 6 – 30. If the user wishes the selected bias to
trend more toward the short term - i.e., based on the present precipitation, NGRPS may be lowered;
whereas if the user wishes it to trend more toward the long term - i.e., seasonal or climatological,
NGRPS may be raised. Note that this parameter will also be dependent on the density of reporting
rain gages under the radar umbrella, and the user may wish to raise/lower the default in the
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presence of a dense/sparse network.
Once established, the Bias correction is either applied - or not applied - to selected PPS rainfall
accumulation products, depending on whether or not the (adaptable) Bias Applied Flag is turned
On or Off (default setting: False). (Note, while the Bias Flag is set in the Precipitation Adjustment
Adaptable Parameters Menu at the HCI, biases are actually applied in the Precipitation Products
task.) If the flag is Off, no biases are applied momentarily. If it is On, the present Bias is applied
as one mean-field, multiplicative correction to all (non-zero; non-missing) grid points of the most
recent period or hour of the OHP, THP, STP, USP, and DSP products.
Note that these products may not be completely unbiased if the Bias Flag is presently Off; nor is
the present Bias correction necessarily applied through the duration of a product if the flag is On.
Rather, only the most recent component portion of each product is affected by the present Bias
value and flag setting. For THP and USP (whose constituent hours span clock-hourly periods), the
Bias that was in effect at the end of each clock hour is either applied or not applied to that hour=s
accumulation, depending on the momentary setting of the Bias Applied Flag. For STP and DSP,
the Bias in effect at each time is, likewise, either applied or not applied to each of the constituent
(volume scan-to-volume scan) periods that comprise the storm-total duration. Only the OHP
product is “pure” in the sense that the entire product will either be adjusted, or not adjusted, by the
present Bias correction value.
It is thus recommended that, prior to the onset of precipitation, a determination (True/False) be
made for the Bias Flag and then maintained through the duration of the event, unless it becomes
obvious that the original choice was not the most prudent. Note that the Bias is most likely to
fluctuate toward the beginning of an event (as it gets “established”), particularly if a long time has
passed since the previous event or if meteorological conditions have changed significantly in the
interim (e.g., from cool, stratiform rain to convective).
The only PPS accumulation product to which the mean-field Bias adjustment is never applied
(regardless of the Flag setting) is the DPA. This is because that product is used, in its unadjusted
form, in the AWIPS MPE application to determine the next Bias Table, by comparison to hourly
rain gage reports. However, the selected Bias correction is contained in an appended alphanumeric
Alayer@ of that product, along with the associated fields Sample Size, Memory Span, and Bias
Applied Flag. A complete copy of the present Bias Table, itself, is also contained in this
alphanumeric layer, along with the Date and Time the Bias was last updated locally.
The PPS reflectivity products (i.e., Hybrid Scan Reflectivity (HSR) and DHR) also never have a
bias correction applied. However, similar to DPA, DHR contains the present Bias and its
associated fields (as above) in an appended alphanumeric layer (though not the complete Bias
Table).
Alphanumeric information about the Bias is also available in the paired alphanumeric products to
OHP, THP and STP, which show the selected Bias and the associated fields (Effective) Sample
Size and Memory Span (hours), as well as the setting of the Bias Applied Flag. The THP paired
alpha product depicts these fields in tabular form, for each of the three hours comprising the
product; while the OHP and STP paired alpha products show the most recent values of each.
USP does not have a paired alphanumeric product but, rather, a table across the top of the graphic
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product that depicts the Bias for each hour comprising the (variable-length) USP. That table
contains up to three pages (eight hours per page) to depict the biases for up to the 24-hour
maximum duration of the product.
Finally, the all-alphanumeric Supplemental Precipitation Data (SPD) product contains the Bias, its
related fields (as above), and the Date and Time of its last update on its first page; and a listing of
the complete Bias Table on its second page.
3.3.4.1 Operational parameters. The following is received from an external
source (AWIPS) once per hour, automatically (or more frequently, upon manual intervention):
•
•

Bias Table Message: a message containing a Header and a Bias Table, as follows:
Header, consisting of the following:
• AWIPS Site (origination) ID: 3-char (e.g., OUN)
• NEXRAD Radar (destination) ID: 3-char (e.g., TLX)
• Observation Date/Time: {yr;mo;da;hr;mn;sc} of gage & radar observations
(end of clock hour)
• Generation Date/Time: {yr;mo;da;hr;mn;sc} of message generation
• No. Rows in ensuing table (2-12; default 10)
• Bias Table: A table of gage and radar information analyzed over a number of
aggregate time spans (corresponding to No. Rows) ranging from short
(“instantaneous”) to mid to long (“climatological”) term, consisting of the
following fields: (*note: all fields scaled by 1000):
• Memory Span of analysis (range: 0.001 – 1x107) (*actually presented as log
before being scaled by 1000)
• (Effective) No. of Gage-Radar Pairs (range: 0 – 1x105) (*technically, Sigma
Inverse of exponential analysis)
• Average Gage Estimate (range: 0.00 – 254.00 mm): (Exponentially normalized)
• Average Radar Estimate (range: 0.00 – 254.00 mm): (Exponentially
normalized)
• Mean-field Bias Correction (range: 0.01 – 100.00): (Gage/Radar Ratio).

The following fields are received from predecessor task PRECIPITATION ACCUMULATION:
• AVERAGE DATE/TIME (Scan): The average date/time of the elevation scans
used to construct the present Hybrid Scan. Serves as the current Time Stamp
and the ending time of the most recent accumulation period {modified Julian
day; secs within day}.
• ACCUMULATION SCAN (Period): Precipitation accumulation data for most
recent scan-to-scan period, on 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) polar grid from 1 to 230 km
(124 nm); units 0.1 mm.
• ACCUMULATION SCAN (Hourly): Precipitation accumulation data for most
recent hour, on 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) polar grid from 1 to 230 km (124 nm); units
0.1 mm.
• MAX VAL (Hourly): Maximum Hourly Accumulation value; units 0.1 mm.
• SCAN TYPE (Hourly): Indicator of whether Hourly Scan ends at present time
(i.e., Average Date/Time (Scan), if zero) or at top of most recent clock-hour (if
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non-zero).
• BEGINNING DATE/TIME (Hourly Accumulation): Beginning date/time of
hourly accumulation period {modified Julian day; secs within day}.
• ENDING DATE/TIME (Hourly Accumulation): Ending date/time of hourly
accumulation period {modified Julian day; secs within day}.
• FLAG (Zero Scan-to-Scan): Flag indicating, if set, that all locations in the
current scan-to-scan period can be assumed of zero accumulation (in which
case, Accumulation Scan (Period) not ingested nor generated).
• FLAG (Zero Hourly): Flag indicating, if set, that all locations in the current
hour can be assumed of zero accumulation (in which case, Accumulation Scan
(Hour) not ingested nor generated).
• FLAG (No Hourly): Flag indicating, if set, that no hourly accumulations could
be generated, due to missing data (in which case, Accumulation Scan (Hour)
not ingested nor generated).
The following fields are received from the RPG HCI adaptation data menu:
• Reset Bias: Value to which Bias is set upon initialization or if excessive time
passes since new Bias Table received (range: 0.5 – 2.0; default: 1.0).
• Longest Lag: Longest time lag since last Bias Table received that still allows
“Best Bias” to be extracted from that table (range: 100 – 1000 hrs; default: 168
hrs (i.e., one week)).
• Threshold # G-R Pairs: Threshold # of gage-radar pairs in a Bias Table row that
must be exceeded for the “Best Bias” to be selected from that row (range: 6 –
30; default: 10).
• Bias Flag: True/False flag indicating whether the selected Bias will be applied
to the PPS accumulation products (default: False).
The following fields are output by this task:
• BIAS (Current): “Best” G-R Bias value most recently selected from the Bias
Table (range: 0.01 – 100.00).
• MEMSPAN (Current): Memory Span associated with the Bias most recently
selected from Bias Table (i.e., from the same row) (range: 0.001 – 1x107).
• G-R PAIR SIZE (Current): Effective Sample Size associated with the Bias most
recently selected from Bias Table (i.e., from the same row) (range: 0 – 1x105).
• DATE/TIME (Bias Calculation): Date & Time BIAS and associated fields most
recently selected from Bias Table {modified Julian day; secs within day}.
3.3.4.2 Operational Considerations. If the Bias Table (expected at least once per
hour) is late arriving, an adjustment is performed upon the most recently-received table (stored
internally) whereby the “effective no. of gage-radar pairs” fields in all table rows are degraded in
accordance with an exponential decay factor. That factor is determined as the exponential inverse
of the ratio of the lag (in hours) since the last Bias Table was received to the Memory Span (also in
hours) over which the analysis was performed for each table row. The effect of this procedure is to
make it more likely that the AMost Representative” Bias will be extracted from a table row based
upon a longer (more climatological) Memory Span.
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If the Bias Table is so late arriving that the time lag exceeds another adaptable parameter - Longest
Lag, the Bias reverts to a default value called the Reset Bias (also adaptable). The routine value of
LGLAG is 168 hours (i.e., one week), with a range of 100 - 1000 hours, while RESBI has a default
of 1.0 with a range of 0.5 to 2.0.
3.3.5 Precipitation Products. The PRECIPITATION PRODUCTS creates Hydrometeorological products from hourly and scan-to-scan accumulations generated by the
PRECIPITATION ACCUMULATION Algorithm and adjusted by the current BIAS computed by
the PRECIPITATION ADJUSTMENT Algorithm if FLAG (apply BIAS) is set. Digital, graphical,
and alphanumeric products are generated. The digital product is an hourly running total or clock
hour accumulation mapped to a 1/40th LFM rectangular (approximately 4 km x 4 km (2.2nm x 2.2
nm)) grid. The graphical products are: (1) an hourly running total or clock hour accumulation, (2)
a three hour total accumulation generated on the clock hour, and (3) a storm total accumulation.
The graphical products are all displayed at a resolution of 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1°. The alphanumeric
SPD product is displayed in ASCII format. The graphical and alphanumeric products are designed
primarily for display systems while the digital product is designed for use on external computer
systems. Other products pertaining to the PPS, including the DHR product (Figures 2-13 and 3-2),
the DSP (Figure 2-38) product, and the USP product (Figure 2-48), are described in additional
documents, including the Interface Control Document (ICD) for RPG/To Class 1 User and the ICD
for Product Specification.
The hourly running totals or clock hour totals on the 1/40th LFM grid are obtained by determining
the mean of all adjusted ACCUMULATION SCAN (Hourly) sample volumes whose polar
coordinate centers fall within each 1/40th LFM grid box. At the far ranges where no sample
volume centers fall inside a box, the sample volume value at the sample volume whose center is
closest to the center of the grid box becomes the value at the grid box. Annotations are
automatically added to identify the product and to provide information related to how the data used
to generate this product were processed.
The hourly running totals or clock hour totals on the 2 km (1.1 nm) x 1o grid are scaled to 16 levels
for use as a display and annotations are added automatically to produce the PRODUCT (OHP,
Figure 3-3).
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Figure 3-3
One-Hour Rainfall Accumulation Product
An OHP from the Oklahoma City, OK (KTLX) WSR-88D (AWIPS display).
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The three clock hour totals are computed hourly by summing the available individual clock hour
totals for the past three hours. At least two of the three hours of data must be available and missing
periods should be noted. The data are then scaled to 16 accumulation levels for use as a display,
and annotations are added automatically to produce the PRODUCT (THP).
The storm total (total precipitation since the last one hour break in significant precipitation) is
generated whenever certain scan-to-scan accumulation parameters are exceeded. It is then updated
using each ACCUMULATION SCAN (Scan-to-Scan) received until being reset after a one-hour
break in significant precipitation. If FLAG (apply BIAS) is set, the ACCUMULATION SCAN
(Scan-to-Scan) is adjusted using the computed BIAS. The data is then scaled to 16 levels for use as
a display and annotations are added automatically to produce the PRODUCT (STP).
The ARRAY PRODUCT (Digital Precipitation) on the 1/40th LFM grid provides hourly running
total or clock hour total precipitation accumulation estimates in a digital array format to support
hydrometeorological requirements for numerical use of precipitation data in computers external to
the RPG. In addition to the precipitation array data, an extensive set of annotations (IDENTIFIER
INFORMATION and SUPPLEMENTAL DATA) will be included automatically as part of this
product. This information is intended for use in higher level (regional/national) processing to
identify certain characteristics about the data up to that point in the processing stream. It will be
used as part of the information for accomplishing more discriminating quality control functions at
the higher level of processing.
In order to cover the radar umbrella out to 230 km (124 nm) even at the lower latitudes of the
conterminous United States, a 131 by 131 array of 1/40th LFM grid boxes will be required. This
array will always be 131 by 131 regardless of the latitude of the site. This grid should be
positioned in such a way that the radar site falls within the grid box (66, 66). The ARRAY
PRODUCT (Digital Precipitation) must be compacted (e.g., elimination of all 0 rows, run length
encoding of rows) to reduce storage and especially communications loadings. Compaction must be
done in such a way that the source 131 by 131 array can be reconstructed with the use of nominal
computer resources. The 1/4th LFM area averaged precipitation rate data (8 coded precipitation
rate levels) for each scan used to generate the ARRAY PRODUCT (Digital Precipitation) will be
automatically included as part of the annotations (SUPPLEMENTAL DATA) to the ARRAY
PRODUCT (Digital Precipitation). The values for the 13 by 13 1/4th LFM grid were computed by
the PRECIPITATION RATE Algorithm. These must be compacted subject to the constraints
specified above.
The PRODUCT (THP) uses the PRECIPITATION TOTALs (Hourly) for the last three clock
hours. In order to provide these products on a consistent basis, the method used to save the
PRECIPITATION TOTALs (Hourly) must be safe, even from temporary system shutdowns and
restarts.
The PRODUCT (STP) uses the previous set of PRECIPITATION TOTAL (Storm). Again, the
method used to save these data must be safe, even from temporary shutdowns and restarts.
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3.3.5.1 Operational Parameters.
• FLAG (apply BIAS): A set or cleared flag indicating whether the bias should be
applied.
• Current BIAS: The current BIAS generated by the PRECIPITATION
ADJUSTMENT Algorithm.
• ACCUMULATION Scan (Hourly): The hourly radar precipitation
accumulation SCAN (Hourly) data for an hourly running period or clock hour
on a 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) polar grid from 1 to 230 km (124 nm). A precision of
at least 1 mm and a dynamic range of at least 0 to 1600 mm are required.
Includes the beginning TIME (Accumulation) and ending TIME
(Accumulation).
• ACCUMULATION SCAN (Scan-to-Scan): The total scan-to-scan
accumulation data on a 1° x 2 km (1.1 nm) polar grid from 1 to 230 km (124
nm) for the period from the previous time to the current time. A precision of at
least 0.1 mm and a dynamic range of at least 0 to 400 mm are required.
Includes the previous average TIME (Scan) and current average TIME (Scan).
• CATEGORY (Precipitation): The precipitation category currently in effect.
CATEGORY
0
1
2

MEANING
No precipitation detected during the past hour
Significant precipitation detected during the past hour
Light precipitation detected during the past hour

• TIME (Stamp): The time at which the Precipitation Detection support function
was last executed. A precision of at least 1/1200 hour is required.
• PRECIPITATION STATUS MESSAGE: An alphanumeric message which
includes the radar.
• ID, TIME (Stamp), current radar status, current operational mode, current scan
strategy, TIME (Last Precipitation Detected), CATEGORY (Precipitation),
number of gages in data base, and time since last update to the gage data base.
• TIME (Last Precipitation Detected): The time at which the Precipitation
Detection Function last detected precipitation. A precision of at least 1/1200
hour is required.
• FLAG (Zero Scan-to-Scan): A set or cleared flag indicating, if set, that all
current ACCUMULATION SCAN (scan-to-Scan) values can be assumed to be
equal to ACCUMULATION (Zero Interpolated).
• FLAG (Zero Hourly Accumulation): A set or cleared flag indicating, if set, that
all current ACCUMULATION SCAN (Hourly) values can be assumed to be
zero.
• BOX (1/40th LFM Grid): Rectangular grid box centered on 1/40th LFM grid
points. At 60° N the mesh length is 4.7625 km (2.57 nm). Specifies the scan's
sample volumes whose centers fall within each grid box. If none, the sample
volume whose center is closest to the center of the grid box is specified. Grid
boxes whose centers are more than 230 km (124 nm) from the radar are not
assigned any sample volumes.
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• RATE (1/4th LFM Grid Box): Area-average rate (8 level coded value) in each
1/4 LFM grid square. A 13 by 13 grid of values for each RATE SCAN used in
constructing the hourly accumulations.
• FLAG (No Hourly Accumulation): A set or cleared flag indicating, if set, that
no hourly accumulations were computed for the hour ending at the current
ending TIME (Accumulation).
• SUPPLEMENTAL DATA: A set of varied data, determined during the
execution of the precipitation processing series algorithms, which will be
included as part of an alphanumeric, PUP-displayable product. Elements of the
data will also be included as annotations to the other precipitation products.
• IDENTIFIER INFORMATION: Consists of annotations such as the radar I.D.,
product name, time (beginning and ending), date, and missing period times.
The times must be in hours and minutes UTC.
• GAGE REPORTs (Accumulator): Reported values of accumulation in mm at
each gage and time of occurrence (to the nearest 1/60 hour).
• GAGE REPORTs (Incremental): Reported values of incremental accumulation
in mm, increment duration (hours to the nearest 1/60 hour) and time of
occurrence (to the nearest 1/60 hour).
• GAGE-RADAR SET: Set of associated pairs of hourly radar and hourly rain
gage accumulations.
3.3.5.2 Strengths/Applications.
• The PPS Algorithm creates hydrometeorological products from hourly and
scan-to-scan accumulations generated by the algorithm and adjusted by the
current BIAS. Digital, graphical, and alphanumeric products are generated.
• Significant quality controls are designed to produce better products by:
• Minimizing overestimation due to ground return caused by anomalous
propagation,
• Eliminating reflectivity outliers and spurious noise, and
• Reducing the effects of beam blockage.
3.3.5.3 Limitations. The PPS Algorithm does not provide sufficient information to
distill and integrate heavy precipitation information into a flash flood alert map.
•

Does not account for:
• Below beam effects (wind, evaporation, coalescence)
• Non-uniform Z-R relationships within the radar coverage area.

•

Does not always account for:
•
•
•
•

Bright band contamination
Hail contamination
Inaccuracies due to radar outages
Inaccuracies due to Z-R limitations.
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3.4 Storm Cell Identification and Tracking. The objective of the Storm Cell Identification and
Tracking (SCIT) Algorithm is to identify, track, and forecast the movement of storm cells. The
primary graphic product produced by this algorithm is Storm Track Information (STI). The STI
product can display up to 100 cells identified by the SCIT Algorithm on a single product. It is also
possible to display the actual past positions of the centroid on up to 13 (default 10) previous
volume scans. Data developed by this algorithm are used extensively as input to several other
products (i.e., HI, SS, SRM, SRR, M, TVS, RCM, CR Combined Attribute Table).
A storm cell is defined as a 3-dimensional region of significant reflectivity values above a specified
threshold. It is assumed to be made up of reflectivity radial runs called segments and in turn 2dimensional storm components composed of segment groups and occurring at different radar
elevation angles. These components with calculated mass weighted centroids are then vertically
correlated into a cell with an established centroid.
Therefore, the SCIT Algorithm consists of four sub-functions: Storm Cell Segments, Storm Cell
Centroids, Storm Cell Tracking, and Storm Position Forecast (Figure 3-4). The Storm Cell
Segments sub-function identifies the radial sequences of reflectivity (segments), and outputs
information on these segments to the Storm Cell Centroids sub-function. The Storm Cell Centroids
sub-function groups the segments into two-dimensional components, vertically correlates these
components into three-dimensional cells, and calculates these cells’ attributes. The cells and their
attributes are output to Storm Cell Tracking and Storm Position Forecast. Storm Cell Tracking
monitors the movement of the cells by matching cells found in the current volume scan to the cells
from the previous volume scan. Storm Position Forecast predicts future centroid locations based
on a history of the cell’s movement.
The algorithm proceeds stepwise:
1. Storm Cell Segments - Identify segments along a radial of continuous reflectivity above
the minimum reflectivity threshold and then identify reflectivity regions composed of
adjacent segments by correlating the segments azimuthally.
2. Storm Centroids - Classify and rank vertically correlated reflectivity regions as storms.
3. Storm Tracking - Correlate storms from scan-to-scan to establish tracks.
4. Storm Position Forecast - Project the track forward in time.
Below, each of the sub-algorithms are discussed in their order of processing.
3.4.1 Storm Cell Segments. This algorithm defines a radial processing technique which
identifies radial sequences of reflectivity, or segments, as part of the processing to identify storm
cells. These segments are runs of contiguous sample volumes with reflectivity values greater than
or equal to a specified threshold and have a combined length greater than a specified segment
length threshold. Also, a segment may contain a specified number of contiguous sample volumes
which are within a specified dropout reflectivity value below the reflectivity threshold.
The algorithm has multiple reflectivity thresholds (and a minimum segment length threshold for
each reflectivity threshold). For each elevation scan the algorithm searches for segments using
each of the reflectivity thresholds as a minimum value (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-4
Storm Cell Identification and Tracking Algorithm Overview
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Figure 3-5
Storm Cell Segments Algorithm
Reflectivity information is quantified. The basic measurements of reflectivity are made
in 1° x 0.54 nm (1 km) range bins. The function of this algorithm is to combine the
individual range bins into storm segments along the radial. Note the segments along
individual radials.
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For each segment, the following attributes are calculated and saved: maximum reflectivity (using a
three (adaptable) gate average), mass weighted length, and mass weighted length squared. In
addition to those calculated attributes, the following attributes are saved for each segment: azimuth,
reflectivity threshold, beginning range, and ending range. These attributes are used as inputs by the
STORM CELL CENTROIDS Algorithm where radially adjacent segments are combined into
storm components.
3.4.1.1 Operational Parameters.
• AZIMUTH: The azimuthal position of a radial or CELL SEGMENT, in
degrees. Dropout Number Threshold--1 to 4; default, 2: The maximum number
of sample volumes below the minimum reflectivity threshold and above the
dropout reflectivity threshold that may be included in a storm segment.
• ELEVATION: The angle of the elevation scan, in degrees.
• MASS MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR: multiplicative factor used in computing
the PRECIPITATION INTENSITY for the MASS calculation (486), in
(mm6/m3)(hr/mm).
• MASS WEIGHTED FACTOR: A factor used in computing the MASS of a
SAMPLE VOLUME (53 x 103), in (hr)(kg)/(km2m2).
• PRECIPITATION INTENSITY EXPONENT: The power to which the
PRECIPITATION INTENSITY is raised in calculating the effective
REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (1.37), in dBZe.
• RANGE (Slant) Slant range to the center of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km.
• REFLECTIVITY AVERAGING FACTOR: The number of SAMPLE
VOLUMES used for computing a segment’s maximum (average)
REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (3).
• REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (Sample Volume): The effective radar reflectivity
factor of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in dBZe.
• SAMPLE VOLUME: A data sample volume whose (half power) dimensions
are 1 km (0.54 nm) in range (or length) and approximately 1o in azimuth and
depth (perpendicular to the radar beam).
• THRESHOLD (Dropout Count): The maximum number of contiguous
SAMPLE VOLUMEs with a REFLECTIVITY FACTOR less than the
THRESHOLD (Reflectivity) by less than or equal to the THRESHOLD
(Dropout Reflectivity Difference) that may be included in a CELL SEGMENT
(2).
• THRESHOLD (Dropout Reflectivity Difference): The difference below
THRESHOLD (Reflectivity) in effective reflectivity that a SAMPLE
VOLUME may still be included in a CELL SEGMENT (5), in dBZe.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Reflectivity Mass): The maximum REFLECTIVITY
FACTOR used in the MASS WEIGHTED LENGTH and MASS WEIGHTED
LENGTH SQUARED calculations (80), in dBZe.
• THRESHOLDS (Reflectivity): a set of minimum effective reflectivities which
the REFLECTIVITY FACTOR of a SAMPLE VOLUME must meet or exceed
to be included in a CELL SEGMENT. The REFLECTIVITY FACTOR of the
SAMPLE VOLUMEs in a CELL SEGMENT of a THRESHOLD (Reflectivity)
must meet or exceed the same THRESHOLD (Reflectivity) (60, 55, 50, 45, 40,
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35, 30), in dBZe.
• THRESHOLDS (Segment Length): A set of minimum lengths of a CELL
SEGMENT for each reflectivity threshold (1.9), in km.
3.4.1.2 Strengths/Applications. See Section 3.4.5.
3.4.1.3 Limitations. See Section 3.4.6.
3.4.2 Storm Centroids. This algorithm identifies convective storm cells by grouping cell
segments into components; computing the components' attributes; vertically correlating the
components into cells; and computing the cells' attributes. A segment is a radial sequence of
significant reflectivities; component is a two dimensional area of significant reflectivity; and a
centroid is the mass weighted center of a three dimensional region of significant reflectivity. This
algorithm identifies the individual high reflectivity cores or cells within convective storms.
First, to identify cells, the algorithm combines radially overlapping and azimuthally adjacent radial
segments (from the STORM CELL SEGMENTS Algorithm) into two-dimensional potential
components. Since there are multiple reflectivity thresholds used to find segments, only segments
found on the same elevation scan with the same specified reflectivity threshold are combined. A
potential component which has at least a specified number of segments and aerial extent becomes a
component.
Next, a search is done for overlapping components of different reflectivity thresholds on the same
elevation scan. If the center of a component found with a higher reflectivity threshold falls within
the boundaries of another component, the component found with the higher reflectivity threshold is
saved, and the other is discarded. In addition, the components on each elevation scan are sorted by
decreasing mass (Figure 3-6).
Then the components are vertically correlated; when components are correlated, they are assigned
to the same cell. The centers of mass of the components at adjacent elevation scans (starting at the
lowest) are compared for proximity with respect to the x and y plane. For each component, the
distance from the center of every component in the next highest elevation scan is compared until a
component is found within a specified search radius. Since the components at each elevation scan
are sorted by decreasing mass, the components with the largest masses will be compared first. If
no match is found for a component, then the search radius is increased, and the comparison is done
again. The comparison may be done up to three times with increasing search radii. If at least two
components (on adjacent elevation scans) are vertically correlated, a cell is created and its centroid
and attributes are calculated (Figure 3-7).
If two cells' centroids are within spatial proximity, the cells are merged. To merge two cells, their
centroids must be within a specified horizontal distance, and their bases and tops must be within a
specified vertical and angular separation. When merging two cells, one cell's components are
added to the other cell, and a new centroid is calculated.
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Figure 3-6
Component Development within Storm Cell Centroids Processing
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Figure 3-7
Storm Cell Centroid Locations
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Figure 3-8
Cell-based vs. Grid-based VIL
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The components (which compose the cells) are saved along with the following attributes: the
elevation angle, mass weighted center (in Cartesian (x and y) and polar coordinates (azimuth and
range)), height (AGL), mass, maximum reflectivity, and reflectivity threshold. In addition, the
following cell attributes are calculated: centroid (in Cartesian (x and y) and polar coordinates
(azimuth and range)), height, maximum reflectivity, height of the maximum reflectivity, top, base,
Cell-based vertically integrated liquid (VIL), and number of components.
A calculation of VIL is made for each cell identified by Storm Cell Centroids by vertically
integrating maximum reflectivity values of a cell's correlated components. This is a different
calculation than the gridded VIL product (VIL). A fast-moving or highly tilted storm will usually
have a higher Cell-based VIL than Grid-based VIL (Figure 3-8).
Next, to reduce the crowding, cells which are still within spatial proximity are deleted. If two cells
are still within a specified horizontal distance and the difference in their cell depths is greater than a
specified threshold, then the cell with the lesser Cell-based VIL is deleted.
Finally, the remaining cells are sorted by Cell-based VIL and secondly maximum reflectivity. The
cells and components and their attributes are used as inputs to the HAIL CORE ALOFT, STORM
CELL TRACKING, and STORM POSITION FORECAST Algorithms.
3.4.2.1 Operational parameters.
• Average DELTA AZIMUTH (Elevation): The average angular width of the
radials in the ELEVATION scan, in degrees.
• AZIMUTH (Segment): The azimuthal position of a CELL SEGMENT, in
degrees.
• BEAM WIDTH: The angular distance between half-power points on either side
of the center of the radar beam, in degrees.
• Beginning RANGE (Segment): The slant range to the beginning (the front of
the first sample volume) of a CELL SEGMENT, in km.
• CELL SEGMENT: A contiguous run of SAMPLE VOLUMES along a radial
with reflectivity values above one of multiple reflectivity thresholds with the
following attributes: AZIMUTH, beginning RANGE, ELEVATION angle,
ending RANGE, MASS WEIGHTED LENGTH, MASS WEIGHTED
LENGTH SQUARED, maximum REFLECTIVITY FACTOR, and
THRESHOLD (Reflectivity).
• ELEVATION: Angle of the elevation scan, in degrees.
• Ending RANGE (Segment): The slant range to the end (the back of the last
sample volume) of a CELL SEGMENT, in km.
• MASS WEIGHTED LENGTH (Segment): The mass density weighted length of
a CELL SEGMENT, in kg/km.
• MASS WEIGHTED LENGTH SQUARED (Segment): The mass density
weighted length squared of a CELL SEGMENT, in kg/km.
• Maximum REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (Segment): The maximum (average)
reflectivity factor of a CELL SEGMENT, in dBZe.
• NUMBER OF SEGMENTS: The number of CELL SEGMENTS identified on
each ELEVATION and THRESHOLD (Reflectivity).
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• RANGE SAMPLE SPACING: The difference in slant range between two
adjacent SAMPLE VOLUMEs along a radial, i.e., the length of a SAMPLE
VOLUME (1), in km.
• THRESHOLD (Azimuthal Separation): The maximum azimuthal separation
required for assigning CELL SEGMENTS into the same COMPONENT (1.5),
in degrees.
• THRESHOLDS (Component Area): A set of required minimum areas for a
COMPONENT. There is an area threshold for each reflectivity threshold used
to find CELL SEGMENTs (10), in km2.
• THRESHOLD (Depth Delete): The maximum difference in the depths of two
STORM CELLs required to delete one of the STORM CELLs (4), in km.
• THRESHOLD (Elevation Merge): The maximum difference in the elevation
angles between the top of one STORM CELL and the bottom of another
STORM CELL required to merge the STORM CELLs (3.0), in degrees.
• THRESHOLD (Height Merge): The maximum difference in the height between
the top of one STORM CELL and the bottom of another STORM CELL
required to merge the STORM CELLs (4), in km.
• THRESHOLD (Horizontal Delete): The maximum horizontal distance between
two centroids required to delete one of the STORM CELLs (5), in km.
• THRESHOLD (Horizontal Merge): The maximum horizontal distance between
two centroids required to merge the STORM CELLs (10), in km.
• THRESHOLD (NUMBER OF SEGMENTS): The minimum number of CELL
SEGMENTs required in a COMPONENT (2).
• THRESHOLDS (Reflectivity): A set of minimum effective reflectivities used to
find CELL SEGMENTs and COMPONENTs and ordered from largest to
smallest (60, 55, 50, 45, 40, 35, 30), in dBZe. The reflectivity factors of the
sample volumes in a CELL SEGMENT must meet or exceed the same
THRESHOLD (Reflectivity). And only CELL SEGMENTs which have been
found using the same THRESHOLD (Reflectivity) can be assigned to the same
COMPONENT.
• THRESHOLDS (Search Radii): A set of distances away from a
COMPONENT's mass weighted center which a search is made for another
COMPONENT's mass weighted center on the next elevation scan with which to
correlate (5, 7.5, 10), in km.
• THRESHOLD (Segment Overlap): The minimum slant range overlap required
for assigning CELL SEGMENTs to the same component (1.95), in km.
3.4.2.2 Strengths/Applications. See Section 3.4.5.
3.4.2.3 Limitations. See Section 3.4.6.
3.4.3 Storm Cell Tracking. The STORM CELL TRACKING Algorithm monitors the
movement of storm cells by matching storms found in the current volume scan to the storm cells
from the previous volume scan in time and space, through the use of a correlation table. The storm
cells are matched as follows. Starting with the most intense cell (i.e., largest cell-based VIL value)
in the current volume scan, the centroid position is compared to the projected centroid positions of
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cells from the previous volume scan. A cell’s projected centroid position is its forecasted position
for the current volume scan. The cell from the previous volume scan which is correlated is the cell
with a projected centroid located within an adaptable range which is closest to the current cell.
When a cell is correlated, it is considered the same cell and assigned the same storm cell ID. Then
the next most intense cell in the current volume scan is compared to all uncorrelated cells in the
previous volume scan, and so on until all cells in the current volume scan are processed. Once a
cell from the previous volume scan is correlated, it is not compared to any more cells in the current
volume scan. If no projected centroid positions are within the adaptable range of a cell’s centroid
position, the cell remains uncorrelated and is assigned a new storm cell ID. If more than a
specified amount of time has passed between subsequent volume scans, then no matching is done,
and all storm cells in the current volume scan are considered new. The centroid positions used are
in a Cartesian coordinate system with the radar at the origin, and where the X-axis denotes eastwest directions and the Y-axis denotes north-south directions. To complete the prediction process,
the STORM POSITION FORECAST Algorithm must be used (Figure 3-9).
The ID assigned to a Cell consists of a letter-number combination (A0, B0, C0...Z0, A1, B1...Z1,
A2, B2...Z9). This adds some value to the ID, such that storms with long lifetimes can be easily
identified. The number has precedence over the letter in this scheme. The list of IDs will reset to
begin with A0 when the RPG is rebooted, or when a threshold time interval has lapsed without
cells.
The STI Attribute Table appears at the top of the STI product, and contains information on all
identified cells. An STI Alphanumeric Product is received and stored in a text file along with
every STI Graphic Product.
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Figure 3-9
Storm Cell Tracking Process
Centroid location is compared with forecast location of centroids from the previous
volume scan.
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3.4.3.1 Operational Parameters.
• CORRELATION (Speed): Speed used to compute the CORRELATION
(Distance), in km/hr.
• CORRELATION (Table): A data set used to keep track of the positions of
correlated STORM CELLS.
• DIRECTION (Storm Cell): The direction from which a STORM CELL is
moving, in degrees. Precise to 10-4 deg.
• ID: A unique label from a circular list assigned to a STORM CELL throughout
its existence.
• SPEED (Storm Cell): Speed of a STORM CELL, in km/hr. Precise to 10-4
km/hr.
• STORM CELL: A three-dimensional region composed of COMPONENTs
characterized by reflectivity values above a given threshold, ordered by cellbased VIL.
• TIME (Maximum): The maximum allowed TIME BETWEEN VOLUME scans
(20), in minutes. Storm Correlation between the current and previous volume
scans is not performed if the scan separation exceeds this value.
• TIME (Scan): The beginning time of a volume scan, in hours. Precise to 1/3600
hr.
• X-POSITION (Storm Cell): X-coordinate of the centroid (or center of mass
weighted volume) of a STORM CELL, in km. Precise to 10-4 km.
• Y-POSITION (Storm Cell): Y-coordinate of the centroid (or center of mass
weighted volume) of a STORM CELL, in km. Precise to 10-4 km.
3.4.3.2 Strengths/Application. See Section 3.4.5.
3.4.3.3 Limitations. See Section 3.4.6.
3.4.4 Storm Position Forecast. The purpose of the STORM POSITION FORECAST
Algorithm is to predict the future centroid locations of storms (or storm cells) based on a history of
their movement. The first volume scan a storm is detected, it is considered ‘new’, and the forecast
movement used by the algorithm for processing purposes is either: a) the average movement of all
identified cells, or b) if no other cells are identified, the default speed and direction as set at the
Master System Control Function (MSCF). After the first volume scan a storm is detected, it is
considered a ‘continuing storm’, and a forecast movement is computed based on a linear least
squares extrapolation of the storm's previous positions. The linear least squares fits are for both Xposition versus time and Y-position versus time. This process is continued for each consecutive
volume scan that a storm is tracked.
Forecast positions are computed in equal time steps (0, 15, 30, 45, or 60 minutes) for each
continuing storm. The number of forecast positions computed for a storm depends on the scaled
forecast error and a permissible error. The scaled forecast error is the accuracy of the forecast from
the previous volume scan for the storm, or forecast error, scaled by the ratio of a user specified
error interval over the time between volume scans. The permissible error is a user specified
allowable error scaled by the error interval over the length (in time) of the forecast. Basically, the
poorer a forecast was for a cell for the past volume scan, the fewer the number of forecast
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positions. Each volume scan a vector-average storm motion is computed from all the continuing
storms, and this average storm motion is assigned to any new storms.
The STORM POSITION FORECAST Algorithm is the final step in the storm identification and
movement prediction process. It utilizes information output by the STORM CELL TRACKING
and the STORM CELL CENTROIDS Algorithms. Therefore, it cannot be applied until the
completion of that analysis, which requires a complete volume scan of data. Resulting products are
then generated (Figures 3-10 and 3-11).
3.4.4.1 Operational Parameters.
• ALLOWABLE ERROR: The maximum acceptable error in the track of a
STORM CELL allowed for the minimum forecast interval, in km (20).
• CORRELATION (Table): A data set used to keep track of the positions of
correlated STORM CELLs.
• DEFAULT SPEED: A user-supplied speed at which storm cells are expected to
move, in km/hr.
• DEFAULT DIRECTION: A user-supplied direction from which storm cells are
expected to move, in degrees.
• ERROR INTERVAL: The amount of time upon which the ALLOWABLE
ERROR was based, in hours (0.25).
• FORECAST INTERVAL: A set of time intervals for which STORM CELL
positions may be projected into the future, in hours (0.25).
3.4.5 Strengths/Applications.
• The product works best with well-defined widely separated cells.
• A large number of past tracks, and/or four forecast positions signify a more reliable cell
movement. Uneven spacing between past tracks, fewer than four forecast positions,
and/or reidentification of cells indicate less reliable forecast positions.
• The STI product is useful as an overlay on volume products, but not limited to volume
products.
• Cell motion is used in Storm Relative Velocity products (SRM, SRR).
• Cell attributes are critical inputs to the Hail Index product.
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Figure 3-10
Storm Track Information Product Symbols
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Figure 3-11
Storm Track Information Product
This STI example from the Denver, CO (KFTG) WSR-88D (AWIPS display) includes past
positions of storms (yellow circles), 15-minute projected positions (yellow crosses), and the
Combined Attribute Table of storm information.
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3.4.6 Limitations.
• The algorithm does attempt to prevent non-meteorological targets (e.g., anomalous
propagation or clutter) in the reflectivity data from being considered segments. Clutter
filtering is being applied in the WSR-88D, but it is not always adequate or correctly
applied. When non-meteorological targets are identified as segments, this may lead to
falsely identified storm cells or parts of storm cells in the STORM CELL CENTROIDS
Algorithm.
• At long ranges, only the lowest elevation scans of a volume scan will contain
components. For example, at 120 nm, the bottom of radar beam at 0.5° is nearly 18 kft
ARL. Components must be found on at least two consecutive elevation scans to be
considered a storm cell. Storm cells at long ranges may not have enough vertical extent
to be detected at even two elevation scans, and, therefore, will not be identified.
• Rarely, problems may arise in the vertical correlation process which will lead to
improper identification of cells and/or computation of their attributes. When several
cells are clustered closely together, the algorithm may combine separate components on
an elevation scan into one component. Also, the algorithm may either falsely split a cell
into two or more cells or combine a group of cells into one cell.
• The cell merging and deletion processes attempts to decrease the cluttered nature of
cells. But deletion and merging of cells may decrease the performance of downstream
algorithms using cell and component data.
• Alternatively (as studied and developed by the NSSL), this algorithm uses the Severe
Hail Index (SHI) from the HAIL CORE ALOFT Algorithm (instead of Cell-based VIL)
to sort cells and in the cell deletion process (which reduces crowding).
• This algorithm averages actual changes in cell movement and erratic movement due to
centroid shifting which occurs in some storm cells.
• The forecast track is always a straight line.
• Because several volume scans are used for the forecast, a sudden shift in a centroid
location will be damped out until the new track becomes established.
• The accuracy of the forecasted movement provided by this algorithm is limited by the
accuracy of the tracking algorithm. For example, if the STORM CELL TRACKING
Algorithm inaccurately matches storm cells between volume scans, then the forecasted
movement of those cells will also be inaccurate.
• Errors may occur in the identification of cells and the calculation of cell attributes when
cells are in close proximity.
• Large errors may occur in the attributes of cells close to the RDA, especially in VCP 21.
• Unrepresentative movements are possible due to propagational effects. Due to
development or dissipation, the high reflectivity cores change location within an
identified cell from one volume scan to the next, resulting in false representation of the
movement of the cell.
3.5 Hail. The purpose of the Hail Core Aloft Algorithm (HDA) is to provide for each storm cell
the following three estimates:
• The Probability of Hail (POH) of any size,
• The Probability of Severe Hail (POSH) (or hail  ¾" in diameter), and
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• The Maximum Expected Hail Size (MEHS).
Based on drop-size/hailstone distribution and empirical studies, the algorithm assumes that large
reflectivity values observed aloft (above the freezing level (0°C)) are most likely hail in the midst
of large concentrations of supercooled liquid water.
This algorithm analyzes storm cell and environmental data available in a specific format. The
STORM CELL CENTROIDS Algorithm provides storm cell data as input to this algorithm. The
SCIT Algorithm identifies individual cells within a convective storm instead of the entire storm. A
storm cell is defined as a core of a three dimensional region of significant reflectivity values. Each
storm cell is made up of two-dimensional components in horizontal proximity at adjacent elevation
angles of radar observation. A component is a minimum aerial extent of reflectivity values greater
than or equal to a specific reflectivity threshold at one elevation. The algorithm’s inputs are
environmental data and storm cell components’ maximum reflectivity and height ARL (of the mass
weighted center (or centroid)). The environmental data is the height above mean sea level (MSL)
of the 0°C and -20°C environmental temperatures (which is usually derived from a nearby
sounding).
To determine the POH of any size for each storm cell, the height of the highest component with a
large maximum reflectivity value (of at least a threshold value) which is above the freezing level is
used in an empirical relationship. The higher the component is above the freezing level, the greater
the POH.
To determine the POSH and MEHS for each storm cell, the algorithm uses a relationship between
reflectivity and the Hailfall Kinetic Energy (E). E is the flux of kinetic energy of hailstones. E is
calculated from components with large maximum reflectivity values (of at least a threshold value)
above the freezing level. The larger the components' maximum reflectivity values, the larger their
E. A height and reflectivity weighted vertical integration of the E is done for all components
within a storm cell (which meet the relative height and reflectivity criteria). The vertical
integration of E is weighted toward components with very large (of at least a threshold value)
maximum reflectivity values above the height of the -20°C environmental temperature (Figure 312). The vertical integration results in a parameter called the Severe Hail Index (SHI). The greater
the collective depth of components in a storm cell with large E values and the higher those
components are (above the freezing level), the larger a storm cell's SHI value. The POSH is
calculated from SHI and a threshold which is a function of the height of the freezing level. The
MEHS for each storm cell is computed using SHI in an empirical formula. The algorithm is
designed to work independent of cell type, tilt, and overhang. The primary product produced by the
algorithm is Hail Index (HI) which can be useful in identifying cells that have the potential to
produce hail. The Hail Index Attribute Table will be available at the top of the product which lists
the Cell ID, Azimuth and Range, POSH or POH, the MEHS, and the last line in the table identifies
the altitudes of the temperatures and the date/time at which the information was last updated (See
Figure 3-13). If the cell is beyond the hail processing range of 230 km (124 nm), then the hail
estimates are labeled as UNKNOWN in the Attribute Table.
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Figure 3-12
Hail Detection Algorithm Process
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Figure 3-13
Hail Index Product
This HI example from the Denver, CO (KFTG) WSR-88D (AWIPS display) includes
identification numbers for identified storms. The hail symbol is a green isosceles triangle,
filled or unfilled depending on adaptable probabilities of severe hail and probabilities of
hail. In addition, the maximum expected hail size rounded to the nearest inch is displayed
in the middle of the triangle. The Combined Attribute Table provides alphanumeric storm
information.
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3.5.1 Operational Parameters.
• HEIGHT (0o C): The height of the 0o C environmental temperature (or freezing level),
in km AGL.
• HEIGHT (-20o C): The height of the -20o C environmental temperature, in km AGL.
• HEIGHT (Component): The height of the center of mass of a component, in km AGL.
• HKE COEFFICIENT #1: A multiplicative factor used in computing the Hailfall Kinetic
Energy (5x10-4).
• HKE COEFFICIENT #2: A multiplicative exponential factor used in computing the
Hailfall Kinetic Energy (8.4x10-2).
• HKE COEFFICIENT #3: An operand factor used in computing the Hailfall Kinetic
Energy (10).
• Maximum REFLECTIVITY (Component): Maximum (averaged) reflectivity value
detected in an individual COMPONENT, in dBZe.
• POSH COEFFICIENT: A multiplicative factor used in computing the POSH from the
SHI (29).
• POSH OFFSET: An offset used in computing the POSH from the SHI (50), in percent.
• SHI HAIL SIZE COEFFICIENT: A multiplicative factor used in calculating the MEHS
from the SHI (0.1).
• SHI HAIL SIZE EXPONENT: The power to which the SHI is raised in calculating the
Maximum Expected Hail Size from the SHI (0.5).
• STORM CELL: A STORM CELL is a three dimensional region composed of
COMPONENTs characterized by reflectivity values above a given threshold.
• COMPONENT (Storm Cell): A COMPONENT is a two dimensional region of a
STORM CELL which meets reflectivity and area thresholds, ordered from lowest to
highest for each STORM CELL.
• THRESHOLD (HKE Reflectivity Weighting Lower Limit): The lower limit of
reflectivity values used in the reflectivity weighting function for the POSH calculation
(40), in dBZe.
• THRESHOLD (HKE Reflectivity Weighting Upper Limit): The upper limit of
reflectivity values used in the reflectivity weighting function for the POSH calculation
(50), in dBZe.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Reflectivity POH): Minimum maximum REFLECTIVITY
(Component) used in the calculation of the POH (45), in dBZe.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #1): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 0% POH (1.625), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #2): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 10% POH (1.875), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #3): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 20% POH (2.125), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #4): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 30% POH (2.375), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #5): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 40% POH (2.625), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #6): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 50% POH (2.925), in km.
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• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #7): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 60% POH (3.3), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #8): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 70% POH (3.75), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #9): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 80% POH (4.5), in km.
• THRESHOLD (POH Height Difference #10): Maximum height difference which
correlates to 90% POH (5.5), in km.
• WARNING THRESHOLD SELECTION MODEL COEFFICIENT: A factor multiplied
by the HEIGHT (0oC) in the Warning Threshold Selection Model (57.5x102), in J m-2s-1.
• WARNING THRESHOLD SELECTION MODEL OFFSET: An offset used in the
Warning Threshold Selection Model (-121x105), in J m-1s-1.
3.5.2 Strengths/Applications.
• In operational use, the MEHS parameter has provided a useful rough estimate of the
maximum hail size.
• The HDA has shown a very high probability of detection in cells that contain severe
hail, especially greater than one-inch diameter hail. A POSH of 50% or greater has
shown skill as a warning threshold.
3.5.3 Limitations.
• The HDA needs as input, accurate and timely measurements of the MSL altitudes for
the 0°C and -20°C levels. Failure to update this information will degrade the
algorithm’s performance.
• Values of POH, POSH, and MEHS will fluctuate at close ranges, especially in VCP 21,
due to gaps in coverage at higher elevation slices.
• The values for POH, POSH, and MEHS may fluctuate at longer ranges from the radar
due to the limited number of slices through the cell.
• The maximum hail processing range is 230 km (124 nm). For cells beyond 230 km (124
nm), hail will be identified as UNKNOWN.
• POSH and MEHS tend to overestimate the chances and size of hail in weak wind and
tropical environments where freezing levels are higher and more melting during descent
occurs. The accuracy of the hail estimates partially depends upon the accuracy of cell
(component) information. MEHS is an estimation of the largest hail in the cell, and
often times, most of the hail from a cell is smaller.
3.6 Legacy Mesocyclone Detection. The legacy Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm (M) uses a
pattern recognition technique to detect mesocyclones. This technique defines a process used for
searching through Doppler velocity data for symmetric regions of large azimuthal shear. The
Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm is based on the extraction of significant attributes that
characterize mesocyclones. The first step is to search for a consistent increase of Doppler velocity
in the azimuthal direction at a constant range with clockwise antenna rotation. (A consistent
decrease of Doppler velocity is required for counterclockwise antenna rotation.) A "pattern vector"
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is formed when a series of azimuthally adjacent sample volumes of increasing or decreasing
Doppler velocity ends. A pattern vector contains seven components: the slant range, the azimuth
angles at both ends of the series, the Doppler velocities that correspond to those azimuth angles at
the slant range, and the tangential shear and angular momentum. A pattern vector that does not
have the magnitudes of angular momentum and azimuthal shear typical of mesocyclones is
discarded. The remaining pattern vectors are consolidated to form "features." A "feature" is a set of
pattern vectors in close proximity. If a feature is too small it is discarded. If a feature is sufficiently
large, but not symmetrical, it is classified as a shear region. Sufficiently large, symmetrical shear
regions are characteristic of mesocyclones. If these regions are in close vertical proximity, a
mesocyclone is identified. Lesser shear regions in close vertical proximity identify 3-dimensional
shear regions. The remaining features characterize uncorrelated shear.
3.6.1 Operational Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AZIMUTH: Azimuthal position, in radians.
ELEVATION: Elevation angle, in radians.
RADIUS (Earth): The radius of the Earth (6371), in km.
RANGE (Slant): The slant range to the center of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km.
SAMPLE VOLUME: A data sample volume whose dimensions are 1 degree in
azimuth, 0.25 km in range, and 1 degree in depth (perpendicular to the radar beam).
THRESHOLD (Feature Height): A value that represents the maximum height of
possible mesocyclone FEATUREs (8), in km.
THRESHOLD (High Momentum): A value which represents the minimum magnitude
of angular momentum expected in a mesocyclone in the presence of low shear (540.0),
in km2/hr.
THRESHOLD (Radial Distance): A value which represents the maximum distance in
the radial direction between PATTERN VECTORs within the same FEATURE (0.75),
in km.
THRESHOLD (Meso cyclone-High Shear): A value which represents the minimum
magnitude of shear expected in a mesocyclone in the presence of low angular
momentum (14.4), in 1/hr.
THRESHOLD (Low Momentum): A value which represents the minimum magnitude
of angular momentum in a mesocyclone (180.0), in km2/hr.
THRESHOLD (Meso Shear): A value which represents the minimum cyclone Low
magnitude of shear expected in a mesocyclone (7.2), in 1/hr.
THRESHOLD (Meso Azimuth): A value that represents the maximum cyclone
tangential separation of PATTERN VECTORs to be considered part of the same
FEATURE (0.034), in radians.
THRESHOLD (Pattern Vector): A value which represents the minimum number of
PATTERN VECTORs required to build a FEATURE (10.0).
THRESHOLD (Far Ratio): A maximum value which represents the Maximum upper
bound of a range of values related to the ratio of radial and azimuthal diameters of a
FEATURE at ranges further than THRESHOLD (Range) (4.0).
THRESHOLD (Far Minimum Ratio): A minimum value which represents the lower
bound of a range of values related to the ratio of radial and azimuthal diameters of a
FEATURE at ranges further than THRESHOLD (Range) (1.6).
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• THRESHOLD (Maximum Ratio): A maximum value which represents the upper bound
of a range of values related to the ratio of radial and azimuthal diameters of a
FEATURE at ranges closer than THRESHOLD (Range) (2.0).
• THRESHOLD (Minimum Ratio): A minimum value which represents the lower bound
of a range of values related to the ratio of radial and azimuthal diameters of a
FEATURE at ranges closer than THRESHOLD (Range) (0.5).
• THRESHOLD (Range): A variable that represents the range at which long-range
symmetry criteria take effect, in km (140.0 km).
• VELOCITY (Doppler): Doppler velocities in a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km/hr.
3.6.2 Strengths/Applications.
• The algorithm automatically processes 3-dimensional velocity data to identify regions
that may contain operationally significant mesocyclones.
• A mid-level mesocyclone that lowers toward the surface may indicate a tornado is
developing.
3.6.3 Limitations.
• The operator should use the algorithm as a safety net and manually examine reflectivity,
velocity/SRM to verify the existence of operationally significant mesocyclones.
• Algorithm does not consider time continuity; consequently, transient, operationally
insignificant circulations are identified.
• The radar horizon and cone-of-silence can prevent the radar from detecting circulations
at times.
• Velocity signatures may be obscured or degraded where there are improperly dealiased
velocity data or where data are obscured by range-folded echoes.
• The algorithm only requires two vertically linked elevation angles. No storm depth
criteria are applied. Operationally insignificant circulations are identified.
• The algorithm only detects cyclonic rotations, not anticyclonic rotations.
• Identification is influenced by aspect ratio.
• Don't know which elevation angle to examine shear. - Attribute Table and mesocyclone
Alphanumeric Product only give height.
• Range thresholds may discard or improperly classify mesocyclones. No data within 10
km (5.4 nm) is processed by the Mesocyclone Algorithm.
• The Mesocyclone Algorithm uses no reflectivity structures (BWER, Hook Echo, etc.) to
identify tornadic circulations.
• Shear thresholds are not continuously variable with range, rather they are step-wise
which introduces a nonrealistic effect. Because of averaging across the beam that
spreads with increasing range, real shears between inbound and outbound velocity
maxima do continuously decrease with range. More elaborate shear thresholds would
perform better. However, there is an inherent distance limitation for signature
recognition, due to spreading of the beam versus signature size.
• Algorithm default values adapted for classic supercells.
• Various operational parameters need to be optimized for best performance.
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3.7 Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm. This section describes the primary modules 1D, 2D, and
3D processing steps of the MDA. For completeness, this section also includes a brief overview of
other MDA modules; tracking, and trending. The major steps in MDA are as follows: 1) threshold
velocity data by reflectivity value; 2) identify MDA 1D Features; 3) identify MDA 2D Features; 4)
identify MDA 3D Features; 5) classify MDA 3D Features; 6) track MDA 3D Features; 7) trend
MDA 3D Features.
3.7.1 MDA Overview. The MDA uses pattern recognition techniques to detect
mesocyclones. These techniques define a process used for searching through Doppler velocity data
for symmetric regions of large azimuthal shear. The MDA is based on the extraction of significant
attributes which characterize mesocyclones.
The MDA locates mesocyclones where a mesocyclone is defined as a three-dimensional region in a
storm which rotates (usually cyclonically), and is closely correlated with severe weather. The
MDA uses the systematic procedure described below.
The MDA uses radial velocity and reflectivity data to detect storm-scale (1 - 10 km (0.54 – 5.4
nm)) cyclonic vortex signatures and diagnose the attributes of the detected signatures to determine
if they are associated with tornadoes and/or damaging wind. The algorithm starts by identifying
one-dimensional (1D) shear segments (pattern vectors) from mean radial velocity data. To help
limit the search for circulations to those associated with storm cells, the algorithm only searches
velocity data from sample volumes that have reflectivities above THRESHOLD (minimum
Reflectivity) and are below THRESHOLD (maximum Shear Segment Height). Shear segments
(pattern vectors) are an azimuthal run of velocities whose gate-to-gate shear is continuously
cyclonic. Gate-to-gate means the sample volumes are from adjacent radials and at the same range.
A look-ahead function, that is range dependent, mitigates problems with small perturbations in
shear during shear segment construction. All shear segments must also pass strength and length
criteria.
Shear segments on each elevation scan in azimuthal and radial proximity are combined into
potential two-dimensional (2D) features. Using multiple strength rank thresholds, 2D vortex cores
of different strength rank are isolated from broader regions of 2D azimuthal shear. Strength rank is
a function of rotational velocity, shear, and range. If a potential 2D feature still has enough shear
segments and meets an aspect ratio criteria, it is checked for overlap with all previously saved 2D
features on the elevation scan. If weaker features overlap stronger features, the weaker features are
discarded.
2D features from adjacent elevation scans are vertically correlated into potential three-dimensional
(3D) features. The mesocyclone 3D features are associated with storm cells and their attributes are
computed and saved.
After all 3D mesocyclone features have been identified, features are time associated. A first guess
location is made, using a motion vector from the previous volume scan. 3D features within a
certain radius of the first guess point become association candidates. Additional 3D features are
also added as potential candidates for association as radii are increased around the first guess point.
The best candidate for time association is found by sorting the candidates within each distance
threshold first by strength rank and then by circulation type. The 4D detections are classified by
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vortex type (e.g., Mesocyclones, Low-core mesocyclones) and the classifications are saved for
display purposes. Attributes of 4D detections are used to calculate time trends. Trend and timeheight information of tracked 4D detection attributes are saved for display purposes.
At the display device, 4D detection attributes, their classifications, and characteristics are presented
in an attribute table. Graphical overlays communicate vortex type (e.g., Mesocyclones, Low-core
mesocyclones), location, and strength to forecasters. Feature strength can be used by forecasters to
remove weaker detections from overlay displays that become too cluttered.
3.7.2 One-Dimensional (1D) Features. Shear segments, 1D features, are identified on
each elevation scan from velocity data in azimuthally adjacent radials. It is assumed the radar
rotates clockwise, and the radials are approximately 1 degree in azimuthal width with no gaps
between radials. The counter-clockwise velocity difference is computed for each pair of sample
volumes (from adjacent radials) that are constant in range, closer than THRESHOLD (maximum
Shear Segment Distance), below THRESHOLD (maximum Shear Segment Height) ARL, and
coincide with reflectivity values above THRESHOLD (minimum Reflectivity). If a pair of sample
volumes has a positive velocity difference (cyclonic shear) or the first (most counter clockwise)
velocity value is valid and the second is missing, then a shear segment is started. If the first or both
velocity values are range folded or missing, a shear segment is not started. If subsequent velocity
data at the same range exhibits anticyclonic shear with respect to the first velocity value in the
shear segment, the shear segment is ended at the last velocity value exhibiting cyclonic shear,
including look-ahead radials. When subsequent negative or neutral azimuthal shear is computed or
missing or range folded data is found, the algorithm looks ahead a number of radials which varies
with range. If the next non-missing, non-range folded velocity value exhibits cyclonic shear with
respect to the last non-missing, non-range folded velocity value, look-ahead mode is canceled and
cyclonic shear is again searched for and the shear vector becomes larger. If the number of lookahead radials is exceeded, the vector is ended with the last velocity value exhibiting cyclonic shear.
All 360 radials in a sweep are processed as shear vectors are identified. At the end of the 360degree sweep, processing continues until all 1D features that are open are closed. This overlap
processing allows 1D features to overlap the beginning / ending radial so that all shear regions
around the beginning radial can be identified. If the number of 1D features in the volume scan
meets or exceeds THRESHOLD (maximum # 1D Features), then processing immediately skips
over the remainder of the 1D identification step and proceeds to the 1D attribute identification.
For each shear segment the following information is computed: beginning Az (azimuth), ending
Az, beginning velocity, ending velocity, shear segment delta V (Ending velocity - beginning
velocity), length of the shear segment (distance between beg Az and end Az), shear (delta V /
length of the shear segment), max gate-to-gate delta V of any two adjacent radials, azimuth of the
max gate-to-gate delta V, range, and strength rank.
One-Dimension feature strength ranks are selected from a look-up table of range dependent values
of velocity difference and shear. Each entry is scanned from lowest to highest strength rank. The
shear segment strength rank is the largest rank in which 1) the shear segment Gate-to-Gate delta
velocity is above THRESHOLD (minimum Velocity Difference), a range dependent threshold or 2)
the shear segment velocity difference is greater than THRESHOLD (minimum Velocity
Difference) and shear segment shear is greater than THRESHOLD (minimum Shear), a rangedependent threshold. If the computed strength rank is less than 1, then the shear segment is
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discarded.
If the length of a shear segment exceeds THRESHOLD (maximum Shear Segment Length), then
the shear segment is considered to be too long. The algorithm searches within the shear segment,
beginning with the first velocity, to see if an embedded vector is present that passes the strength
thresholds for the next larger strength rank than the original “long” shear segment. If a next larger
strength rank vector is found, the Cartesian length of the core shear segment that was found is
computed. If the length of the core shear segment is more than THRESHOLD (maximum Core
Shear Segment Length) then the strength rank is increased by one and a new core shear segment is
sought. This process is repeated until the Cartesian length of the core shear segment is less than or
equal to THRESHOLD (maximum Core Shear Segment Length). At this point the shear-segment
attributes of the core shear segment are re-computed, and the shear segment is saved. If a core
shear segment cannot be found whose length is less than or equal to THRESHOLD (maximum
Core Shear Segment Length), the entire original “long” shear segment is discarded.
The final output of the 1D analysis is a list of shear segments and 11 of their attributes.
3.7.3 Two-Dimensional (2D) Features. Once all shear segments have been identified on
an elevation scan, they are combined into potential two-dimensional (2D) features. Processing
begins with the first available shear segment that has a maximum strength rank. If any other shear
segment with the same strength rank as the first segment overlaps in azimuth and is separated in
range by no more than THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Construction Radial Distance) from the
original segment, then the shear segment is added to the 2D feature. Once all shear segments that
have maximum strength rank are checked for proximity, another 2D feature is started by selecting
an unused shear segment that has the maximum strength rank. A search is conducted for other
shear segments that meet azimuth and distance criteria. This process continues until all possible
2D features of maximum strength rank are found. If the total number of shear segments in a 2D
feature is less than THRESHOLD (minimum # Shear Segments) or if any feature extends less than
THRESHOLD (minimum 2D Radial Diameter) in the radial direction, the 2D feature is discarded.
Each potential 2D feature at the initial, maximum, strength rank is examined for overlapping shear
segments. If any shear segments within a feature have the same range, then their combined length
is calculated. If the combined shear segment has a length greater than THRESHOLD (maximum
Shear Segment Length), then the weaker (based on the shear-segment rotational velocity) is
discarded. If both shear segments used to produce the combined shear segment are the same
strength and the maximum shear-segment length has been exceeded, then the entire shear segment
is discarded. Otherwise, the two shear segments are combined into one and the shear-segment
attributes are re-computed.
The algorithm then computes the potential 2D feature aspect ratio. If the 2D feature aspect ratio
(radial distance / azimuthal distance) is greater than or equal to THRESHOLD (maximum Aspect
Ratio) or less than or equal to THRESHOLD (minimum Aspect Ratio), the 2D feature is discarded.
2D features having a total number of segments less THRESHOLD (minimum # Shear Segments)
or a diameter greater than or equal to THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Diameter) are discarded. Twodimensional features that have an azimuth of the maximum inbound velocity which is greater than
the azimuth of the maximum outbound velocity are also discarded.
The next step is to build a list of potential 2D features by grouping shear segments that have the
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next smaller rank with those that have the maximum strength rank. Processing is the same, as
described above. All 2D features are checked for overlapping shear segments, appropriate aspect
ratios, total number of shear segments, threshold radius, and azimuth of maximum inbound and
outbound velocities. Two-dimensional features are built for each of the strength rank categories
from maximum to minimum rank. Each iteration includes shear segments from the current and all
higher ranks. Shear segments are reused in different features. All unused shear segments are
discarded.
If and when the number of 2D features in the volume scan meets or exceeds THRESHOLD
(maximum # 2D Features), then processing immediately skips over the remainder of the 2D
identification step and proceeds to the 2D classification step.
Attributes for each potential 2D feature are computed, including 2D feature strength rank. If
certain thresholds and criteria are not met, the potential 2D feature is discarded.
The Az/Ran of max v and Az/Ran of min v for each 2D feature are computed. A running average
of max v and min v across 3 shear segments within each 2D feature are also computed. The result
is a smooth max v and smooth min v for the 2D feature. The following attributes are computed for
all 2D features: rotational velocity = abs (smooth max v - smooth min v)/ 2, shear = rotational
velocity divided by the distance between max v and min v, centroid location = Az/Ran of the
midpoint of the line between max v and min v, centroid height, diameter = the distance between
max v and min v, maximum GTGDV for all shear segments in the 2D feature, max and min
azimuth and range bounded by the max v and min v points, and elevation angle. The 2D feature
attributes and strength rank are saved.
The next step is to extract azimuthal shear cores on an elevation slice. This analysis begins by
comparing locations of 2D features of highest strength rank with those having the next lower
strength rank. If a feature with lower rank does not contain, within its azimuth and range
boundaries, a 2D feature of next higher rank, then the 2D feature and its attributes including its
strength rank is retained. If any shear segments are shared between a 2D feature of smaller strength
rank and a feature of higher strength rank or if a centroid of a feature of larger strength rank is
within the maximum range and azimuthal extent of another feature of lesser strength rank, then the
lower strength rank feature is retained. If a lower strength rank feature overlaps more than one
feature of higher strength rank, then the lower strength rank feature is discarded and the higher
strength rank features are retained as individual 2D features. Feature core extraction is repeated
comparing features with highest strength rank values with features of all smaller strength rank
values. Comparisons continue in a double loop structure where all features of higher strength rank
value are compared to all features with smaller strength rank values. The last iteration compares all
rank 2 features with all rank 1 features.
By extracting the feature cores and reconstructing 2D features from features of different strength
rank, as described above, some 2D features may contain new values for max v, min v, max
GTGDV, and shear. This processing leads to a change in the 2D feature strength rank; therefore,
strength rank needs to be re-computed for each 2D feature.
At the end of 2D processing, 23 attributes are saved for each 2D feature.
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3.7.4 Vertically-Associated 3-Dimensional (3D) Features. Once all of the 2D features
have been constructed and saved for the second two tilts, the algorithm vertically correlates the 2D
features from different elevation scans into vertically-associated 3D features. Processing begins
with any 2D feature on the first tilt. A list is assembled of all 2D features on the second tilt whose
center is within THRESHOLD (minimum 2D Association Distance) of the 2D feature on the first
tilt. If there are more than one, the list of second tilt candidates is sorted first by strength rank and
then by distance. Next, all of the 2D features on the second tilt are found that are within a specified
annulus size of the center of the 2D feature on the first tilt. If more than one candidate exists,
second tilt candidates are sorted first by strength rank and then by distance. Then, the second tilt
candidates from the specified annulus are added to the bottom of the list of candidate that were in
the second search area. The algorithm repeats this process until the search radius annulus equals
THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Association Distance). All the previous 3D processing steps are
repeated for all 2D features on the first tilt. In the end, each 2D feature on the first tilt has a list of
sorted candidates associated with it.
Next, the algorithm guarantees that each 2D feature on the higher elevation is used only once or not
at all. A check is made to see if any 2D features on the higher elevation appear first in the
candidate list of more than one lower elevation 2D feature. If so, the first higher elevation 2D
feature on the list of a lower elevation 2D feature whose center is closer is retained as the first
element in its list. The higher elevation 2D feature at the top of the list of the lower elevation 2D
feature whose center is farther away is removed from the candidate list and the second candidate
2D feature is promoted to the top in the list. This process continues until each 2D feature on the
higher elevation is uniquely associated (first on the list of candidates) with one 2D feature on the
lower elevation. If any feature from the higher elevation scan cannot be vertically associated with
another lower elevation 2D feature because it is first on the candidate list, or if the higher elevation
feature becomes unassociated from all lower 2D features, the higher elevation 2D feature remains
un-associated, possibly becoming a candidate for association with a 2D feature on the next higher
elevation. In the end, each 2D feature on the lower elevation is associated with the first candidate
from the list of 2D features on the higher elevation. These associations result in 3D features. Each
2D feature on the first tilt is used only once or not at all.
The algorithm then creates candidate lists for all the 2D features on the third tilt from those on the
second tilt and makes sure that 2D features on the second tilt are used only once or not at all. This
process progresses up through the volume scan stopping when the top elevation scan is reached and
all 3D features have been identified.
If and when the number of 3D features in the volume scan meets or exceeds THRESHOLD
(maximum # 3D Features), then processing immediately skips over the remainder of the 3D
identification process and proceeds with the 3D classification process.
All unused 2D features are discarded. Several calculated attributes are now described.
A mesocyclone strength index (MSI) is calculated for each 3D feature. Strength ranks of all 2D
feature components are multiplied by 1000, weighted by the average air density in a standard
atmosphere, and integrated vertically across the half-power beam width depth at the height of the
2D feature. Integration is done from the feature’s base (plus the half-beam width depth) to its top
(plus half-beam width depth) or THRESHOLD (maximum 3D Couplet Core Top), whichever is
lower in altitude. The integrated value is divided by the total depth (with half-power beam width
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added).
An MSI rank is calculated for each 3D feature. The algorithm vertically integrates rotational
velocity, shear, and gate-to-gate delta V in the same manner as strength ranks were integrated in
the calculation of MSI. An MSI rank is assigned to each 3D feature by looking up rank values
associated with integrated values of rotational velocity, shear, and gate-to-gate delta V in a table.
A 3D strength rank, core base, core top, and core depth are calculated for all 3D features. The 3D
strength rank is defined as the strongest continuous core of 2D features of a given strength rank that
is at least 3 km (1.6 nm) of half-beam width in depth. The base of the core must be below 5 km
and the top of the core must be at or below 8 km (4.3 nm). The 3D strength rank, core base, core
top, and core depth are associated with each 3D feature.
Fifty-seven attributes, some derived from 3D features themselves and some calculated, are saved
for later use. Ten attributes and their height values from 2D features that are components of 3D
features are saved for time-height cross-sections.
3.7.5 Rapid Update. Rapid update allows MDA to output 3D feature information at the
end of every tilt, beginning with the first tilt, rather than at the end of the volume scan. As 3D
features are built, 3D feature information is updated so that forecasters can see if 3D features are
increasing in intensity. Rapid update increases algorithm output lead-time, allowing forecasters
more time to view algorithm output and issue severe weather warnings.
After 2D features have been identified on the first tilt of a new volume scan, their locations are
compared to forecast locations of 3D features from the previous volume scan. This comparison is
described in the time association step of the MDA tracking module. The time association
information defines 3D feature tracks. After time association, before MDA processes data from the
second tilt, the direction and speed of each detection is computed and the position of severe weather
feature icons and table attribute information on the display are updated for the current volume scan.
Low-level attributes of the 2D feature on the current volume scan; low-level diameter, low-level
rotational velocity, low-level shear, and low-level gate-to-gate velocity difference; are assigned and
the rest of the attributes (e.g., circulation type, mesocyclone strength index, maximum rotational
velocity, maximum shear) are inherited from time associated 3D features detected on the previous
volume scan.
The 3D features that are not time associated with 2D features found on the new volume scan are
identified as “extrapolated” features. If 3D features from the previous volume scan are associated
with features on the current volume scan, their classification is changed from extrapolated to
matched. Extrapolated features that are not matched by the time the radar beam reaches three km
over the previously detected feature base height are removed from the product.
When the RDA provides radar data from higher tilts, 1D and 2D features are identified by MDA.
New 2D features are vertically associated with adjacent-tilt 2D features, 3D features, or retained as
potential bases of new 3D features. Feature attributes are updated when: 1) a new 3D feature is
identified during the current volume scan; 2) feature attributes indicate a mesocyclone is increasing
in severity; or 3) all information has been obtained for a mesocyclone (i.e., the feature is topped).
At the end of the volume scan MDA computes an average motion and speed of all 3D features and
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computes forecast positions for all 3D features and the resulting product is generated (Figures 3-14
and 3-15).
3.7.6 External Interfaces. MDA interfaces with the SCIT [Centroids] Algorithm to obtain
an average storm depth of the 10 strongest storm cells. Storm cell strength is based on SHI and
maximum reflectivity. The average storm depth is used to determine if a 3D velocity feature meets
criteria to classify the MDA detection as a low-core circulation.
MDA also uses SCIT information to associate each 3D velocity feature with a storm cell. This
association information can be used in the storm attribute table to let the user know that a storm
cell has a mesocyclone associated with it.
3.7.7 Adaptable Parameters. The MDA has many adaptable parameters to allow
maximum flexibility in fine-tuning algorithm performance. The vast majority of the parameters are
intended for ROC use only, not for users to change during operations.
Users are allowed to activate or deactivate a display filter and to specify a minimum strength rank
value, below which 3D features are marked for non-display. Users are also allowed to activate or
deactivate a switch that allows forecasters to define their own mesocyclone criteria. By default,
MDA requires mesocyclones to have predefined values for minimum strength rank, maximum base
height, and minimum depth.
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Figure 3-14
Mesocyclone Product Comparison
Legacy Mesocyclone (M) (upper left) versus MD (lower right) product difference in
circulation depiction. MD detections with spikes indicate that the circulation was detected
on the lowest radar elevation tilt. The MD detections without spikes, regular circles,
indicate that the circulation was detected aloft.
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Figure 3-15
Mesocyclone Detection Product Overlaid on a Reflectivity Product
This MDA example (AWIPS display) includes identification numbers for identified storms.
The yellow symbols are related to the circulation strength rank for the cell (less than 5 is a
thin, yellow, open circle; greater than or equal to 5 is a thick open circle), the diameter of
the circle is based on the diameter of the circulation. Past position symbols are indicated
by solid diamonds. Forecast position symbols are indicated by Xs. The Combined
Attribute Table provides alphanumeric storm information.
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3.7.8 Operational Parameters.
• AZIMUTH: Azimuthal position, in radians.
• ELEVATION: Elevation angle, in radians.
• RADAR (Beam Width): Width of the radar beam. Values may range from 0.0 to 10.0
degrees and the precision is at least 0.1 degree.
• RADAR (Height): Height of the RDA in km.
• RADIAL: The set of sample volumes, only one at each RANGE (Slant), along a
constant AZIMUTH and ELEVATION.
• RADIUS (Earth): The radius of the Earth (6371), in km.
• RANGE (Slant): The slant range to the center of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km.
• REFLECTIVITY FACTOR: The effective radar reflectivity factor (SAMPLE
VOLUME) assigned to a (velocity) SAMPLE VOLUME, in dBZe.
• SAMPLE VOLUME: A data sample volume along a radial whose (half power)
dimensions are described by the azimuthal and vertical beam widths and the RANGE
(Slant) sampling interval. These dimensions are approximately 1 degree in azimuthal
and vertical width (perpendicular to the beam) and 0.25 km (0.13 nm) in RANGE
(Slant) (or length) for Velocity sample volumes and 1.0 km (0.54 nm) in RANGE
(Slant) for Reflectivity (Factor) sample volumes.
• VELOCITY (Sample Volume): The mean radial velocity of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in
m/s.
• STANDARD ATMOSPHERE AIR DENSITY LOOK-UP TABLE VALUES: The
Standard Atmosphere Air Density is used to calculate the 3D Feature (MSI). The
Standard Atmosphere Air Density is interpolated from a table of look-up values.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Reflectivity): Minimum reflectivity (dBZ) needed to process
radial velocity data; default 0 dBZ, range = -25 dBZe (process all data) to 35 dBZe
(process precipitation data only), precision: 1 dBZe. This adaptable parameter should
have URC level of change authority.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Shear Segment Height): The height above which shear
segments are not identified; default 15 km (8.1 nm), range 1 to 15 km, precision: 1 km
(0.54 nm). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Shear Segment Distance): The Range (Slant) beyond which
shear segments are not identified; default 230 km (124 nm), range 0 to 230 km (124
nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). This configuration parameter can be used to change
MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # 1D Features): Maximum number of 1D Features the
algorithm can process per elevation scan; default 5000, range 2000 to 5000, precision:
1. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # 2D Features): Maximum number of 2D Features the
algorithm can process per elevation scan; default 500, range 400 to 1000, precision: 1.
This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # 3D Features): Maximum total number of 3D Features the
algorithm can process per volume scan; default 500, range 100 to 500, precision: 1. This
configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
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• THRESHOLD (minimum # Shear Segments): Minimum number of 1D shear segments
needed to declare a group of segments a 2D shear feature. For example, if you want a
minimum diameter of 1 km (0.54 nm) for the 2D features, then divide diameter (1 km
(0.54 nm)) by the gate spacing (250 m (0.13 nm)) to get the minimum number of shear
segments per 2D feature equal to 4; default 4, range 3 to 8, precision: 1. This
configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Strength Rank): Minimum strength rank to locate shear
segments, rank 2D features, and rank 3D features; default 1, range 1 to 5, precision: 1.
Value must be less than or equal to maximum Strength Rank. See Table 1 in Appendix
A. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Strength Rank): Maximum strength rank to locate shear
segments, rank 2D features, and rank 3D features; default 25, range 5 to 25, precision:
1. Value must be greater than or equal to minimum Strength Rank. See Table 1 in
Appendix A. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Velocity Difference): Minimum velocity difference (ms-1)
needed to save 1D azimuthal shear segments. This value is also used as the minimum
gate-to-gate velocity difference (ms-1) needed to save 1D azimuthal shear segments.
The parameter is also part of an array, from 1 to 25, corresponding to the thresholds for
strength ranks of 1 to 25; default is range dependent, See Table 1 in Appendix A, range
7.5 to 130.0 ms-1, precision: 0.5 m s-1. This parameter is RANGE (Slant)-dependent.
Values given in Table 1 in Appendix A are applied to RANGE (Slant) from 0 to
THRESHOLD (beginning range Linear Reduction). If the RANGE (Slant) to the shear
segment is between THRESHOLD (beginning Range Linear Reduction) and
THRESHOLD (ending Range Linear Reduction), the velocity difference values in
Table 1 in Appendix A are modified so that their values at THRESHOLD (beginning
Range Linear Reduction) are as given in Table 1 in Appendix A, at THRESHOLD
(ending Range Linear Reduction) the velocity difference values in Table 1 in Appendix
A are reduced by 75%, and at intermediate RANGES (Slant), the velocity difference
values are interpolated linearly between the THRESHOLD (beginning Range Linear
Reduction) and THRESHOLD (ending Range Linear Reduction) values. Beyond
THRESHOLD (ending Range Linear Reduction), the minimum velocity difference is
kept at 75% of the original values shown in Table 1 in Appendix A. This configuration
parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Shear): Minimum shear (ms-1 km-1) needed to save 1D
azimuthal shear segments. The parameter is also part of an array, from 1 to 25,
corresponding to the thresholds for strength ranks of 1 to 25; default See Table 1 in
Appendix A, range 1.75 to 21.00 ms-1 km-1, precision: 0.25 ms-1 km-1. This parameter is
RANGE (Slant)-dependent. Values given in a table are applied to RANGES (Slant)
from 0 to THRESHOLD (beginning Range Linear Reduction). If the RANGE (Slant)
to the shear segment is between THRESHOLD (beginning Range Linear Reduction)
and THRESHOLD (ending Range Linear Reduction), the shear values in Table 1 in
Appendix A are modified so that their values at THRESHOLD (beginning Range
Linear Reduction) are as given in Table 1 in Appendix A, at THRESHOLD (ending
Range Linear Reduction) the shear values in the table are reduced by 50%, and at
intermediate RANGES (Slant), the shear values are interpolated linearly between the
THRESHOLD (beginning Range Linear Reduction) and THRESHOLD (ending Range
Linear Reduction) values. Beyond THRESHOLD (ending Range Linear Reduction),
the minimum shear is kept at 50% of the original values in the table. This configuration
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parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (beginning Range Linear Reduction): The beginning RANGE (Slant) at
which the velocity difference and shear thresholds start to drop off linearly. Used in
conjunction with Table 1 in Appendix A; default 100 km (54 nm), range 0 to 230 km
(124 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). Value must be less than THRESHOLD (ending
Range Linear Reduction). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
• THRESHOLD (ending Range Linear Reduction): The ending RANGE (Slant) at which
the velocity difference and shear thresholds start to drop off linearly. Used in
conjunction with Table 1 in Appendix A; default 200 km (108 nm), range 0 to 230 km
(124 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). Value must be greater than THRESHOLD
(beginning Range Linear Reduction.) This configuration parameter can be used to
change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Shear Segment Length): Maximum length (km) allowed for
a shear segment. This assumes that a stronger “core” shear segment does not exist
within the shear segment under consideration; default 10 km (5.4 nm), range 5 to 15 km
(2.7 to 8.1 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). The THRESHOLD (maximum Shear
Segment Length) must be greater than or equal to THRESHOLD (maximum Core Shear
Segment Length). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Core Shear Segment Length): Maximum length (km)
allowed for a shear segment whose "core" region is used in lieu of the full length of the
actual shear segment because the original shear segment is more than THRESHOLD
(maximum Shear Segment Length). Shear segments whose core region is larger than
THRESHOLD (maximum Core Shear Segment Length) are discarded; default 10 km
(5.4 nm), range 5 to 15 km (2.7 to 8.1 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). THRESHOLD
(maximum Core Shear Segment Length) must be less than or equal to THRESHOLD
(maximum Shear Segment Length.) This configuration parameter can be used to
change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # Shear Segments): The maximum number of shear
segments allowed per 2D feature, default 200 shear segments, range 50 to 200,
precision: 1. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Aspect Ratio): The maximum aspect ratio (RANGE (Slant)
divided by AZIMUTH) allowed for a 2D feature; default 2.0, range 1.0 to 4.0,
precision: 0.5. The THRESHOLD (maximum aspect ratio) must be greater than
THRESHOLD (minimum Aspect Ratio). This configuration parameter can be used to
change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Aspect Ratio): The minimum aspect ratio (RANGE (Slant) to
AZIMUTH) allowed for a 2D feature; default 0.0, range 0.0 to 2.0, precision: 0.5. The
THRESHOLD (minimum aspect ratio) must be less than THRESHOLD (maximum
Aspect Ratio). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Feature Height): Maximum allowable height (km) to
build 2D features. No 2D features will be saved above this height; default 12 km (6.5
nm); range 6 to 12 km (3.2 to 6.5 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). This configuration
parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
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• THRESHOLD (minimum 2D Radial Diameter): Minimum radial diameter (km) of a 2D
feature (or the RANGE (Slant). Difference between shear segments having the
minimum and maximum center RANGES (Slant)); default 1.00 km (0.54 nm), range
0.75 to 2.50 km (0.4 to 1.3 nm), precision: 0.05 km. This configuration parameter can
be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Diameter): Maximum diameter (km) of a 2D Feature.
Distance between min and max velocities in a 2D Feature; default 15 km (8.1 nm),
range 10 to 20 km (5.4 to 10.8 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). This configuration
parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Distance): Maximum allowable radial distance (km)
Construction Radial between shear segments for segments to become associated into 2D
features; default 1.00 km (0.54 nm), range 0.25 (sample volume size) to 2.00 km (0.4 to
1.3 nm), precision: 0.25 km (0.13 nm). This configuration parameter can be used to
change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (2D Feature minimum Range): Minimum range from the radar allowed
for a 2D Feature; default 5 km (2.7 nm), range 0 to 15 km (0 to 8.1 nm), precision: 1 km
(0.54 nm). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum 2D Association Distance): The minimum search radius
distance used to associate 2D features into 3D features; default 2 km (1.1 nm), range 2
to 10 km (1.1 to 5.4 nm), precision: 1 km (0.54 nm). (This parameter must be less than
THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Association Distance.) This configuration parameter can
be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Association Distance): The maximum search radius
distance used to associate 2D features into 3D features; default 8 km; range 5 to 10 km,
precision: 1 km. (This parameter must be greater than THRESHOLD (minimum 2D
Association Distance.) This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 3D Couplet Core Base): Maximum allowable base altitude
(km) of a 3D couplet of a particular 3D Strength Rank “core”. All 3D couplets whose
base is above this level are discarded; default 5 km; range 2 to 5 km, precision: 1 km.
This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum 3D Couplet Core Depth): Minimum allowable halfbeamwidth depth (km) of a 3D circulation couplet of a particular 3D Strength Rank
core. All 3D couplets less than this depth are discarded; default 3 km, range 2 to 5 km,
precision: 1 km. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 3D Couplet Core Top): Maximum allowable top (km) of a
3D couplet core". All 3D couplets whose "core top" is above this level are adjusted so
that the core top is set to THRESHOLD (maximum 3D Couplet Core Top). Also, MSI
integration does not exceed this level; default 8 km, range 8 to 12 km, precision: 1 km.
This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Parm Height): Maximum height (km) at which the values for
maximum rotational velocity, shear, and gate-to-gate velocity difference are taken from
2D features for each 3D feature; default 12 km, range 6 to 12 km, precision: 1 km. This
configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Low-Core Mesocyclone Depth Fraction): The minimum
storm-relative depth fraction allowed to classify 3D features as low-core mesocyclones;
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default 0.25 (which is 25%, range 0.10 to 0.50, precision: 0.05. This configuration
parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (maximum Low-Core Mesocyclone Depth): The maximum absolute
depth (km) allowed to classify 3D features as low-core mesocyclones; default 3 km,
range 0 to 5 km, precision: 1 km. This value must be less than or equal to the depth that
results from the multiplication of the mesocyclone depth by the THRESHOLD
(minimum Low-Core mesocyclone Depth Fraction). This configuration parameter can
be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (maximum Altitude Low-Core Mesocyclone Base): The maximum
circulation base altitude (km) allowed to classify 3D features as low-core mesocyclones;
default 3 km, range 0 to 5 km, precision: 1 km. This value must be less than or equal to
THRESHOLD (maximum 3D Couplet Core Base). This configuration parameter can
be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Convergence Look Ahead): Maximum number of sample volumes
allowed for the "look-ahead" feature when building radial convergence pattern vectors;
default 4 sample volumes, range 3 to 6, precision: 1. This configuration parameter can
be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Convergence minimum Length): Minimum distance required between
min and max velocity values within a Convergence Vector; default 1.0, range 1.0 to 2.0
km, precision: 0.5 km. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
THRESHOLD (Convergence Delta Velocity): Minimum velocity difference allowed for
saving radial convergence pattern vectors; default 5 ms-1; range 4 to 8 ms-1, precision: 1
ms-1. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Convergence maximum Height): Maximum height allowed for saving
radial convergence pattern vectors; default 8 km, range 4 to 8 km, precision: 1 km. This
configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Convergence Shear): Minimum Shear required before convergence
vectors need to be searched for a shear core; default 1.0 ms-1 km-1 range 0.5 to 2.0 ms-1
km-1, precision: 0.5 ms-1 km-1. This configuration parameter can be used to change
MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Convergence Buffer Zone): Buffer zone outside the diameter of a 2D
feature within which radial convergence pattern vectors are to be associated with the 2D
feature for convergence calculations; default 2 km, range 0 to 4 km, precision: 1 km.
This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (3D Feature Low Level Convergence Height): The maximum altitude
for calculating low-level convergence for 3D features; default 2 km, range 1 to 3 km,
precision: 1 km. This value must be less than THRESHOLD (3D Feature Mid Level
Convergence Height1). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
THRESHOLD (3D Feature Mid Level Convergence Height1): The minimum altitude
for calculating mid-level convergence for 3D features; default 2 km, range 2 to 4 km,
precision: 1 km. This value must be greater than THRESHOLD (3D Feature Low Level
Convergence Height). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
THRESHOLD (3D Feature Mid Level Convergence Height2): The maximum altitude
for calculating mid-level convergence for 3D features; default 4 km, range 3 to 6 km,
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precision: 1 km. This value must be greater than THRESHOLD (3D Feature Mid Level
Convergence Height1). This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s
functionality.
THRESHOLD (max number of elevations in 3D Feature): The maximum number of
elevations allowed in a 3D Feature; default 22, range 5 to 25 elevation slices, precision:
1. This parameter should equal the maximum number of elevations of the WSR-88D
VCP’s. This configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (min Rank LT): Minimum strength rank for a low core mini-supercell
and NSSL defined Mesocyclone; default 5, range 3 to 7, precision: 1 This configuration
parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Shallow Allowed): Boolean flag indicating that MDA is allowed to
identify and classify shallow circulations; default TRUE; range TRUE - FALSE. This
configuration parameter can be used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Meso min Rank Shallow): Minimum strength rank for a shallow
circulation; default 5, range 2 to 5, precision: 1. This configuration parameter can be
used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Meso min Depth Shallow): Minimum depth for a shallow circulation;
default 1.0, range 0.5 to 1.5 km, precision: 0.5 km. This configuration parameter can be
used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Meso max Top Shallow): Maximum top for a shallow circulation;
default 3 km, range 1 to 3 km, precision: 1 km. This configuration parameter can be
used to change MDA’s functionality.
THRESHOLD (Overlap Display Filter): Boolean value that allows a user to turn on the
algorithm based overlap display filter. The overlap display filter eliminates the display
of 3D features that overlap lower elevation features; default TRUE, range TRUE to
FALSE. This adaptable parameter should have URC level of change authority.
THRESHOLD (minimum Display Filter Rank): The minimum strength rank below
which 3D Features are marked not to be displayed; default 5, range 1 to 5, precision: 1.
This adaptable parameter should have URC level of change authority.
THRESHOLD (Use Near Storm Environment (NSE)): Boolean value that allows a user
to turn on the algorithm’s use of NSE data.

3.7.9 Strengths/Applications.
• The algorithm automatically processes 3-dimensional velocity data to identify regions
that resemble mesocyclones.
• A mid-level mesocyclone that lowers toward the surface may indicate a tornado is
developing.
• The strength of MDA is that the algorithm allows for the detection of an entire spectrum
of storm-scale circulations with different strength and spatial characteristics. These
circulations are then classified using a variety of definitions.
• The detection techniques have been made much more robust than in earlier versions of
mesocyclone detection. Individual forecasters/users can take advantage of the
algorithm’s robustness by adjusting a display filter to meet their needs.
• The MDA includes time association routines to provide tracking and trend data for the
rapid synthesis of many data points from a number of elevations and volume scans into
single-parameter trends.
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• Time-Height trends provide useful guidance information that cannot be easily
calculated in the short amount of time to make warning decisions.
3.7.10 Limitations.
• The algorithm only detects cyclonic rotations, not anticyclonic rotations.
• Identification is influenced by aspect ratio.
• Range thresholds may discard or improperly classify mesocyclones. No data within 5
km (2.7 nm) is processed by the mesocyclone algorithm. – the operator must search
base products for evidence mesocyclones.
• The operator must examine reflectivity, velocity/SRM to verify existence of
operationally significant mesocyclones.
• The radar horizon and cone-of-silence can prevent the radar from detecting circulations
at times.
• Velocity signatures may be obscured or degraded where there are improperly dealiased
velocity data or where data are obscured by range-folded echoes.
• While MDA uses a minimum reflectivity threshold to confine the search for shear
segments typically associated with storms, MDA uses no reflectivity structures (BWER,
Hook Echo, etc.) to identify tornadic circulations.
• The algorithm may falsely identify shear segments and 3D features in areas of higher
reflectivity and high spectrum width such as ground clutter, sea breezes, gust fronts,
close to the RDA, and at the edge of the first trip.
• The shear segment image is sized to hold 5000 shear segments. Additionally the total
number of 2D and 3D features are set to 800 and 200 respectively. If any of these array
limits are exceeded, processing stops and potentially tornadic storms may go
undetected.
• Squall line often produce numerous, transient, operationally insignificant circulations
along their leading edge.
• MDA will perform best on isolated supercell storms.

3.8 Tornado Detection Algorithm. Much of the information contained in this section can be
found in Mitchell et al 1998. For more information about the performance of the algorithm, see
Mitchell 1995.
The TDA uses radar data to identify intense, small circulations that are producing or are likely to
produce tornadoes. The algorithm starts by identifying one-dimensional (1D) pattern vectors from
(mean radial) velocity data. To help limit the search of circulations to those associated with the
low-levels of storm cells, the algorithm only searches velocity data from sample volumes that 1)
have reflectivities above a specified threshold, 2) are within a threshold range, and 3) are below a
threshold height. Pattern vectors are gate-to-gate velocity differences that exceed a specified
velocity difference threshold. Gate-to-gate means the sample volumes are from adjacent radials
and at the same range. Next, for six (by default) differential velocity thresholds, the pattern vectors
on each elevation scan that are in azimuthal and horizontal proximity and exceed the same
differential velocity threshold are combined into potential two-dimensional (2D) features. Then,
the potential 2D features are trimmed such that only one pattern vector remains at any range within
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the feature. Afterward, if a potential 2D still has enough pattern vectors and has a below threshold
aspect ratio, it is checked for overlap with all previously saved 2D features on the elevation scan.
If the potential 2D feature overlaps no other 2D features, it is saved as a new 2D feature. Next, the
2D features from adjacent elevation scans are vertically correlated into potential three-dimensional
(3D) features. Potential 3D features with enough 2D features are saved as 3D features. Lastly in
the identification process, each 3D feature is compared against thresholds to determine if it is an
Elevated Tornado Vortex Signature (ETVS) or TVS or not. Finally, the TVSs and ETVSs are
associated with storm cells.
3.8.1 Pattern Vectors. Pattern vectors are identified on each elevation scan from velocity
data from azimuthally adjacent radials. (It is assumed that radials are approximately 1 degree in
azimuthal width and have no gaps between them.) The counter-clockwise velocity difference is
computed for each pair of sample volumes (from the adjacent radials) that are constant in range
that are below a threshold height ARL and within a maximum processing range. If the sample
volumes have a velocity difference above a minimum threshold and their corresponding
reflectivities are at least a minimum threshold, then the pair is saved as a pattern vector. For each
pattern vector the following information is then computed: the range, azimuthal difference
(between the radials), and the beginning and ending radials' azimuths. If the number of pattern
vectors found on an elevation scan ever exceeds a specified maximum number allowed, the search
for pattern vectors stops for the elevation scan.
3.8.2 2D Features. Once all the pattern vectors have been identified on an elevation scan,
they are combined into potential 2D features. In order for two pattern vectors to be correlated to
the same potential 2D feature, they must be within an azimuthal and range separation proximity
thresholds and exceed the same differential velocity threshold. Multiple differential velocity
thresholds are used to isolate core (i.e., stronger) circulations imbedded within long azimuthal
shear regions (e.g., radially oriented gust fronts). By default, six differential velocity thresholds are
used to construct potential 2D features. All the pattern vectors on an elevation scan are processed
once for each differential velocity threshold, starting with the greatest.
As the potential 2D features are built using each of the differential velocity thresholds, each of the
potential 2D features have their associated pattern vectors sorted by increasing range and then
trimmed. The trimming results in only one pattern vector for any range within the potential 2D
feature and is accomplished in the following manner. Each potential 2D feature is processed from
beginning to ending range. At each range within the feature, the pattern vector retained at the next
range is the one that is closest in azimuth to a reference (pattern) vector, and all others are trimmed
(or not saved). If multiple pattern vectors are equally close in azimuth to the reference vector, then
the one with the greatest velocity difference is selected. The reference vector changes for each new
range within the feature. For the first range, the reference vector is at the second range; otherwise,
the reference vector is the pattern vector retained at the previous (lesser) range. For the first range,
the reference vector is the pattern vector on the second range that is closest to the first pattern
vector (at the first range).
Next, the 2D features are determined from the potential 2D features. First, the following potential
2D feature attributes are calculated: azimuth, range, height, X-coordinate, Y-coordinate, beginning
azimuth, ending azimuth, beginning range, ending range, # of pattern vectors, maximum velocity
difference, average elevation, maximum shear, azimuthal diameter, radial diameter, and the aspect
ratio. If a potential 2D feature's aspect ratio is less than a specified threshold value, then the feature
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is compared for overlap with all previously saved 2D features on that elevation scan. When a
feature overlaps another, its boundaries (i.e., beginning and ending azimuths and ranges) exceed
those of the other feature. If the potential 2D feature overlaps no other 2D features, it is saved as a
new 2D feature. If the potential 2D feature overlaps one 2D feature, the 2D feature acquires many
of the potential 2D features attributes, e.g., range, azimuth, height, etc. If the potential 2D feature
overlaps more than one 2D feature, it is deleted (i.e., not saved as a 2D feature). Finally, after all
the 2D features are found on the elevation scan, they are sorted by decreasing maximum delta
velocity (See Figure 3-16). If and when the number of 2D features in the volume scan meets or
exceeds the threshold maximum number allowed in the volume scan, then processing immediately
skip over the remainder of the 2D functionality to the 3D functionality.
3.8.3 3D Features, TVSs, and ETVSs. Once all of the 2D feature have been constructed
and saved for the volume scan, the algorithm vertically correlates the 2D features from different
elevation scans into 3D features. Starting with the lowest elevation scan, for each remaining 2D
feature, a new potential 3D feature is started with the 2D feature. Then, all other 2D features on
the elevation scan within the circulation radius are discarded from future 3D processing.
Remember, the 2D features on each elevation are sorted by decreasing maximum delta velocity; so
the first 2D feature found always has the strongest maximum delta velocity. Also, once a 2D
feature is assigned to a potential 3D feature it is removed from future consideration in other
potential 3D features. Then, the 2D features on the next elevation scan are searched until one is
found within the circulation radius of the last 2D feature assigned to the potential 3D feature. The
first 2D feature found is vertically correlated into the same potential 3D feature. And, all other 2D
features on that elevation scan within the circulation radius are discarded. If no 2D features are
found at the next elevation scan within the circulation radius, then that elevation scan is skipped,
and the following elevation scan is similarly searched for a 2D feature to vertically correlate. Only
one elevation scan can be skipped in the vertical stack of 2D features. This one elevation scan gap
provides some flexibility to allow for 2D features that should be part of the potential 3D feature but
were missed possibly because of range aliasing or improper velocity dealiasing. Once all elevation
scans are processed for that 3D feature, the entire vertical correlation process is repeated starting
with the next undiscarded and uncorrelated 2D feature on the lowest elevation scan.
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Figure 3-16
Two-Dimensional Features
Multiple velocity thresholds used to identify stronger shear embedded within weaker shear.
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Once all potential 3D features have been found, they are thresholded to determine if they are 3D
features, TVSs, or ETVSs. First, the 2D features within each potential 3D feature are sorted by
increasing height. Then, if a potential 3D feature contains at least a minimum threshold number of
2D features and the number of 3D features is less than a threshold number, it is saved as a 3D
feature, and its attributes (e.g., base height, shear, and maximum delta velocity) are computed.
Next, each 3D feature is checked to determine whether it is a TVS Feature; a TVS Feature is a TVS
or ETVS (Figures 3-17 and 3-18). If a 3D feature has at least a minimum threshold depth and a
minimum threshold velocity difference and if its base is above a minimum elevation angle and
height thresholds (i.e., its base is not on the lowest elevation angle or below a certain height), the
3D feature is saved as an ETVS. Otherwise, if the 3D feature has at least a minimum threshold
depth and if it's base maximum delta velocity or maximum delta velocity is above threshold, the 3D
feature is saved as a TVS. When saving a TVS Feature, if the number of TVSs or ETVSs meets or
exceeds the threshold maximum number allowed, the features (TVSs or ETVSs) are sorted and the
one with the smallest TVS (Base Delta Velocity) and, secondly, the smallest maximum TVS (Delta
Velocity) is discarded. Lastly, each TVS Feature is associated with the nearest storm cell that is
within a threshold maximum association distance. When a TVS Feature is associated with a storm
cell it is assigned the same ID. If a TVS Feature is not within the threshold distance from any
storm cell, it has an ID of "??".
3.8.4 Rapid Update. In a fashion similar to the Legacy Mesocyclone Algorithm Rapid
Update, in the TDA Rapid Update features are updated with each elevation angle. Rapid update
allows TDA to output 3D feature information at the end of every tilt, beginning with the first tilt,
rather than only at the end of the volume scan. As 3D features are built, 3D feature information is
updated so that forecasters can see if 3D features are increasing in intensity. Rapid update increases
algorithm output lead-time, allowing forecasters more time to view algorithm output and issue
severe weather warnings.
After 2D features have been identified on the first tilt of a new volume scan, their locations are
compared to forecast locations of 3D features from the previous volume scan. This comparison is
described in the time association step of the TDA tracking module. The time association
information defines 3D feature tracks. However, in contrast to the Legacy Mesocyclone Algorithm
the TDA requires 3 contiguous elevations of 2D couplets before combining them into a 3D TVS.
After time association, before TDA processes data from the second tilt, the direction and speed of
each detection is computed and the position of severe weather feature icons and table attribute
information on the display are updated for the current volume scan. Low-level attributes of the 2D
feature on the current volume scan; low-level characteristics such as shear and gate-to-gate velocity
difference; are assigned and the rest of the attributes are inherited from time associated 3D features
detected on the previous volume scan.
The 3D features that are not time associated with 2D features found on the new volume scan are
identified as “extrapolated” features. If 3D features from the previous volume scan are associated
with features on the current volume scan, their classification is changed from extrapolated to
matched. Extrapolated features that are not matched on the current elevation scan or the next are
removed from the product.
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Figure 3-17
TVS Definition
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Figure 3-18
ETVS Definition
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Figure 3-19
TVS Graphic Product

This TVS example (AWIPS display) includes identification numbers for identified
storms. The isosceles red triangles indicate the position of the calculated TVS.
The Combined Attribute Table provides alphanumeric storm information.
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When the RDA provides radar data from higher tilts, 1D and 2D features are identified by TDA.
New 2D features are vertically associated with adjacent-tilt 2D features, 3D features, or retained as
potential bases of new 3D features. Feature attributes are updated when: 1) a new 3D feature is
identified during the current volume scan; 2) feature attributes indicate a TVS is increasing in
severity; or 3) all information has been obtained for a TVS (i.e., the feature is topped).
At the end of the volume scan TDA computes an average motion and speed of all 3D features and
computes forecast positions for all 3D features and the resulting product generated (See Figure 319).
3.8.5 Operational Parameters.
• AZIMUTH: The azimuthal position of a radial in degrees.
• ELEVATION: The elevation angle of the radial or scan, in degrees.
• RADIAL: The set of sample volumes, only one at each RANGE (Slant), along a
constant AZIMUTH and ELEVATION.
• RADIUS (Earth): The radius of the Earth (6371), in km.
• RANGE (Slant): The slant range to the center of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km.
• REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (Sample Volume): The effective radar reflectivity factor
assigned to a (velocity) SAMPLE VOLUME, in dBZe.
• SAMPLE VOLUME: A data sample volume along a radial whose (half power)
dimensions are described by the azimuthal and vertical beam widths and the range
sampling interval. These dimensions are approximately 1 degree in azimuthal and
vertical width (perpendicular to the beam) and 0.25 km in range (or length) for Velocity
sample volumes and 1.0 km in range for Reflectivity (Factor) sample volumes.
• STORM CELL (ID): IDs are a set of unique labels for algorithm identified storm cells.
• STORM CELL (X-coord): The set of x-coordinates for algorithm identified storm cells,
in deg.
• STORM CELL (Y-coord): The set of y-coordinates for algorithm identified storm cells,
in deg.
• VELOCITY (Sample Volume): The mean radial velocity of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in
m/s.
• THRESHOLD (2D Vector Azimuthal Distance): The maximum AZIMUTH distance
allowed for two Pattern Vectors to be associated into the same 2D Feature, in degrees;
default 1.5o, range 0.0o to 4.0o.
• THRESHOLD (2D Vector Radial Distance): The maximum radial distance allowed
between two Pattern Vectors to be associated into the same 2D Feature, in km; default
0.5 km, range 0.0 km to 3.0 km.
• THRESHOLD (Average Delta Velocity Height): The minimum height below which all
2D Features comprising a 3D Feature are assigned an equal weighting of 1, in km;
default 3.0 km, range 0.0 km - 10.0 km.
• THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius1): The maximum horizontal radius used for
searching for 2D Features on adjacent or the same ELEVATION scans in building a 3D
Feature. This radius is used when the RANGE (Slant) of an assigned 2D Feature is less
than or equal to THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius (Range)), in km; default 2.5 km,
range 0.0 - 10.0 km.
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• THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius2): The maximum horizontal radius used for
searching for 2D Features on adjacent or the same ELEVATION scans in building a 3D
Feature. This radius is used when the RANGE (Slant) of an assigned 2D Feature s
greater than THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius (Range)), in km; default 4.0 km, range
THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius1) - 10.0 km.
• THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius (Range): The RANGE (Slant) beyond which
THRESHOLD (Circulation Radius2) is invoked, other wise THRESHOLD (Circulation
Radius1) is used, in km; default 80 km, range 0 - 230 km (124 nm).
• THRESHOLD (Differential Velocity): Six velocity difference thresholds used as
criteria for building 2D Features, in m/s; defaults 11, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 m/s; ranges 10
to 75, 15 to 80, 20 to 85, 25 to 90, 30 to 95 and 35 to 100 m/s. Note: 1) The first
threshold should be equal to Vector Velocity Difference; 2) Threshold values should
increase from smallest to largest; 3) It is recommended that the difference between
successive threshold values not exceed 5 m/s (e.g., 20,25,30,35,40,45 m/s).
• THRESHOLD (maximum # 2D Features): Maximum number of 2D Features the
algorithm can process per volume scan; default 600, range 600-800.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # 3D Features): Max total number of 3D Features the
algorithm can process per volume scan; default 35, range 30 - 50.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # ETVS): Maximum number of Elevated TVS’s the
algorithm can process per volume scan; default 20, range 15-25.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # Pattern Vectors): Maximum number of Pattern Vectors the
algorithm can process per elevation scan; default 2500, range 1500-3000.
• THRESHOLD (maximum # TVS): Maximum number of TVS’s the algorithm can
process per volume scan; default 15, range 15-25.
• THRESHOLD (maximum 2D Feature Aspect Ratio): The maximum allowable aspect
ratio (∆RANGE (Slant)/∆AZIMUTH) for a 2D Feature, in km/km; default 4.0, range
1.0 to 10.0 km/km.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Pattern Vector Height): The maximum height at which
Pattern Vectors are identified, in km; default 10.0 km, range: 1.0 - 15.0 km.
• THRESHOLD (maximum Pattern Vector Range): The maximum RANGE (Slant) at
which pattern vectors are identified, in km; default 100 km, range 0 to 230 km (124
nm).
• THRESHOLD (maximum Storm Association Distance): The maximum distance from a
storm within which to associate TVS and ETVS detections with storm cell detections.
Association is not required to declare a TVS or ETVS detection, in km; default 20.0 km,
range 0.0 to 20.0 km.
• THRESHOLD (minimum # 2D Features Per 3D Feature): The minimum number of 2D
Features needed to make a 3D Feature (TVS or ETVS); default 3, range 1 to 10.
• THRESHOLD (minimum # of Pattern Vectors Vectors Per 2D Feature): The minimum
number required to declare a 2D Feature; default 3, range 1 to 10.
• THRESHOLD (minimum 3D Feature Depth): The minimum depth required to declare a
TVS or an ETVS, in km; default 1.5 km, range 0.0 to 5.0 km.
• THRESHOLD (minimum 3D Feature Low Level Delta Velocity): The minimum radial
velocity difference at the base ELEVATION scan required to declare a TVS or ETVS,
in m/s; default 25 m/s, range 0 to 100 m/s.
• THRESHOLD (minimum Reflectivity): The minimum reflectivity value required in a
SAMPLE VOLUME for it to be used in a Pattern Vector, in dBZ; default 0 dBZ, range
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-20 to 20 dBZ.
• THRESHOLD (minimum TVS Base Elevation): The lowest ELEVATION angle to
which the base of a 3D Feature must extend to declare a TVS, in degrees; default 1.0o,
range: 0.0o to 10.0o. Either height or ELEVATION criteria must be met to declare a
TVS.
• THRESHOLD (minimum TVS Base Height): The minimum height ARL to which the
base of a 3D circulation must extend to be declared a TVS, in km; default 0.6 km, range
0. - 10.0 km. Either height or ELEVATION criteria must be met to declare a TVS.
• THRESHOLD (minimum TVS Delta Velocity): The minimum radial velocity
difference of the maximum 3D Feature delta velocity required to declare a TVS
detection, in m/s; default 36 m/s, range 0 to 100 m/s.
• THRESHOLD (Vector Velocity Difference): The minimum required gate-to gate
velocity difference required for Pattern Vectors, in m/s; default 11 m/s, range 10 to 75
m/s. This threshold should be equal to the first THRESHOLD (Differential Velocity).
3.8.6 Strengths/Applications.
• The algorithm searches for gate-to-gate shear and detects TVSs, which are related to
tornadic circulations.
• Multiple velocity-difference thresholds make it possible to isolate small regions of shear
within broader regions and allow performance tuning through adaptable parameter
changes.
• A distinction is made between different types of shears (TVS vs. ETVS, delta velocity
calculations), and more information is provided about the base and depth of
circulations.
• The TDA vector velocity threshold is not range dependent. Thus, pattern vectors, and
thus circulations in TDA 2D and 3D processing, are given equal weight regardless of
range.
• Many of the adaptable parameters allow the TDA to become more sensitive, i.e.,
identify more circulations.
• The TDA is based on the paradigm that TVSs associated with tornadoes may be
sampled by adjacent radar beams (Doviak and Zrnic 1975, Brown et al 1978). Ideally,
though, it is desired that each beam be centered on the velocity peaks of the circulation.
As a result, less stringent Differential Velocities are used in the TDA which affords a
greater number of detections.
• A more robust vertical association scheme is employed to help avoid false detections.
In light of modern computing, the TDA has been designed to allow a greater amount of
information to be processed.
• The TDA operates independently of any mesocyclone detection algorithm. Therefore,
the TDA is allowed the freedom to identify tornadic circulations within storms that do
not contain mesocyclones (e.g., non-supercell tornadoes) and storms that contain
undetected mesocyclones.
• Currently, the TDA has a higher Probability of Detection (POD) than the previous TVS
Algorithm and performs best during events characterized by isolated supercells.
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3.8.7 Limitations.
• Adaptable parameters need more research. Parameters which work well in one type of
meteorological setting may not be as effective in other situations.
• High false alarm rates especially in squall lines and tropical cyclones. A high False
Alarm Ratio (FAR) with TDA may result in over-warning, or desensitizing forecasters.
False alarms have also been caused by vehicle traffic during clear, cold, inversion
conditions.
• Little research has been done to date relating the occurrence of tornadoes to ETVSs.
Forecasters should use ETVS output with caution until they develop a better
understanding of its utility.
• Beyond 80 km (50 nm) TDA most likely detects strong mesocyclones. No circulations
are identified beyond approximately 100 km (62 nm).
• Doppler radar’s ability to measure thunderstorm mesocyclones and tornadoes is
primarily dependent on the relationship between the vortex size and the size of the radar
sample volume.
• Discrete azmuthal sampling may or may not coincide with the peak rotational velocities
in the TVS.
• Signature position in relation to storm structure should be used to filter false detections.
• Time and range continuity must be considered.
• Classification as INC (increasing) or persistent (PER) may be the result of sampling
issues versus an actual change of the feature.
• The TRU graphical attribute table and alphanumeric product contain attributes from
both the previous and current volume scan.
• Feature matching ability is dependent on the motion supplied by the SCIT Algorithm.
• There is no functionality within the 3D processing that filters multiple circulations in
close horizontal proximity. Therefore, multiple TVSs and ETVSs can be detected very
close to each other.
• Improperly dealiased velocity data will degrade the algorithm performance.
• Discarded velocity bins (possible with some dealiasing techniques) can degrade
algorithm performance.
• More testing and data analysis is required to determine more accurately how the TDA
performs in various weather scenarios.
• Range folded echoes often obscure the velocity data making the detection of pattern
vectors (and, hence, circulations) impossible.
• While the TDA uses a Minimum Reflectivity Threshold to confine the search for pattern
vectors within the higher reflectivities typically associated with storms, the TDA uses
no reflectivity structures (BWER, Hook Echo, etc.) to identify tornadic circulations.
• The algorithm may falsely identify pattern vectors in areas of higher reflectivity such as
ground clutter, sea breezes, gust fronts.
• The algorithm only detects pattern vectors, and thus TVSs, with cyclonic shear.
• Because of sampling limitations at very close ranges, large tornadic circulations may
span several radials. In the middle of these circulations there may be very little shear
observable in the radial velocity data. Therefore, in these cases, the TDA may miss this
type of circulation (i.e., not identify it as a TVS) or identify two circulations.
• Squall line events present a challenge to the TDA because numerous, transient, TVSs
are often detected along the leading edge. This is especially true when the squall line is
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aligned along a radial creating near zero radial velocities.
• The TDA does not use range dependent velocity difference thresholds. Thus, TVSs are
given equal weight regardless of range.
3.9 Echo Tops. The Echo Tops Algorithm only requires reflectivity data. The reflectivity data
values for each sample volume are assigned a number representing fifteen categories. If the return
power is less than a threshold (defaulted to 18.5 dBZe) it is assigned a value of zero. The data are
also filtered to remove any spurious data. A data point must have at least two adjacent points with
a category value of at least one, otherwise the isolated point is removed. That is, at least two of the
four possible sample volumes at a particular elevation with adjoining sides to the sample volume in
question must be in category one or above. This final data set is the one used as input to the Echo
Tops Algorithm.
The Echo Tops Algorithm itself estimates the maximum echo top height for each 4 x 4 km (2.2 x
2.2 nm) grid box in an array covering a radius of 230 km (124 nm) from the radar. For each
elevation scan, the algorithm checks each reflectivity factor value against a "Minimum Significant
Reflectivity" threshold. For those sample volumes meeting this threshold, an echo top height is
calculated from sea level to the center of the beam and mapped to the appropriate grid box. The
final value of each grid box is the maximum echo top height mapped onto it.
3.9.1 Operational Parameters.
• AZIMUTH: Azimuthal position, in radians. Precise to 10-3 radians.
• BEAM WIDTH: The angular width of the radar beam between the half-power points
(0.017), in radians.
• SAMPLE VOLUME: A data sample volume whose dimensions are 1 degree in
azimuth, 1.0 km in range, and 1 degree in depth (perpendicular to the radar beam).
• CATEGORIES: Categorized effective reflectivity factor data for each SAMPLE
VOLUME.
• ELEVATION: Elevation angle, in radians.
• RANGE (Slant): The slant range to the center of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km.
• BOX (4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm)): Square grid boxes which are 4 km on a side and
cover ranges from 0 to 230 km (124 nm). The intersection of 4 boxes is centered on the
radar location.
• Minimum Significant Reflectivity: The minimum reflectivity considered to be non-zero
for the purpose of determining the echo top; ranges from -33.0 to 94.0 dBZe; default,
18.3 dBZe.
3.9.2 Strengths/Applications.
• The Echo Tops Algorithm estimates of the Echo Top heights for each 4 x 4 km (2.2 x
2.2 nm)grid box.
• Quick estimation of the most intense convection; higher echo tops.
• Assist in differentiating non-precipitation echoes from real storms.
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• Aids in identification of storm structure features such as tilt, updraft flank, max top over
strong low level reflectivity gradient, etc.
• May detect mid-level echoes before low-level echoes are detected.
3.9.3 Limitations.
• The precision for measuring the height decreases with range because of beam
broadening. At a range of 230 km (124 nm), the one-half power beam width is 1980 m
(6,500 ft).
• The algorithm does not correct for data contamination from side lobes. The height of
echo tops could be overestimated from this effect.
• Tops will be underestimated close to the radar due to the cone of silence.
• Due to the lack of vertical extrapolation and gaps between beam placements, all tops are
along the beam resulting in a “stair-step” appearance, at times concentric rings, and
often considerable underestimates of the actual echo tops.
• No upward extrapolation from the last elevation angle where precipitation was detected.
• Difficult to locate the highest echo top in a storm due to lack of upward vertical
extrapolation and heights are displayed in 5000 ft increments.
• Echo top heights from this algorithm do not have enough precision to be used reliably
for severe weather warnings.
3.10 Vertically Integrated Liquid Water. The VIL Algorithm only requires reflectivity data.
The reflectivity data values for each sample volume are assigned a number representing 15 display
categories. If the return power is less than a threshold (defaulted to 18.5 dBZe) it is assigned a
value of zero. If the return power is greater than or equal to 56 dBZ, the corresponding liquid
water value is assigned a value of 5.4 gm-3. The categorization of the data is performed using a
look-up table to arrive at liquid water values. The filtering routine removes any spurious data. A
data point must have at least two adjacent points with a category value of at least one, otherwise the
isolated point is removed. That is, at least two of the four possible sample volumes at a particular
elevation with adjoining sides to the sample volume in question must be in category one or above.
This final data set is the one used as input to the VIL Algorithm.
The VIL Algorithm converts weather radar reflectivity factor data into liquid-water content values
based on theoretical studies of drop-size distributions and empirical studies of the relationship
between reflectivity factor and liquid-water content. The algorithm described uses an equation that
relates reflectivity factor to liquid water content for one such relationship:
M = 3.44 x 10-3 Z4/7
where M = liquid water content (g m-2) Z = radar reflectivity (mm6 m-3).
The values are derived for each 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm) grid box; then vertically integrated. VIL
values are output in units of mass per area (kg m-2). The algorithm assumes reflectivity returns are
from liquid water.
For each elevation angle, each 4 x 4 km (2.2 x 2.2 nm) grid box is assigned the largest liquid water
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value of all the sample volumes located within the grid box. However, a liquid water value may
not exceed 5.4 gm-3 (or equivalently, reflectivity values are capped at 56 dBZ.) All other liquidwater values in each grid box are ignored. This attempts to compensate for the fact that the storm
may be tilted and moving during the time required for a complete volume scan. These partial
liquid-water content values are then integrated vertically to arrive at VIL values for each grid box.
If the VIL value for a grid box exceeds 80 kg m-2 it is adjusted to 80 kg m-2 to mitigate the large
reflectivity values associated with hail.
3.10.1 Operational Parameters.
• AZIMUTH: Azimuthal position, in radians. Precise to 10-3 radians.
• BEAM WIDTH: The angular width of the radar beam between the half-power points
(0.017), in radians.
• SAMPLE VOLUME: A data sample volume whose dimensions are 1 degree in
azimuth, 1.0 km in range, and 1 degree in depth (perpendicular to the radar beam).
• RANGE (Slant): The slant range to the center of a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km.
• BOX (4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm)): Square grid boxes which are 4 km on a side and
cover ranges from 0 to 230 km (124 nm).
• REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (ZE): The effective radar reflectivity factor of a SAMPLE
VOLUME, in mm6/m3. (Maximum value of 56 dBZ.)
• Maximum Liquid Water Threshold--1 to 200 kg m-2; default, 80 kg m-2: Threshold
against which liquid water (integrated) is tested. Maximum allowable computed VIL
value.
3.10.2 Strengths/Applications.
• A set of VIL values corresponding to the BOXes (4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm) Grid)
is output by this algorithm.
• Locate the most significant storms. (Best used when comparing storms located at about
the same range). High VIL values correspond to deep areas of high reflectivity
indicative of strong updrafts. VIL Density (VIL divided by Echo Tops) has also shown
some skill indicating significant storms.
• Useful for distinguishing storms with large hail once threshold values have been
established. Establishing a VIL of the Day using climatological data and/or sounding
data can be of some limited use for initial development, but better skill can be achieved
by real-time comparison between VIL values and spotter reports.
• Persistent high VIL values are associated with supercells. Rapid decrease in VIL values
may signify the onset of wind damage. (Use caution with this technique because gaps
in the current VCP 21 can create abrupt decreases in VIL values.)
3.10.3 Limitations.
• Hail can produce fictitious values of liquid water due to enhanced reflectivity values.
Therefore, a maximum value of 80 kg m-2 is set as a ceiling of the display to mitigate
this effect.
• Except for the lowest tilt, the current implementation has no earth curvature correction,
i.e., the earth is considered flat when mapping data in polar coordinates to the rectilinear
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

coordinates. The values obtained at distant ranges may be misleading because liquid
water below the radar beam is not sensed.
At long ranges, errors may be due to large radar sample volumes.
Values for warnings may change daily and across the warning area. Values are air mass
dependent. An important consideration is the need to quantify the regional, seasonal,
diurnal, and air mass variations in VIL magnitude versus severe weather. Under
differing meteorological conditions, the minimum VIL associated with severe weather
may vary considerably. Warm, moist environments tend to require higher VIL values
for severe weather occurrences than do cool, dry conditions.
Values are range dependent. Values within 40 km (20 nm) of the radar are
underestimated. This is due to the cone of silence.
Values at longer ranges are occasionally unreliable. The reflectivity value at 0.5° is
integrated down to the ground. At distant ranges the beam may be cutting through the
highly reflective hail cores in the mid levels of a storm producing an overestimation of
VIL. With very low- topped convection VIL values may be underestimated at long
ranges.
Cell-Based VIL values are computed from the vertical component of an identified cell.
Consequently, the Grid-based VIL values will differ from Cell-based VIL values, in
shear situations where the cells are tilted in the vertical.
VIL values for a strongly tilted or a fast moving storm will be lower than if the storm
was vertical or moving slower. The upper portion of the storm may extend into another
grid box.
May be contaminated by non-precipitation echoes.
More VIL fluctuation with VCP 21 than VCP 11 and VCP 12. There are fewer gaps in
VCP 11 and VCP 12. This is mainly within 60 nm of the radar. An example of this
phenomenon is shown in Figure 3-20.

3.11 Severe Weather Probability. Severe Weather Probability (SWP) Algorithm estimates the
probability that a given cell will produce severe weather. The algorithm defines cells from the VIL
grid by associating with each VIL maximum (>10 x 106 kg km-2) a specified number of VIL grid
values surrounding that maximum. The center of one cell may not be part of any other cell, but the
edges of two cells may overlap. For a given cell, the VIL values are used to calculate parameters
related to the size of the cell and to the area of the cell with VIL values exceeding certain
thresholds. These parameters are then used to solve an equation (developed by statistically relating
archived VIL data to concurrent reports of severe weather) to estimate the SWP for that cell. Both
the number of VIL grid boxes used to constitute a cell and the equation coefficients are site
adaptable parameters. The default cell size is 28 x 28 km (15.1 x 15.1 nm) and the default
coefficients are those derived from Oklahoma data. This algorithm has not been updated since its
introduction into the WSR-88D.
3.11.1 Operational Parameters.
• LIQUID WATER (Integrated): The integrated liquid water values (per grid box), for a
column within a STORM, in kg/km2.
• SEVERE WEATHER COEFFICIENTS*: The set of coefficients (SW1...SW6) of a
regression equation that determines the severe weather probability. The default values
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are SW1 = 6.90, SW2 = 7.39, SW3 = 0.22, SW4 = 3.67, SW5 = 0.01 and SW6 = 2.55.
• Box (4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2 nm) Grid): Square grid boxes which are 4 km on a side
and cover ranges from 0 to 230 km (124 nm).
• Box (SWP): A box composed of a square array of BOXes (4 km x 4 km (2.2 nm x 2.2
nm) Grid).
• SWP BOX SIZE: The size of the SWP analysis area, in odd numbered multiples of 4 x
4 kilometer boxes (e.g., 28 x 28, 36 x 36, 44 x 44...etc.) The default size is 44 x 44 km
(23.8 nm x 23.8 nm).
* Note that these coefficients will vary substantially with the quality of the severe weather groundtruth information, size of the data set, with the radar, and with the location. Therefore these are
essentially examples.
3.11.2 Strengths/Applications. Locate the most significant storms.
3.11.3 Limitations.
• SWP is biased on VIL and ground truth records of severe weather occurrence only.
• An accurate estimate of severe weather probability at any location requires a large
climatological radar data set and accurate severe weather ground-truth data set for that
radar site. The required climatology of VIL and severe weather occurrence data does
not exist for any site at this time.
• As with any empirical, statistical technique, there is the possibility that the statistical
sample does not reflect the true population. How much of the variance in the true
population is explained by this equation is not known; in the dependent sample, 24% of
the variance was explained.
• The lack of earth curvature correction described in the limitations section of the VIL
Algorithm apply.
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Figure 3-20
VIL Values for a Single Storm as a Function of Range and
Volume Coverage Pattern Elevation Samples
(Mahoney, 1987)
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3.12 Velocity Azimuth Display. The Velocity Azimuth Display (VAD) Algorithm is used to
obtain the vertical profile of horizontal wind speed, direction, divergence and vertical velocity for
the region of the atmosphere surrounding a Doppler radar. Velocity data at different azimuths
collected from a Doppler radar scanning the atmosphere at a constant elevation angle about a
vertical axis is used. This algorithm performs a harmonic analysis along with a best-fit test on the
Doppler velocities around the circumference of a circle at a specified slant range to obtain these
parameters (Figure 3-21). The vertical wind velocity is obtained through a series of steps involving
the relationship between horizontal wind speed and conservation of mass through a constant
elevation surface above the radar.
As mentioned above, for each horizontal wind estimate, the VAD Algorithm performs a harmonic
analysis, i.e., calculates the best fit sine wave regression equation, along with a best fit test on the
Doppler velocities around the circumference of a circle between the beginning and ending azimuths
at a specified slant range and elevation angle. This process is done for a specific slant range, range
and altitude when a specific VAD product is requested (Figure 3-21). Areas of significant
blockage are not used. The best-fit test uses the calculated RMS velocity to identify outliers, and
eliminates them from the regression analysis. As a final check on the quality of the wind estimates
produced, tests are made on the minimum number of data points used, fit symmetry, and Root
Means Square (RMS) velocity. If any one of these tests fails, the computed wind is displayed as
"no data" on the VAD Wind Profile product (Figure 3-22). Chapter 6 of Part B of this Handbook
describes the general technique and geometry that is implemented in this algorithm.
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Figure 3-21
Velocity Azimuth Display Product
This example of a VAD Product (AWIPS display) shows the fit of radial winds measured
at a 2.4o scan with respect to the theoretical sine wave curve.
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Figure 3-22
Velocity Azimuth Display Wind Profile Product
This example of a VWP Product (AWIPS display) shows the wind estimates produced in
the vertical for the last 11 volume scans. “ND” indicates levels where the algorithm was
not able to produce a reliable wind estimate.
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3.12.1 Operational Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AZIMUTH: Azimuthal position, in radians.
HEIGHT (Radar): The radar height above sea level, in km.
DENSITY (Atmospheric): A set of density values for each altitude, in kg/km3.
DENSITY (Atmospheric Gradient): A set of density gradient values at each altitude, in
kg/km4.
ELEVATION: Elevation angle, in radians.
FIT TESTS: The number of times the fit test procedure is to be run (2).
REFLECTIVITY FACTOR (ZE): The effective radar reflectivity factor of a SAMPLE
VOLUME, in mm6/m3.
THRESHOLD (Begin in Azimuth): Starting azimuth for VAD analysis, radians.
THRESHOLD (Data Points): The minimum number of data points allowed for the
Fourier least squares fitting, dimensionless (25).
THRESHOLD (End Azimuth): Ending azimuth for VAD analysis, in radians.
THRESHOLD (Symmetry): A value for determining symmetry, in km/hr (25.2).
THRESHOLD (Velocity): A RMS velocity threshold (18), in km/hr.
TIME (Scan): The beginning time of a scan, in hours. Precise to 1/3600 hr.
VAD (Analysis Ranges): The set of specific slant range(s) for each elevation angle at
which horizontal wind estimates are computed. The VAD Range is included in the
VAD Analysis Ranges, in 1/4 km.
VAD RANGE: The subset of VAD (Analysis Ranges) used to compute estimates of
vertical velocity and divergence, in 1/4 km.
VELOCITY (Doppler): Doppler velocities in a SAMPLE VOLUME, in km/hr.

3.12.2 Strengths/Applications.
• Using the velocity and reflectivity data points, the velocity Azimuth Display Algorithm
attempts to calculate the wind direction and speed at an operator selected height at a
selectable but nearby radius from the radar.
• VAD Winds are available in clear air or precipitation mode. Generally speaking, the
wind estimates will be slightly better in clear air mode since the radar antenna rotation
is slower.
• The VAD Algorithm does not require 360 degrees of data. The algorithm only requires
25 (adaptable) data points (a sample from 25 degrees of azimuth), and they don’t have
to be contiguous. It is possible to only sample a certain sector to produce the VAD
winds e.g., 135° to 225° to get an estimate of the winds ahead of a front. The
“Beginning” and “Ending” azimuth is set at the RPG HCI (under Unit Radar Committee
(URC) Control).
• Update Environmental Winds Table. The VAD winds are fed into the Environmental
Winds Table for use in the velocity dealiasing algorithm. This helps minimize
dealiasing errors.
• VAD winds are included on the Radar Coded Message (RCM).
3.12.3 Limitations.
• Needs sufficient data points - Clear, cold, dry air often lacks scatterers. No sine wave
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will be plotted unless there are at least 25 data points (default parameter).
• May be unreliable in disturbed environments. The algorithm does not account for
deformation but assumes horizontal uniformity of the wind field. If there is a front or
boundary near the RDA, the data will often fail either RMS or symmetry thresholds.
• Available for preestablished altitudes only. As designated at the RPG HCI for the VAD
Wind Profile.
• Large flocks of migrating birds may produce anomalous wind data. The averaging of
the motion of birds in conjunction with the motion of the wind, can lead to erroneous
wind data. Birds can cause the speed to be off by several knots and the direction to be
off by several degrees. Typical symptoms include an “explosion of reflectivity returns
in an expanding “donut” pattern centered on the RDA just after sunset.
3.13 Combined Shear. This algorithm computes combined shear of the radial velocities at a single
elevation within a volume scan. This combined shear is related, but not equivalent to the total shear
of the horizontal wind field.
On an azimuth-by-azimuth basis, the algorithm performs the following calculations:
• Computes the running averages of Doppler velocity over a specified number of sample
volumes. Only those data values with corresponding received power levels greater than
the velocity power threshold are included in the averages.
• Computes the running differences of the radially averaged Doppler velocities. These
differences are taken over a radial distance equal to the averaging distance. For final
processing, the differences are assigned to Cartesian grid points.
• Computes the azimuthal differences of the radially averaged Doppler velocities. These
differences are taken between adjacent azimuths at a constant range. These differences
are divided by the distances between the effective sample volume centers, with the
quotients then assigned to Cartesian grid points.
Once all azimuths have been processed, the following are performed sequentially within the
rectangular Cartesian grid:
• Computes the average radial and azimuthal differences at each grid point.
• Filters the difference fields using a centered, two-dimensional filter.
• Combines the shear of the radial velocities at each grid point by squaring the radial and
azimuthal shears, adding, and taking the square root.
• Thresholds the combined shears, keeping only those values above the combined shear
threshold.
This process yields a field of shear values that are displayed in the Combined Shear (CS) product.
3.13.1 Operational Parameters.
• Combined Shear Threshold--0.0 to 5.0 x 10-3 s-l; default, 2.0 x 10-3 s-l: The minimum
combined shear value allowed for acceptance in the final shear field.
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• Domain Resolution--0.5 to 4.0 km (0.27 to 2.2 nm); default, l km (0.54 nm): The spatial
resolution of shear data after mapping onto the Cartesian grid; the effective resolution of
the products.
• Domain X Minimum--minus 116 to 0 km (-63 to 0 nm); default, minus 116 km (-63
nm): The lower left X (W-E) coordinate relative to the radar for the rectangular
Cartesian grid for the interpolated shears.
• Domain X Size--0 to 232 km (0 to 125 nm); default, 232 km (125 nm): The length of
west-east side of Cartesian grid box (the radar is on the intersection of the grid boxes).
• Domain Y Minimum--minus 116 to 0 km (-63 to 0 nm); default, minus 116 km (-63
nm): The lower left Y (N-S) coordinate relative to the radar for the rectangular
Cartesian grid for the interpolated shears.
• Domain Y Size--0 to 232 km (0 to 125 nm); default, 232 km (125 nm): The length of
north-south side of the Cartesian grid box (the radar is at the intersection of the grid
boxes).
• Maximum Number of Radial Samples--650 to 660; default, 660: The maximum number
of samples in one radial.
• Number of Filter Points--1 to 25; default, 9: The number of data points used in the
uniform filter applied to the mean shear (azimuthal) and mean shear (radial) fields.
• Number Threshold--0.25 to 0.75; default, 0.75: The minimum fraction of radial and
azimuthal differences.
• Radial Shear Flag Value--minus 999.9 to -1.0; default, -999.9: The default value for
filtered radial and azimuthal and combined shear.
• Sample Volume Number--1 to 5; default, 3: The number of contiguous sample volumes
to be averaged to produce each estimate of average radial velocity.
• Velocity Power Threshold--0 to 10 dB; default, 5 dB: The received power above which
velocities will be processed.
3.13.2 Strengths/Applications. Radial shear and azimuthal shear are combined into a
single field of values. In this way separate products are not required.
3.13.3 Limitations.
• Extensive filtering is done in order to reduce the noisiness of the shear data. Radial and
azimuthal shears are combined in order to get a shear value of some magnitude
regardless of the viewing aspect of the radar. The extensive filtering will reduce smallscale shears.
• Comprehensive research has not been done to investigate the capabilities and
weaknesses with the algorithm and product.
3.14 Radar Echo Classifier. The Radar Echo Classifier (REC) Algorithm is a real-time software
package that processes base radar data through a “fuzzy” logic process to determine the likelihood
that the radar is detecting a specific category of target. The likelihood is defined for each base
reflectivity and Doppler (velocity and spectrum width) bin for each elevation. Initially, the REC
was designed to determine the likelihood that the radar is detecting AP/ground clutter. Future
plans are to refine the determining process to identify other specific target categories (precipitation,
large hail, biological, clutter residue, etc.) and to help discriminate between different phenomena
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(rain/snow, convective/stratiform, etc.).
The REC output includes digital arrays that contain the bin-by-bin likelihood (in percent) that the
specific target category has been identified. The digital files are intended for use by other real-time
algorithms (for instance, PRECIPITATION PREPROCESSING, COMPOSITE REFLECTIVITY,
etc.) that need to make decisions based on the target identification. The REC output also includes
graphic products that depict the likelihood of target identification. The graphic products are
intended to assist users in making operational and maintenance decisions and to increase operator
confidence in REC identifications.
The REC identification is based on a comparison of the pattern of the base radar data over a small
bounded area with the expected patterns of specific targets. These bounded PATTERN
CHARACTERISTICS have been selected based on their ability to discriminate between different
target categories.
The first major component of the REC Algorithm computes PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC
values for each base data radar bin. The PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC value is computed using
the highest resolution, accuracy, and precision of the base radar data.
The second major component of the REC applies the TARGET CATEGORY SCALING
FUNCTIONS to each PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC value to generate a set of SCALED
CHARACTERISTIC values. For each radar bin and each PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC, the
SCALED CHARACTERISTIC value represents the likelihood that the PATTERN
CHARACTERISTIC value indicates the selected target.
The third major component of the REC defines the TARGET LIKELIHOOD by weighting the
SCALED CHARACTERISTIC values using the TARGET PROBABILITY WEIGHTS and then
summing the weighted SCALED CHARACTERISTIC values. For each radar bin, the TARGET
LIKELIHOOD expresses the likelihood that the radar information from that bin is a member of the
target class.
The RADAR ECHO CLASSIFIER processing will be performed in real time. The resulting digital
output will be provided for use by the Precipitation Processing Subsystem (PPS) Preprocessing
Algorithm and other algorithms as needed. In addition, graphical depictions of the REC output will
be made available for visual analysis.
3.14.1 Operational Parameters.
• BASE REFLECTIVITY: Base reflectivity data. Accuracy is defined by the accuracy of
the base radar data, currently 0.5 dBZ for the WSR-88D.
• BASE VELOCITY: Base Doppler velocity data. Accuracy is defined by the accuracy
of the base radar data, currently 0.5 ms-1 for the WSR-88D.
• BASE SPECTRUM WIDTH: Base spectrum width data. Accuracy is defined by the
accuracy of the base radar data, currently 0.5 ms-1 for the WSR-88D.
• REFLECTIVITY AZIMUTH ANGLE: Azimuthal position information for the BASE
REFLECTIVITY radial. Accuracy of at least 0.1 degree.
• DOPPLER AZIMUTH ANGLE: Azimuthal position information for the BASE
VELOCITY radial. Accuracy of at least 0.1 degree.
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• TARGET CATEGORY SCALING FUNCTIONS: Predetermined functions for each
TARGET CATEGORY and each PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC used to scale the
PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC value to the SCALED CHARACTERISTIC value,
generates a likelihood ranging from 0 to 1.
• TARGET CATEGORY PROBABILITY WEIGHTS: Probability weighting values for
each TARGET CATEGORY which are multiplied to the SCALED
CHARACTERISTIC value to derive the TARGET LIKELIHOOD.
• SPIN CHANGE THRESHOLD: Difference in reflectivity between successive range
gates to be considered significant “spin”. Accuracy of at least 0.5 dBZ.
• SPIN REFLECTIVITY THRESHOLD: Reflectivity value below which no “spin” is
computed. Accuracy of at least 0.5 dBZ.
• RADIAL_EXTENT: The number of radials (+/-) used to define the region for
computing ZTXTR, ZSIGN, and VSTDV. Accurate to one radial.
• Z_RANGE_EXTENT: The number of reflectivity range bins (+/-) used to define the
region for computing ZTXTR and ZSIGN. Accurate to one reflectivity range bin.
• D_RANGE_EXTENT: The number of Doppler range bins (+/-) used to define the
region for computing VSTDV. Accurate to one Doppler range bin.
3.14.2 Strengths/Applications.
• The algorithm produces a digital output, the Target Likelihood Array that is provided
for use by the PPS. The Target Likelihood Array expressed the likelihood that a target
is AP or clutter.
• This algorithm assists in the identification of clutter, AP echo, and thus, precipitation.
3.14.3 Limitations.
• Because the PATTERN CHARACTERISTICS of different targets may be similar at
times, the REC will not likely generate a unique and specific identification at each
location.
• This Algorithm description assumes the azimuthal resolution/spacing of the reflectivity
information is the same as the Doppler azimuthal resolution. In addition, this
description assumes a Doppler range resolution of 250 m (0.13 nm) and a reflectivity
range resolution of 1000 m (0.54 nm). This may be changed in time.
• The REC presents the identification as a probability (likelihood) and requires that the
user of the information (whether human or algorithm) determine a level of confidence
and tolerance in the decision process.
• The algorithm cannot now assign a likelihood that a target is biological in nature.
• The REC clutter likelihood percentage values tend to be biased toward higher values in
areas of range overlaid data.
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3.15 Snow Accumulation Algorithm. The purpose of the Snow Accumulation Algorithm (SAA)
is to provide estimates of accumulated snow water equivalent (S) and snow fall (SD). The
algorithm was developed for use during dry snow, or snow that is not melting while falling or on
the ground. Therefore, the adaptable parameters have been optimized for dry snow. Like the PPS
for rain, SAA uses a Z-S relationship to convert reflectivity to a rate of S. Rates of S are also
converted to rates of SD using a user adaptable snow water ratio. SAA converts the rates to
accumulations of S and SD for a storm total accumulation and over different accumulation periods
(such as one-hour and three-hour).
For some SAA adaptable parameters, optimum settings were derived for different regions of the
CONUS using data from one representative site within that region.
Ideally, input reflectivity data for the SAA should come from as close to the ground as possible
without ground (clutter) contamination. In this version of SAA, the algorithm uses data from the
EPRE. The EPRE uses beam blockage information from the Blockage Algorithm and AP/Clutter
likelihood from the REC Algorithm to construct a HYBRID SCAN array of uncontaminated,
unblocked reflectivity data from the volume of base radar reflectivity data. If the beam blockage or
likelihood of AP/Clutter exceeds adaptable thresholds, reflectivity information from a higher
elevation is used. The EPRE also adjusts (or adds) power for partial beam blockage. In addition,
EPRE stores the elevation angle from which the reflectivity data is obtained for each HYBRID
SCAN bin and outputs the elevation angle information in an HYBRID SCAN Elevation Angle
array for use by the SAA and other algorithms.
Whenever a HYBRID SCAN of reflectivity data is available from the EPRE, SAA processes the
data. (See Figure 3-23 for an overview of the SAA). During periods of no observed snow at the
surface, the algorithm accumulates bogus snow totals returns that are only aloft. SAA relies on the
user to reset accumulations when snow has started to reach the ground.
Before converting reflectivities to rates, SAA filters incoming reflectivity data to further mitigate
contamination from isolated sample volumes that are likely not dry snow (such as residual clutter).
Reflectivities below an adaptable minimum reflectivity threshold are not considered snow and are
ignored. Algorithm developers recognized that sometimes light snow can result in reflectivities
below the minimum reflectivity threshold, but accumulation rates observed with below threshold
reflectivities are extremely light. A sample volume with reflectivities above an adaptable maximum
reflectivity threshold are either set 1) to no data if the sample volume is isolated or 2) to the
reflectivity corresponding to the average rate of its neighbors if the sample volume is not isolated.
Next, reflectivities from the hybrid scan are converted to rates of S using a Z-S relationship in the
form of Z = αSβ, where α and β are the adaptable Z-S multiplicative and power coefficients,
respectively.
Once rates of S are computed, SAA applies a simple range / height correction. Above a minimum
threshold height, S is multiplied by a range / height correction factor to mitigate underestimation
caused when the radar beam begins to overshoot the precipitation. The range / height correction
increases with height and is computed from a second order polynomial. The development version
of SAA used range (vs. height) as the dependent variable.
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Figure 3-23
Snow Accumulation Algorithm Overview
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Figure 3-24
Storm-Total Snow Depth Accumulation Product
An example of a SSD product (CODE View graphics).
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The SAA computes SD values by multiplying S by an adaptable snow ratio. To compute
accumulations, each volume scan S and SD rates are multiplied by the time span between volume
scans producing a scan to scan accumulation for both S and SD. For the first volume scan after an
accumulation reset, the time span is from the beginning to the end of the hybrid scan. Otherwise,
the time span is from the end of the previous hybrid scan to the end of the current hybrid scan. As
time progresses, S and SD scan to scan accumulations are accrued to the S and SD storm total
accumulations, respectively. For different accumulation periods (such as storm total), the scan-toscan accumulations over the accumulation period are summed (See Figure 3-24 for a product
example). For an hour-long accumulation period, scan-to-scan accumulations must exist for an
adaptable minimum time threshold. Therefore, after an accumulation reset, accumulations will not
be available for a specific accumulation period until the minimum time threshold has passed for
that accumulation period. For all accumulations no extrapolation is done over missing time
periods.
The SAA will be preformed in real-time after the EPRE has run. The EPRE is typically run near
the middle of the volume scan, but could be run as late as after the second-to-last elevation scan in
the volume scan.
3.15.1 Operational Parameters.
• ACCUMULATION PERIODS: Time periods over which accumulations are to be
computed, such as 1-hr and 3-hr, in hrs.
• ACCUMULATION RESET FLAG: Flag indicating that all accumulations should be
reset to zero; units: none, range of values: True or False, precision: n/a.
• BASE ELEVATION: Elevation angle of the lowest elevation scan in the volume scan;
units: degrees, range of values: 0.1 to 2.0, precision: at least 0.1 degrees.
• DATE (END HYBRID SCAN): Date of the last radial used in the hybrid scan, in Julian
Days since 01 January 1970.
• DATE (START HYBRID SCAN): Date of the first radial used in the hybrid scan, in
Julian Days since 01 January 1970.
• HYBRID SCAN: Preprocessed reflectivity data mapped to a polar grid from 0 (due
north) to 359 in whole degrees in azimuth and 0 to 229 km in range. Resolution of the
grid is 1 degree in azimuth and 1 km in range. In addition, for each grid point, the
hybrid scan must retain its elevation angle; units: dBZe, range of values: -32 to 95,
precision: 0.5.
• HYBRID SCAN Elevation Angles: For each bin in the HYBRID SCAN array, the
elevation angle of the base reflectivity data used, units: degrees, range of values: 0.0 to
20.0, precision: at least 0.1.
• MAXIMUM REFLECTIVITY THRESHOLD: Maximum reflectivity to convert to S,
default value: 40.0, units: dBZe, range of values: 30.0 to 55.0, precision: 0.5.
• MINIMUM HEIGHT CORRECTION THRESHOLD: Minimum height (ARL) to apply
the range/height correction, default value: see Appendix A, units: km, range of values:
0.01 to 20.00, precision: 0.01.
• MINIMUM REFLECTIVITY THRESHOLD: Minimum reflectivity to convert to S,
default value: 5.0, units: dBZe, range of values: -10.0 to 25.0, precision: 0.5.
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• MINIMUM TIME THRESHOLD (Period): The minimum length of time for which scan
to scan accumulations are required to estimate accumulations over a one-hour period of
time, default value: 54, units: minutes, range of values: 0 to 60, precision: 1.
• RANGE / HEIGHT CORRECTION COEFFICIENT #1: Coefficient #1 in the equation
used to range/height correct estimates, default value: see Appendix A, units:
dimensionless, range of values: -5.0 to 5.0, precision: 0.0001.
• MINIMUM HEIGHT CORRECTION THRESHOLD: Minimum height (ARL) to apply
the range/height correction, default value: see Appendix A, units: km, range of values:
0.01 to 20.00, precision: 0.01.
• RANGE / HEIGHT CORRECTION COEFFICIENT #2: Coefficient #2 in the equation
used to range/height correct estimates, default value: see Appendix A, units: km-1, range
of values: -0.5 to 0.5, precision: 0.0001.
• RANGE / HEIGHT CORRECTION COEFFICIENT #3: Coefficient #3 in the equation
used to range/height correct estimates, default value: see Appendix A, units: km-2, range
of values: -0.001 to 0.001, precision: 0.0001.
• SNOW WATER RATIO: The ratio of SD to S, default value: see Appendix A, units: in
(snow depth) /in (snow water equivalent), range of values: 4.0 to 100.0, precision: 0.1
in/in.
• TIME (END HYBRID SCAN): Time of the last radial used in the hybrid scan, in
fractional hours since midnight.
• TIME (START HYBRID SCAN): Time of the first radial used in the hybrid scan, in
fractional hours since midnight.
• TIME SPAN THRESHOLD: Maximum time allowed between the end of the previous
hybrid scan and the beginning of the current hybrid scan, default value: 11, units:
minutes, range of values: 3 to 30, precision: 1.
• Z-S MULTIPLICATIVE COEFFICIENT: Multiplicative coefficient in the Z-S
relationship; also referred to as alpha, default value: see Appendix A, units: n/a, range
of values: 10 to 1000, precision: 1.
• Z-S POWER COEFFICIENT: Exponential (power) coefficient in the Z-S relationship;
also referred to as beta, default value: see Appendix A, units: n/a, range of values: 1.00
to 3.00, precision: 0.01.
3.15.2 Strengths/Applications.
• This algorithm is designed to estimate both the snowfall accumulation and the
equivalent liquid water accumulation.
• The SAA’s adaptable parameters were optimized for different WSR-88Ds around the
CONUS. During development, the WSR-88Ds for SAA optimization were chosen so
there would be at least one site within each geographic area which normally receives
widespread snow storms.
• SAA’s adaptable parameters were optimized for best overall performance throughout a
winter season.
• SAA’s Z-S relationships were primarily optimized from high quality hourly snow
measurements. Measurement locations were also verified using the Global Positioning
System.
• The maximum reflectivity threshold is used to filter reflectivities which usually are not
producing dry snow.
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3.15.3 Limitations.
• The SAA tends to overestimate SD when compared to snowfall that was subject to
melting below the radar beam, including on the ground.
• With “wet snow” occurring with low-level temperatures of > ~ 30o F, the SAA will tend
to overestimate snowfall.
• When comparing SAA estimates with snow measurements, low quality measurements
should be used with caution. At WSR-88Ds where the adaptable parameters were not
optimized, it is likely SAA performance will be diminished by an unknown amount,
especially for situations where there are large geographical differences between the
study WSR-88Ds and other WSR-88Ds. For example, large difference in radar heights
will likely result in different range / height corrections.
• During SAA development and in other work, a high degree of variability has been
observed with snow - radar measurements in shorter time intervals (such as Z-S
relationships within an hour). Accordingly, SAA performance at small time intervals
(such as 1-hour) is not as good as longer time intervals (such as storm totals).
• Since the snow ratio can vary greatly in time and space, SAA users should use caution
in changing the snow ratio during a snowstorm based on in situ measurements.
Algorithm developers found hourly snow ratios varied greatly and were a poor forecast
of the next hour’s snow ratio.
• Due to the low-topped nature of snowstorms, the SAA is subject to underestimation that
becomes substantial beyond 70 km (at an elevation angle of 0.5o and increases with
range). The simple range / height correction scheme extends the useful range to at most
150 km when the hybrid scan is using the lowest elevation scan. For areas where the
lowest elevation scan is blocked at close range and for mountain top radars, the SAA's
effective range will be less.
• SAA cannot discriminate between reflectivities representing dry snow reaching the
ground and representing other targets. Therefore, the other targets will be included in
SAA estimates resulting in overestimates or bogus estimates. Some common examples
are virga, rain, birds, and chaff. In order to eliminate these bogus accumulations and
have realistic storm total accumulations, the user must reset SAA accumulations when
snow starts reaching the ground. However, a hybrid scan can contain reflectivities
representing both snow reaching the ground and representing other targets at the same
time. For example, snow does not start reaching the ground at the same time throughout
the radar umbrella. After an accumulation reset, areas where snow has not yet reached
the ground may be having virga which SAA will add to accumulation estimates.
• SAA cannot discriminate between snow and other types of precipitation. A common
example is when snow and rain are falling under a radar umbrella at the same time but
in different areas. If the areas of snow and rain did not change location, it would be
relatively easy to keep track of which area contained snow and have useful SAA
estimates. However, if the areas of rain and snow are changing, it would be unrealistic
to keep track of the areas containing snow, and SAA estimates should only be used with
caution.
• In rare cases, reflectivities greater than the maximum reflectivity threshold have been
observed with heavy snow. In these cases, SAA tended to underestimate snow.
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• SAA was developed to be used for dry snow, or snow that is not encountering
temperatures of ~ 30oF or higher.
• When and where a bright band occurs, SAA tends to overestimate.
3.16 Multiple Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) Dealiasing Algorithm. The MPDA scanning
strategy collects sequential scans at the same antenna elevation angle using different Nyquist
velocities (PRFs). These are then range dealiased, aligned, and processed to produce a final
dealiased velocity field based on the combined scans. The actual unambiguous ranges and
corresponding Nyquist velocities depend on the operating frequency of the radar and may be
expressed as follows:
RaVa = c2/(8f)
where c is the speed of light, f is frequency, Ra is the Unambiguous range and Va is the Nyquist
velocity. Typical single PRFs, Nyquist velocities, and unambiguous ranges are shown in Table 5-7
of this Handbook.
The MPDA requires VCP 121 (Table 5-4 of this Handbook). It requires three Doppler scans,
besides the surveillance scan, at both 0.5 and 1.5 degrees elevation. It requires two additional
Doppler Scans in addition to the Batch mode scans at 2.4 and 3.3 degrees elevation. Lastly, it adds
one additional Doppler scan at 4.3° elevation. Above 4.3° elevation, the VCP is identical to
VCP21.
Because the current RDA processor does not range unfold the second and third Doppler scans at
the same elevation, the MPDA incorporates a range-unfolding algorithm similar to the one
implemented in the WSR-88D RDA. The VCP is designed so that the data with the highest
Nyquist velocity are collected first. This ensures the most intense range dealiasing will occur
within the RDA.
The MPDA dealiasing scheme is a multi-step process that arrives at a final dealiased velocity
solution at each radar gate. Throughout the processing steps described below, “seed” velocities are
used to check the gate-by-gate MPDA results for consistency. These seeds can be single previously
dealiased velocity solutions along the same radial, averages of previously dealiased gates, or
estimates from the Environmental Wind Table (EWT).
3.16.1 Dealiasing Steps.
The main dealiasing steps are:
1. Solutions from Velocity Triplets (tight constraint)
This first step considers only gates at which three velocity estimates are present (See
Figure 3-25 for differing solutions for velocity products based on the three PRFs). The
three estimates must be dealiased within a small velocity difference of each other and
within a threshold velocity difference of a seed velocity as previously defined for a final
solution to be accepted. In general, this processing accounts for about 57% of the final
dealiased field.
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2. Solutions from Velocity Triplets (relaxed constraint)
The second step considers only gates at which three velocity estimates are present. The
three estimates and a seed velocity must be dealiased within a larger velocity difference
than step (a).
3. Solutions from Pairs within Triplets
The algorithm next attempts to dealias velocity pairs that did not pass the dealiasing tests in
steps a and b. The use of velocity pairs may be due to there being only two estimates at a
particular location in space or due to the failure to find a solution using triplets. In the case
where triplets are present three solutions are possible. However, the first pair that provides
an acceptable solution is retained. Note that at 4.3o elevation, where only two velocity cuts
are obtained, MPDA processing begins with this step.
4. Solutions from Single Estimates
At this point the remaining solutions are derived from the single velocity estimates that
exist within the unsolved triplets and pairs, and those locations in space that only contained
only one estimate. The single estimates are dealiased using seed values from the previous
steps and increasingly relaxed thresholds. Once this processing is complete, more than
99.99% of the gates contain a final dealiased velocity value.
5. Use original velocity estimates
The remaining gates are assigned one of the three original velocity estimates that are
closest to an average of the surrounding dealiased gates.
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Figure 3-25
Multiple Pulse Repetition Frequency Dealiasing Algorithm Development
This sequence of Mean Radial Velocity products (AWIPS displays) demonstrates the
varying range resolution of velocities the MPDA obtained during of three scans with
differing PRFs.
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3.16.2. Error Mitigation Schemes
After each of the steps described in Section 3.16.1, error mitigation is applied to check for outliers
and for azimuthal and radial inconsistencies in the dealiased field.
1. Despeckling
A despeckling function is applied after each processing step. This routine check for single
velocity gates whose solutions differ significantly from surrounding gates. Several
averages of surrounding gates are checked against the gate in question. If the gate can be
dealiased within a strict threshold of one of the averages, it is assigned a value. Otherwise,
it is set to missing.
2. Azimuthal Error Correction
This routine searches for runs of gates along radials that differ significantly when
compared to adjacent azimuthal values. Adjacent azimuths on both sides of the azimuth in
question are considered in the checking. If the azimuth in question can be dealiased within
a strict threshold of its adjacent azimuths, values are assigned to it. Otherwise, the gates on
the radial are set to missing.
3. Radial Error Correction
This routine searches for large gate-to-gate jumps along radials. If a jump is encountered,
an attempt is made to dealias it into the correct Nyquist interval based on averages of other
radially adjacent gates within a strict threshold. If the gates in question can be dealiased,
new values are assigned, otherwise the gates are set to missing.
3.16.3 Operational Parameters.
• Threshold (Range Unfold Power Difference): Minimum power difference (in dB)
between the first and second trip echoes in order to assign unambiguously a range to
velocities. (Default is 5 dB.) This parameter is used to range unfold the second and
third velocity fields for the MPDA and is entirely equivalent to TOVER used by the
RDA.
• Threshold (Fix Trip Minimum Bin) and Threshold (Fix Trip Maximum Bin): These
two parameters define a narrow annulus at the end of each trip of Doppler data the
MPDA uses to clear out noisy velocity data. The default value is -7 bins for the first
parameter and -3 bins for the second parameter; range is +/- bins relative to the last bin
of each trip.
3.16.4 Strengths/Applications. The MPDA has been increasingly used by operational
sites to reduce “purple haze,” especially in hurricane and tornado environments (Figure 3-26).
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Figure 3-26
Multiple Pulse Repetition Frequency Dealiasing Algorithm Velocity Product
Comparison
Velocity product produced using PRF8 (left) compared with a product produced by the
MPDA (right) for the same situation. Notice that the range folding, represented by the solid
purple color, is much less for the MPDA-produced velocities.
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3.16.5 Limitations.
• In situations with very strong extensive echoes, range folding may be present in all
input velocity fields despite having different PRFs. Under those conditions, the MPDA
will also have extensive range folding.
• In locations where there is only velocity data from the lowest PRF, the velocity data
may be dealiased incorrectly.
• Because the MPDA requires two extra sweeps of Doppler data, the time between
elevations is somewhat greater for its VCP than for normal precipitation mode VCPs.
• Algorithms that rely on vertical continuity may not perform as well with the MPDA
because of the translation and/or morphology of features.
• Because data are combined from three different sweeps, shear features near the radar
may become distorted or have weakened gradients. This could have a negative impact
on the Tornado Detection Algorithm. Users should exercise caution if the MPDA is
used when there are tornadic storms near the radar.
3.17 Data Quality Assurance Algorithm. The Data Quality Assurance Algorithm (DQA)
provides an alternate source of reflectivity factor data to WSR-88D algorithms internal to the RPG.
This algorithm does not yield a product that is available to external systems. The DQA identifies
and removes radials contaminated with constant power function signatures as well as regions of
anomalous propagation clutter from the reflectivity factor data. This is the only such edited
reflectivity factor data available. Upon completion of each elevation cut of the radar volume, the
DQA passes the processed reflectivity factor data to receiving algorithms as an elevation cut. The
original radar volume’s elevation cut spatial integrity is maintained. The reflectivity factor data
provided after DQA processing are not quantized. The original resolution of the reflectivity factor
data is maintained. While DQA returns edited reflectivity factor data, it requires for analysis the
original three moments of radar data for the elevation tilt plane. Both the EET Algorithm and the
DVL Algorithm require the DQA data as input.
The DQA produces an intermediate, elevation cut product internal to the RPG of 1o x 0.54 nm (1
km) original polar grid resolution to a range of 460 km (248 nm). This is the identical elevation cut
of reflectivity factor data except for the removal of identified data contaminants. The DQA first
independently analyzes every radial for the presence of a constant power function signature. This
radial signature is represented by a steady increase in reflectivity factor with distance from the
radar following the inverse range-squared relationship. That is, reflectivity factor increases with
distance as a function of the inverse of range squared for equal returned power along the length of
the radial. Figure 3-27 illustrates the contrast between individual radials – one with weather, the
other with a constant power function signature. Identified constant power function radials have
their original reflectivity factor replaced with the “no data” value.
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Figure 3-27
Reflectivity Factor Signatures
Sample radials depicting typical reflectivity factor signatures for a radial involving weather
echo (blue) and a radial with a constant power function (orange).
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Figure 3-28
Radar Product Discriminations
The three general concepts for the AP editor portion of the DQA Algorithm are shown.
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DQA follows the constant power function radial analysis with an analysis to identify and remove
AP clutter in the elevation tilt plane. The identification of AP uses three concepts applied in one
and two dimensions as shown in Figure 3-28. The spectral signature of AP differs from that of
weather. The AP is typified by high reflectivity factor data coincident with near zero Doppler
moment values. The AP typically is observed at low elevations nearer the radar; thus, DQA uses
elevation discrimination to identify areas of AP. Thirdly, DQA exploits the observation that AP
often has a visual texture of greater variability in the reflectivity factor data as compared to areas of
weather when viewed in two dimensions. The identified AP have their original reflectivity factor
replaced with the NEXRAD “no data” value.
3.17.1 Operational Parameters. None
3.17.2 Strengths/Applications
• Combined removal of AP, clutter and constant power function radials.
• Provides an alternate source of reflectivity factor data to WSR-88D algorithms.
• Identified problematic data removed from reflectivity factor; no additional editing
required.
• Removes “bulls-eye” and “starburst” full volume constant power function phenomenon
often associated with a WSR-88D radar in maintenance mode or suffering a hardware
failure.
3.17.3 Limitations.
• Identified problematic data removed from reflectivity factor; no ability to recover those
original values in DQA product.
• Constant power functions remain in the presence of weather signature.
• Actual weather signatures can be erroneously removed.
• The AP editor will not analyze areas lacking Doppler moment data.
3.18 High Resolution Enhanced Echo Tops Algorithm. The High Resolution Enhanced Echo
Tops Algorithm (EET) ingests processed reflectivity factor data from the DQA Algorithm. The
DQA Algorithm identifies and removes radials contaminated with constant power function
signatures as well as regions of anomalous propagation clutter from the reflectivity factor data.
Upon completion of each elevation cut of the radar volume, the DQA passes the processed data to
receiving algorithms as an elevation cut. The original radar volume’s elevation cut spatial integrity
is maintained. The reflectivity factor data provided after DQA processing are not quantized. The
original resolution of the reflectivity factor data is maintained.
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Figure 3-29
Enhanced Echo Tops Algorithm
The EET determines the proper echo top height (blue circles) within the radar volume
by selecting a range gate along a radial or interpolating in the vertical between two
on adjacent elevation tilt planes that bisect the threshold level.
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The EET produces an output product of estimated echo top heights on a 1° x 0.54 nm (1 km) polar
grid resolution to a range of 186 nm (345 km). Each point of the EET product represents
processing through a vertical column of the radar volume. Each column is populated by range gate
sample volumes from the intersected elevation tilt planes of the radar volume. The EET
determines the altitudes along the elevation tilt plane for range gate sample volumes whose
reflectivity factor equals or exceeds the reflectivity factor threshold. The EET analyzes vertically
upwards through successive elevation tilt planes in this manner. For any vertical column, altitude
is determined through vertical linear interpolation between successive elevation tilt planes when
the reflectivity factor threshold is exceeded for the lower plane and not exceeded for the upper
plane. This processing functionality mitigates the computationally-introduced “stair-step” artifact
of the ET product.
Figure 3-29 illustrates the method used by EET to determine the echo top height. An echo top deck
(dark line) of constant altitude defined by the 18 dBZ threshold is modeled with higher reflectivity
factor below and lesser reflectivity factor above. The orange lines represent individual elevation
tilt planes within the radar volume. Circles along the tilt planes represent (not to scale) sections of
individual range gate sample volumes comprising the radial. The blue circles represent the echo
top height determined by the EET Algorithm for this case. In the highlight box, the EET echo top
height is indicated with the blue circles based on vertical linear interpolation between the higher
reflectivity factor sample volumes on the lower elevation angle tilt plane and the lower reflectivity
factor sample volumes on the higher elevation angle tilt plane. The diagonally downward pointing
arrow from the left-most blue circle to the left-most yellow circle on the lower angle elevation tilt
plane is provided to contrast EET with the “stair-step” altitude selection methodology of the ET
product.
The EET provides the echo top height in 1 kft resolution along with a flag value to indicate if the
echo top height is “topped”. A “topped” echo top occurs when the last elevation tilt plane has
range gate sample volumes with reflectivity factor that meets or exceeds the threshold. In the case
of the Figure 3-29, the “topped” EET echo top heights are all along the left-most elevation tilt
plane below the actual modeled echo top height. This region is the “cone-of-silence” for the radar
and typically will have “topped” echo top heights during significant convection in close proximity
to the radar. The EET product can be provided as a bzip2 compressed product for external user
systems.
3.18.1 Operational Parameters. None.
3.18.2 Strengths/Applications.
• A vertical linear interpolation technique is utilized to estimate echo top heights between
elevation tilt planes.
• An indicator if an echo top height is “topped”.
• High spatial resolution of 1° x 0.54 nm (1 km).
• Data resolution of 1 kft.
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3.18.3 Limitations.
• The precision for measuring the height decreases with range because of beam
broadening. At a range of 230 km (124 nm) the half-power beam width is 4040 meters.
• The algorithm does not correct for data contamination from side lobes. The height of
echo tops could be overestimated from this effect.
• The echo tops may be undetectable by the radar at close range with a limited range of
elevations.
• The vertical change of reflectivity factor may not be linear.
• No adaptable parameters are available.
3.19 Digital High Resolution Vertically Integrated Liquid Water. The Digital High Resolution
Vertically Integrated Liquid Water Algorithm (DVL) ingests processed reflectivity factor data from
the DQA Algorithm. The DQA Algorithm identifies and removes radials contaminated with
constant power function signatures as well as regions of anomalous propagation clutter from the
reflectivity factor data. Upon completion of each elevation cut of the radar volume, the DQA
passes the processed data to receiving algorithms as an elevation cut. The original radar volume’s
elevation cut spatial integrity is maintained. The reflectivity factor data provided after DQA
processing are not quantized. The original resolution of the reflectivity factor data is maintained.
The DVL produces an output product of a digitally encoded estimate of VIL on a 1° x 0.54 nm (1
km) polar grid resolution to a range of 460 km (248 nm). Each point of the DVL product
represents processing through a vertical column of the radar volume. Each column is populated by
a set of range gate sample volumes from each intersected elevation tilt plane of the radar volume.
The DVL determines the partial VIL contribution from each intersected elevation tilt plane of the
column by selecting the range gate sample volume with the largest reflectivity factor, converting it
to equivalent liquid water, and vertically integrating through the depth of the range gate sample
volume. The calculation of the partial VIL is the same as that done for the VIL Algorithm except
that DVL uses non-quantized reflectivity factor data and includes the conversion to VIL of
reflectivity factor below 18 dBZ threshold. Any range gate sample volume used with a reflectivity
factor greater than 56 dBZ provides a partial VIL based on 56 dBZ.
At completion of the last elevation tilt plane, DVL tallies the partial VIL contributions in each
column to arrive at the column total VIL in kg m-2. The total VIL value is capped at 80 kg m-2 if
exceeded. The resolution of DVL varies due to the digital encoding. The DVL digitally encodes
the data using a linear scale for VIL less than 0.19 kg m-2 and a log scale thereafter up to the cap
threshold. The DVL product can be provided as a bzip2 compressed product for external user
systems.
3.19.1 Operational Parameters. None
3.19.2 Strengths.
• High spatial resolution of 1o x 0.54 nm (1 km).
• Inclusion of reflectivity factor below 18 dBZ heightens depiction of incipient
development of convective weather.
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• Provides fine scale depiction of VIL at levels below that depicted by the minimum
threshold of the original VIL product.
3.19.3 Limitations.
• This algorithm has a bias towards larger drop sizes. Clouds containing a large number
of small precipitation drops produce very small values.
• The values obtained at distant ranges may is often misleading because liquid water
below the radar beam is not measured.
• At long ranges, errors may be due to large radar sample volumes.
• There are no adaptable parameters.
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CHAPTER 4

SIGNAL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

4.1 Introduction. In addition to the computation of the three radar moments (Part B of this
Handbook), the signal processing includes several additional processing steps designed to enhance
the meteorological information content of the data. The sections that follow describe the functional
attributes of this processing and identify the known operational considerations.

4.2 Automatic Pulse Repetition Frequency Selection. The automatic pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) technique analyzes echo returns in the lowest elevation scan, determines that PRF yielding
the smallest obscuration, and assigns that to the elevation scans contained in the lowest 7.0°. This

new VCP definition is downloaded to the RDA and invoked at the beginning of the next
VCP.
Using data from the surveillance waveform in the lowest elevation scan, echo power is computed.
Then a measure of the overlaid echoes is computed for five PRFs from the allowable Doppler
ranges for that site. The PRF yielding the least overlaid echo is selected for subsequent processing
up to 7.0° in elevation. Above that elevation, there are no problems with overlaid echoes.

4.3 Point Clutter Rejection. Strong point clutter in the power-sum array is censored by the
programmable signal processor, using the following algorithm.
Clutter Detection -- The rules for detecting strong point clutter are as follows: The nth bin
is declared to be a point clutter cell if its power value exceeds those of both its second nearest
neighbors by a threshold factor (TCN). In other words,
if
and

P(n)
P(n)

exceeds
exceeds

TCN*P(n-2)
TCN*P(n+2)

TCN
P(n)
n

is the point clutter threshold factor (always greater than 1.0),
is the power-sum value for the nth range cell, and
is the 250 meter (500 meter in long pulse mode) range cell index.

where

Clutter Censoring -- The formulae for censoring strong point clutter in the power-sum
array P(n) via data substitution are as follows. If the nth range cell is an isolated clutter cell (i.e., it
is a clutter cell, but neither of its immediate neighboring cells is a clutter cell), the replacement
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schemes:
Replace
Replace
Replace

P(n-l)
P(n)
P(n+l)

with
with
with

P(n-2)
0.5*P(n-2) + 0.5*P(n+2)
P(n+2)

If the nth and (n+l)th range bins constitute an isolated clutter pair, the bin replacement scheme is:
Replace
Replace
Replace
Replace

P(n-l)
P(n)
P(n+l)
P(n+2)

with
with
with
with

P(n-2)
P(n-2)
P(n+3)
P(n+3)

Note: Strings of three or more successive clutter cells are prevented by the nature of the
algorithm.

4.4 Analog to Digital Converter Gain and Bias Compensation. The A to D converter function
contains test features serving two purposes. During normal operation, these tests are used to null
out DC biases which would degrade the base data. During calibration operations, these features
input test signals to monitor A to D converter bias and linearity performance.

4.5 Automatic Gain Control Prescaling. The Automatic Gain Control (AGC) in the receiver
adjusts overall system gain to ensure receiver response is linear. Larger input signals cause the
AGC to automatically insert attenuation into the received signal path to prevent receiver saturation.
This introduces a nonlinear component to the measured signal power. The signal processor uses
information from the AGC control circuits to compensate for the added attenuation, forcing the
overall signal response to be linear.

4.6 Clutter Filtering. The Hardwired Signal Processor performs clutter filtering, removing up to
30 dB of clutter power in the reflectivity channels and up to 50 dB of clutter power in the Doppler
channels. Filtering is accomplished by a classic high pass filter designed to remove components of
the received signal below an established frequency. Hardware implementation is by means of a
time domain, recursive, 5-pole elliptic infinite impulse response filter. The filters do not
discriminate between signal components associated with clutter from those associated with actual
meteorological returns, removing all signal components below the pass band point. This can
introduce a bias in reflectivity estimation for weather signals which have significant low velocity
components. The filters also require initialization upon pulse repetition frequency changes and
perform best when the PRF is held constant. As such, they are unsuitable for the batch mode. For
batch mode, a simple 2 pulse canceller is used. These filters also introduce a phase distortion
component which makes them unsuitable for anticipated signal processing techniques such as range
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velocity ambiguity mitigation based on phase coding.

4.7 Interference Suppression. The receiver can have an optional interference suppression unit
installed. This hardware, when active, monitors received signals in the frequency band just above
and just below the bandwidth of the receiver. If significant amounts of RF energy are detected just
outside the main receiver channel, the presence of interference is assumed and a flag is sent to the
signal processor while the interference is perceived to be active. The HSP contains hardware
controlled by this flag which can affect the processed data on a bin by bin basis. For the
reflectivity estimates, if the interference flag is set during a current bin, valid data from a previous
bin is repeated. This continues as long as the interference suppression flag is active. This
minimizes reflectivity bias errors due to interference detection. For the Doppler channels, the data
value is set to zero for bins while the flag is active. This minimizes velocity estimate errors due to
contamination from interference.

4.8 Range Averaging. The receiver contains a hardware matched filter component which is
designed to maximize signal to noise ratios for the return signals. It is out of necessity designed for
optimal performance for the short pulse mode only. When operating in long pulse (VCP 32 for
example) an additional signal processing function is needed. In the PSP, an additional operation is
performed on data collected in the long pulse mode. This operation averages time-series samples
over 750 meter range segments and reduces the time series sampling rates from one sample per 250
meters to one sample per 750 meters. Formulas for the filtering and sample rate reduction are
given:
For each m in 0 …NP_S-1,
I(0,m) = (2/3)I’(0,m) + (1/3)I’(1,m)
Q(0,m) = (2/3)Q’(0,m) + (1/3)Q’(1,m)
For each m in 0 …NP_S-1 and each n in 1 …N-1,
I(n,m) = (1/3)I’(3n-1,m) + (1/3)I’(3n,m) + (1/3)I’(3n+1,m)
Q(n,m) = (1/3)Q’(3n-1,m) + (1/3)Q’(3n,m) + (1/3)Q’(3n+1,m)
Where
NP_S = the number of surveillance sweeps in the radial.
N is the number of 750 meter range resolution cells in the output time series
I’(k,m) and Q’(k,m) are the in-phase and quadrature components of one of the input surveillance
time-series arrays for the kth 250 meter range cell of the mth sweep.
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I(n.m) and Q(n,m) are the in-phase and quadrature components of the corresponding time series
array for the nth 750 meter range cell of the mth sweep.
For the surveillance time series only, this function combines the echo power from four 250 meter
cells into a single one kilometer estimate for short pulse mode and averages two 500 meter cells
into a single one kilometer output for long pulse mode.

4.9 Range Unfolding. The programmable signal processor resolves range ambiguity of radial
velocity and spectrum width by assigning each 250 m (500 m in long pulse) range cell to one of the
following three categories:
•
•
•

Valid Doppler return (which may be derived from either first, second, third, or fourth trip
echoes)
Insufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) Doppler return,
Overlaid Doppler return.

The determination of overlaid Doppler returns is made by comparing the echo power for each
range cell, which is obtained from a low pulse repetition frequency waveform, to the echo power
from each other cell that will be overlaid, i.e., folded, on this cell under a high pulse repetition
waveform. If, for the high pulse repetition frequency, the unambiguous range is ra, the returns at a
distance, d, from the radar will be overlaid with returns from d+nra, where n is an integer. For each
range cell, the echo power is compared to the echo power of all the other range cells separated by
an integer multiple of ra. If the echo power for the range cell is not greater than the echo power of
every other potentially overlaid cell by a threshold parameter (TOVER, default 5 dB), then the
Doppler return for this cell is not valid, i.e., it is either overlaid or insufficient. If the echo power
for this cell does exceed any significant echo power from overlay candidates by this threshold
parameter, then the cell will be labeled valid, subject to the SNR test, described below.
Echo power is compared to the noise level in order to determine those range cells with an
insufficient SNR. If the echo power is greater than the noise level by a threshold parameter, then
the cell is labeled as being either valid or overlaid, depending on the result of the above test. If the
echo power is not greater than the noise level by this threshold parameter, then it is labeled as
insufficient, independent of the above test.

4.10 Velocity Dealiasing. Although velocity dealiasing is part of signal processing, i.e., it is not a
meteorological algorithm, this algorithm is executed in the RPG computer.
The base data Doppler velocities from the radar are ambiguous. Velocities outside the region +VNyQ
(Nyquist velocity) are shifted by the radar by +2n VNyQ into +VNyQ where n is an integer. These
errors, or aliasing of the velocity, are corrected by using continuity of velocity along radials and
between adjoining radials at the same range. The velocity dealiasing algorithm proceeds as follows:
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For each radial, the ambiguous velocity at each sample bin is compared with the unambiguous
velocity at a previous (closer in range) sample bin. Only velocities that come from range bins
meeting the SNR threshold and that are not range folded are considered good. The five bins closer
to the radar are searched for a valid sample. When the previous five sample bin values indicate
below SNR threshold or range folded, a nine-point average of surrounding data is used for
comparison. The nine points will include the four preceding unambiguous values along the same
radial and five values from the previous radial. The five values are taken from the bin adjacent to
the sample volume and the next four bins in increasing range. When a nine-point average cannot be
computed, the algorithm looks back (toward the radar) up to 30 range cells (adaptable value) on the
current working radial, and ahead (away from the radar) up to 15 range cells (adaptable value) on
the previous saved radial. If a velocity for comparison cannot be found, the value is rejected as bad.
If a valid velocity for comparison is found, the algorithm compares the difference in these
velocities to a threshold (TH_l). This threshold is typically 5 m s-1 (10 knots) for clear air mode,
and 10 to 15 m s-1 (19 to 29 knots) for precipitation mode. If the velocity difference is greater than
TH_1, the algorithm attempts to place the ambiguous velocity to within TH_1 of its nearest radial
neighbor (or nine- point average, etc.) by adding or subtracting integer multiples of 2 VNYQ
If the nearest radial neighbor is within five range cells, but the ambiguous velocity cannot be
dealiased to within a velocity difference TH_1 of this neighbor, the ambiguous velocity is
compared to a nine-point average of its neighbors. This nine-point average is as defined above. If
the ambiguous velocity can be dealiased to within a derived threshold TH_2 of the nine-point
average, it is dealiased. If the ambiguous velocity is not within TH_2, nor can it be dealiased to
within TH_2, the ambiguous velocity is rejected as bad. TH_2 is the larger of TH_1, 40% of the
nine-point average, or twice the standard deviation of the nine points.
When the ambiguous velocity is locally isolated, the current working radial (up to 30 range cells
toward the radar) or previous saved radial (up to 15 range cells away from the radar) is searched for
a velocity with which to be compared. If such a velocity is found, and the ambiguous velocity is
within a velocity difference threshold TH_3 or can be dealiased to within TH_3, it is dealiased. If a
velocity to compare with is found, but the ambiguous velocity cannot be dealiased to within TH_3,
the ambiguous velocity is rejected as bad. The threshold TH_3 is typically 1.5 TH_1.
The algorithm also checks for dealiasing errors. This is referred to as reunfolding. It will correct
such errors on the current working radial when either: 1) a site-adaptable number of range cells,
NUM_1, exhibit large velocity differences, TH_4, in azimuth, or 2) two large velocity jumps of
opposite sense, exceeding TH_5 in magnitude, exist along the radial and the jumps are separated by
no more than a site-adaptable number of range cells, e.g., 75. The parameter NUM_1 is typically 5
for clear air mode and 10 for precipitation mode. TH_4 is approximately 60% of the Nyquist
interval. The parameter TH_5 is the smaller of 80% of the Nyquist interval and 45 m s-1 (87 knots).
For the case of large azimuthal shear, velocities are reunfolded using a least-squares technique. The
technique compares the velocity in question with its nearest neighbor in the preceding azimuth and
nearest neighbor in the same radial (farther from the radar). The velocity in question is reunfolded
if, by adding or subtracting a Nyquist interval to or from it, the sum of squared velocity differences
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between the velocity in question and its two neighbors is minimized.
If the reunfolded radial contains no large velocity jumps, it may be copied for subsequent use. If
only one large velocity jump exceeding TH_5 in magnitude is identified along the current working
radial, this radial will not be copied for subsequent use. The copy of the previous radial is allowed
to be up to five radials old. If five successive radials have large velocity jumps, azimuthal
information becomes unavailable for dealiasing.
If five consecutive velocities have been removed from the radial, an attempt is made to replace
them. For each rejected velocity, a reference velocity is calculated. This reference velocity is either
a radial neighbor or the average of the 15 unambiguous velocities along the previous radial (the
four closer, the current, and the ten further in range). When the first value removed in the string of
five is within a relaxed threshold TH_6 of the reference velocity or can be dealiased to within this
threshold, the initially removed velocity is replaced. If the rejected velocity can be dealiased to
within TH_6 of the reference velociy, it is dealiased. The threshold TH_6 is the lesser of 40% of
the Nyquist interval and 22.5 m s-1 (44 knots). Once the first rejected velocity is replaced,
subsequent replacement uses the threshold TH_3 to compare the next rejected velocity and a
running average of the replaced velocities.
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CHAPTER 5

OPERATIONAL MODES AND VOLUME COVERAGE PATTERNS

5.1 Introduction. This chapter describes the WSR-88D operational modes and volume coverage
patterns (VCPs). There are two operational modes: Precipitation and Clear Air. Each operational
mode uses multiple VCPs.
5.2 Operational Modes. The WSR-88D initiates data acquisition and processing in the Clear Air
Mode and automatically switches to the Precipitation Mode when Category 1 precipitation is
detected (Section 5.4). The Precipitation Mode may also be manually selected at the MSCF.
5.2.1 Precipitation Mode. This mode is used when enough significant echoes are present.
At times, however, such as early, midlevel formation of convective echoes, the user may choose to
enter the Precipitation Mode manually. The initial operating capability included VCPs 11 and VCP
21 (Sections 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.2) for this mode. However, new VCPs, 12 and 121 have been added
(Sections 5.3.1.2 and 5.3.3). With these new VCPs, there are now three sub-classifications of the
Precipitation mode, those are the Shallow Precipitation Group (VCP 21), Deep Convection Group
(VCPs 11 and 12) and the Multiple PRF Dealiasing Algorithm Group (VCP 121).
5.2.2 Clear Air Mode. This mode is used when there is no detectable precipitation
(Precipitation Category 0) or when precipitation intensity and aerial extent are small (Precipitation
Category 2). The initial operating capability includes VCPs 31 and 32 (Sections 5.3.4.1 and
5.3.4.2) for this mode. The two VCPs have identical elevation angles, but vary in the radar pulse
width and the pulse repetition time. The long pulse (VCP 31) can be used routinely for maximum
signal-to noise ratios and resultant sensitivity: short pulse (VCP 32) can be used when a greater
Nyquist velocity is desired for this mode.
5.3 Volume Coverage Patterns. During operations, the antenna is controlled by automatic
scanning programs. The VCPs are matched to an operational mode to optimize product generation
for given meteorological situations. In each operational mode, scanning is continuous to support
the needs of the users. Principal Users are informed of the current radar operational mode and the
current VCP through the use of system status and error messages.
In 2005 new VCPs were added and a VCP numbering convention was adopted. To accommodate
the new and legacy VCPs, the following four groups have been identified.
•
•
•

Deep Convection Group: Two digits beginning with 1, VCPs 11 and 12.
Shallow Precipitation Group: Two digits beginning with 2, VCP 21.
Multiple PRF Dealiasing Algorithm (MPDA) Group: Three digits beginning with 1,
VCP 121.
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•

Clear Air Group: Two digits beginning with 3, VCP 31 and 32.

Within the definition of each VCP, the WSR-88D employs three unique collection techniques to
maximize the amount and quality of the data while minimizing the time it takes to collect the data.
The following paragraphs describe these data collection techniques.
•

Split Cut is the term used to describe the technique of scanning a particular elevation slice
two or more times, using a different PRF for each full scan. This technique is used to
accurately place targets in range using a low PRF and to collect accurate velocity data
using a high PRF. For the lowest elevations scans (all elevations below the clutter
transition angle of 1.65°) where efficient clutter suppression is required and velocity range
folding is likely, all VCPs employ the split cut technique using a Contiguous Surveillance
(CS) scan followed by one or more Contiguous Doppler (CD) scans. (For middle elevation
scans, the Batch Mode scan can be substituted for the CS scan to achieve the same results.)
o

Contiguous Surveillance (CS) is a constant low PRF (long Rmax) employed for the
entire 360° scan to determine proper target location and intensity (dBZ). Due to
the long Rmax, no range unfolding technique is applied since all target locations
are considered to be unambiguous or correct. CS operations are part of the "split
cut" mode.

o

Contiguous Doppler (CD) is a constant high PRF (short Rmax and high Vmax)
employed for the entire 360° scan to accurately determine "1st guess" velocity and
spectrum width information. A result of the high PRF (short Rmax) is that multiple
trip echoes can occur and, therefore, a range unfolding technique using data from
the CS (or Batch) scan must be applied. CD operations are also part of the "split
cut" mode.

•

Batch Mode is used in the middle angles of most VCPs. The Batch Mode (B) technique
uses alternating low and high PRFs on each radial for one full rotation at each elevation
angle. Along each radial, the radar starts transmitting pulses using a low PRF (long Rmax)
to obtain target intensity and location information. Then, before the antenna completes a 1°
sweep, the transmitter quickly switches to high PRF (high Vmax) to obtain more accurate
velocity information. This alternating back and forth between a low and a high PRF is done
for each radial until a full 360° scan has been completed. The two data sets resulting from
the different PRFs are combined to resolve range ambiguity. The Batch Mode is used at
elevation slices between 1.8° and 6.5° in VCPs 11, 12, 21, and 32 (not employed in VCP
31) where ground clutter contamination is generally not a problem. Additionally, VCP 121
employs the Batch Mode as part of the "split cut" data collection for middle elevations
2.4°, 3.4°, and 4.3°.

•

Contiguous Doppler X (CDX) (or contiguous Doppler with no range unfolding) combines
a high PRF and a rapid antenna rotation rate to obtain all base data in the higher elevation
slices (>7°). Even though a high PRF is used, no range-unfolding algorithm is applied to
the data. This is because at these higher elevation angles range folded echoes are highly
unlikely. (For example, at 7.5°, the radar beam is already at ~ 50,000 feet at 62 nm range
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(the shortest CD Rmax)). CDX is employed at all elevation slices >7° in VCPs 11, 12, 21
and 121, and above 3° in VCP 31 (CDX is not employed in VCP 32).
5.3.1 Deep Precipitation/Convection Group, VCPs 11 and 12. The purposes of VCPs
11 and 12 are to: 1) detect and track storms; 2) detect shear, mesocyclones, and other hazardous
types of weather associated with deep moist convection; 3) provide precipitation estimates; and 4)
obtain wind profiles to supplement soundings.
5.3.1.1 VCP 11. The VCP 11 is designed to sample severe and non severe
precipitation events. The VCP 11 scans 14 elevation cuts in 5 minutes using Split Cut (CD and
CS) for the 0.5° and 1.5° elevation scans, Batch processing from 2.4° through 6.2° and Contiguous
Doppler for 7.5° through 19.5°. (See Table 5-1 and Figure 5-1.)
5.3.1.1.1 Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Short pulse (1.57 μs; PRF 318 to 1304 Hz)
Unambiguous (Nyquist) velocity range 8 to 32.8 m s-1 (15.5 to 63.7 knots)
Fourteen elevation angles
Five-minute update rate
Velocity data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Hydrometeorological data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Reflectivity data within 460 km (248 nm) radius
Separate surveillance and Doppler scans are taken at the two lowest elevation
angles to improve clutter filter performance, maximize the velocity accuracy
and unambiguous interval
Lowest seven elevation angles are contiguous.

5.3.1.1.2 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•

More rapid update rate (5 minutes) than VCP 21
More elevation cuts (14) allowing better operator storm evaluation and
producing better algorithm output
Better for monitoring convection than VCP 21
Provides better vertical definition of storm structure than VCP 21.

5.3.1.1.3 Limitations.
•
•
•
•

Slower update rate than VCP 12 (4.2 minutes)
Lacks the low-level overlapping beams of VCP 12
More widespread overlaid echo and velocity dealiasing failures as compared to
VCP 121
Cone of silence above 19.5°.
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Table 5-1
VCP 11 Characteristics

Angle
(°)
0.5
0.5
1.45
1.45
2.4
3.35
4.3
5.25
6.2
7.5
8.7
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.7
19.5

Scan
AZ Rate Period
(°/sec)
(sec)
18.675
19.38
19.224
18.83
19.844
18.24
19.225
18.83
16.166
22.46
17.893
20.23
17.898
20.23
17.459
20.73
17.466
20.73
25.168
14.38
25.398
14.25
25.421
14.24
25.464
14.22
25.515
14.19
25.596
14.14
25.696
14.09

WF
Type
CS
CD
CS
CD
B
B
B
B
B
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX

Surveillance
Doppler PRF No.
PRF
4
5
6
7
8
# Pulses
No.
#Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse
1
17
-------44
52
56
61
66
1
16
-------44
52
56
61
66
1
6
35
41
43
46
50
2
6
35
41
43
46
50
2
6
35
41
43
46
50
3
10
35
41
43
46
50
3
10
35
41
43
46
50
--34
41
43
46
50
--33
41
43
46
50
--33
41
43
46
50
--33
41
43
46
50
--33
41
43
46
50
--33
41
43
46
50
--33
41
43
46
50

Notes:
• Default Doppler PRF numbers are underlined; Doppler PRFs are editable <7.0 degrees
• Sum of periods, which is "data collection" time = 279.17 secs / 4.65 mins. Transition times
will vary
• Volume scan update time is about 5 minutes
• See Table 5-7 for PRF No. information.
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Elevation
Angles

Figure 5-1
VCP 11
VCP 11 samples fourteen elevation angles in 5 minutes. The lowest two angles
use "Split Cut" (CS/CD), middle angles use Batch (B), and higher angles use
Contiguous Doppler (CDX) mode. The lines representing the beam elevation with
height as a function of range assume standard atmospheric refraction of the
beam.
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5.3.1.2 VCP 12. VCP 12 is designed for deep convection, with better vertical
resolution and faster volume scan update than VCP 11. VCP 12 scans 14 elevation cuts in 4.2
minutes using both Split Cut (CD and CS) for the 0.5°, 0.9° and 1.3° elevation scans, Batch
processing from 1.8° through 6.4° and Contiguous Doppler for 8.0° through 19.5°. See Table 5-2
and Figure 5-2.
5.3.1.2.1 Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Short pulse (1.57 μs; PRF 318 to 1304 Hz)
Unambiguous (Nyquist) velocity range 8 to 32.8 m s-1 (15.5 to 63.7 knots)
Fourteen elevation angles
4.2 - minute update rate
Velocity data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Hydrometeorological data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Reflectivity data within 460 km (248 nm) radius
Separate surveillance and Doppler scans are taken at the three lowest elevation
angles to improve clutter filtering performance, maximize the velocity
accuracy and unambiguous interval
Lowest seven elevation angles are contiguous or overlap.

5.3.1.2.2 Strengths/Advantages.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Algorithms that depend on low-level data perform better with VCP 12
Provides superior data in the lowest levels of the atmosphere,
Fastest update rate of current VCPs, more nearly that of convection and
precipitation persistence scales
Provides better vertical definition of storm structure
Better rainfall and snowfall estimates than for VCP 11 or 21 due to increased
low-level scanning
Improved storm characterization by algorithms
Six elevation scans below 4° (overlapping beam sampling).

5.3.1.2.3 Limitations.
•

•
•
•

Faster antenna rotation rates, especially above the lowest three elevation angles
slightly degrades velocity and reflectivity estimates – as compared to VCP11
(fewer pulses in the sample estimate)
Cone of silence above 19.5°
Stored only at RPG and not at RDA, it must be downloaded to RDA
Product availability is limited for some display systems due to
communications bandwidth limitations.
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Table 5-2
VCP 12 Characteristics

Angle
(°)
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.9
1.3
1.3
1.8
2.4
3.1
4.0
5.1
6.4
8.0
10.0
12.5
15.6
19.5

Scan
AZ Rate Period
(°/sec)
(sec)
21.150
17.02
25.000
14.40
21.150
17.02
25.000
14.40
21.150
17.02
25.000
14.40
26.640
14.61
26.400
13.64
26.400
13.64
26.400
13.64
28.010
12.86
28.010
12.86
28.400
12.68
28.884
12.46
28.741
12.53
28.741
12.53
28.741
12.53

WF
Type
CS
CD
CS
CD
CS
CD
B
B
B
B
B
B
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX

Surveillance
Doppler PRF No.
PRF
4
5
6
7
8
# Pulses
No.
#Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse
1
15
-------34
40
43
46
50
1
15
-------34
40
43
46
50
1
15
-------34
40
43
46
50
1
3
25
29
32
34
37
2
3
25
30
32
35
38
2
3
25
30
32
35
38
2
3
25
30
32
35
38
3
3
25
30
32
35
38
3
3
25
30
32
35
38
--30
35
38
41
44
--29
34
37
40
44
--29
34
37
40
44
--29
34
37
40
44
--29
34
37
40
44

Notes:
• Default Doppler PRF numbers are underlined; Doppler PRFs are editable <7.0 degrees
• Sum of periods, which is "data collection" time = 238.24 secs / 3.97 mins. Transition times
will vary
• Volume scan update time is about 4.2 minutes
• See Table 5-7 for PRF No. information.
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Elevation
Angles

Figure 5-2
VCP 12
VCP 12 samples fourteen elevation angles in 4.2 minutes. The lowest three angles use
"Split Cut" (CS/CD), middle angles use Batch (B), and higher angles use Contiguous
Doppler (CDX) mode. The lines representing the beam elevation with height as a
function of range assume standard atmospheric refraction of the beam.

.
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5.3.2 Shallow Precipitation Group, VCP 21. The purpose of VCP 21 is to optimize the
volume-sampling interval for changing radar echo patterns but its primary application is for
shallow precipitation. The VCP 21 scans nine elevation cuts in six minutes. (See Table 5-3 and
Figure 5-3). Shallow precipitation is normally not severe, but rather encompasses stratiform rain
and snow. Thus the contiguous scans from about 4.3° downward and the slower update rate are
appropriate for shallow and slowly changing precipitation situations. If deep convection develops
with significant storms, the user may wish to switch from VCP 21 to VCP 11 or VCP 12.
5.3.2.1 Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Short pulse (1.57 μs PRF 318 to 1304 Hz)
Unambiguous (Nyquist) velocity range 8 to 32.8 m s-1 (15.5 to 63.7 knots)
Nine elevation angles
Six-minute update rate
Velocity data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Hydrometeorological data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Reflectivity data within 460 km (248 nm) radius
Separate surveillance and Doppler scans are taken at the three lowest elevation
angles to improve clutter filtering performance, maximize the velocity
accuracy and unambiguous interval
Lowest five elevation angles are contiguous.

5.3.2.2 Strengths/Applications.
•
•

The default precipitation VCP
Slightly higher accuracy of estimates for reflectivity and velocity because of a
larger number of pulses in the sample estimate.

5.3.2.3 Limitations.
•
•
•
•
•

Coarse vertical resolution above the fifth elevation scan
Degraded performance of algorithms that depend on volumetric information,
relative to VCPs 11 and 12
Pronounced banding of legacy Echo Tops and high layer legacy products
Small-scale phenomena such as storm initiation may not be detected at the
earliest opportunity
Cone of silence above 19.5°.
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Table 5-3
VCP 21 Characteristics
Scan
Angle
(°)
0.5
0.5
1.45
1.45
2.4
3.35
4.3
6.0
9.0
14.6
19.5

AZ Rate Period
(°/sec)
(sec)
11.339
11.360
11.339
11.360
11.180
11.182
11.185
11.189
14.260
14.322
14.415

31.92
31.87
31.92
31.86
32.38
32.37
32.36
32.35
25.39
25.27
25.11

Surveillance
WF
Type

PRF
No.

# Pulses

CS
CD
CS
CD
B
B
B
B
CDX
CDX
CDX

1
-1
-2
2
2
3
----

28
-28
-8
8
8
12
----

Doppler PRF No.
4
5
6
7
8
#Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse
-75
-75
59
59
59
59
59
59
59

-88
-88
70
70
70
70
70
41
41

-95
-95
76
76
76
76
76
76
76

-103
-103
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

Notes:
• Default Doppler PRF numbers are underlined; Doppler PRFs are editable <7.0 degrees
• Elevation Angle is based on antenna beamwidth of 0.95 degrees (i.e., mid-frequency
beamwidth
• Sum of periods, which is "data collection" time = 332.80 secs / 5.55 mins. Transition times
will vary
• Volume scan update time is about 6 minutes
• See Table 5-7 for PRF No. information.
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-111
-111
88
88
88
88
88
88
88

Elevation
Angles

Figure 5-3
VCP 21
VCP 21 samples nine elevation angles in about 6 minutes. The lowest two angles use
"Split Cut" (CS/CD), middle angles use Batch (B), and higher angles use Contiguous
Doppler (CDX) mode. The lines representing the beam elevation with height as a
function of range assume standard atmospheric refraction of the beam.

.
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5.3.3 Multiple PRF Dealiasing Algorithm Group, VCP 121. The purpose of VCP 121 is
to provide rapid volume sampling updates to monitor changing radar echo patterns while at the
same time significantly reducing the amount of range folded (50-70% reduction) and incorrectly
dealiased velocity data. This VCP is intended to be a short-term solution to the problem of both
range and velocity folding. A hardware solution is under development and will be fielded some
time after the Open Radar Data Acquisition (ORDA) is deployed.
The VCP 121 is the Multiple PRF Dealiasing Algorithm (MPDA) (see Part C of this handbook)
version of VCP 21 (Section 5.3.2). To accomplish the dealiasing goal, VCP 121 uses multiple
Contiguous Doppler (CD) rotations at the lower elevation scans. For example, for the 0.5o and 1.5°
elevations, the Split Cut technique includes one Contiguous Surveillance (CS) scan and three CD
scans (PRFs 8, 6 and 4). The PRF 8 is used first for range unfolding at the RDA. Then data from
PRFs 6 and 4 are used at the RPG for additional range unfolding and velocity dealiasing.
Similarly, two PRFs (6 and 4) are used at 2.4° and 3.3° to range unfold and velocity dealias the
data in the RPG.
VCP 121 can be effective in most meteorological situations. However, due to the
increased scanning time required to complete the lower elevations, with respect to VCP 12, VCP
121 may not be appropriate for fast moving or rapidly evolving convective storms, but is espeically
useful for widespread precipitation and high wind velocities (e.g., tropical cyclones). (See Table
5-4 and Figure 5-4.)
5.3.3.1 Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Short pulse (1.57 μs PRF 318 to 1304 Hz)
Unambiguous (Nyquist) velocity range 8 to 32.8 m s-1 (15.5 to 63.7 knots)
Nine elevation angles
Five-minute update rate
Velocity data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Hydrometeorological data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Reflectivity data within 460 km (248 nm) radius
Separate surveillance and Doppler scans are taken at the two lowest elevation
angles to improve clutter filtering performance, maximize the velocity
accuracy and unambiguous interval
Separate surveillance and Doppler scans are taken at the two lowest elevation
angles to improve clutter filtering performance, maximize the velocity
accuracy and unambiguous interval.

5.3.3.2 Strengths/Applications.
•
•

Provides early implementation of the MPDA thus, providing base data with far
less range overlaid echoes and velocity aliased data.
Recommended for storms with widespread echoes and very strong winds such
as hurricanes and intense extratropical cyclones.
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5.3.3.3 Limitations.
•
•
•
•

Lower accuracy of estimates (based on fewer samples) as compared to VCP 21
May not be appropriate for fast moving or rapidly evolving convective storms
Cone of silence above 19.5o
Should be used with caution for rapidly changing storms or deep convective
storms and only when extensive range folding is a problem.
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Table 5-4
VCP 121 Characteristics
Scan
Angle AZ Rate Period
(°)
(°/sec)
(sec)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.45
1.45
1.45
1.45
2.4
2.4
2.4
3.35
3.35
3.35
4.3
4.3
6.0
9.9
14.6
19.5

29.301
29.795
27.400
21.402
29.300
29.795
27.400
21.402
19.205
27.400
21.402
21.600
27.400
21.402
16.304
29.499
20.204
29.499
29.795
29.795

12.29
12.08
13.14
16.82
12.29
12.08
13.14
16.82
18.75
13.14
16.82
16.67
13.14
16.82
22.08
12.20
17.82
12.20
12.08
12.08

Surveillance
WF
Type
CS
CD
CD
CD
CS
CD
CD
CD
B
CD
CD
B
CD
CD
B
CD
B
CD
CD
CD

Doppler PRF No.

PRF
4
5
6
7
8
# Pulses
No.
#Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse
1
8
6
4
1
8
6
4
1,8
6
4
2,8
6
4
2,4
7
3,5
7
8
8

11
---11
---6
--6
--6
-6
----

-28
31
40
-28
31
40
27
31
40
28
31
40
40
29
34
29
28
28

-33
37
47
-33
37
47
32
37
47
33
37
47
48
34
40
34
33
33

-36
40
51
-36
40
51
34
40
51
35
40
51
52
37
43
37
36
36

-39
43
55
-39
43
55
37
43
55
38
43
55
56
40
47
40
39
39

-43
46
59
-43
46
59
40
46
59
40
46
59
61
44
51
43
43
43

Notes:
• Default Doppler PRF numbers used for each rotation are underlined; Doppler PRFs are not
editable
• Sum of periods, which is "data collection" time = 292.46 secs / 4.87 mins. Transition times
will vary
• Volume scan update time is about 5 minutes
• See Table 5-7 for PRF Number information
• VCP121 has the VCP21 elevation angles with the MPDA.
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Elevation
Angles

Figure 5-4
VCP 121
VCP 121 samples nine elevation angles (20 antenna rotations) in 5 minutes.
The lowest five angles apply the MPDA technique, while 6.0 uses Batch (B),
and the higher angles use Contiguous Doppler (CDX) mode. Multiple CD
rotations, one CS and thee each at the lowest two angles, and two at each of
the next two elevation angles. Returns from the 3 wave-forms are used in the
RPG for range unfolding. The lines representing the beam elevation with
height as a function of range assume standard atmospheric refraction of the
beam.
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5.3.4 Clear Air Group, VCPs 31 and 32. The purpose of the VCPs (31 and 32) in this
group is to scan the atmosphere with enhanced sensitivity in order to detect low signal echoes (e.g.,
refractive index gradients, smoke, insects). In practice the VCPs are used when no precipitation is
detected or when only snow or very light precipitation is detectable.
5.3.4.1 Clear Air Group - Long Pulse VCP 31. The purposes of VCP 31 are to:
1) detect early formation of convective precipitation, 2) detect air mass discontinuities, 3)
determine the depth of the mixing layer, 4) monitor precipitation onset, and 5) obtain wind profiles
to supplement soundings. (See Table 5-5 and Figure 5-5.)
5.3.4.2 Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long pulse (4.7 μs PRF 318 to 452 Hz)
Unambiguous (Nyquist) velocity range 8 to 12.4 m s-1 (15.5 to 24.1 knots)
Five elevation angles
Ten-minute update rate
Surveillance coverage of the lowest elevation angle within 460 km (248 nm)
radius
Hydrometeorological data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Separate surveillance and Doppler PRF on lowest three elevation angles.

5.3.4.3 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•
•

Long pulse provides maximum sensitivity to low signals because of the larger
number of sample estimates per volume sample
Excellent for detection of weak returns such as boundaries, fronts, ice crystals
and non-meteorological returns such as smoke and insects and birds
Algorithms can function in clear air mode
Often used effectively for dry snow situations.

5.3.4.4 Limitations.
•
•
•

•
•
•

May not provide unambiguous estimates of the velocity within a low-level jet
due to bird contamination
Lack of vertical resolution will restrict usefulness in sampling storms or in
supplementing upper air soundings
Velocity dealiasing failures occur more frequently, except during weak wind
conditions because of the large percentage of velocity dealiasing errors due to
a small Nyquist co-interval
Cone of silence above 4.5o
Lower spatial resolution (750 m pulse width vs. 250 m pulse width for short
pulse)
Volume scan algorithms requiring the full volume data will not function well.
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Table 5-5
VCP 31 Characteristics, Long Pulse
Scan
Angle (°)
0.5
0.5
1.50
1.50
2.50
2.50
3.50
4.50

AZ Rate
(°/sec)
5.039
5.039
5.040
5.062
5.041
5.062
5.063
5.065

Period
(sec)
71.83
71.52
71.82
71.52
71.81
71.50
71.49
71.47

WF Type

PRF No.

# Pulses

CS
CD
CS
CD
CS
CD
CDX
CDX

1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2

63
87
63
87
63
87
87
87

Notes:
• PRF #2 is used for CD mode throughout this VCP and is not editable
• Sum of periods, which is "data collection" time = 572.96 secs / 9.55 mins. Transition times
will vary
• Volume scan update time is about 10 minutes
• See Table 5-7 for PRF No. information.
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Elevation
Angles

Figure 5-5
VCP 31
VCP 31 samples five elevation angles (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 degrees) in
10 minutes. The lowest two angles use "Split Cut" (CS/CD), and highest two
angles use Contiguous Doppler (CDX) mode. The lines representing the
beam elevation with height as a function of range assume standard
atmospheric refraction of the beam.
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5.3.4.2 Clear Air Scan Short Pulse VCP 32. The purpose of VCP 32 is the same as that
described for VCP 31 in Section 5.3.4.1. (See Table 5-6 and Figure 5-6.)
5.3.4.2.1 Parameters.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short pulse (1.57 μs; PRF 318 to 1304 Hz)
Unambiguous (Nyquist) velocity range 8 to 28.2 m s-1 (15.5 to 54.8 knots)
Five elevation angles
Ten-minute update rate
Surveillance coverage of the lowest elevation angle within 460 km (248 nm)
radius
Hydrometeorological data within 230 km (124 nm) radius
Separate surveillance and Doppler PRF on the two lowest elevation angles.

5.3.4.2.2 Strengths/Applications.
•
•
•

Clear air sampling as with VCP 31 but with short pulse
Fewer velocity dealiasing failures than with VCP 31
Almost as many phenomena detected as detected with VCP 31.

5.3.4.2.3 Limitations.
•
•
•
•

Somewhat less sensitive than VCP 31
Lack of vertical resolution will restrict usefulness in sampling storms or in
supplementing upper air soundings
Cone of silence above 4.5o elevation
Algorithms requiring the full volume data will not function well.
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Table 5-6
VCP 32 Characteristics, Short Pulse

Angle
(°)
0.5
0.5
1.50
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.50

Scan
AZ Rate Period
(°/sec)
(sec)
4.961
72.97
4.544
79.66
4.961
72.96
4.544
79.66
4.060
89.15
4.061
89.13
4.063
89.10

WF
Type
CS
CD
CS
CD
B
B
B

Surveillance
Doppler PRF No.
PRF
4
5
6
7
8
# Pulses
No.
#Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse #Pulse
1
64
-------188
220
238
256
278
1
64
-------188
220
238
256
278
2
11
188
220
238
256
278
2
11
188
220
238
256
278
2
11
188
220
238
256
278

Notes:
• Default Doppler PRF numbers are underlined; Doppler PRFs are editable
• Sum of periods, which is "data collection" time = 572.63 secs / 9.54 mins. Transition times
will vary
• Volume scan update time is about 10 minutes
• See Table 5-7 for PRF No. information.
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Elevation
Angles

Figure 5-6
VCP 32
VCP 32 samples five elevation angles (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5 degrees) in 10
minutes. The lowest two angles use "Split Cut" (CS/CD), and highest three
angles use Batch (B) mode. The lines representing the beam elevation with
height as a function of range assume standard atmospheric refraction of the
beam.
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5.4 Mode Selection and Deselection Criteria. Selection of operational modes is no longer related
to WSR-88D precipitation estimation procedures since a new precipitation algorithm was deployed
with RPG Build 5 (Section 3.3.1). The Precipitation Detection Function (PDF) is designed to
automatically determine if precipitation is occurring within 124 nm of the radar. The PDF
examines reflectivity returns from the elevation angles up to 4o, and compares them to the
Precipitation Rate Threshold and an Area Threshold, which is the sum of the Precipitation Area
and Nominal Clutter Area Thresholds. One of the following three Precipitation Categories is
assigned each volume scan depending on which combination of thresholds are met or exceeded:
Category 0 – No precipitation detected in the past hour.
Category 1 – Significant precipitation detected in the past hour.
Category 2 – Light precipitation detected in the past hour.
When the Precipitation Category is 0 or 2, any VCP can be selected. When the Precipitation
Category is 1, the radar can only be operated in a Precipitation Mode.
5.4.1 Clear Air Mode to Precipitation Mode. The radar initiates processing in the Clear
Air Mode. The mode is automatically switched to the Precipitation Mode when Category 1
precipitation is detected. At times, however, such as early, midlevel formation of convective
echoes, the user may choose to enter the Precipitation Mode manually.
5.4.2 Precipitation Mode to Clear Air Mode. A return to the Clear Air Mode must be
manually selected at the MSCF. Typically, is done after one hour or more of no significant
precipitation echoes.
5.5 Volume Coverage Pattern Adaptable Parameters.
Most characteristics of operational VCPs are fixed; however, operators are able to make some
parameter changes. One changeable parameter is the Doppler PRF for a selectable range of
elevation cuts. An exception exists for VCP 31 and VCP 121 whose Doppler PRFs are set, and not
modifiable, to ensure proper processing. For all other VCPs, users can control three sector
boundaries to allow localized PRF changes. Another changeable VCP parameter is the velocity
increment. A rarely used option is the parameter change of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Each
type of change is discussed below as well as the fixed characteristics of selectable PRFs.
5.5.1 Doppler PRF Changes. Users can select the best PRF in order to minimize the
amount of obscuration for a specific meteorological target (e.g., the maximum unambiguous range
can be modified to a limited extent by changing the Doppler PRF). Normally, the Auto PRF
function will minimize the amount of obscuration for an entire elevation cut, however, velocity
values within a particular storm or region of interest might be range folded. In those instances, an
operator can change the PRF to alter the unambiguous range and thus reveal velocity values that
were previously overlaid.
5.5.2 Velocity Increment Changes. The Velocity (Measurement) Increment (VMI)
selection defines the resolution of the available base velocity data. Velocity measurement
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increments are available for resolutions of 0.97 knots (0.5 m/s) and 1.94 knots (1.0 m/s). Radial
wind velocities can be viewed ranging from ±123 knots using the default VMI resolution of 0.97
knots. In order to view radial wind speeds ranging from ±246 knots, the VMI resolution may be
changed to 1.94 kt resolution. This is usually done when a tropical storm approaches or when very
strong divergence at the summit of convective storms occurs where the flow is sometimes greater
than 200 knots. When 1.94 knots is selected as the VMI, the velocity resolution reduces from a 1
knot increment to a 2 knot increment. The selection of a velocity increment also dictates which
velocity display threshold table will be used to quantize the velocity data for display.
5.5.3 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Changes. The SNR is the signal power divided by the
noise power as expressed in decibels (dB). Users can increase the effectual SNR of surveillance
cuts to temporarily remove noise from displays if performance is degraded. In unusual
circumstances, users can lower the effectual SNR to observe weak target signals such as plumes of
smoke or dust. Changing the effectual SNR does not actually change radar signal processor
characteristics or the true SNR but does affect display properties.
5.5.4 PRF Characteristics. Available PRFs are coded with PRF numbers ranging from 1
through 8 (Table 5-7). In addition, each WSR-88D uses one of five sets known as Delta PRF
Indices (PRI) A through E that supply small shifts to numbered PRFs. Small shifts in PRF avoid
interference with neighboring radars. Over 90 percent of operational WSR-88D sites use Delta PRI
Set C. The unambiguous range and Nyquist Velocity for each PRF of Delta PRI C are shown in
the following table.
Table 5-7
An Example Of Typical WSR-88D PRF Characteristics Used Operationally
(Delta PRI Set C)

PRF No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PRF (s-1)
322
446
644
857
1014
1095
1181
1282

Rmax (nm/km)
252/467
181/336
126/233
95/176
80/148
74/137
69/128
63/117
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Vmax (kts/ms-1)
16/8
22/11
32/16
43/22
51/26
55/28
59/30
64/33
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APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AGC
AGL
AP
ARL
APR
ARTCC
ASCII
AWIPS
AZ/RAN

-Automatic Gain Control
-Above Ground Level
-Anomalous Propagation
-Above Radar Level
-Layer Composite Reflectivity – Anomalous Propagation Removed Product
-Air Route Traffic Control Center
-American Standard Code for Information Interchange
-Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System
-Azimuth/Range

B
BWER

-Batch
-Bounded Weak Echo Region

CAPPI
CAT
CD
CDX
CFC
CLD
CLR
CODE
CONUS
CS
CS/CD
CS
CR
CRE
CWSU

-Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (PPI)
-Combined Attribute Table
-Contiguous Doppler
-Contiguous Doppler X
-Clutter Filter Control Product
-Clutter Likelihood Doppler Product
-Clutter Likelihood Reflectivity Product
-Common Operations and Development Environment
-Conterminous United States
-Contiguous Surveillance
-Split Cut (Contiguous Surveillance/Contiguous Doppler)
-Combined Shear Product
-Composite Reflectivity Product
-Composite Reflectivity Edited for Anomalous Propagation Product
-Central Weather Service Unit

dB
dBR
dBZ
dBZe
DBV
DHR
DIV
DMD
DOC
DOD
DOT
DPA

-Decibel
-Decibel (Reflectivity)
-Radar Reflectivity Factor (Logarithmic Unit)
-Decibels Relative to an Equivalent Reflectivity Factor
-Integrated Terminal Weather System Digital Base Velocity Product
-Digital Hybrid Scan Reflectivity Product
-Divergence
-Digital Mesocyclone Detection Data Array Product
-Department of Commerce
-Department of Defense
-Department of Transportation
-Hourly Digital Precipitation Array Product
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DQA
DR
DSP
DV
DVL

-Data Quality Assurance Algorithm
-Base Reflectivity Data Array Product
-Digital Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation Product
-Base Velocity Data Array Product
-High Resolution Digital Vertically Integrated Liquid

E
ET
EET
EPRE
EVTS
EWT

-Hailfall Kinetic Energy
-Echo Tops Product
-High Resolution Enhanced Echo Tops Product
-Enhanced Preprocessing Algorithm
-Elevated Tornado Vortex Signature
-Environmental Wind Table

FAA
FAR
FCST
FFMP
FMH
FTM

-Federal Aviation Administration
-False Alarm Rate
-Forecast
-Flash Flood Monitoring and Prediction Program
-Federal Meteorological Handbook
-Free Text Message Product

HCI
HDA
HI
HKE
HSR
HT

-Human Computer Interface
-Hail Core Aloft Detection Algorithm
-Hail Index Product
-Hailfall Kinetic Energy
-Hybrid Scan Reflectivity Product
-Height

ICD
ICMSSR
ID
ITWS
ITWSDBV

-Interface Control Document
-Interdepartmental Committee for Meteorological Services and Supporting
Research
-Identifier
-Integrated Terminal Weather System
-Integrated Terminal Weather System Digital Base Velocity

JSPO

-Joint System Program Office

LEWP
LFM
LRA
LRM

-Line Echo Wave Pattern
-Limited-Area Fine Mesh (model)
-Layer Composite Reflectivity (Average) Product
-Layer Composite Reflectivity (Maximum) Product

M
MD
MDA
MEHS
MPDA
MPE

-Mesocyclone Product
-Mesocyclone Detection Product
-Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm
-Maximum Expected Hail Size
-Multiple Pulse Repetition Frequency Algorithm
-Multisensor Precipitation Estimator
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MRU
MSCF
MSI
MSL
MVMT
MXSIZE

-Mesocyclone Rapid Update Product
-Master System Control Function
-Mesocyclone Strength Index
-Mean Sea Level
-Movement
-Maximum Expected Hail Size

NA
NCAR
NCDC
ND
NEXRAD
NOAA
NSE
NSSL
NWS

-Not Applicable
-National Center for Atmospheric Research
-National Climatic Data Center
-No Data
-Next Generation Weather Radar
-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
-Near Storm Environment
-National Severe Storms Laboratory
-National Weather Service

OFCM
OHP
OPUP
OSD
OSW
OTR

-Office of the Federal Coordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting
Research
-One-Hour Rainfall Accumulation Product
-Open System Principal User Processor
-One-Hour Snow Depth Accumulation Product
-One-Hour Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation Product
-One-Time Request

PDF
POD
POH
POSH
PPS
PRF
PSM
PSP
PUP

-Precipitation Detection Function
-Probability of Detection
-Probability of Hail
-Probability of Severe Hail
-Precipitation Processing Subsystem
-Pulse Repetition Frequency
-Precipitation Status Message
-Programmable Signal Processor
-Principal User Processor (Legacy)

QC

-Quality Control

R
RAN
RCM
RCS
RDA
RDASC
REC
RFC
RFD
RMS

-Reflectivity Product
-Range
-Radar Coded Message Product
-Reflectivity Cross Section Product
-Radar Data Acquisition
-RDA Status and Control
-Radar Echo Classifier
-River Forecast Center
-Rear Flank Downdraft
-Root Mean Square
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ROC
RPG
RPS

-Radar Operations Center
-Radar Product Generator
-Routine Product Set

S
SAA
SCIT
SD
SHI
SNR
SO
SPD
SRM
SRR
SS
SSD
SSW
STI
STP
SW
SWA
SWE
SWP
SWR
SWS
SWU
SWV
SWW

-Snow Water Equivalent
-Snow Accumulation Algorithm Product
-Storm Cell Identification and Tracking
-Snow Fall
-Severe Hail Index
-Signal-to-Noise Ratio
-Super Ob
-Supplemental Precipitation Data Product
-Storm Relative Mean Radial Velocity (Map) Product
-Storm Relative Mean Radial Velocity (Region) Product
-Storm Structure Product
-Storm-Total Snow Depth Accumulation Product
-Storm-Total Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation Product
-Storm Tracking Information Product
-Storm Total Rainfall Accumulation Product
-Spectrum Width Product
-Severe Weather Analysis Product
-Snow Water Equivalent
-Severe Weather Probability Product
-Severe Weather Analysis (Reflectivity) Product
-Severe Weather Analysis (Radial Shear) Product
-Snow Water Equivalent (User Selectable) Product
-Severe Weather Analysis (Mean Radial Velocity) Product
-Severe Weather Analysis (Spectrum Width) Product

TDA
THP
TRU
TVS

-Tornado Detection Algorithm
-Three-Hour Rainfall Accumulation Product
-Tornado Vortex Signature Rapid Update Product
-Tornado Vortex Signature Product

UAM
ULR
URC
USD
USP
USW
UTC

-User Alert Message Product
-User Selectable Layer Reflectivity Maximum Product
-Unit Radar Committee
-User Selectable Snow Depth Accumulation Product
-User Selectable Rainfall Accumulation Product
-User Selectable Snow Water Equivalent Accumulation
-Universal Time (Coordinated)

V
VAD
VCP
VCS
VIL

-Mean Radial Velocity Product
-Velocity Azimuth Display Product
-Volume Coverage Pattern
-Mean Radial Velocity Cross Section
-Vertically Integrated Liquid Water Product
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VWP

-Velocity Azimuth Display Wind Profile Product

W
WARP
WDSS
WER
WFO
WG/DRMO
WSR-88D

-Vertical Velocity
-Weather And Radar Processor
-Warning Decision Support System
-Weak Echo Region
-Weather Forecast Office
-Working Group for Doppler Radar Meteorological Observations
-Weather Surveillance Radar-1988, Doppler

ZR, Z-R
ZS, Z-S

-Reflectivity – Rain Rate
-Reflectivity – Snow Rate
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY

Adaptation Data: Adaptable parameter settings for WSR-88D hardware and software that change
their operating characteristics.
These changes enable system optimization based on
meteorological, climatological, and regional variations, as well as user preferences.
Adiabatic Process: A process in which a system does not interact with its surroundings by virtue
of a temperature difference between them. In an adiabatic process any change in internal energy
(for a system of fixed mass) is solely a consequence of work. For an ideal gas and for most
atmospheric systems, compression results in warming, expansion results in cooling.
Alert: An operational condition or message created when a user-selected product value or
algorithm output is detected during an elevation or volume scan. Usually requested by a user in
order to be notified of a condition related to a meteorological event.
Aliasing: The process by which frequencies too high to be analyzed with the given sampling
interval appear at a frequency less than the Nyquist frequency.
Algorithm: A fixed step-by-step procedure, usually within system software, designed to
accomplish a given result; usually a simplified procedure for solving a complex problem; also a
full statement of a finite number of steps. Meteorological algorithms are designed to recognize
data patterns related to weather phenomena or threats.
Anomalous Propagation: A propagation path of electromagnetic radiation that deviates from the
path expected from refractive conditions in a standard atmosphere.
Antenna: (Also called aerial; sometimes the more general term radiator is used.) A conductor or
system of conductors for radiating and/or receiving radio energy. As used in radar, the antenna
is usually “directional,” that is, it has the property of radiating or receiving radio waves in larger
proportion in a given direction.
AP Editor: (See Clutter Editor)
Archive Level I: The analog, time-domain output from the receiver. These data are useful for
detailed engineering studies. The data recording interface is located at the RDA.
Archive Level II: The digital base data output from the signal processor. The output also includes
status information required to properly interpret the data (e.g., information on synchronization,
calibration, date, time, antenna position, clutter and notchwidth maps, and operational mode).
Archive Level III: The base products and derived products/algorithm output produced by the
RPG. The Level III products are defined in Part A of this handbook.
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Archive Level IV: The base products and derived products/algorithm output produced by the
RPG. Data recorded are selected by at the user display system operator.
Aspect Ratio: The ratio of height-to-length scales (D/L) characteristic of a fluid flow or for radar,
the ratio of the actual physical size of the reflectivity or flow-field entity (e.g., hook echo,
mesocyclone, TVS) and the size of the radar illuminated volume.
Associated Users: Users with a dedicated communications link to a WSR-88D.
Atmospheric Boundary Layer: (Also called boundary layer, planetary boundary layer.) The
bottom layer of the troposphere that is in contact with the surface of the earth.
Azimuth: A direction in terms of the 360° compass.
Base Data: Those digital fields of reflectivity, mean radial velocity, and spectrum width data in
spherical coordinates provided at the finest resolution available from the radar. (Also known as
Archive Level II.)
Batch Waveform: Contains both Surveillance and Doppler pulse trains alternating low and high
PRFs within each radial at each low elevation angle scanned to allow resolution of range
ambiguities. It is used where a high degree of clutter suppression is required, but where
contiguous waveforms are not needed.
Beam Filling: The measure of variation of hydrometer density throughout the radar sampling
volume. If there is no variation in density, the beam is considered to be filled.
Beam Width: Angular width of the antenna pattern. Usually the width where the power density is
one-half that of the axis of the beam.
Bias: A systematic difference between an estimate of and the true value of the parameter.
Bin: Radar sample volume.
Biological Target: Airborne living particulates such as insects and birds that backscatter incident
radar signals.
Book-End Vortices: (Also line-end vortices.) With time, MCSs tend to develop vortex pairs with
opposite sense rotation at the ends of the convective line. Primarily created when the system
updraft tilts the easterly shear generated at the system's cold pool/updraft interface.
Boundary Layer: The layer of a fluid adjacent to a physical boundary in which the fluid motion is
affected by the boundary and has a mean velocity less than the free-stream value.
Bounded Weak Echo Region (BWER):
A nearly vertical channel of weak radar echo,
surrounded on the sides and top by significantly stronger echoes. The BWER, sometimes called
a vault, is related to the strong updraft in a severe convective storm. The BWER has long been
found to be associated with the supercell thunderstorm.
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Bow Echo: A bow-shaped line of convective cells that is often associated with swaths of
damaging straight-line winds and small tornadoes. Key structural features include an intense
rear-inflow jet impinging on the core of the bow, with book-end or line-end vortices on both
sides of the rear-inflow jet, behind the ends of the bowed convective segment. Bow echoes have
been observed with scales between 20 and 200 km, and often have lifetimes between 3 and 6
hours.
Bypass Map: In the absence of any operator-defined Clutter Suppression Regions, this map (built
by the RDA System Operability Test (RDASOT) software) specifies where to apply clutter
suppression.
Bright Band: The enhanced radar echo caused by the difference in radar reflectivity of ice and
water particles. This echo is interpreted as the delineation on a radar display between frozen and
liquid precipitation.
Calibration Constant: One of several known test signals injected into the radar system for the
purpose of adjusting radar systems such as signal processor and receiver to conform to the
output predicted by the radar equation.
Cell: A compact region of relatively strong vertical air motion (at least 10 ms-1; 19 kts). In radar,
sometimes applied to individual radar echoes or radar echo cores of higher reflectivity.
Centroid: The center of mass of a storm echo or storm echo component.
Channel: In radar, often pertaining to an elongated or linear weak echo feature.
Chinook: The name given to the foehn in western North America, especially on the plains to the
lee or eastern side of the Rocky Mountains in the United States and Canada.
Clear Air Mode: System scanning in order to gather data which will facilitate the detection of
precursors to precipitation development and non-meteorological echoes. This mode uses slower
scan rates than are used in the precipitation mode to provide increased sensitivity.
Cloud Street: Linear cloud organization occurring atop the updraft branches of horizontal
convective rolls when sufficient moisture is present.
Clutter (or Ground Clutter): The pattern of radar echoes from fixed ground targets.
Clutter Editor: Also known as AP Editor; a software routine or algorithm designed to detect in
radar data those range gates that are contaminated or characterized by ground clutter and
anomalous propagation echo and, once identified, processed and flagged or removed.
Clutter Filter Bypass Map: See Bypass Map.
Clutter Filter Notchwidth Map: See Default Notchwidth Map.
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Clutter Suppression Region: An area defined by the user or by adaptation data where clutter
suppression is to be applied.
Comma Head: (Sometimes referred to as rotating comma head.) 1. The rounded portion of a
comma cloud system. This occurs to the left of the maximum wind speed axis and contains the
most rotation when viewed in motion. 2. The northern, rounded portion of a convective line of
storms called a bow echo and often associated with a mesocyclone.
Combined Attribute Table: A table affixed to the Composite Reflectivity product composed of
the outputs of other products and meteorological algorithms pertaining to severe convective
storms.
Combined Rankine Vortex: An idealized circular vortex of purely tangential flow in the core
which is in what is known as solid body rotation, where the rotational velocity increases directly
with radius. Outside the core is a flow which has zero vorticity because the shear profile exactly
cancels the curvature contribution. This is known as a potential vortex.
Complex Signal: In radar, a representation of the time-varying amplitude and phase of the
received signal as the real and imaginary parts of a time-varying complex number. These parts
are called the in-phase and quadrature components and are measured by coherent detection of
the received signal.
Conditional Instability: The state of a layer of unsaturated air when its lapse rate of temperature
is less than the dry-adiabatic lapse rate but greater than the most-adiabatic lapse rate.
Cone of Silence: A conical shaped region directly above the radar left un-scanned when the
rotating radar antenna has a fixed upper limit to its elevation. A typical value is 20o , leaving the
70o region above un-scanned.
Contiguous Waveform: Immediately adjacent waves of the same character.
Contiguous Surveillance (CS) Scan: A constant low PRF (long Rmax and low Vmax) scan
employed for the entire 360° sweep at low elevation angles to determine proper target location,
returned power, and to permit optimum clutter filtering.
Contiguous Doppler (CD) Scan: A constant high PRF (short Rmax and high Vmax) employed for
the entire 360° sweep at low elevation angles where range ambiguity resolution is required to
accurately determine "1st guess" velocity and spectrum width array estimates.
Contour Base Value: The lowest magnitude of a specific entity upon which contours are based.
Contour Interval: Value between contours.
Convergence: A measure of the contraction of a vector field.
Correlated Shear: An output of the Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm indicating a 3-dimensional
shear region (i.e., vertically correlated) that is not symmetrical.
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Covariance: A measure of the degree of association between two variables. In Doppler radars,
the argument (or angle) of the covariance of the complex signal is a measure of the Doppler
frequency.
Data Acquisition Unit (DAU): Monitors, within the WSR-88D, the state of all safety interlocks,
power supply voltages, and environmental conditions and regularly reports to the RDASC using
an asynchronous serial line.
Data Level: The specific range of data values represented by a single pixel when the data are
presented in a pixel image format; the specific value a datum may assume.
Data Level Code: A code representing a specific data level; used to assign color values when such
are assigned.
Data Resolution: The resolution of the base data as produced by the signal processor, nominally 1
km (0.54 nm) x 1°(AZ) x 1°(ELEV) for the reflectivity values and 0.25 km (0.13 nm) x 1°(AZ)
x 1°(ELEV) for radial velocity and spectrum width values. Averaging and additional processing
may reduce these resolutions. A measure of the degree of association between two variables. In
Doppler radars, the argument (or angle) of the covariance of the complex signal is a measure of
the thing.
Data Resolution Bit: A binary digit is the basis for all digital resolution expressions. Bit
resolution can be represented by 2b, where "b" equals the number of bits, Thus, 24 = 16 data
levels and 28 = 256 levels. Thus, for digital velocity values, a 4-bit product contains 16 data
levels and an 8-bit product contains 256 data levels.
Dealiasing: Process of correcting for aliases in the velocity field.
Decibel (dB): A logarithmic expression for ratio of two quantities. DBm is a decibel with respect
to 1 milliwatt.
Mathematically:

dB

= 10 Log (P1/P2)

dBa

= 10 Log [(accumulation)/1 mm]

dBm = 10 Log (P/10-3)
dBR = 10 Log [(precipitation rate)/(1 mm/hr)]
dBZe = 10 Log (Ze)
Deep Convergence Zone:
A narrow and deep velocity signature characterized by strong
convergence along a nearly vertical interface extending from the radar horizon upward to
altitudes as high as 50,000 ft. Often associated with very damaging surface winds and related to
the Mid Altitude Radial Convergence.
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Default Notch Width Map: In the absence of operator-defined Clutter Suppression Regions, the
WSR-88D uses the Default Notch Width Map notch width definitions (stored RDA adaptation
data) to determine the amount of suppression to be applied in regions defined by the Bypass
Map.
Delta System Calibration (SYSCAL): This RDA status factor, often output at the user display
system, contains all the quantities of the radar equation but in terms of Ze plus a constant
converting receiver output power (the digital quantization factor, a2, in digits squared per mW) to
receiver power in dBm and the receiver gain, relating input to output power.
Dendritic crystal - (Or Dendrite.) A crystal, particularly a planar ice crystal, with its macroscopic
form (crystal habit) characterized by intricate branching structures of a treelike nature.
Derecho: A widespread convectively induced straight-line windstorm event. Specifically, the
term is defined as any family of downburst event clusters produced by an extratropical
mesoscale convective system. Derechos may or may not be accompanied by tornadoes.
Digital Data Resolution: Establishes the number of unique values that can be associated with a
parameter of interest. The data resolution is set by the number of binary bits contained within the
digital words that represent the values. The number of unique values is equal to 2n, where n is
the number of bits. For example if 4 bits are used, then 24 = 16, thus 16 unique values, or levels,
data can be represented. In the case of the base WSR-88D moment data, 4 bits are used to
establish the 16 data levels. An 8 bit product would have 28 = 256 unique levels.
Display Resolution: The area or two-dimensional product of the X and Y coordinates represented
by one picture element (pixel) of a raster scan display.
Divergence: A measure of the expansion or spreading out in a vector field.
Doppler Radar: A radar that detects and interprets the Doppler effect in terms of the radial
velocity of a target. The signal received by radar from a moving target differs in frequency from
the transmitted frequency by an amount that is proportional to the radial component of the
velocity relative to the radar.
Doppler Frequency Shift: Also called Doppler effect. In general, the change in frequency of a
signal reaching a receiver when the receiver and the transmitting source are in motion relative to
one another.
Downburst: A strong downdraft that induces an outburst of damaging winds on or near the
ground.
Downdraft: Small-scale downward moving air current in a cumulonimbus cloud.
Dry-adiabatic Lapse Rate: A process of temperature, the rate of decrease of temperature with
height of a parcel of dry air lifted by a reversible adiabatic process through an atmosphere in
hydrostatic equilibrium.
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Dry-adiabatic Process: An adiabatic process in which no condensation of its water vapor occurs
and no liquid water is present.
Dryline: A low-level mesoscale boundary or transition zone hundreds of kilometers in length and
up to tens of kilometers in width separating dry air from moist air.
Echo: Energy backscattered from a target as seen on the radar display.
Echo Tops: The height of the greatest (in altitude) non-zero reflectivity value (greater than the
minimum significant reflectivity set in adaptation data, 18.5 dBZ is the default) for each 4 x 4
km (2.2 x 2.2. nm) grid box above the surface of the Earth.
Echo Training:
location.

Thunderstorm (or shower) cells following one after another over the same

Elevation Scan: The process of the radar completing a full 360° rotation in azimuth for a specific
elevation angle.
Elevation Slice: The full 360o rotation in azimuth for a specific elevation angle.
Equivalent Radar Reflectivity (Ze): When all the assumptions (e.g., uniformly distributed liquid
water particles whose diameters meet the Rayleigh approximation) do not apply, the radar
reflectivity, Z, is expressed as Ze, the equivalent radar reflectivity. Typically expressed as: dBZ
= 10 Log Ze.
Estimate: A statement of the value of a quantity or function based on a finite number of samples.
Extratropical Cyclone: (Sometimes called extratropical low, extratropical storm.) Any cyclonicscale storm that is not a tropical cyclone, usually referring only to the migratory frontal cyclones
of middle and high latitudes.
Eye: In meteorology, usually the “eye of the storm” (hurricane, typhoon), that is, the roughly
circular area of comparatively light winds found at the center of a severe tropical cyclone and
surrounded by the eyewall.
Eyewall: A ring of cumulonimbus that encircles the eye of a tropical cyclone. In radar depictions,
the clouds must occupy at least 180° of arc to be called an eyewall.
Feature: A set of pattern vectors in close proximity.
Flash Flood: A flood that rises and falls quite rapidly, usually as the result of intense rainfall over
a relatively small area.
Frequency: The number of recurrences of a periodic phenomenon per unit time. Electromagnetic
energy is usually specified in Hertz (Hz), which is a unit of frequency equal to one cycle per
second.
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Fuzzy Logic: A system of logic dealing with the concept of partial truth with values ranging
between “completely true” and “completely false.”
Gage Data Support System: A system external to the WSR-88D whose purpose is to collect and
transfer precipitation data from several rain gage sites to the WSR-88D.
Gravity Wave: (Also called gravitational wave.) A wave disturbance in which buoyancy (or
reduced gravity) acts as the restoring force on parcels displaced from hydrostatic equilibrium.
Gust Front: The boundary between the horizontally propagating cold air outflow from a
thunderstorm and the surrounding environmental air.
Helicity: One-half the scalar product of the velocity and vorticity vectors. It is a conserved
quantity if the flow is inviscid and homogeneous in density, but is not conserved in more general
viscous flows with buoyancy effects. The concept is useful in understanding severe convective
storms and tornadoes, since in strong updrafts the velocity and vorticity vectors tend to be
aligned, yielding high helicity.
Hook Echo: A pendant, curve-shaped region of reflectivity caused when precipitation is drawn
into the cyclonic spiral of a mesocyclone. The hook echo is a fairly shallow feature, typically
extending only up to 3–4 km in height within a supercell storm before becoming part of a
bounded weak echo region.
Horizontal Convective Rolls: (Also known as horizontal roll vortices, boundary layer rolls.)
Counter- rotating horizontal vortices that commonly occur within the convective boundary layer;
their major axes are aligned with the mean boundary layer wind-shear vector.
Hybrid Scan: An approach in which different elevation angles (normally the lowest four) are used
to minimize the effects of ground clutter and data voids on radar based observations such as
precipitation estimates.
Hydrometeor: Any product of condensation or deposition of atmospheric water vapor, whether
formed in the free atmosphere or at the earth's surface; also, any water particle blown by the
wind from the earth's surface.
In-phase (signal): The signal obtained by demodulating the received signal with a local oscillator
having the same phase and frequency as the transmitted signal.
Isolated Storm: An individual cell or group of cells that are identifiable and separate from other
cells in a given geographic area.
Kalman Filter: A linear system in which the mean squared error between the desired output and
the actual output is minimized when the input is a random signal generated by white noise.
Klystron: A power amplifier tube used to amplify weak microwave energy (provided by a radarfrequency exciter) to a high power level for a radar transmitter.
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Lifting Condensation Level: (also called isentropic condensation level.) The level at which a
parcel of moist air lifted dry-adiabatically would become saturated.
Low-topped Supercells: Convective storm that contains similar radar characteristics to those of a
supercell (e.g., mesocyclone, hook echo, WER, BWER), but is significantly smaller in height.
Lake-effect Snow: Localized, convective snow bands that occur in the lee of lakes when
relatively cold airflows over warm water. In the United States this phenomenon is most noted
along the south and east shores of the Great Lakes during arctic cold-air outbreaks.
Lapse Rate: The decrease of an atmospheric variable with height, the variable being temperature,
unless otherwise specified.
Limited-Area Fine Mesh (LFM): A rectangular grid based on a polar stereographic projection.
The grid mesh length of the LFM, 1/4 LFM and 1/40 LFM at 60° N (standard latitude) and 105°
W (standard longitude) are 190.5, 47.625, and 4.7625 km (102.9, 25.7 and 2.6 nmi),
respectively.
Line Echo Wave Pattern (LEWP): A special configuration in a line of convective storms
configured like a wave and that may indicate the presence of a low pressure area and the
possibility of damaging winds and tornadoes. In response to very strong outflow winds behind
it, a portion of the line may bulge outward forming a bow echo.
Low-Level Jet (LLJ): (Also called low-level jet stream.) A jet stream that is typically found in
the lower 2–3 km of the troposphere. At night, sometimes called a nocturnal jet. Examples are
the Great Plains Low-level jet, extratropical cyclone low-level jet, African jet and the Somali jet.
Master System Control Function (MSCF): The computer-user interface at the WSR-88D system
RPG.
Master Request List: A list produced in the RPG at the start of each volume scan composed of all
algorithm outputs (data types or products) which must be generated in order to satisfy default
product requests, external user product requests, unsatisfied one-time product requests, and the
Alerting function.
Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC): A subset of mesoscale convective systems (MCS) that
exhibit a large, circular (as observed by satellite), long-lived, cold cloud shield.
Mesoscale Convective System (MCS): A cloud system that occurs in connection with an
ensemble of thunderstorms and produces a contiguous precipitation area on the order of 100 km
or more in horizontal scale in at least one direction. An MCS exhibits deep, moist convective
overturning contiguous with or embedded within a mesoscale vertical circulation that is at least
partially driven by the convective overturning.
Mesoscale Convective Vortex: A warm core mid altitude mesoscale vortex often produced as an
MCC or MCS decays and often associated with reoccurrence of convection.
Mean Radial Velocity: The component of motion of the target toward or away from the radar.
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Mesocyclone: A 3-dimensional region in a storm that contains strong cyclonic vertical vorticity
(rotates cyclonically) and is closely correlated with severe weather.
Mesocyclone Strength Rank: A non-dimensional number based on the following strength
parameters: rotational velocity, shear, and gate-to-gate velocity difference.
Mesocyclone Strength Index: A non-dimensional value based on the vertical integration of the
three strength parameters incorporated into Rank calculations. The vertical integration is divided
by the depth of the circulation and is weighted by density.
Mesoscale: On a scale of 4 km to 400 km (2.2 nm to 215 nm).
Misoscale: On a scale of 40 m to 4 km (130 ft to 2.2 nm).
Microburst: Small downburst, 1 to 4 km (0.54 to 2.2 nm) in outflow size, with peak winds lasting
2 to 15 minutes.
Mid Altitude Radial Convergence: A deep, mid-level, convergent, velocity signature related to
the Deep Convergence Zone , but confined to mid-levels, and found to be a Doppler radar-based
precursor of damaging straight-line winds in a linear MCS or bowing convective system.
Mie Scattering: Scattering of electromagnetic waves by homogeneous spheres of arbitrary size,
named after Gustav Mie (1868–1957), whose theory of 1908 explains the process. Often used in
reference to radar waves scattered by particles with small diameters as compared to radar
wavelength.
Mini-Supercell: Convective storm that contains similar radar characteristics to those of a
supercell (e.g., mesocyclone, hook echo, WER, BWER), but is significantly smaller in height
and width.
Misoscale: On a scale of 40 m to 4 km (130 ft to 2.2 nm).
Mixing Ratio: The ratio of the mass of a variable atmospheric constituent to the mass of dry air. If
not otherwise indicated, the term normally refers to water vapor.
Moist-adiabatic Process: (Also known as saturation-adiabatic process.) An adiabatic process for
which the air is saturated and may contain liquid water.
Nyquist interval: (Also Nyquist velocity). The maximum time interval between equally spaced
samples of a signal that will enable the signal waveform to be completely determined. Also
known as the (absolute value) of the maximum unambiguous velocity that can be measured by a
Doppler radar, e.g., 50 kts.
Nyquist Co-Interval: The full range of the Nyquist interval, e.g., +/- 50 kts.
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Operational Mode: A combination of one or more volume coverage patterns and products mixes
tailored to one or more meteorological situations.
One-Time Request (OTR): Requests of products made on a one-time basis via Associated Users.
Overhang: A storm has overhang if the edge of the storm component at a given height range
(mid-levels) extends outward beyond the edge of the storm component at the lowest elevation by
a specified distance.
Pattern Vector: A pattern vector is formed by a series of azimuthally adjacent sample volumes of
increasing or decreasing Doppler velocity.
Particulate Matter: (Also called Particulates.) The term for solid or liquid matter in the form of
particles found in the air.
Pedestal: In radar, a device for supporting and positioning the antenna. Typically, the pedestal
allows the azimuth and elevation angles of the antenna to be controlled separately or in a
coordinated way to permit different methods of scanning.
Planetary Boundary Layer: The bottom layer of the troposphere that is in contact with the
surface of the earth.
Point Clutter Rejection: The rejection or removal of echoes having the characteristics of point
targets.
Polarization: With respect to a transverse electromagnetic wave, the correlation between two
orthogonal components of its electric (or, equivalently, magnetic) field.
Polar Coordinates: A system of coordinates in which a point is isolated by its distance (range)
and angular direction (azimuth) from a fixed reference point. For radars, this reference point is
usually the location of the antenna.
Product Resolution: The smallest spatial increment of a data element that is distinguishable in a
product.
Precipitation Mode: System scanning at variable rates to accommodate the greatest number of
elevation angles, thus sampling to full radar volume in order to detect precipitation in all its
forms.
Precipitable Water: (Or precipitable water vapor): The total atmospheric water vapor contained
in a vertical column of unit cross-sectional area extending between any two specified levels,
commonly expressed in terms of the height to which that water substance would stand if
completely condensed and collected in a vessel of the same unit cross section.
Product: Output of the WSR-88D receiver in the form of the three base moments (reflectivity,
mean radial velocity, and velocity spectrum width) formatted by the RPG as base, derived, or
algorithm processed alphanumeric messages, graphic images, or graphic overlays for
presentation on a user display system.
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Product Distribution Function: This RPG function is the distribution of all products requested
via RPS lists and One-Time Requests.
Product Generation Function: (Sometimes called the Product Generation and Control List).
Each volume scan the RPG combines the products requested via the RPS list, One-Time
requests, alert generated products, and the default list for the weather mode into one list and
these products are then generated.
Product Generation Table: A table created in the RPG each volume scan composed of products
that are to be generated independent of user requests at the RPG. Separate tables for
Precipitation, Clear Air, and Maintenance modes exist.
Product Storage Loadshedding: Refers to the removal of a product from the RPG product
database prior to the product's expiration time. This is required when the number of products in
the RPG database exceeds a specified number (~7000 products). In order to experience
loadshedding, many products need to be generated with long storage times (the maximum
storage time is 360 minutes).
Product Resolution: The smallest spatial increment of data element that is distinguishable in a
product.
Propagation: Transmission of electromagnetic energy as waves through or along a medium.
Pulse: A single short duration transmission of electromagnetic energy.
Pulse Severe Storm: A convective storm characterized by a single, strong, updraft pulse
producing a short-lived period of large hail or damaging winds at the surface.
Pulse Width: The linear distance in range occupied by an individual broadcast from a radar.
Quadrature (signal): In radar systems, an orthogonal relationship between two coherent signals
in which the phase of one signal is offset by 90° from the phase of the other. Two signals in
quadrature may be regarded as a single complex signal. In Doppler radar, the signal is
composed of the in-phase and quadrature components.
Radar: (Coined word for radio detection and ranging.) An electronic instrument used for the
detection and ranging of distant objects of such composition that they scatter or reflect
microwave radio energy. A radar consists of a transmitter, receiver, antenna, display, and
associated equipment for control and signal processing.
Radar Data Acquisition System Operability Test (RDASOT): An off-line program designed to
determine the status of the hardware and to enhance its maintainability. RDASOT, executed
from the system console, consists of diagnostic tests, calibration tests, and maintainability aids.
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Radar Horizon: The locus of points at which direct rays from a radar transmitter/antenna become
tangential to the earth's surface. The radar horizon extends beyond the geometric and visible
horizons in conditions of normal atmospheric refraction. It may be decreased or increased in
particular cases as standard propagation is replaced by substandard or superstandard propagation
respectively. Beyond the radar horizon, surface targets cannot be detected under rf atmospheric
conditions although significant radar power is sometimes detected in the diffraction zone below
the horizon.
Radome: A dome used to cover the antenna assembly of a radar to protect it from the effects of
weather.
Range Aliasing: (Also called range folding.) In radar meteorology, a sampling problem that
arises when echoes located beyond the maximum unambiguous range (Rmax) are received as if
they were within this radar range. A radar ordinarily computes range to targets by measuring the
time interval between the transmission of a pulse and the receipt of the returned signal, assuming
that the signal was associated with the pulse just transmitted. However, depending on the pulse,
the returned signal may be associated with one of several pulses transmitted prior to the latest
one. Therefore, a returned signal, indicated as originating at range r, could have originated at r
+ Rmax (second-trip echo), or r + 2Rmax (third-trip echo), etc.
Range Dealiasing: (Also known as range unfolding.) The process or processes of removing range
ambiguity in apparent range of a multitrip target; that is to assign the correct target range.
Rayleigh Scattering: Approximate theory for electromagnetic scattering by small particles named
for Lord Rayleigh (John William Strutt, 1842–1919). Commonly used in radar theory referring
to particles small as compared to radar wavelength.
Rear Flank Downdraft: A downdraft almost exclusively associated with supercell storms found
along the rear portion (facing in the direction of storm motion) of the storm and associated with
the mesocyclone and often, tornadoes. Sometimes responsible for damaging surface winds.
Rear Inflow Jet: A mesoscale circulation feature in which a system-relative current of air enters
and flows through the stratiform precipitation region of mesoscale convective systems from the
rear. The rear-inflow jet forms in response to the upshear-tilting of the convective circulation, as
the horizontal buoyancy gradients along the back edge of the system create a circulation that
draws midlevel air in from the rear. The rear-inflow jet supplies potentially cold and dry
midlevel air that aids in the production of convective and system-scale downdrafts.
Rear Inflow Notch: A channel of weak echo extending from the rear into a convective storm line.
Often associated with the rear inflow jet.
Receiver: An instrument used to detect the presence of and to determine the information carried
by electromagnetic radiation. A receiver includes circuits designed to detect, amplify, rectify,
and shape the incoming radio-frequency signals received at the antenna.
Reflectivity: A measure of the fraction of radiation reflected by a given surface; defined as a ratio
of the radiant energy reflected to the total that is incident upon that surface.
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Refraction: Changes in the direction of energy propagation (due to changes in speed) as a result
of density changes within the propagating medium.
Refractive Index: A measure of the amount of refraction. Numerically equal to the ratio of wave
velocity in a vacuum to wave speed in the medium.
Routine Product Scheduler: Within the RPG, this function publishes the Master Request List for
all algorithms to use in processing and generation of each algorithms output. See Master
Request List.
Routine Product Set (RPS): A product list requested on a routine basis from user display systems
and external users.
Scatterer: Any object capable of reflecting the radar signal.
Sectorized Hybrid Scan: A single reflectivity scan composed of data from the lowest four
elevation scans. Close to the radar, higher tilts are used to reduce clutter. At further ranges,
either the maximum values from the lowest two scans are sued or the second scan values are
used alone.
Segment: As applied in the Storm Segments algorithm, segments are defined as runs of contiguous
radar sample volumes greater than or equal to the minimum reflectivity threshold and having a
combined length greater than or equal to the segment length threshold.
Severe Storm: A storm with a tornado, surface hail >3/4 inch, or wind gusts >50 knots, or a
combination of them.
Shear: The rate of change of the vector wind in a specified direction normal to the wind direction.
Vertical shear is the variation of the horizontal wind in the vertical direction.
Sidelobe: Secondary radiated energy maximum other than the radar main beam. Typically
contains a small percentage of energy compared to the mainlobe.
Signal Processor: A computer processor used to apply a series of algorithms to the output of the
receiver in order to estimate the spectral moments contained in the received backscattered signal.
Signal to Noise Ratio: A ratio that measures the comprehensibility of data, usually expressed as
the signal power divided by the noise power.
Spectrum Width: A measure of dispersion of velocities within the radar sample volume.
Standard deviation of the mean radial velocity spectrum.
Split Cut (CS/CD) Scan: While staying at a particular elevation angle, there is one full rotation
using the CS waveform, followed by one full rotation using the CD waveform.
Spot Blanking: The ability of the RDA to selectively stop radiation of energy along specific
azimuths so as not to cause interference with another facility.
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Stratiform: Descriptive of clouds or precipitation of extensive horizontal development, as
contrasted to the vertically developed convective clouds or precipitation types.
Storm: Any disturbed state of the atmosphere, especially as affecting the Earth’s surface, and
strongly implying destructive and otherwise unpleasant weather. Storms range in scale from
tornadoes and thunderstorms, through tropical cyclones, to widespread extra-tropical cyclones.
Supercell: An often dangerous convective storm that contains radar characteristics such as the
hook echo, WER, BWER but that also contains a deep, persistent mesocyclone characterized
most often by cyclonic vorticity and closely associated with the dominant storm updraft and
Rear Flank Downdraft. Variations include the “Low Precipitation” (LP), “Classic” (C), and
“Heavy Precipitation” (HP) supercells. These storms are often long-lived, often move somewhat
differently than other non-severe storms in their environment, and commonly produce severe
weather.
Subrefraction: The propagation of radar energy under conditions of substandard refraction in the
atmosphere; that is, refraction by an atmosphere or section of the atmosphere in which the
refractive Index decreases with height. Substandard propagation produces less than normal
downward bending, or even upward bending, of the radar beam as it travels through the
atmosphere.
Superrefraction: The propagation of radar energy under conditions of superstandard refraction
(superrefraction) in the atmosphere; that is, refraction by an atmosphere or section of the
atmosphere in which the refractive index decreases with height and range. Superstandard
propagation produces greater than normal downward bending of radar beams as they travel
through the atmosphere, giving extended radar horizons and increased radar coverage. It is
caused primarily by propagation through layers near the earth's surface in which the dewpoint
temperature is rapidly decreasing or the temperature increases with height.
Surveillance Waveform: A constant low PRF (long Rmax and low Vmax) scan employed for the
entire 360° sweep to determine proper target location and returned power. This PRF is
unambiguous over the observing domain (range). Generally used as part of a split cut consisting
of a surveillance waveform followed immediately by a range-ambiguous Doppler scan. (See
also Contiguous Surveillance (CS) Scan).
Target: Precipitation or other phenomena that produce echoes.
Three-body Scattering: Radiation from a radar is scattered toward the ground is scattered back to
hydrometeors, which then scatter some of the radiation back to the radar.
Three-body Scatter Spike: (Also called a “flare echo.”) A long, narrow, weak reflectivity, echo
artifact sometimes found extending down radial from highly reflective echo cores. Indicative of
large hail and caused by forward Mie scattering or radar signals, reflecting from the hail core, to
the ground, back to the hail core, and back to the radar.
Tilt: A storm is said to have tilt if a line connecting the centroid of a midlevel storm component to
the centroid of the lowest storm component is to the right or rear of the direction of movement of
the storm.
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Tornado Vortex Signature (TVS): The Doppler velocity signature of a tornado or incipient
tornado-like circulation within any scanned elevation angle. As the signature occurs when the
radar beam is wider than the vortex, the measured Doppler velocities are weaker than the
rotational velocities within the vortex and the apparent core diameter is larger than that of the
vortex. The signature, which may extend throughout a considerable vertical depth, is ideally
characterized by extreme Doppler velocity values of opposite sign separated in azimuth by the
equivalent of one beamwidth.
TOVER: An adaptable parameter (power difference) used in the radar range dealiasing algorithm.
The parameter is applied in comparing power returned from a range gate and those separated by
the unambiguous range or multiples of that range from the range gate in question.
Transmitter: A device used for the generation of signals of any type and form that are to be
transmitted. In radio and radar, it is that portion of the equipment that includes electronic
circuits designed to generate, amplify, and shape the radio frequency energy that is delivered to
the antenna where it is radiated out into space.
Tropical Cyclone: The general term for a cyclone that originates over the tropical oceans. This
term encompasses tropical depressions, tropical storms, hurricanes, and typhoons.
Turbulence: Random and continuously changing air motions that are superposed on the mean
motion of the air.
Unambiguous Range: The range to which a transmitted pulse wave can travel and return to the
radar before the next pulse is transmitted.
Uncorrelated Shear: An output of the Mesocyclone Detection Algorithm indicating a region of
shear that is large and symmetrical but not vertically correlated.
Unit Radar Committee: A committee formed at WSR-88D sites where there is more than one
Associated Principal User.
Updraft: A small- scale current of air with marked vertical motion that is upward moving.
Updraft Propagation: Growth or regeneration of new updraft on the flank of an updraft in a
given direction.
Velocity Aliasing: (Also called velocity folding.) A basic sampling problem arises when the
unambiguous velocity sampling interval is less than the full range of naturally occurring
velocities, causing the erroneous appearance of higher velocities within the sampling interval.
This phenomenon occurs in Doppler velocity measurements when the maximum unambiguous
velocity interval (±Vmax) is less than the full range of velocities being measured. Any true
velocity, V, appears within the interval from -Vmax to +Vmax, with the value V , which is related to
the true velocity by V = V ± 2nVmax where n is an integer.
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Velocity Dealiasing: (Also called velocity unfolding.) A process or processes by which
ambiguous velocities are assigned their correct unambiguous value.
Vertically Integrated Liquid (VIL): Vertical integral of liquid water content obtained from radar
observations at different elevation angles within a precipitation volume; has dimensions of mass
per unit area. Liquid water content M is computed from the equivalent reflectivity factor Ze
using the Marshall-Palmer drop-size distribution
VIL Density: VIL divided by the echo top (m) and multiplied by 1000, units are g m-3.
VIL of the Day: A threshold VIL value associated with hail of ¾ inch diameter or larger on a
given day. This value will change from day to day, or even during the same day.
Volume Coverage Pattern: A volumetric sampling procedure designed fro the surveillance of
one or more particular meteorological phenomena.
Volume Scan: The process of completing a series of specified scans in a specific sequence.
Vortex: In its most general use, any flow possessing vorticity. More often the term refers to a
flow with closed streamlines.
Warning: A message or condition created when an adverse situation is detected by the system in
the WSR-88D hardware or software.
Waveform: The pictorial representation of the shape of a wave showing the amplitude variations
as a function of time. Often used to also represent other wave properties.
Waveguide: A type of conductor used to carry VHF or microwave energy from one point to
another. Most waveguides are hollow (rectangular or circular) and carefully dimensioned
according to the frequency and energy to be conducted. In radar it provides a path for the
microwave energy between the antenna and the transmitting and receiving systems.
Weak Echo Region (WER): Within a convective echo a localized region of weak radar echo that
is bounded on one side and above by strong echo and associated with the strong updraft region.
It is located on the low-altitude inflow or updraft side of the storm.
Wind Shear: The local variation of the wind vector or any of its components in a given direction.
WSR-88D System: The summation of all hardware, software, facilities, communications,
logistics, staffing, training, operations, and procedures specifically associated with the
collection, processing, analysis, dissemination, and application of data from the WSR-88D unit.
WSR-88D Unit: The combination of one RDA, one RPG, and all associated OPUPs and
interconnecting communications.
Ze: See Equivalent Radar Reflectivity.
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